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Abstract 

 
Organisations with a social purpose emerge as part of the social innovation process to 

address new needs or issues. They aim to achieve a social purpose rather than provide 

profit for their owners. Change processes are fluid. They may not be effective until 

positioned within a formal entity, so new organisations are needed for social innovation 

to be durable. New organisations offer a base, a point of contact to engage the outside 

world, a site to gather resources and harness the contribution of volunteers into a 

coordinated set of actions (Spear, 2000). They provide a site in which ideas can be 

tested, shaped, and structured into action (Mulgan, 2006a). They legitimise new 

concepts in the public arena, act as the conduit of ideas and give the idea a public voice 

(Barraket, 2001a).  

 

Small social purpose organisations operate as precariously vulnerable ventures in the 

social economy rather than the market economy. They are numerous, but the exact 

number is not known (Lyons, 2001), especially those that are at an early stage of 

development since they are difficult to locate. In excess of 440,000 are estimated to 

operate in Australia as small nonprofit ventures with no employees (Productivity 

Commission, 2010). An unknown number function as small commercial ventures with 

no paid staff. This is a large set of organisations that are a valuable part of civil society, 

but they are largely unrecognised in the literature and are not well researched. Little is 

known about how they start or how they organise to deliver their goods and services. 

 
This exploratory study investigates social entrepreneurship as a site for social 

innovation. Social entrepreneurship is moral form of entrepreneurship (Anderson & 

Smith, 2007) that positions innovative ideas into public consciousness. Specifically, this 

study examines how Australian social entrepreneurship ventures start and become 

viable. Viability is a fluid, indeterminate state in which a venture functions for some 

time before it can determine it is sustainable. A nascent social entrepreneurship venture 

(NSEV) is viable when it has sufficient resources to continue to operate for the 

foreseeable future. 
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Social entrepreneurship (SE) places a high value on innovation and productive activity 

(Sullivan Mort, Weerawardena, & Carnegie, 2003). Social entrepreneurship ventures 

are proactive and fast moving, able to seize opportunities for action (Mair & Marti, 

2006). They are multidimensional (Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 2006), able to 

generate income from trading or other commercial activities to support the social 

mission (Haugh, 2005), and sit in a blurred space between commercial firms and 

nonprofit organisations (Westall, 2007). Two SE perspectives can be determined from 

the SE literature. Scholars from the US take a profit maximising perspective whereas 

European scholars embrace a social obligation perspective. This thesis adopts the social 

obligation viewpoint. Social entrepreneurship ventures display social values (Chell, 

2007), creativity (Shaw & Carter, 2007), collective commitment (Ridley-Duff, 2007; 

Spear, 2006), and high levels of trust (Mosek, Gillin, & Katzenstein, 2007; Ridley-Duff, 

2008). Social entrepreneurship ventures differ from commercial firms in their multiple 

stakeholders (Nicholls, 2009), process of recognising opportunities (Dorado, 2006; 

Hockerts, 2006), leadership (Purdue, 2001), networks (Haugh, 2007), survival strategies 

(Lune, 2002), and resource mobilisation (Haugh, in Robinson, Mair, & Hockerts, 2009).  

 

Nascent social entrepreneurship ventures (NSEVs) are vulnerable to closure (Chambré 

& Fatt, 2002; Twombly, 2003). Reliance on a single funding source increases the risks 

of closure (Fernández, 2008; Hager, Galaskiewicz, Bielefeld, & Pins, 1996), whereas 

institutional legitimacy is beneficial (Baum & Oliver, 1991). Many aspects of NSEV 

startup are not well understood (Douglas, 2006a). 

 

This exploratory study investigated NSEV startup processes using a social 

constructionist framework (Crotty, 1998; Liebrucks, 2001) and comparative case study 

design (Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003). Six cases were recruited by theoretical sampling and 

replication logic (Eisenhardt, 1989a, 2007) using a novel methodology to locate 

ventures early in the startup process (Douglas, 2007c). Data from closed and continuing 

NSEVs and industry informants were compared in three waves of analysis.  

 

Ventures in the study showed considerable variation. Some ventures were highly 

entrepreneurial, others had a volunteer service approach (Douglas, 2007a). Functional 

aspects of the ventures varied among the ventures, such as governance, financial 

arrangements, and communication actions (Douglas & Sullivan Mort, 2009). Startup 
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was a group process (Douglas, Sullivan Mort, & Cuskelly, 2007). The orientation of 

founders (Douglas, 2007a) and their personal values influenced the process (Douglas, 

unpublished, 2010), but a passion to achieve the social mission was not sufficient for 

ventures to become viable. In agreement with Haugh (2007), the study demonstrated 

that startup takes longer for NSEVs than commercial ventures. 

 

Based on these findings, a multi-theoretical model of social entrepreneurship startup is 

proposed. In the first stage, founders establish the purpose of the venture, engage others 

and negotiate common values. In the third stage, the venture acquires and organises 

resources, builds organisational capability, and establishes effective internal systems. 

To become viable, the venture strategically engages with and influences its environment 

to achieve resources and other advantages. No single theoretical perspective was found 

to be sufficient to explain the startup process or how NSEVs became viable. A multi-

theoretical framework of social capital, dynamic capabilities, and institutional theory 

was applied to improve explanatory capacity.  

 

This study extends previous SE studies and offers theoretical explanations of the 

process of NSEV startup. It supports others’ findings that networks (Haugh, 2007; 

Sharir & Lerner, 2006) and social capital (Sharir, Lerner, & Yitshaki, 2009) are 

important for venture viability. Other elements of Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) study are 

not supported, such as the importance of financial capital. In contrast, the study finds 

that startup relies on positive interactions between founders and their environment as 

suggested by Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006). This study extends the 

theoretical SE framework Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006) proposed by 

explaining the links between the venture environment, social mission, and venture 

sustainability. It extends Haugh’s (2007) startup model by examining venture actions 

beyond early pre-venture actions and explaining how ventures become viable. Findings 

from this study do not support the theoretical model proposed by Austin Stevenson, & 

Wei-Skillern (2006). Instead it finds successful startup in the Australian context is 

centred on social relationships and organisational capabilities rather than a social value 

proposition implemented as a business activity.  

 

This research improves understanding of important issues involved in the process of 

founding Australian social entrepreneurship ventures, and elements that influence their 
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achieving viability. The study makes an important contribution to knowledge of nascent 

civil society ventures, a field not widely reported in the literature. NSEVs are an 

important aspect of the landscape of modern life, but the efforts of founders to establish 

these ventures is seldom acknowledged. Knowledge of NSEV startup process has 

important practice implications that may reduce mortality rates of nascent social 

enterprises. It has consequences for civil society renewal, and thus has public policy 

implications. The study makes a contribution to institutional theory by clarifying its 

importance at one stage of the founding process. It contributes to the emerging theory of 

social entrepreneurship by proposing a new theory of social entrepreneurship startup. 

The theoretical startup model would benefit from further empirical examination with a 

large international sample to examine its application in different contexts. Future studies 

could examine socio-cultural influences on the startup processes, investigate strategy 

development in small social enterprises, and investigate political aspects of social 

enterprise strategies. Follow up studies would contribute valuable additional 

understandings to social entrepreneurship, a field that is under developed theoretically.  
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Glossary  

Terms and acronyms used in the thesis 

 
• Agency means a government run facility offering services to the public. 

• CED means community economic development. 

• CSR means corporate social responsibility. 

• Capability is a process, system, or routine used by a venture to harness 

productivity from its available resources. 

• Capacity means a task related skill that a venture may use to advantage. 

• Competency is a critical skill or capability that underpins a venture’s capacity to 

operate effectively. 

• Dynamic capability is the capacity of an organisation to purposefully create, 

extend, or modify existing resources and capabilities to create new strategic 

capabilities. 

• Dynamic collaboration is a new term coined to describe behavioural dynamics 

of self-motivated relationships or associations that are developed to gain benefits 

with consideration of organisational or environmental transformations.  

• Entity and endeavour are general terms meaning a purposeful unit with 

organised actions at any stage of development. It may, or may not, have legal 

status as a commercial firm or nonprofit organisation and may have either profit 

or social objectives. 

• Firm means a legal and functional entity in the commercial business sector. 

• Nascent venture is a commercial or nonprofit entity that is partly functioning but 

that is not yet assured of being viable. 

• Nebula is the name of the Australian city in which this study was conducted. 

• NSEV is a nascent social entrepreneurship venture. It is a nonprofit organisation 

or commercial firm that operates with a social purpose. It operates proactively 

and innovatively and generates at least some income to sustain the venture, but it 

is only partly developed and is not certain of being able to continue to function 

for the following two years, and so is not yet viable. 

• Organisation is a functioning, legal, nonprofit entity with a social purpose. 

• Political acumen is a capacity to assess and influence the external environment. 

It is a skill of appraising the likely intentions and future actions of key 
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stakeholders and competitors. It is demonstrated as an excellent awareness of 

who is influential, who is important to include in a network, who is likely to do 

what, the implications of different actions, and how to influence decisions. 

• Satellite is the name of the Australian state in which this study was conducted.  

• SE means social entrepreneurship. 

• Social enterprise is a venture, an operating entity. It is not a sector or a field. 

• Social entrepreneurship a process or a practice of innovative and proactive 

beneficial social change for a target group of people. Rather than relying solely 

on grants, philanthropy, or donations, social entrepreneurship engages in 

business activities to generate about half of the enterprise’s operational income. 

• Social entrepreneur refers to a person who engages in social entrepreneurship. 

• Venture means a functioning commercial or nonprofit entity at any stage of 

development. 

• Social innovation refers to new ideas that are implemented to address unmet and 

often complex social needs with arrangements that are situated beyond 

traditional organisational, sectoral or disciplinary boundaries. 

• Strategic means deliberately applying analysis and skill to create or take 

advantage of valuable opportunities. 

• Strategic aptitude is a combination of strategic intent and political acumen. It has 

a political nature involving a capacity to assess the intentions of key 

stakeholders and competitors that may affect the venture’s activities and its 

future, and a willingness to take actions deliberately once opportunities are 

identified to gain advantages for the venture. 

• evaluate where best to position a venture based on an 

• Strategic intent is a skill founders employ to seek benefits for the venture 

deliberately and systematically. 

• Sustainable is a functioning commercial or nonprofit entity with sufficient 

resources to be reasonably certain of continuing to operate in the foreseeable 

future. 

• Viability is a fluid and shifting status that occurs before an entity is assured of 

being sustainable. A viable venture is a functioning commercial or nonprofit 

entity that is reasonably assured of having sufficient resources to continue to 

operate for the following two years.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

 

This thesis examines the process of starting social entrepreneurship ventures in 

Australian cities, and considers how the nascent ventures become viable. Knowledge of 

this process has important consequences for social innovation and civil society renewal, 

and thus has public policy implications. This chapter introduces the study and provides 

an overview of the thesis. The chapter is divided into six sections as shown in Table 1.1. 

The first section introduces the study and describes its purpose. Section two outlines 

why it is appropriate to study the startup of social entrepreneurship ventures as sites of 

social innovation. Section three briefly describes the Australian social and political 

arrangements to provide a context for the study. Section four defines terminology and 

summarises the thesis findings. Section five outlines the thesis structure, and section six 

concludes the chapter. 

 

 
Table 1.1 Chapter outline 

 

1 Introduction  

2  Social entrepreneurship startup  

3 The Australian context 

4 Terminology and summary of findings 

5 Structure of the thesis 

6 Conclusion 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Little is known about the process of starting organisations that aim to achieve a social 

purpose rather than provide profit for owners. Society is not static, but is constantly 

changing. Organisations with a social purpose emerge to address new needs or issues as 

part of the social innovation process. Social innovation refers to new ideas that are 

implemented to address unmet and often complex social needs with arrangements that 

are situated beyond traditional organisational, sectoral or disciplinary boundaries. Social 
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innovation is a dynamic and flexible process which challenges established doctrines or 

practices (Drewe, Klein, & Hulsbergen, 2008), and changes social arrangements over 

time (Sztompka, 1993). Social innovation presents as new concepts, ideas or strategies, 

new ways to connect people, or new products, processes and services (Mulgan, 2006a; 

Mulgan, Tucker, Ali, & Sanders, no date). New views, beliefs, attitudes, routines, social 

arrangements and patterns of behaviour become embedded in society through an 

institutional process that transforms traditions (Drewe, et al., 2008). New institutions, 

structures, policies, resource and authority arrangements become established, resulting 

in societal transformation (Robinson& Robinson, 2009). Put simply, social innovation is 

‘new ideas that work’ (Dawson & Daniel, 2008, p. 8).  

 

New organisations are needed for the social innovation to be durable. Change processes 

are fluid; they may not be effective until positioned within a formal entity. New 

organisations (or nascent social ventures) offer a base, a point of contact to engage the 

outside world, a site to gather resources and harness the contribution of volunteers into a 

coordinated set of actions (Spear, 2000). They legitimise new concepts in the public 

arena, act as the conduit of ideas and give the ideas a public voice (Barraket, 2001a). 

They provide a site in which ideas can be tested, shaped, and structured into actions 

(Mulgan, 2006a). Nascent social ventures act as a diffusion system, building a channel 

between new ideas and action. They provide a bridge over the chasm ideas need to cross 

before becoming mainstream products or services that capture the imagination of 

supporters (Mulgan, 2006a). As sites of social innovation, nascent social ventures 

persuade populations to abandon old habits and adopt new practices.  

 

2. Social entrepreneurship startup 

The focus of this exploratory study is nascent social entrepreneurship ventures as sites 

for social innovation. Specifically, the study investigates the process of starting new 

social entrepreneurship ventures and considers how they become viable. To do this, 

functional aspects of these ventures and their operation are examined. 

 

Social entrepreneurship (SE) is a dynamic and interactive carrier of innovative ideas 

into public consciousness. It places a high value on innovation and productive activity 

(Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003). Nascent social entrepreneurship ventures (NSEVs) are 
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proactive, fast moving, and able to seize opportunities for action (Mair & Marti, 2006). 

NSEVs generate income from trading or other commercial activities to support the 

social mission (Haugh, 2005), and thus sit in a blurred space between traditional 

commercial firms and nonprofit organisations (Westall, 2007).  

 

NSEVs vary in their focus, purpose, and structure. Some aim to achieve general societal 

change while others focus on a specific target group or region. Their focus may be local, 

regional, national, or international. Some function as ‘bottom up’ associations with 

groups of proactive citizens initiating local change actions organised into collaborative 

structures. Others are organised with ‘top down’ centralised control by individual social 

entrepreneurs. NSEVs may take the form of political and activist groups, mutuals, 

cooperatives, social movement organisations, volunteer run nonprofit organisations, or 

commercial firms (Spear, 2001).  

 

NSEV initiatives address a social issue and benefit society rather than those organising 

the action. Some attend to complex societal problems such as poverty, homelessness, or 

refugee issues. NSEVs may provide housing for people with disabilities, financial 

programs for disadvantaged people, or support services for vulnerable people. Not all 

address pressing social problems. Some offer new age services such as organic food 

cooperatives, experimental theatre, clothing recycling, ethnic radio, or sites to develop 

new art forms. Others organise around a communal concern. Two examples illustrate 

the variety of SE objectives:  

An 'average Australian bloke' had a simple idea to make a difference...The idea of a 
clean up day ignited an enthusiasm and desire among the community to get involved 
and make a difference to their local environment…This simple idea has now become 
the nation's largest community-based environmental event…In the past 16 years, 
Australians have devoted more than eight million hours towards the environment… 
and collected over 200,000 tonnes of rubbish (Clean Up Australia, 2008). 

 

STREAT is a hybrid organisation with a mission to change disadvantage and 
homelessness by offering a pathway for young people from the street to a sustainable 
livelihood. It aims to bring about social change through market focused business 
activities, offering vocational training in hospitality in a street based food service. 
Income from this activity funds the organisation’s programs and holistic care for 
clients. STREAT aims to replicate its business model, share knowledge, innovations, 
and ideas through collaborations and alliances, while building a social and financial 
foundation for future growth and scaling up over time (STREAT, no date). 
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To achieve the desired change, innovative ideas need to be organised purposefully 

within an organisational structure. Each initiative requires resourceful founders to plan 

the desired change, initiate actions, engage others and build a network of concerned 

citizens, and shape collective effort into an orderly, productive set of actions. Through 

these actions new organisations materialise to revitalise society and address areas of 

unmet need. In the long run, ideas are more powerful than individuals or institutions 

(Mulgan, 2006a). NSEVs such as STREAT and Clean Up Australia provoke discovery 

and foster new approaches, but the social innovation may vanish unless the NSEV 

becomes a viable enterprise and is able to continue to provide services. Importantly, 

new ventures are precarious and vulnerable to closure (Cooper, 1993). Many NSEVs 

cease to exist within a few years of startup (Hager, et al., 1996), but little is known 

about the reasons they close (Fernández, 2008), their strategies for survival (Lune, 

2002), or the dimensions of liability of newness in social purpose organisations 

(Chambré & Fatt, 2002). NSEVs startup and closure has important social and economic 

consequences. NSEV closure is an economic loss. Potential and exiting clients loose the 

opportunity to access services. If ventures close, society loses the energy, ambition, and 

creativity of founders and volunteers. Thus, NSEV startup is worthy of investigation. 

 

To assist readers understand the Australian context of this study, the next section 

provides a brief overview of some Australian institutions, traditions, and political 

arrangements in so far as they have the potential to influence NSEVs.  

  

 

3. The Australian context 

Australian political, economic, and social systems are somewhat different from other 

countries (Wettenhall, 2007). First settled in 1788 by the British, successive waves of 

residents settled in Australia from the UK and Europe, then later from Asia, South Asia, 

Africa, South America and the Middle East. English remains the dominant language, 

but in large Australian cities the society no longer has a British stamp, but rather is 

diverse, multicultural, and multilingual.  

 

Throughout its history, government has had a very influential role in Australian society 

and its social and economic development. Australia is a Commonwealth of six States 
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that federated in 1901. Under the Constitution, there is a clear division of powers 

between the Commonwealth of Australia and the State Governments. The 

Commonwealth is assigned limited powers, primarily defence, external affairs, customs 

and immigration; the States have responsibility for other matters. Progressively over the 

past century, the Commonwealth has assumed control over the collection and 

distribution of tax revenues (Argy, 1998). By controlling funding, the Commonwealth 

has steadily extended its role and has become involved in fields originally assigned to 

the States (Henningham, 1999). First, it assumed responsibility for pensions. Later it 

took an overseeing role for education, health, Indigenous affairs, child care, welfare, 

and some sport activities, and more recently aged care and some industrial matters. In 

addition to direct regulation, the Commonwealth now has a central role in planning, 

provision, and direct and indirect funding of services (Bound, 2006; Brennan & Castles, 

2002). Thus, there is a complex and overlapping mix of responsibilities between the 

Commonwealth and States across many fields. 

 

Because of these arrangements, Government now has an active involvement in 

Australian society. Organisations and individuals look to government rather than other 

institutions as a major source of support and funding. Financial institutions tend to view 

innovative ventures as high risk, especially those in creative fields, sunrise industries, 

new technologies, or green endeavours. Traditional religious charities and welfare 

institutions, such as Red Cross, have an important role in providing health, education, 

and human services (Bouma & Lennon, 2003; Whitlock & Carter, 1992), but Australia 

has little tradition of private philanthropy to support virtuous causes (Fishel, 2002).  

 

Increasingly over the past two decades, the Commonwealth Government has focused on 

economic issues. The conservative Howard government1 promoted self reliance, that 

that individuals would manage regardless of their circumstances if the economy was 

strong (Hulse & Stone, 2007; Western, McCrea, & Stimson, 2007). Concurrently, 

attention to social issues declined in the policy arena. In the main, community and 

cultural development was ignored (Butcher, 2006), even though some warned that 

conservative macroeconomic policy would not achieve economic development unless 

the social foundations of enterprise and innovation were addressed (Chappell, Hawke, 

                                                 
1 John Howard was Prime Minister of the Australian Liberal government from 1996 until November 2007 
when the Labor government was elected. 
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& Schofield, 2002). The Commonwealth relied on local communities to improve citizen 

well being (Adams, 2002). While espousing concepts of community (Adams & Hess, 

2001), there was little commitment to the social economy, capacity building, or social 

inclusion (Passey & Lyons, 2004). Civil society remained an important Australian 

institution facilitating social innovation (McDonald & Marston, 2002b), but government 

offered little structural support or assistance for grassroots initiatives (Boxelaar, Paine, 

& Beilin, 2006; Browne, 2001).  

 

In this institutional landscape, Australian social innovation occurred as individual and 

community endeavours largely beyond government purview (Dawson & Daniel, 2008).  

Social entrepreneurship emerged as one way of addressing needs for social innovation 

(Brown, 2001; Stewart-Weeks, 2001). Proactive individuals initiated actions rather than 

relying on a tradition of seeking government intervention (Leitmann & Crawford, 

2002). Some of these social initiatives became grassroots NSEVs such as STREAT, yet 

there is little understanding of how NSEVs may evolve over time into established 

organisations such as Clean Up Australia. 

 

The cumulative effect of small, grassroots organisations is substantial (Horton Smith, 

1997, 2000; Toepler, 2003), but the Australian Third Sector2 is not well documented 

compared with business (Lyons, 2001; Lyons & Hocking, 2000). An estimated 600,000 

large and small entities with a social purpose operate in Australia as nonprofit 

organisations (Lyons, 2001; Productivity Commission, 2010). In excess of 440,000 are 

estimated to operate as small nonprofit ventures with no employees (Productivity 

Commission, 2010). An unknown number function as small commercial ventures 

without paid staff. More is known about entities that are registered as charities 

(McGregor-Lowndes & Conroy, 2002) or nonprofit organisations (ABS, 1999). Of this 

subset, most is known about the 59,000 enterprises that are registered as nonprofit 

organisations and function with at least one employee (ABS, 2000a, 2003). Since this 

field of research is poorly developed in Australia, the importance of the nonprofit sector 

is emphasised.  

 

                                                 
2 The Third Sector refers to organisations that are neither government agencies nor commercial for profit 
firms. In general these are nonprofit organisations, but the sector also includes hybrid social enterprises 
with public good objectives combined with some commercial profit making activities. 
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Several sources substantiate the contribution of nonprofit organisations to the Australian 

economy, in particular the Productivity Commission Report (Productivity Commission, 

2010), Australian Bureau of Statistics reports on Volunteering and the Nonprofit 

Satellite Accounts (ABS, 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 2003, 2006), and a comprehensive series 

of studies of the Australian nonprofit sector by Mark Lyons (Lyons, 2001, 2007; Lyons 

& Hocking, 2000; Lyons & Passey, 2006; McQueen & Lyons, 2001; O'Donoghue, 

McGregor-Lowndes, & Lyons, 2006; Passey & Lyons, 2004, 2009). The following data 

are drawn from these sources. Australian nonprofit organisations contribute $43 billion, 

or about 8% to GDP. The nonprofit sector has grown steadily with an average annual 

growth rate of 7.7% between 1999-2000 and 2006-7. In 2008-2007, nonprofit 

organisations employed 8% of all workers. Volunteers are an essential part of the sector. 

Nonprofit organisations host 4.6 million volunteers, or approximately 20% of the 

Australian population, with wage equivalence of $15 billion.  

 

Beyond their economic impact, grassroots Third Sector organisations contribute to 

society in other ways (Casey, 2002; Sadownik, 2007). Small third sector organisations 

connect individuals in the community by expanding social networks (Hopkins, Thomas, 

Meredyth, & Ewing, 2004). They may facilitate productive information exchanges to 

improve social programs (Mulroy & Shay, 1998), or generate partnerships with industry 

(Parker & Selsky, 2004; Sagawa & Segal, 2000) or local government (Snavely & Desai, 

2001). They promote economic, social, and cultural change (Barraket, 2001b; Link, 

Teece, & Finan, 1996). Nonprofit organisations may have limited capacity to achieve 

long term structural change (Gray, Crofts, & Healy, 2001; Holyoke, 2004), but they 

improve community skills and knowledge (Buckinghamhatfield, 1995; Totterman & 

Sten, 2005) and invest in physical, social, cultural and environmental assets for the 

benefit of future generations (Kingston & Bolton, 2004).  

 

In short, small, grassroots Third Sector organisations in the social domain provide 

valuable public goods, especially in developed countries such as Australia (ABS, 2000a; 

Horton Smith, 1997; Toepler, 2003). They make a substantial contribution to individual 

wellbeing (ABS, 2001; Cuthill, 2003), social innovation (Mulgan, 2006a, 2006b) and 

civil society (Gerometta, Hausermann, & Longo, 2005; Novy & Leubolt, 2005; 

Nyssens, 2006a). Their influence extends from those who are disadvantaged (Saunders, 

2002, 2005) to the middle class (Pusey, 2003).  
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Ventures with a social purpose are a significant part of the Australian economy and 

society. Those involved in the Third Sector understand its significance, but according to 

the Productivity Commission (2010, p. xxiii): ‘The level of understanding among the 

wider community of the sector's role and its contribution is poor and deserves attention.’ 

Australian governments in particular tend to ignore small Third Sector organisations 

and their activities unless these are perceived as contributing to economic reform 

(Adams, 2002; Butcher, 2005; Spall & Zetlin, 2004; Tittensor, 2007). Their interests 

and activities are neglected as a research field despite their significant contributions to 

civil society (Lyons, 2001; Lyons & Passey, 2006; Passey & Lyons, 2004). A recent 

report asserts: ‘There is potential for greater social innovation but the business planning 

capabilities and incentives for collaboration need to be strengthened’ (Productivity 

Commission, 2010, p. xxiv).  

 

Many functional aspects of the Australian Third Sector are not understood, and indeed, 

the dynamics of social innovation are not well researched (Dawson & Daniel, 2008). 

This study contributes valuable new information as a contribution to a field warranting 

investigation. It offers new knowledge of the processes involved in social innovation, 

planning and capacities required in the startup of ventures that are organised to achieve 

a social purpose. 

 

 

4. Terminology and summary of findings 

The Australian social and political context described in this Chapter influences social 

innovation. The concept of social innovation as social ownership and collective 

processes to enhance civil society is applied throughout the thesis. Conceptually, this is 

similar to understandings of social innovation adopted in Western Europe (Gerometta, 

et al., 2005; Mulgan, 2006a, 2006b; Novy & Leubolt, 2005; Nyssens, 2006).  

 

Social entrepreneurship ventures are conceptualised as existing because of their social 

mission. They aim to achieve social innovation through proactive social processes. 

Figure 1.1 depicts these concepts as an organising framework.  
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Figure 1.1 Explanatory concept of SE  
(Adapted from Karlberg & Ryberg, 2007) 

 

 

 

Social entrepreneurship bridges two distinct academic fields: entrepreneurship (a 

business discipline) and social innovation (a social science field), but terminology is not 

well established or clearly defined in the literature. For this thesis, particular meanings 

were generated to describe the type of venture, its purpose, legal status, its development 

trajectory and viability, and the sector in which the venture operates. Terms that are 

used regularly in the thesis are listed in the glossary. The main terms are: 

 

• Firm means a legal and functional entity in the commercial business sector. 

• Nascent venture is a commercial or nonprofit entity that is partly functioning but 

that is not yet assured of being viable.  

• NSEV is a Nascent Social Entrepreneurship Venture. It is a nonprofit organisation 

or commercial firm that operates with a social purpose. It generates some income to 

sustain the venture, but it is only partly developed and so and is not certain of being 

able to continue to function for the following two years, and so is not viable.  

• Organisation refers to a legal, functional, nonprofit entity.  

• Venture means a functioning commercial or nonprofit entity. 

Why? 
 
 
 
 

What? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How? 

Social mission 
 
 
 

Social innovation 
 
 
 

Proactive social process  
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• SE denotes social entrepreneurship; it does not refer to a social entrepreneur or 

social enterprise. 

• Social enterprise is a venture, that is, an operating entity. It is not a sector or field. 

• Social entrepreneurship is a process or a practice.  

• Social innovation refers to new ideas that are implemented to address unmet and 

usually complex social needs with arrangements that move beyond traditional 

organisational, sectoral or disciplinary boundaries. 

• Sustainable refers to a functioning commercial or nonprofit entity with sufficient 

resources to be reasonably certain of continuing to operate in the foreseeable future. 

• Venture means a functioning commercial or nonprofit entity at any stage of 

development. 

• Viability is a fluid and shifting status that occurs before an entity is assured of being 

sustainable. A viable venture is a functioning commercial or nonprofit entity that is 

reasonably assured of having sufficient resources to continue to operate for the 

following two years.  

 

Thus, a ‘nascent social venture’ refers to an entity with a social purpose and nonprofit or 

commercial legal status that is partly developed but not fully functioning or viable. A 

Nascent Social Entrepreneurship Venture (NSEV) has additional characteristics of 

operating innovatively and generating at least some commercial income. 

 

In this thesis the acronym SE never refers to a social enterprise or a social entrepreneur. 

SE always indicates ‘social entrepreneurship’, that is, a field of action or a practice. 

Social enterprise always refers to a venture, that is, an entity not a sector. Thus, a social 

entrepreneur (a person) engages in social entrepreneurship (a process or field of action) 

in a social enterprise (a venture). Social entrepreneurship will be described in more 

detail in the following chapter.  
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5. Structure of the thesis 

This thesis is organised in the following manner. 

 

Chapter 2 examines social entrepreneurship as a particular type of social economy 

organisation that addresses social innovation with a proactive and innovative approach. 

The chapter identifies areas of social entrepreneurship that are not well described in the 

literature, and defines the research question and two sub-questions for this study. 

 

Chapter 3 considers the importance of theoretical frameworks, explores theories used in 

relevant studies, and then examines institutional theory as the theoretical context for this 

study. The theoretical research sub-question is defined at the end of this chapter. 

 

Chapter 4 explains the underpinning epistemology, justifies Blaikie’s abductive 

approach as an appropriate research strategy, details the comparative case study 

methodology used, and then describes the analytical and theory building processes.  

 

Chapter 5 provides a brief overview of the six cases and industry informants, describes 

the Leximancer analyses, provides rich descriptions of the findings generated from 

thematic analysis of the cases and three industry informant interviews, and offers 

propositions. 

 

Chapter 6 enfolds the extant literature to review and interpret the findings in relation to 

the three research sub-questions.  

 

Chapter 7 draws on social capital, dynamic capabilities, and neoinstitutional theoretical 

perspectives to provide a rich explanation of issues that emerged in the study. It 

proposes a new theoretical model of nascent social entrepreneurship venture startup to 

answer the research question.  

 

Chapter 8 explains the contributions of this study to theory and the implications for 

social enterprise practice and social policy. The thesis concludes with limitations and 

suggestions for future research. 
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6. Conclusion  

This chapter explained the focus of this research and provided an overview of the 

context for this study. Social entrepreneurship was discussed as one approach to social 

innovation, with nascent social entrepreneurship ventures as the site for proactive 

change. The Australian political structures and service delivery systems were described 

briefly, and the importance of ventures with a social purpose was provided. 

Terminology used regularly in this thesis was specified and defined. Finally, the 

structure of the thesis was outlined. The next chapter will review literature relevant to 

the startup of NSEVs and the research question will be defined 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

Chapter one provided the context of the study, outlined the argument, and provided an 

overview of the thesis structure. This chapter examines literature relevant to how 

nascent social entrepreneurship ventures become viable. The chapter is divided into 

seven sections (Table 2.1). The first section introduces the chapter and outlines the 

parameters of this literature review. Section two considers the nature of social 

entrepreneurship and its distinctive characteristics. Section three considers social 

entrepreneurship from profit maximising and social obligation perspectives. Section 

four compares social entrepreneurship with commercial entrepreneurship startup. 

Section five integrates current knowledge, identifies research gaps and explains the 

topic for this study. Section six specifies the research question and two sub-questions, 

then section seven concludes this chapter.  

 

Table 2.1 Chapter outline 

 

1 Introduction  

2  The nature of social entrepreneurship 

3 Social entrepreneurship perspectives 

4 Social entrepreneurship startup 

5 Integration and research gaps 

6 Research question 

7 Conclusion 

 
 

1. Introduction 

This study considers social entrepreneurship (SE) as a site of social innovation, and 

examines the process by which nascent social entrepreneurship ventures (NSEVs) 

become viable. Examining how NSEVs survive would contribute new knowledge that 

could assist new ventures to emerge, but investigating their survival is not sufficient. 

Survival is the earliest stage. After survival new ventures need to become viable so they
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may continue their innovation (Shediac-Rizkallah & Bone, 1998). Becoming viable 

appears to be a dynamic process whereby new ventures acquire adequate human and 

financial resources, become organised and capable of delivering services for some time 

in the future. The question is, how does this occur?  

 

This study was designed in 2006. For conceptual consistency and to frame the research 

within the literature published when the study was designed, this chapter discusses the 

literature published up to 2008. Later literature is incorporated into Chapter 6 while 

reviewing each of the research sub-questions, and also in Chapter 7 while outlining the 

proposed theoretical model. The basis of this literature review is 246 papers published 

in refereed academic journals, books, theses, reports, or analytical electronic sources, 

each with ‘social entrepreneurship’ or ‘social enterprise’ in the title or as a keyword 

(Table 2.2). Since conference papers are difficult to locate methodically, they are not 

included in the count of papers although some are reviewed in this chapter.  

 

 

Table 2.2 Growth of social entrepreneurship papers 
 

Published Type of publication 
Up to 2000 2001-2003 2004-2006 2007-2009 

Total 

Refereed journal articles 11 17 83 70 181 

Academic books  4 5 5 9 23 

Theses  3 4 9 6 22 

Electronic sources 1 9 3 1 14 

Reports  0 4 1 1 6 

Total  19 39 101 87 246 

(Compiled for this study) 

 

 
Table 2.3 lists influential literature that contributes theoretically to the field of SE, and 

all papers known to be published by Australian academics. Research theses offer value 

with unconventional theoretical frameworks, testing assumptions or novel topics. Table 

2.4 lists theses relevant to SE ventures identified from the Dissertation Index. 
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Table 2.3 Influential and Australian SE literature published by 2008 

 
Authors Year Domain Main points Comments  

Waddock & Post (1991) Public action Public organisations facilitate catalytic change to provide services for complex 
social problems  

Influential for 
decade 

Leadbeater (1997) Social action Entrepreneurial behaviour for social rather than profit objectives to benefit 
specific disadvantaged groups 

 

De Leeuw (1999) Public policy Promoting health change in cities  
Prabhu  (1999) Organisational 

leadership 
Compares SE and commercial entrepreneurship and opportunities for cross 
fertilisation of ideas 

 

Fowler  (2000) Non government 
organisations 

International development aid organisations for social benefits  

Johnson  (2000) Social action Comprehensive literature review  Widely cited 
Thompson, Alvy, & Lees (2000) Public policy SE defined as action for social purpose, case studies  
Dees  (2001) Social action Revised 1998 paper, defines SE as change agents Widely cited 
Stewart-Weeks (2001) Social innovation  Advantages of SE over traditional approaches Australian context 
Dees, Emerson & Economy (2002) Social innovation Focused on social enterprise practice   
Talbot, Tregilgas, & Harrison (2002) Social action Method to establish social enterprises Australian context 
Cook, Dodds, & Mitchell (2003) Social welfare SE reduces government obligation to support disadvantaged citizens Negative viewpoint  

Australian context 
Sullivan Mort, 
Weerawardena, & Carnegie 

(2003) Nonprofit social action Multidimensional definition of SE as innovative, proactive, risk taking virtuous 
behaviour to achieve the social mission 

Widely cited 
Australian authors 

Alvord, Brown, & Letts (2004) Social innovation  SE mobilises ideas, capacities, and resources into transformative solutions for 
disadvantaged groups  

Widely cited 

Barraket (2004) Public policy Positions SE as enterprising social action Australian context 
Borzaga & Defourney (2004) Social enterprise European social enterprise cases demonstrating considerable variety in form 

and operation 
 

Passey and Lyons (2004) Public policy Compares Australian and UK policy supporting social inclusion  Australian context 
Shaw  (2004) Social enterprise 

marketing 
Social mission differentiates voluntary associations from commercial firms  

Earles & Lynn (2005) Regional development SE is a transformative process for community well being Australian context 
Haugh  (2005) Regional development Community enterprises important for economic development in deprived areas  
Roper & Cheney (2005) Social innovation Warns of uncritical acceptance of SE concept  
 (continued) 
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Table 2.3 Influential and Australian SE literature published by 2008 (continued) 

 
Authors Year Domain Main points Comments  

Tracey, Phillips, & Haugh (2005) Regional development Learning and training are essential for social enterprise effectiveness  
Austin, Stevenson, &  
Wei-Skillern 

(2006) Organisation studies  Social value proposition model of SE ventures  

Cho (2006) Social innovation Critical perspective of political aspects and implications  
Dorado-Banacloche  (2001) Social innovation Different operation of SE and commercial firms Sociological review 
Douglas  (2006a) Social entrepreneurship Literature review proposing adaptive capability for sustainable enterprises Australian author 
Gillin (2006) Social history Compares UK and Australian cases Australian author 
Haugh (2006) Social development Reviews development in nonprofit contexts  
Low (2006) Social enterprise Governance issues  
Mair & Marti (2006) Social action SE creates value by combining resources in new ways to achieve social 

change or meet complex social needs. 
Widely cited 

Mair, Robinson, & Hockerts (2006) Social action Collection of SE theoretical and practice papers  
Moshe-Williams (2006) Social development Review of SE approaches from practitioner and academic perspectives  
Nicholls (2006c) Social development Compilation of theoretical viewpoints, extends SE concepts into new domains  
Nyssens (2006a) Social enterprise Compilation of European SE operational & policy issues  
O’Donoghue, McGregor-
Lowndes, & Lyons 

(2006) Philanthropy Reviews philanthropic intentions and policy implications Australian context 

Peredo & McLean (2006) Social innovation SE creates social value, is innovative and resourceful, seeks opportunities to 
create social value 

 

Robinson (2006) Organisation studies Opportunity recognition and application  
Sharir & Lerner (2006) Social development Eight factors for success of new SE organisations   
Smith Hunter (2006) Social development SE typology  
Spear (2006) Collective action Conceptualises SE as collective enterprises, distinctly different from SMEs   
Weerawardena & Sullivan 
Mort 

(2006) Organisation studies SE model of entrepreneurial behaviours constrained by environment, 
organisation sustainability and mission 

Widely cited 
Australian authors 

Young (2006) Organisation studies Examines complexity of nonprofit organisational forms and operations   
Chell  (2007) Social enterprise SE should be defined as creating social and economic value  
Douglas  (2007a) Social entrepreneurship Identifies different orientations in social enterprises Australian author 
Douglas  (2007b) Social research  Compares research methods in social change approaches Australian author 
Douglas (2007c) Social research  Proposes methodology to locate social enterprises at the early startup stage Australian author 
(continued)
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Table 2.3 Influential and Australian SE literature published by 2008 (continued) 

 
Authors Year Domain Main points Comments  

Douglas, Sullivan Mort & 
Cuskelly 

(2007) Nonprofit 
entrepreneurship 

Nonprofit entrepreneurship is more complex, relationships more important, but 
financial and human capital less important than commercial settings 

Australian authors 

Drennan & Previte (2007) Regional development Virtual community networking  Australian context 
Haugh (2007) Social innovation Networking in new community based enterprises  6 stage model 
Mair & Schoen (2007) Social development Third World contexts  
Mosek, Gillin, & Katzenstein (2007) Marketing Resource acquisition for social enterprises Australian context 
Ridley-Duff (2007) Social innovation Meta-theoretical view of SE to address social exclusion  
Seelos & Mair (2007) Non government 

organisations 
Social action in Third World contexts to reduce poverty with bottom of the 
pyramid business models 

 

Shaw & Carter (2007) Social innovation Social enterprise embraces entrepreneurial rhetoric, but practice does not  
Sullivan Mort & 
Weerawardena 

(2007) Social development Review of current knowledge Australian authors 

Wei-Skillern, Austin, Leonard, 
& Stevenson 

(2007) Social development SE entrepreneurial toolkit to achieve social goals Assumes business 
orientation 

Westall (2007) Social innovation Government enabling SE to address unmet social needs through creative 
processes, partnerships, and networks 

 

Yanus & Weber (2007) Social development Third World social change  
Barraket  (2008) Nonprofit sector Strategic and operational issues of nonprofit sector  Australian context 
Chamlee-Wright (2008) Social innovation SE and social capital from an Austrian perspective   
Douglas (2008) Social innovation Variation in research methods examining societal change  Australian author 
Monllor & Attaran (2008) Marketing  SE opportunity recognition is a creative process but different from commercial 

contexts 
 

Novkovic (2008) Cooperatives  Cooperative as laboratory for social innovation  
Ridley-Duff (2008) Social innovation Pluralist view of SE as socially rational business activities   
Parkinson & Howorth (2008) Social enterprise Language of social enterprises is businesslike, but the practice revolves 

around community solutions 
 

Townsend & Hart (2008) Organisation studies Institutional influences on for-profit and nonprofit organisational forms   
(Compiled for this study) 
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Table 2.4 Research theses relevant to this study 1995-2008  
 

Author Year Level University Method Topic Theoretical framework 

Brant (1995) PhD UCLA, USA Interviews Grassroots social activism leadership Not stated 
Welna (1997) PhD Duke University, USA Case studies Development of NGOs in Mexico Institutional theory 
Helm (1998) PhD  Missouri-Kansas, USA Survey  Measuring social entrepreneurship Not stated 
Norman (1999) Masters Guelph, Canada Case studies Community empowerment approaches Not stated 
Wade (2000) DPA Georgia, USA Survey Collaborative resource generation in nonprofits Resource dependence 
Dorodo- 
Banacloche 

(2001) PhD McGill, Canada Case studies Founding of microfinance organisations in Bolivia Institutional/Collective strategy/ 
Evolutionary entrepreneurship 

Peter (2001) PhD Iowa, USA Ethnography Social entrepreneurship and community lifestyles Not stated 
Chapman (2002) PhD Union Institute, Ohio, USA Case studies Nonprofit/multi-sector partnerships Social impact 
Cuthill (2002) PhD Griffith University, Australia Action research Citizen participation and sustainable communities  Political empowerment 
Hodgkin (2002) Masters Calgary, Canada Case studies Sustainable business/community enterprises Social entrepreneurship 
Aikin (2003) PhD Open University, UK Case studies Values in social economy organisations in UK Institutional /management culture 
Edwards (2003) PhD Southampton, UK Case studies Role of social enterprise in welfare reform Not stated 
Engwicht (2003) Masters Griffith University, Australia Case studies Social entrepreneurs’ motivations Social capital 
Hockerts (2003) PhD St Gallen, Switzerland Not stated Sustainable ecological and social innovation Social entrepreneurship 
Barrett (2004) PhD Idaho, USA Ethnography Organisational learning in social enterprises Social learning 
Huber (2004) Diploma St Gallen, Switzerland Interviews Social entrepreneurship management model St Gallen Management Model 
Rendall (2004) PhD Phoenix, USA Survey  Nonprofit/for profit leadership values comparison  Not stated 
Srivastra (2004) PhD  Case Western, USA  Narrative Initiating social value organisations Not stated 
Thomas (2004) Masters Johannesburg South Africa Case study New social entrepreneurship organisations Community development 
Warm (2004) PhD Missouri, USA Survey Nonprofit engagement in entrepreneurial activity Institutional/resource dependence 
Gillin (2006) PhD  Swinburne, Australia Case studies Values of social entrepreneurs in Australia & UK Not stated 
Gonzalez (2006) PhD UC Berkley, USA Not stated Social innovation in social enterprises in Italy Social mobilisation 
Klamon (2006) PhD Gonzaga Washington USA Survey Social enterprise climate, culture & satisfaction Organisation climate 
Peters (2006) Masters Toronto, Canada Not stated Social enterprise typology Not stated 
Sattler Weber (2006) PhD Nebraska, USA Case studies Social entrepreneurial systemic change Institutional theory/ social capital 
Chernega (2007) PhD Loyola, USA Case studies Social enterprises operational values Not stated 
Duncan (2007) DBA University of Phoenix, USA Case studies Traditional and entrepreneurial nonprofits Grounded theory 
Karlberg & Ryberg (2007) Masters Lund University, Sweden Meta analysis Typification of social entrepreneurship Not stated 
Desa (2008) PhD Washington State, USA Mixed methods Resource mobilisation in technology ventures  Bricolage and resource seeking 
Stevens (2008) PhD Case Western, USA Mixed methods Entrepreneurial nonprofit activities Institutional theory 
(Compiled for this study)
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While not an exhaustive list, the tables above demonstrate the expansion of SE research 

in the last decade. The main topics identified in the academic literature and research 

theses are: 

• Differences between social and commercial entrepreneurship; 
• Links between government, SE ventures, and the sector; 
• The startup and operation of social enterprises including network relationships; and 
• Characteristics of social entrepreneurs. 
 
 
 

2. The nature of social entrepreneurship 

This section outlines how SE is conceptualised in the literature as a practice. SE has 

emerged relatively recently as an academic field of inquiry. Research has expanded 

rapidly over the past decade, and the SE literature has matured noticeably since Johnson 

(2000) first reviewed SE. Some issues she raised are still apparent – such as debates 

over the boundaries and precincts of SE. New issues have emerged such as links with 

social innovation, and the literature now demonstrates some conceptual depth (Desa, 

2007; Douglas, 2008).  

 

Many definitions of SE exist: what it is, what it does and where, for whom is it done, 

who does it, and how it operates. Situated across many fields including social policy, 

philanthropy, charity, welfare, community activism, community development, volunteer 

self managed services, and commercial entrepreneurship, the nature and function of SE 

varies in different fields of application. The central purpose of organising for proactive 

social innovation is readily understood, but SE is a rather untidy concept with no sharp 

boundaries (Peredo & McLean, 2006). This diversity adds richness, but it also leads to 

conceptual divergence. Scholars agree on some aspects, but debates are evident in the 

literature around a number of elements.  

 

SE is a proactive individual or group pursuit that generates initiatives to address some 

form of unmet social need (Stewart-Weeks, 2001). SE involves some degree of 

commercial activity to achieve a desired social mission (Haugh, 2007; Townsend & 

Hart, 2008). It has been described as civic engagement, responsibility and reciprocity at 

the grassroots of society (Hughes, 2003). SE is novel and has a prominent problem 
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solving quality to create improved social outcomes with new ways of addressing 

problems or new organisational forms (Johnson, 2000). SE is purposeful, seizing 

opportunities to create positive social change in a catalytic process that mobilises others 

to improve collective wellbeing (Mair & Marti, 2006; Waddock & Post, 1991). It 

creates and sustains social value, and achieves an identified public good in a proactive 

way without being limited by current resources (Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 2006). 

SE ventures use existing or potential human and financial resources to recognise and 

exploit opportunities to create social value for a targeted group (Peredo & McLean, 

2006). SE has a ‘dynamic flexibility’ and ‘unrelenting focus on systemic social change 

that disregards institutional and organizational norms and boundaries’ (Nicholls, 2006a 

pp. 10-11). It is envisioned as disruptive innovation of existing social and economic 

arrangements (Christensen, Baumann, Ruggles, & Sadtler, 2006). Characteristics that 

define SE are a focus on achieving a social mission and an innovative, enterprising 

approach. Other features are: 

 

• Social objectives based on ethical values; 
• Involvement in commercial activity of some kind; and 
• An autonomous organisation with accountability for social and economic outcomes 

(Alter, 2004). 
 

 

Social enterprise ventures forms in response to an issue. Dees (2001) asserts SE is a 

response to market failure that attends to needs neglected by government or the market, 

but not all scholars agree. Some declare SE occurs as a reaction to government 

withdrawal of service provision (Edwards, 2002; Turner & Martin, 2005). Nicholls 

(2005) offers a bridge between these views by proposing SE as a ‘professional, 

innovative, and sustainable approach to systemic change that resolves social market 

failures’ (emphasis added). In contrast, Texlar (2008) suggests SE may be envisaged as 

a transitional civil society form: a social stock exchange with social venture capital 

funds and hybrid legal entities. Three agreed functions of SE are: 

 

• Fund raising solutions for nonprofit organisations to achieve the social mission; 
• providing a degree of financial self sufficiency for social purpose organisations or 

programs;  
• economic empowerment and leadership for communities of interest (Virtue 

Ventures, no date).  
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SE has a distinctive innovative and entrepreneurial disposition, within which ventures 

seek innovative ways to fund their activities. SE ventures are entrepreneurial and 

enterprising. Rather than relying on donations, philanthropy, or government grants, SE 

ventures seek resources through alliances and commercial market activities (Nicholls, 

2006a). Scholars agree there is some degree of commercial activity that supports the 

venture operation, but the extent of anticipated commercial orientation is contested. 

Some scholars maintain ventures achieve social benefits by generating profits through 

business activities that involve a degree of risk (Boschee, 1998; Dees, 2001; Dees, et al., 

2002). This has been termed ‘social business’ (Passey & Lyons, 2004; Yanus & Weber, 

2007). In contrast, some scholars propose SE is collectivist, that the social mission 

rather than profit is the primary goal (Grenier, 2002; Novkovic, 2008; Shaw & Carter, 

2007; Spear, 2006). Some suggest SE need not have a business orientation (Huefner & 

Hunt, 1994), but few agree with this view. Kerlin (2006) explains SE ventures may be:  

…profit oriented businesses engaged in socially beneficial activities (corporate 
philanthropies or corporate social responsibility) to dual-purpose businesses that  
mediate profit goals with social objectives (hybrids) to nonprofit organizations  
engaged in mission-supporting commercial activity (social purpose 
organizations)…Social enterprise engaged in by nonprofits may take on a number of 
different organizational forms including internal commercial ventures, for-profit and 
nonprofit subsidiaries, and partnerships with business including cause-related 
marketing (Kerlin, 2006). 

 

Thus, SE may be viewed as a spectrum (Douglas, Forthcoming). Some SE ventures are 

oriented to maximise potential profit while others operate with a primary concern to 

provide social benefits rather than being businesslike. The ventures that primarily 

embrace social benefits rather than businesslike practices ascribe to social ownership, 

participation, and mutuality. The target group may be involved in governance or other 

managerial processes (Adams & Hess, 2001; Alter, 2004; Rose-Ackerman, 1997).  

 

Social entrepreneurship and social innovation 

In recent times, SE has been linked with social innovation (Browne, 2001; Gonzales, 

2006; Grenier, 2002; Perrini, 2006; Stewart-Weeks, 2001). Social innovation and SE are 

linked as a means of progressive and beneficial social change (Mulgan, 2006b). As a 

concept, social innovation is not well defined despite its appearance in the literature for 

decades. Certainly social innovation is associated with newness, but it is not the same as 
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technology. The simplest definition of social innovation is ‘new ideas that work’ 

(Dawson & Daniel, 2008).  

 

Social innovation is original concepts, ideas or strategies, novel products, processes and 

services (Mulgan, 2006a; Mulgan, et al., no date). Social innovation sets challenges to 

established practices and ways of thinking (Drewe, et al., 2008). Social innovations start 

as seemingly revolutionary ideas to improve civil society. Examples are the founding 

cooperatives and mutual societies in the 19th Century, or microfinance ventures in the 

late 20th Century as a new business approach energised by a social purpose (Leadbeater, 

2007). Social innovation is a dynamic activity, a flexible process, a creative way of 

considering issues (Mulgan, 2006b) that results in original social arrangements 

(Sztompka, 1993). Social innovation generates new ways of connecting people such as 

through mobile technology and electronic social networks. Social innovation establishes 

new views, beliefs, attitudes, routines, social arrangements and patterns of behaviour 

that become socially embedded through institutional processes (Drewe, et al., 2008). 

Initially considered radical, the novel ideas are diffused over time through networks of 

opinion influencers and become entrenched as common practice (Valente, 1996). The 

innovation broadens in scope and impact and becomes embedded as an effective social 

institution (Poonegar, 1999). Not all social innovations are accepted, but established 

traditions and conventions are transformed if new institutions, structures, policies, 

resources, power and bureaucratic arrangements are adopted (Robinson& Robinson, 

2009).  

 

Social innovators appreciate multiple points of view. They are conscious of complexity 

and uncertainty when striving to achieve their goals. Social innovation has been 

proposed as a four phase process: initiation, reaction or rejection, partial incorporate, 

and diffusion (Brewer, 1973). Social acceptance is important for social innovation to be 

embedded successfully as new practices (Mallett, 2007). Social innovation flourishes 

with user orientation, informal experimentation, decentralisation, externalising tacit 

knowledge, and economic considerations (Hoffmann, Probst, & Christinck, 2007). In 

this way, social innovation and SE are entwined as altruistic processes with visions of 

entrenched change to achieve inclusion and a more equitable distribution of society’s 

resources. Much remains unknown, however, about how social innovation is activated. 
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SE classifications 

SE varies in who initiates activities, in the type of venture and its orientation (see Table 

2.5). SE ventures are initiated by different kinds of people, adopt different 

organisational forms, differ in financial, operational and functional arrangements, and 

vary in the importance of the altruistic and commercial objectives and in opportunities 

for inclusion (Emerson, 2003; Leadbeater, 2000; Nicholls, 2006a).  

 

 

Table 2.5 Three way classification of social entrepreneurship  

 
Type of organisation Intention Initiator  

Commercial business  

 

Provide socially responsible products Entrepreneurial founder of revenue 
generating social enterprise 

Nonprofit organisation 

 

Become more entrepreneurial to create 
surplus and support social mission 

Proactive individual (or group) to 
launch income generating activity 

Civic sector agency 

 

Become more businesslike and respond 
to social issues 

Civic innovator 

(Adapted from Emerson, 2003; Leadbeater, 2000; Nicholls, 2006a) 

 

 

SE organisational forms defy conventional classification (Helm, 2006a; Peters, 2006). 

Some are commercial firms, some are registered as nonprofit organisations, while others 

are simple civil society associations without formal legal status. Those that initiate SE 

actions may be entrepreneurs seeking profit from socially desirable actions. The initiator 

may seek to generate income for an established nonprofit organisation. Alternatively, an 

individual may be a civic initiator who embarks on actions to strengthen civil society. 

 

SE ventures are initiated for diverse reasons. They may aim to sell socially desirable 

products, for example, low priced apparatus for water purification. The aim may be to 

generate income to support the mission of a nonprofit agency, such as the profit from a 

children’s drama school that supports innovative theatre for adults. The venture may 

aim to respond to social issues in a businesslike manner, such as the “Big Issue” 

magazine that supports disadvantaged people and helps them to earn a small income. 

Whatever the goal, SE has a beneficial civic purpose. 
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SE compared with other social innovation approaches 

SE has somewhat unclear boundaries which are set differently by various scholars. SE is 

more than being a nonprofit organisation (Helm, 2006b). Some propose SE as an all 

encompassing method of addressing issues of concern (Light, 2005) that may occur in 

government (Irani & Elliman, 2008; Luke & Verreynne, 2006). Most scholars do not 

agree the SE spectrum extends this far. In general, US scholars link corporate social 

responsibility (CSR) with SE as social investments or corporate donations funding 

charitable social programs (Baron, 2007; Dixon & Clifford, 2007; Hemingway, 2005). 

While the philanthropic intentions for societal improvement of CSR are agreed, 

Australian scholars (Zappalà and Lyons, in Barraket, 2008; Black, 2001; Dawson & 

Daniel, 2008) along with others suggest CSR may be actions undertaken to improve the 

financial outcome of the firm as much as for ethical or moral reasons, whereas SE 

primarily aims to improve social well being (Cornelius, Todres, Janjuha-jivraj, Woods, 

& Wallace, 2008; Jamali & Mirshak, 2007; Schwab, 2008). In addition, partnerships 

between SE and business may offer better long term social outcomes to build local 

community capacity than CSR (Nwankwo, Phillips, & Tracey, 2007). This study 

conceives CSR as conceptually and operationally different from SE. 

 

SE is sometimes viewed as similar to civic capitalism, that is, a practice of civic minded 

entrepreneurs with a philanthropic responsibility to give back to their community 

(Brush, Monti, Ryan, & Gannon, 2007; Monti, Ryan, Brush, & Gannon, 2007). Civic 

enterprises create profit which then funds beneficial community services. The enterprise 

has a social agenda, but the main aim is to make profit for the entrepreneur. In this way, 

civic capitalism resembles corporate philanthropy more than the altruistic nature of SE 

(Peloza & Hassay, 2008; Seifert, Morris, & Bartkus, 2003).  

 

SE and community economic development (CED) overlap considerably, but some 

differences are apparent. SE and CED are similar in the use of commercial business 

activities to achieve social and economic benefits for target groups (Gray, Healy, & 

Crofts, 2003; Haughton, 1998). CED differs from SE in its focus on economic change 

(Jackson, 2004; Lichtenstein, Lyons, & Kutzhanova, 2004). CED programs aim to 

improve the economic foundations for a locality. Social benefits are presumed to follow 

improved economic circumstances. CED aims to empower participants to achieve 

positive social change by generating economic infrastructure (Flora & Flora, 1993; 
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Wilson, 1996). The economic empowerment goal is achieved by creating self 

determination, cultural awareness, and self sufficiency in disadvantaged groups 

(Wallace, 1999). Economic change and commercial activities are the primary goals in 

CED, social change is secondary. In contrast, the primary goal in SE is social 

innovation; economic activity is the means of achieving the desired change.  

 

SE and CED also differ in the locus of control in the innovation process (Sharp, 

Agnitsch, Ryan, & Flora, 2002). In general, CED is initiated by government as a change 

program when an area is identified that would benefit from economic stimulation 

(Filion, 1998; Wint, 2002). This is a top down process (McCall, 2003). SE is less reliant 

on government policy or benevolence than CED. It organises independently of external 

benefactors. SE is initiated by an individual or a group of citizens as a bottom up, 

community involved innovation (Haugh, 2007). Change actions that emerge locally use 

different development strategies and produce different results from actions based 

outside the area of interest (Lauer, 2005). Local empowerment and involvement in 

decisions may produce more sustainable change (Wint, 2002). In addition, CED 

programs differ from SE in the site. CED programs are implemented to benefit deprived 

regions (Korsching & Allen, 2004), but are rarely implemented in urban areas in 

Australia (McCall, 2003). In contrast, SE operates anywhere. In summary, there is 

considerable overlap between SE and CED, but they differ in intention, how the change 

process is initiated, and where initiatives are situated.  

 

SE is more closely aligned with other social innovation processes. Community 

development aims to improve the lifestyle of disadvantaged people (Ife, 2002). It is a 

process of acquiring beneficial knowledge and learning new technologies to achieve 

long term sustainable improvement. Social justice, participation, and empowering those 

affected to take control are central: creating an organisation and generating income are 

less important. SE engages economic processes to achieve change. SE is similar to 

community enterprise (Foley, 2006), community-led social ventures (Haugh, 2007), 

community business (Lemming, 2002), and community business entrepreneurship 

(Johnstone & Lionais, 2004). While commercial activities sustain the process, the social 

goal is paramount; the venture is the instrument used to achieve social innovation. In 

this way, SE is analogous to community enterprise. Both are applied to address social 

issues such as poverty (Seelos & Mair, 2005, 2007), health (de Leeuw, 1999), 
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environmental degradation (Dean & McMullen, 2007), homelessness or long term 

unemployment (Alter, 2007; Hockerts, 2006).  

 

Not all social innovation aims to address disadvantage. Some initiatives aspire to 

improve civil society and citizen well being. These innovations may develop the 

capacity for individuals to achieve their goals, such as volunteer sports leadership (Eley 

& Kirk, 2002). Some endeavours may offer new age services such as local exchange 

schemes (O'Doherty, Durrschmidt, Jowers, & Purdue, 1999), advocacy for gender 

equality (Shaw, Shaw, & Wilson, 2002), or pro-social child development (Wise, 2001). 

Other initiatives may aim to combine social and economic development such as 

improving information technology services as a way of increasing social interactions 

and business opportunities in rural areas (W. Irvine & Anderson, 2008; Lennie, 2005). 

These initiatives revolve around an obligation to improve society.  

 

Geographic differences  

The location of authors shapes the concept or SE, the terminology used and the research 

agenda. Divergent understandings of SE are apparent in the US, Western Europe, and 

the Third World, reflecting historical development, economic and societal structures, 

along with political and cultural differences.  

 

United States scholars make clear distinctions between social entrepreneurs (the people 

who create social change), social entrepreneurship (the process of creating societal 

change in a businesslike way) and social enterprises (the organisation or product of the 

change process) (Light, 2005). SE is a creative response to market failure. It is 

conceptualised as an individual entrepreneur who combines the passion for a social 

mission with business-like determination (Dees, 2001), and starts a business with social 

goals (Dees, 1998). Social benefit is the intended outcome with commercial activities 

the core function. Founders and investors gain a warm sense of satisfaction from their 

philanthropic contributions and achieving a worthwhile social outcome from their 

efforts (Oppedisano, 2004; Pepin, 2005). The SE spectrum includes philanthropy and 

CSR (Hemingway, 2005; Knott & McCarthy, 2007; Pepin, 2005; Van Slyke & 

Newman, 2006). SE is visualised as operating as much in the commercial sector as in 

the nonprofit sphere (Dees, et al., 2002) where a nonprofit is a specific tax exempt status 
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(Horton Smith, Stebbins, & Dover, 2006; Salamon & Anheier, 1997). SE research 

attends to entrepreneurial concepts such as marketing (Zietow, 2001) opportunity 

recognition (Monllor & Attaran, 2008), transition from intention to startup (Krueger, 

Kickul, Gundry, Verma, & Wilson, 2008), resource generation (Kuhns, 2004; 

Meyskens, Carsrud, & Cardozo, 2008), and funding sources such as private donations, 

venture philanthropists, or local government (Korosec & Berman, 2006; Mallin & 

Finkle, 2007; Pepin, 2005). This research may reflect the dominant culture in the US of 

individualism, self sufficiency, and desire to be self employed (Praag & Ophem, 1995).  

 

Third World authors conceptualise SE as a means of addressing poverty or other 

extreme disadvantage (Fowler, 2000; Najafizadeh & Mennerick, 2003). Third World SE 

may have philanthropic motives, such as initiatives to reduce rates of HIV infection 

(Raymond, Greenberg, & Leeder, 2005). SE may be initiated as commercial firms, for 

example, the for-profit Grameen Bank that provides microfinance and other services to 

enterprising women (Jain, 1996; Khandker, Khalily, & Khan, 1995). This project 

reduced poverty to such an extent that the initiator, Muhammad Yunus, won a Nobel 

Prize in 2006 (Yunus & Jolis, 2001; Yunus & Weber, 2007).  

 

Third World SE authors anticipate minimal government involvement in nongovernment 

aid or development organisations (Fowler, 2000; Phillips, 2005). For example, Ashoka 

was established in 1981 to address urgent social problems and provide venture capital 

for Third World development solutions (Drayton, 2002; Sen, 2007). There are 

operational accountabilities for the social development outcomes to the international 

sponsors or donors in a nongovernment framework. These obligations result in 

considerable external influences on the organisation’s operation and how a change 

agenda is addressed. Some authors incorporate Third World SE into the activities of 

multinational organisations where the firm acts to improve the social conditions for its 

workers or the region in which it operates (Garriga & Melé, 2004; Jamali & Keshishian, 

2008; Jamali & Mirshak, 2007). Others distinguish between a multinational social 

responsibility approach and local social development which aims for citizen capacity 

building (Kleinrichert, 2008; Wheeler, et al., 2005).  

 

Local culture influences the conceptualisation of appropriate SE operational processes. 

For example, SE is applied differently in China (Wong & Tang, 2006) and South Asia 
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(Khoja & Lutafali, 2008) due to differences in culture and governance. Australian and 

Canadian authors embrace Third World concepts in Indigenous contexts (Anderson, 

Dana, & Dana, 2006; Legge & Hindle, 2004; Matthews, 2003; Pearson, 2003). 

 

Western Europe positions SE strongly in the social sciences (Kerlin, 2006), that is, 

more civil society than business (Hulgard & Spear, 2006). Authors tend to examine 

societal processes. The preferred term is social enterprise, conceptualised as ‘market 

oriented economic activities serving a social goal’ (Nyssens, 2006 p. 4). Social 

enterprise is an organisation as a site for change: it is also the process and action of 

creating social change (Low, 2006; Nyssens, 2006; Spear, 2006).  

 

European SE researchers in the Emergence of Social Enterprise in Europe Research 

Network (EMES) identify specific social and economic characteristics of social 

enterprises (Table 2.6). In this context, SE ventures are defined as ‘organizations with 

an explicit aim to benefit the community, initiated by a group of citizens and in which 

the material interest of capital investors is subject to limits’ (Nyssens, 2006 p. 5).  

 

 

Table 2.6 Social enterprise characteristics defined by Emergence of Social 

Enterprise in Europe Research Network (EMES) 

 
Social  Economic 

Explicit aim to benefit the community Continuous activity producing and selling goods 
or services 

Initiative launched by a group of citizens High degree of organisational autonomy 

Decision making power not based on capital ownership Significant level of economic risk 

Participatory, includes parties affected by activity Minimum amount of paid work 

Limited profit distribution  

(Nyssens, 2006 pp. 5-6) 

 

 

Social enterprise encompasses businesslike functions in community interest 

organisations, nonprofits, charities, cooperatives, and mutuals. Social enterprises 

generate income through trading with profit directed to developing organisational 

capacity and meeting long term social goals (Alter, 2004; Thompson, et al., 2000). 
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Social enterprises ‘combine politically-defined public benefit with elements often of 

multiple stakeholding and increased independence to reduce government failures’ 

(Westall, 2007 p. 4). 

 

In general, Europe positions SE in the social economy or Third Sector; the private 

sector is less evident, and philanthropy and CSR are rarely included in the SE spectrum. 

Rather than addressing market failure, SE aims to meet needs neglected by government, 

such as initiatives to improve education (Davies, Fulop, Hutchings, Ross, & Berkics, 

2004; Haugh, 2007). Government is expected to enable strategic, sector wide 

development to facilitate enterprise development (Haugh & Kitson, 2007). A group or 

collective process is anticipated (Haugh, 2005; Spear, 2006; Tracey, et al., 2005). 

Bjerke and Hjorth (2006) view SE as entrepreneurship for public good. Others link SE 

to the cooperative movement, particularly in Italy (Savio & Righetti, 1993), with an 

expectation of participation and voluntary input by those affected by the change 

(Nyssens, 2006; Spear, 2000, 2001, 2006). 

 

Civil society innovation is the main focus of European SE research (Hulgard & Spear, 

2006) which integrates practice and policy (Hockerts, 2006; Schieffer & Lessem, 2009). 

Resource issues, the intentions of change agents, or individual social entrepreneurs are 

examined very rarely. Research is constructed often as institutional links between 

government and civic organisations such as hospitals (Sang, 2004). SE has been 

strongly embedded in the social inclusion agenda in the UK (Shaw, 2004) where the 

Blair government adopted social cohesion as a moral imperative to improve social 

relations (Hulse & Stone, 2007). Johanna Mair is a notable exception to the SE 

approach usually adopted in Europe. Mair positions SE broadly as a market based 

activity (Mair & Marti, 2006), and considers SE as Third World social development 

(Mair & Schoen, 2007; Seelos & Mair, 2005, 2007). Overall, the Western European 

approach to SE emphasises critical analysis and social change more than in the US. 

 

Canadian researchers position SE between the US commercial perspective and the 

European collectivist viewpoint (Johnson, 2000; Meinhard & Foster, 2003; Peredo & 

McLean, 2006). Research examines relationships between government and the 

nonprofit sector (Brown & Troutt, 2004), often within a sociology framework (Dart, 

2004b; Matthews, 2003; Young & Matthews, 2007). SE is equated with community 
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enterprise, economic development, or capacity building (Edwards, 2002; Jackson, 2004; 

McCall, 2003; Olsson, Folke, & Berkes, 2004; Walzer, 2004). Research of Indigenous 

issues often adopts a Marxist or critical perspective (Anderson, et al., 2006; Levitte, 

2004; Matthews & Cote, 2005).  

 

Australian academics have not engaged strongly with SE, and it is much less developed 

as a research topic than in the UK (Passey & Lyons, 2004). In the Australian 

perspective, SE is understood as a mechanism for Third Sector enterprises to achieve 

social innovation. Barraket (2008) states: 

…social enterprise signifies the creation of social value through entrepreneurship and 
innovation. In an operational sense, it may be viewed as an organisational activity 
which uses an economic vehicle to achieve a social purpose (Barraket, 2008 p. 127).  

 

Often envisaged as enterprising nonprofits (Talbot, et al., 2002), increasingly SE is 

recognised as including commercial entities (Barraket, 2004; Sullivan Mort & 

Weerawardena, 2007). A businesslike framework with implied economic and 

managerial dynamics is anticipated, but without strong expectations of commercial 

business models or a profit maximising approach (Barraket, 2004; Bartlett, 2005). Being 

less focused on commercial operations than in the US, the Australian perspective of SE 

is more aligned with European collectivist traditions and the Canadian viewpoint. 

 

Australian social welfare academics robustly debate the benefits of SE compared with 

more traditional Australian approaches to offering services and supporting citizens. 

Positive and negative views are equally evident. Some strongly advocate SE as a 

solution to entrenched welfare dependency (Leitmann & Crawford, 2002), especially in 

Aboriginal communities (Pearson, 2002). Others oppose SE as a dark force for change 

(Cook, et al., 2003; Gray & Crofts, 2002, 2008), or a middle class solution government 

imposes on citizens (Kelly, 2004). Some warn successive Australian governments have 

withdrawn from their traditional responsibility for service delivery and have imposed 

self help solutions on needy citizens without addressing limited capability issues (Harris 

& McDonald, 2000; McDonald & Marston, 2002a). Some assert SE should be framed 

as participatory community development and social cohesion programs rather than 

relying on commercial solutions to social issues (Curran, 2002). Negative viewpoints of 
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SE are most prevalent among social workers, but Mitchell, a Keynesian economist, also 

adopts this view (McDonald & Mitchell, 2002).  

 

Few Australian scholars have contributed to theoretical debates or extended conceptual 

understandings of SE organisations in international locales. Weerawardena and Sullivan 

Mort are notable exceptions (Sullivan Mort & Weerawardena, 2004, 2007; 

Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 2006). Their empirically grounded theoretical models 

have made significant contributions to SE debates and are widely referenced in 

international literature. These contributions will be discussed below.  

 

Summarising SE concepts 

While the exact nature of SE is still strongly debated, scholars agree SE is a complex, 

multifaceted, and proactive initiative aimed to benefit a target group. SE involves some 

form of commercial activity, and exists along a continuum between the private domain 

of the voluntary sector, and the public domain of the corporate sector (Nicholls, 2005). 

Variations in the focus of activities and research agenda are associated with where SE 

authors are located. Despite geographic variations, there is a consensus among scholars 

on the core concept of SE (Figure 2.1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Social entrepreneurship concept of this study 
(Adapted from Tan, Williams, & Tan, 2003)  

 

 

This study adopts the European perspective of altruistic, proactive activity involving 

some income generating activities to achieve a public good. Initiatives emerge from a 

desire for societal improvement rather than from perceptions of market opportunities. 

Founders select a suitable organisational form and produce income through some kind 

of profit generating activity to achieve an altruistic social innovation that will benefit a 

Organisational form 

Firm, incorporated 
association, or 
informal group 

BY SOCIETY 

Process 

Commercial activity 
that generates some 

profit 

IN SOCIETY 

Objective 

Altruistic benefits accrue to identified 
segments of society who may be 

involved in the process 

FOR SOCIETY 
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segment of society. Those who benefit may or may not be involved in the process. The 

next section analyses a second stream of literature and reviews what is known about the 

operation of social enterprises. 

 

3. Social entrepreneurship perspectives 

Bruce and Jordon (2007) conceptualise ventures as durable legal entities that engage in 

various types of economic transactions and exchange relationships. SE ventures vary in 

organisational form. They may be commercial firms or nonprofit organisations 

(Hockerts, 2006; Spear, 2001), or hybrid enterprises displaying both commercial and 

nonprofit characteristics (Monti, et al., 2007). Whatever the organisational form, all 

generate some revenue to sustain the venture (Mosher-Williams, 2006), often through 

trading (Haugh, 2005), rather than relying on donations, grants, or philanthropy (Scaife, 

2008). Some hybrid enterprises are strongly committed to generating profits, others 

focus more on the social mission (Peredo & McLean, 2006). This variation in focus 

influences the operation of hybrid enterprises. A commercially oriented social enterprise 

may value efficient provision of client services whereas a nonprofit may give greater 

priority to promoting its social mission and expanding its membership base. Alter 

(2006) highlights these differences among SE ventures but does not explore why the 

variations might exist.  

 

Cooney (2006) suggests hybrid enterprises, such as NSEVs, are a mix of conflicting 

institutional expectations. Success in balancing the indeterminate and fuzzy nature of 

these complex ventures requires more than managing mission and money (Boschee, 

1998). Program goals and commitment to service or managerial efficiency influence SE 

ventures to function in a businesslike way. Being businesslike is not a goal in itself: it is 

implemented because resources are scarce (Dart, 2004a). Being businesslike changes 

the internal rhetoric which directly and indirectly influences the venture and its 

operation. Thus, underpinning assumptions should be distinguished when examining 

commercial activity in non-commercial environments (Dart, 2004a).  

 

Bruce and Jordon (2007) review assumptions surrounding the classification of hybrid 

entities, asserting insufficient attention is placed on epistemological notions of basic 
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concepts such as firms and markets. This offers a way forward to examine the diversity 

of SE evident in the literature.  

 

Two divergent perspectives 

Two divergent logics are apparent in the SE literature: profit maximising and social 

obligation perspectives. Researchers in each stance examine different topics with 

different approaches and different methodologies (Douglas, 2008). Two theoretical 

papers demonstrate these divergent SE perspectives.  

 
Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillen (2006) assert strong similarities between social and 

commercial entrepreneurship. Conceptually, this theoretical model positions SE as a 

business venture concerned with capital, opportunities, and staff to achieve the ‘deal’ in 

an economic environment. The social value proposition (SVP) is central in this SE 

framework, and resource acquisition and economic exchanges are assumed to be vital 

functions (Figure 2.2). SE ventures are shaped by contextual elements in the external 

environment that require constant scrutiny. The external environment elements 

described in this model are beyond the control of founders: macro economy, tax, and 

regulatory institutions along with demographics, socio-cultural, and political systems. 

This positions SE within a commercial strategic management environment (Cooper, 

1981; Dess, Lumpkin, & Eisner, 2008).  

 

 
Figure 2.2 Social entrepreneurship framework  
(Austin, et al., 2006, p. 17, reproduced with permission from the publisher) 
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SE ventures are shaped by contextual elements in the external environment that require 

constant scrutiny. The external environment elements described in this model are 

beyond the control of founders, viz macro economy, tax, regulatory institutions, 

demographics, and socio-cultural and political systems. This positions SE within a 

commercial strategic management environment (Dess, et al., 2008). Within this 

contextual framework, three internal constructs relate to venture functions. SE startup is 

conceived as an adaptive and dynamic fit of capital, people, and opportunity. Ventures 

commence with opportunity recognition which is enabled by capital and people: 

opportunity is an action of investing scarce resources for a future return, capital is 

required to start the venture, and people bring resources to the venture. These three 

elements intersect with the social value proposition as the ‘deal’ or central social value 

proposition around which the venture organises commercial transactions and delivers 

altruistic goals.  

 

Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006) propose an alternative model based on an 

empirical SE study conducted in Australia. As such, it has direct relevance to this study 

(see Figure 2.3).  

 

In this model, SE ventures display a complex set of entrepreneurial behaviours 

involving innovation, proactivity, and risk taking. These behaviours distinguish SE from 

traditional nonprofit organisations (Helm, 1998, 2006b; Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003). SE 

ventures are challenged by a contradictory set of objectives and operate in a situation of 

constrained optimisation within dynamic environments and organisational constraints. 

SE ventures strive to create social value and achieve the desired social mission which is 

their raison d’être. Simultaneously, ventures struggle to maintain a sustainable 

organisation so they may continue to provide services. The mission and organisational 

sustainability are relatively static constraints on the venture, whereas ventures are 

dynamically constrained by their endeavours to meet the expectations of their 

environment. Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006) discuss venture sustainability 

rather than viability since their study investigated established services. In this model, SE 

is an intricate set of dynamic entrepreneurial behaviours and constraining relationships 

among the necessity of venture sustainability, the venture environment, and the 

imperative of the social mission. 
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Figure 2.3 Bounded multidimensional model of social entrepreneurship 
(Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 2006, p. 32 reproduced with permission of the publisher) 

  

 

 

This model offers a valuable and coherent conceptualisation of the complexity and 

multidimensional nature of SE ventures. It helps explain the somewhat varied 

perceptions of SE in the literature when researchers approach issues from different 

domains, for example, commercial entrepreneurship, strategic marketing, community 

economic development, and nonprofit management. 

 

Comparing the two SE models 

Both models described above locate SE in a complex environment and propose an 

interlocked mix of organisational and external environment elements. Neither of the 

studies by Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillen (2006) or Weerawardena and Sullivan 

Mort (2006) elaborated how interactions among these external and internal elements 

affect startup. The differences between the models are indicative of divergent 

perspectives evident in the literature. Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillen (2006) define 

the SE context as binary elements: business (macro economy, tax, and regulatory 

system) and social (demographics, socio-cultural, and political). Internal elements are 

proposed as (business) opportunity and (business) resources (human and financial). This 

model conceives SE as a business venture with social goals. This view can be 
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understood as a profit maximising perspective in which business methods are applied to 

achieve the social goal. Importantly, the centrality of business concepts in this model 

appears to be less applicable in Australia where government has a central role as a 

funding agent. 

 

Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006) conceptualise SE more broadly as a societal 

endeavour in which the mission and venture sustainability are equally important. 

Founder behaviours are proposed as internal elements: The external milieu of SE 

ventures is undefined, construed as a societal environment linked by social mission and 

venture sustainability. Business elements are no more central in this perspective than 

other elements in the external environment, such as government and institutional 

systems. These are anticipated to influence the venture’s sustainability and how it 

functions as much as founder behaviour. This model can be understood as a social 

obligation perspective in which the venture has an objective to achieve public good.  

 

These two divergent perspectives – profit maximising and social obligation – offer a 

valuable insight into the nature of SE. Acknowledging the different viewpoints helps to 

explain variations in literature in the topics researched. The literature will be examined 

next to highlight differences between the two perspectives. 

 

a. Profit maximising perspective 

Entrepreneurship literature is assumed to be the foundation of SE for scholars adopting 

a profit maximising viewpoint. SE is presumed to be primarily an economic activity 

with the application of traditional business models to achieve social goals. This 

perspective dominates the research of US scholars such as Dees, Krueger, Kickul, and 

Austin. Although rarely specified, researchers tend to assume deterministic, positivist 

approaches, and often position studies as dichotomous choices. For example, Austin (in 

Mair, et al., 2006) proposes that SE researchers could clarify the optimum financing 

mix, if ventures are dynamic or static, or how best to scale up organisations. Research in 

this paradigm examines individual social entrepreneurs, opportunity recognition, 

resources (especially finance), and measurement. 
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Social entrepreneurs 

Profit maximising researchers examining the startup of SE ventures emphasise the role 

of individual social entrepreneurs as change makers (Sen, 2007; Waddock & Post, 

1991) who are inspired to start a venture by a belief in a cause and a desire to improve 

the world (Seelos & Mair, 2005). The entrepreneurs are likely to have business 

education and entrepreneurial parents and be good communicators (Duchesneau & 

Gartner, 1990). Emotional support and self efficacy influences the founders’ capacity to 

assess the feasibility of opportunities, and to transition from intention to startup actions 

(Mair & Noboa, 2003). 

 

Founders are more likely to achieve successful startup when they have previous 

business experience, especially in the same industry (Hsu, 2007). Social entrepreneurs 

seek to exploit an opportunity (Dees, 2001; Monllor & Attaran, 2008) which has a 

market value (Baron, 2007). Founders capture successful market niches by identifying 

and evaluating opportunities. Researchers in this perspective investigate opportunity 

recognition as a cognitive process (Krueger & Kickul, 2006), linked to the physiological 

traits of the entrepreneur (Leadbeater, 1997). Inspiration, insight, and creativity help 

founders identify SE opportunities, but starting a successful enterprise requires analysis 

and logic to convert ideas into action (Guclu, Dees, & Anderson, 2002).  

 

Opportunity recognition 

A few researchers in the profit maximising perspective have examined NSEV startup. 

They propose that in a similar manner to commercial entrepreneurs, SE founders use 

market tools and seek market opportunities to create income for new ventures (Krueger 

& Kickul, 2006; Monllor & Attaran, 2008). Founders develop strategies to maximise 

financial success, such as partnering with commercial firms (Austin, 2000; Cour & 

Andersen, 2007). One study ranked eight elements influencing successful NSEV startup 

(Sharir & Lerner, 2006; Sharir, Lerner, & Yitshaki-Hagai, 2006). The top three 

elements found to influence new ventures were the founder’s social network, their 

dedication to startup activities, and access to financial capital. Social networks have not 

been examined extensively in the SE context, but resources have been considered. 
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Resources 

Intangible resources are rarely examined in this perspective which considers resources 

mainly as finance (Desa, 2007). Sourcing finance is more difficult for NSEVs than 

commercial ventures (Haugh, 2005; Spear, 2007), as venture capitalists and financial 

institutions do not fully understand the unconventional mission and nonconformist 

nature of SE (Harjula, 2006). Founders use their credibility with contacts in their 

personal network to access financial resources and gain support for their venture 

(Waddock & Post, 1991).  

 

Two main sources of finance are proposed for SE startups (Meyskens, et al., 2008). SE 

ventures may gain funds from government, established social movement organisations 

or other social agencies. Alternatively, funds may be generated from corporate CSR 

programs, or from commercial activities. Commercial activities include bottom of the 

pyramid initiatives in which poor people are offered services such as micro finance at 

minimal prices. The services are able to be profitable due the size of the low income 

market (Nielsen & Samia, 2008; Seelos & Mair, 2007). Financial constraints may 

influence the relationships SE ventures develop within the ambiguity of institutional 

environments (Townsend & Hart, 2008).  

 

The profit maximising perspective attends more to venture leadership and finance than 

human resources. It is assumed staff will be available if the venture has sufficient 

capital (Borshee in Nicholls, 2006c), yet the underpinning assumptions of staff from 

different backgrounds such as social work or business may lead to conflict (Botsman, 

2001; Gray & Crofts, 2002; Hoefer & Reficco, 2007). Finding people with the right mix 

of business acumen and social understanding is not easy (Chun-man, 2008). 

 

Limited access to finance has important consequences in how the venture operates. It 

may restrict the capacity of NSEVs to attract high quality staff, or to attract staff 

experienced in producing income (Preston, 1989; Zietow, 2001). Limited finance may 

restrict functions such as marketing or hinder activities to progress the mission.  

An often unspoken assumption of many researchers in the profit maximising 

perspective is that SE ventures will aspire to grow and become highly visible and large 

scale operations (Mosek, et al., 2007). Financial capital is vital for this to occur. Limited 

access to capital restricts the capacity for a venture to grow and may restrict its overall 
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impact (Mair & Schoen, 2007). Financial capital is vital to commercialise opportunities; 

however commercialisation may result in conflict between profit and social goals 

(Harjula, 2006) or mission drift (Woller, 2002).  

 

Measurement 

Those taking the profit maximising perspective value measuring the impact and 

effectiveness of ventures (Light, 2008; Nicholls, 2005). Tangible results such as 

organisational performance are evaluated more often than intangible outcomes such as 

the effect of social innovation. Paton (2007) positions measurement in the broad context 

of accountability to funding agencies and effective management while acknowledging 

social enterprises address complex issues and frequently the outcomes are uncertain. 

Other models aim to measure venture effectiveness, for example, a complex, 

multidimensional model to document program outputs and managerial capabilities 

(Sowa, Coleman Seldon, & Sandfort, 2004). Evaluation provides evidence of 

achievements that helps to meet investor expectations for efficiency or effectiveness 

(Sadownik, 2007). Tools such as the Social Return on Investment (Emerson & Cabaj, 

2000) may evaluate economic output (Strothotte & Wüstenhagen, 2005). These 

complex tools involve gathering and analysing large amounts of data and involve 

substantial cost. They are more suitable for well established organisations with greater 

capacity than NSEVs to analyse evidence of organisational effectiveness. Arguably, it is 

less important to evaluate organisational arrangements than customer value and the 

impact of SE efforts, but few tools examine this dimension (Woller & Parsons, 2002).  

 

Summarising profit maximising perspective 

The profit maximising perspective contributes useful insights into aspects of SE 

operation. Its main strength is the discussion of opportunity recognition techniques, 

business arrangements, financial operations, and measurement. Future research may 

need to develop measurement techniques. These will advance understanding of 

outcomes of the results of SE venture efforts and their effective use of resources. The 

drawback in this perspective is its inattention to human and social elements. Without 

attending to these aspects, there is a risk SE will become an extension of CSR or a 

specialised form of philanthropy.  
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Much of the research in this perspective is undertaken by scholars used to examining 

well established enterprises, so research techniques tend to involve large scale surveys 

rather than more flexible techniques such as action research or ethnography (Douglas, 

2008). Since NSEVs usually start as small scale, often local units, there are risks in 

applying theoretical approaches that are more relevant to established organisations 

rather than nascent ventures. The profit maximising perspective largely ignores cultural 

and institutional influences on SE ventures. SE operates in many locations around the 

world with very different social and political arrangements from those in North America 

or Europe. Cultural, socio-economic, and political elements need to be considered in SE 

research. The social obligation perspective gives more attention to these aspects. 

 

b. Social obligation perspective 

In the social obligation perspective, SE is underpinned by a strong commitment to social 

justice and societal causes (Cornelius, et al., 2008). SE is positioned as social innovation 

(Leadbeater, 2007; Schultz, 2008). It is viewed as a complex, adaptive system to fill 

gaps in the social fabric of society (Goldstein & Hazy, 2008; Trexler, 2008) that aims to 

benefit others (Edwards, 2002). It is a pluralist, civil society activity (Grenier, 2002), 

embedded in social, cultural, and political environments (Grant, 2008; Weerawardena & 

Sullivan Mort, 2006) that initiates social transformation (Alvord, et al., 2004), and 

creates or sustains social and political cohesion (Beard & Dasgupta, 2006). Core aspects 

of SE in the social obligation perspective are institutional influences, values, operational 

arrangements such as marketing, legitimacy and accountability, and evaluating the 

economic and social value.  

 

Institutional influences 

Sociality, or the quality of social connections and interactions, is important in the social 

obligation perspective (Nicholls & Cho, 2006). Researchers in the social obligation 

viewpoint anticipate NSEVs will to adapt to societal and institutional expectations. The 

institutional landscape in which SE ventures are situated concurrently influences, and is 

influenced by, innovation and market orientation of ventures (Nicholls & Cho, 2006). 

SE ventures are embedded in institutional relationships that shape the venture 

functionality through shared norms and belief systems (Mair & Marti, 2009). Ventures 
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with missions that challenge existing social rules are likely to be less embedded in 

institutional systems than others with more acceptable objectives (Lune, 2002). 

 

Government input, or the lack of it, is part of the SE process. Public policy may enable 

or constrain venture activities (Grenier, 2002; Laville, Lemaître, & Nyssens, 2006). 

Municipalities (Korosec & Berman, 2006) and national governments may support SE as 

an entrepreneurial regional development activity (Haugh, 2005), or urban regeneration 

(Coleman, Tombs, & Whyte, 2005). These expectations are significantly different from 

those of individual entrepreneurial responsibility in the profit maximising perspective. 

 

Values  

Scholars in the social obligation perspective anticipate that moral judgement and 

empathy shape intentions to start a social venture (Mair & Noboa, 2003). SE ventures 

engage in commercial activities to sustain the change initiatives, but the social goals and 

actions to achieve the virtuous mission are most important (Schultz, 2008; Shaw & 

Carter, 2007; Spear, 2006; Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003). Many founders have previous 

experience as a volunteer or political activist (Monllor & Attaran, 2008; Simms & 

Robinson, 2006). Brant (1995) found that SE leaders emerge from families with pro-

social values. Personal childhood experience of poverty, discrimination or deprivation 

shape an intention to initiate a social venture for the common good rather than a 

commercial venture to benefit an individual or family. Tolerance, sensitivity, caring for 

others, and other humanist values embedded in childhood motivate adults to engage in 

social actions that support those values (Brant, 1995).  

 

Value systems shape the entrepreneurial process and also the operation of SE ventures. 

Issues arising from divergent cultural backgrounds may be evident in nascent ventures. 

Unless values and cultural assumptions are explored explicitly, staff may work with 

divergent approaches or even strive to achieve different goals (Hustinx & Lammertyn, 

2004; Whiteley & Whiteley, 2007). Social enterprises frequently rely on volunteers to 

deliver services. Volunteers reduce costs, but may also reduce the effectiveness of social 

enterprises to deliver social innovation (Caraher & Dowler, 2007). Volunteers are not 

free even though they work for love not money (Wilson & Pimm, 1996). Managing 

volunteers requires time and resources. It is more difficult to manage volunteers than 
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paid staff (Byron & Curtis, 2002; Curtis, 1998, 2000; Schulz, 2005). Effective people 

management requires consideration of the attitudes of all involved with the venture and 

attention to the costs involved across all the potential staffing strategies. 

 

Hockerts’ (2006) opportunity framework for creating economic and social value is 

underpinned by activism, self help, or philanthropy. These orientations shape the types 

of resources new ventures might access, and the organisational form, accountabilities, 

and legitimising activities they might undertake. SE is anticipated to involve a group 

with some mutuality or collaborative arrangements (Spear, 2001, 2006). Founders 

espouse communitarian (Ridley-Duff, 2007), democratic (Low, 2006), and collective 

action intentions (Berkes & Davidson-Hunt, 2007). They have a commitment to ‘the 

commons’ that is, the right of citizens to have access to public resources (Lohmann, 

1992; Ostrom, 1990).  

 

As well as offering services, SE ventures may adopt a value driven community building 

approach to enhance citizen capabilities (O'Toole & Burdess, 2004). Consistent with 

social obligation values, citizen empowerment (Chavis, 2001) and participatory 

involvement of volunteers and service recipients (Tracey, et al., 2005) are embedded in 

ventures. Governance of SE ventures is more likely to be participatory (Low, 2006) than 

governance of commercial firms. Inclusion and capacity building activities shape the 

internal power dynamics of SE ventures even though they may compromise 

organisational performance by restricting the adoption of logical business approaches 

(Parkinson & Howorth, 2008). A commitment to the mission is not sufficient for 

effective functioning: ventures also need good managerial skills (Turner & Martin, 

2005), and would benefit from education and training (Haugh & Rubery, 2005).  

 

Operational arrangements  

Resources in the social obligation perspective are examined in a broader framework 

than financial capital (Nicholls, 2005; Spear, 2007). SE ventures compete for resources 

in the broad marketplace of public perception (Nicholls, 2005). They operate with 

limited financial and human resources (Roper & Cheney, 2005) but are adaptable, 

flexible, innovative, and creative in seeking opportunities to generate resources (Shaw 

& Carter, 2007). Ventures combine available resources, cultural artefacts, practices, and 
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institutions (Dorado, 2006) as a collective effort of social bricolage (Johannisson & 

Olaison, 2007) to achieve innovation. SE ventures may generate resources from market 

activism or philanthropy, or from those who benefit from the service (Hockerts, 2006).  

 

Marketing is an essential function of NSEVs (Shaw, 2004; Weerawardena & Sullivan 

Mort, 2001), and a key strategic capability that leads to innovation and entrepreneurial 

intensity (Weerawardena, 2003a, 2003b). Marketing expertise is a critical component 

for success in commercial contexts (Chorev & Anderson, 2006b). Marketing for SE 

ventures differs from commercial contexts as a consequence of the social goals 

(Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003) and small budgets which means marketing must be 

implemented creatively (Torres, 2002). The nonprofit context in which most SE 

ventures are positioned (Shaw, 2004) creates a situation where SE ventures must 

respond to the imperatives of multiple stakeholders (Shaw & Carter, 2007). Social 

enterprises have unique opportunities to promote goods and services to ethical 

consumers, that is, people who support the cause and so buy the products and services 

(Nicholls, 2007; Strong, 1996). Pricing of SE goods and services should be considered 

against the need for profitability (Mallin & Finkle, 2007) to sustain the venture 

(Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 2006). Marketing practices such as brand 

management evolve over time in response to stakeholder expectations (Sullivan Mort, 

Weerawardena, & Williamson, 2007) and institutionalised behaviours (Barman, 2007).  

 

Frequently, marketing is equated with attempts by nonprofit organisations to generate 

funds and donations (Kingston & Bolton, 2004; Scaife, 2008), but marketing may have 

a much broader role. It may aim to generate a common vision of the social mission 

rather than influence purchasing behaviour (Shaw, 2004). Marketing may aim to build 

relationships for long term advantage (Tracey, et al., 2005) such as promoting the social 

mission through cause related marketing (Bennett, 2004, 2005). Marketing may be 

engaged as a social exchange activity (Arnett, German, & Hunt, 2003) to develop 

learning capabilities (Weerawardena, 2003a) that offer broad strategic benefits and 

improve organisational positioning (Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 2001, 2008). 

Marketing establishes legitimacy with stakeholders by building image and reputation. 

Improved reputation assists ventures to build alliances (Bennett & Gabriel, 2003). 

Ultimately, this may provide access to tangible or intangible resources.  
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Industry partnerships are useful to transfer knowledge such as marketing expertise to SE 

ventures (Bennett, Mousley, & Ali-Choudhury, 2008; Seitanidi, 2008). Partners may 

offer in-kind support, such as office space, in return for opportunities to promote or 

improve their corporate image by linking with a social cause (Dixon & Clifford, 2007). 

Partnerships with the commercial sector may create opportunities to develop new social 

products (Cour & Andersen, 2007). Ventures need to identify mutual benefits before 

negotiating alliances, but agreements may not eventuate even if benefits are articulated. 

A bias against marketing, or a lack of understanding of the importance of financial 

outcomes, constrains opportunities for SE ventures to gain benefits from collaborations 

with industry partners (Bennett, et al., 2008). Business is self serving and reluctant to 

support causes that are not attractive for CSR campaigns. For example, sanitation may 

be highly valuable for poor communities but it has a low potential for business partners 

to project a positive corporate image (Thomas, 2004).  

 

Legitimacy and accountability 

As a socially embedded activity (Nicholls & Cho, 2006), legitimacy and credibility 

(Dorado, 2005; Dorado & Vaz, 2003) are valuable assets for organisations in the social 

domain (Parkinson & Howorth, 2008; Ridley-Duff, 2008). SE ventures are well placed 

to develop moral and cognitive legitimacy (Dart, 2004b) by involvement in formal and 

informal networks (Provan, Isett, & Milward, 2004; Sharir, et al., 2006). Moral 

legitimacy revolves around being accepted as politically and ideologically appropriate, 

whereas cognitive legitimacy is a taken for granted assumption about the nature of 

societal structures, such as the appropriate legal forms ventures might adopt. Small, 

vulnerable ventures may gain financial support or valuable intangible resources such as 

legitimacy by building links with influential institutions (Baum & Oliver, 1991). Even 

with institutional support, however, ventures may be unable to attract sufficient human 

and financial resources to sustain initiatives (Roper & Cheney, 2005). 

 

To gain legitimacy and public endorsement, ventures are expected to be accountable for 

the social and environmental impact of their activities (Fukukawa, Shafer, & Lee, 

2007). Accountability is an intricate, multifaceted task for SE ventures. It involves a 

complex web of stakeholders who typically have conflicting expectations (Borzaga & 

Loss, 2006; Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003). There are questions about who is the primary 
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stakeholder to which SE ventures should be accountable – members, funding agencies, 

donors, clients, volunteers, employees, the public, or all of these. It is difficult to 

maintain legitimacy with all stakeholder groups within this crowded landscape, yet 

public approval has been identified as an important element influencing the success of 

NSEVs (Sharir & Lerner, 2006). Ventures need to establish legitimacy rapidly (Delmar 

& Shane, 2004) and to attend strenuously to activities to maintain legitimacy through 

social accountability processes. Ventures respond via feedback loops to adjust to 

changing dimensions in their environment (Roper & Cheney, 2005). In this way, SE 

ventures are proposed as complex adaptive systems (Berkes & Davidson-Hunt, 2007; 

Massetti, 2008; Ridley-Duff, 2007), rather than rationally organised businesses when 

viewed in a social obligation perspective. This would benefit from future examination 

since it is a different perspective from the profit maximising view of SE. 

 

Evaluating social and economic value 

Evaluation is encouraged in the social obligation perspective (Sadownik, 2007), but 

measuring the impact of venture operation is less important than for the profit 

maximising perspective. In general, scholars and practitioners agree the enterprising 

actions of SE ventures create social and economic value (Chell, 2007; Hockerts, 2006). 

Economic value is generated by creative innovations, ideas, and solutions (Mair, 2006; 

Mair & Marti, 2006; Peredo & McLean, 2006), and by embedding appropriate activities 

in local areas (Haugh, 2005). Social value is generated as an integral part of SE through 

a venture’s customer interface and interactions with its networks (Mair & Schoen, 2007; 

Strothotte & Wüstenhagen, 2005). Although less recognised than in commercial 

business, the economic activities of nonprofit organisations create measurable economic 

value (ABS, 2000a, 2003; Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003). 

 

Seelos and Mair (2007) suggest SE offers the best return on effort to revitalise deprived 

communities. This claim requires the value SE ventures generate to be measured. 

Economic value can be measured, for example, the value of Australian nonprofit 

institutions has been quantified (ABS, 2000a, 2003). While social value may be 

appreciated, it is difficult to quantify (Darby & Jenkins, 2006; Nicholls, 2007). 

Intangible outcomes such as social capital (Bullen & Onyx, 1998; Stone & Hughes, 

2002), or institutional associations (Baum & Oliver, 1996; Wisler & Giugni, 1996) are 
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appreciated as part of the overall benefits of SE. Haugh (2005) stresses the value of SE 

in improving citizen lifestyles is the hidden benefit of creating social and institutional 

capital. It is reasonable to anticipate that along with social and economic value, 

institutional value would be created through the capacity of SE to craft new or revised 

societal systems and structures that better meet the needs of target populations. Thus far, 

the value of institutional associations has not been documented or explored to any great 

extent in the SE context.  

 

Summarising social obligation perspective 

In contrast to the profit maximising perspective, pluralist assumptions influence social 

obligation SE research (Parkinson & Howorth, 2008; Spear, 2006), with the researcher’s 

belief system accepted as a part of the research process. Researchers may adopt a 

critical, feminist, or Marxist perspective, but no single theoretical framework is 

expected to explain the inherent complexity of SE in the social obligation perspective.  

 

The strength of the social obligation perspective is its acknowledgement of SE as a 

complex, interactive system, the inclusion of an institutional framework, and attention 

to socio-cultural elements such as legitimacy. Its weakness is the lack of attention by 

many researchers to fundamental issues affecting SE ventures such as venture viability, 

financial management, and effective systems to measure outcomes. Issues frequently 

examined are stakeholders, social value, governance, accountability, and interactions 

between ventures and their institutional environment. Social obligation SE research 

examines intangible elements such as institutional arrangements (Nicholls & Cho, 

2006), staff job enrichment (Pestoff, 2000), legitimacy (Dart, 2004b), social networks 

(Haugh, 2007), collaborations (Earles & Lynn, 2005), and volunteer relationships 

(Douglas, 2006b, 2007a). These studies illuminate some aspects of NSEV startup, but 

some elements remain undefined or not well understood. These will be discussed in 

more detail below. 

 

Integrating profit maximising and social obligation perspectives  

This literature review finds it is helpful to examine the underpinning epistemology as a 

way of organising the divergence evident in the literature. The two perspectives of SE 

influenced the research process and the topics examined. The profit maximising 
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perspective positions SE as an individual entrepreneur who plans and implements a 

logical startup process to develop a business with social objectives. SE ventures adopt 

commercial techniques, assess startup opportunities in a balanced manner, and engage 

in structured activities to achieve venture growth. There is little role for government in 

this viewpoint. The social obligation perspective positions SE into a broader field of 

civil society. In this pluralist view, SE activities are designed to engage the public in 

social innovation. Groups of concerned citizens participate actively in a rather bumpy 

and variable process of social adjustment or transformation. SE ventures adopt a 

collectivist, often democratic approach and are influenced by the institutional 

environment. Government involvement, or the lack thereof, is part of the process. This 

second perspective of social obligation is more applicable to the Australian social and 

political environment described in Chapter 1 and is the stance taken in this study.  

 

 

 

4. Social entrepreneurship startup 

As a process of social innovation, SE is a dynamic and interactive carrier of ideas into 

public consciousness. ‘In the long run, ideas are more powerful than individuals or 

institutions…[and] social change depends on many people being persuaded to abandon 

old habits’ (Mulgan, 2006a).  

 

Innovation requires a base for change. Organisations provide a site in which ideas can 

be tested, shaped, and reshaped into actions. Organisations act as the diffusing system, 

providing a bridge over the chasm ideas need to cross before becoming mainstream 

products or services that capture the imagination of supporters (Mulgan, 2006a). New 

organisations are an essential part of the social innovation process. Existing 

organisations may adapt their offerings, but new organisations are more attentive to new 

or emerging needs and expectations in society. As society changes, new organisations 

are established to fill identified gaps and address new issues. Society needs new 

organisations to remain vibrant. They are more likely to be innovative and take fresh 

approaches to emerging issues. Studying new organisations is a logical part of 

investigating innovation processes as part of the life cycle of organisations (Covin & 

Slevin, 1990; O'Rand & Krecker, 1990). Although entrepreneurship research 
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illuminates the startup of commercial firms, little is known about the startup of SE 

ventures as the foundational pedestal that might secure social innovation activities. The 

next section examines venture startup stages and models to explore their relevance to 

NSEVs. 

 

Venture startup stages  

While there is debate in the literature on terminology and particularities, there is broad 

agreement that new ventures pass through different phases during their development. 

The startup process for a new venture may be framed in biological terms: 

Conception...where individuals decide to enter the gestation process and found a new 
firm; gestation and birth where individuals…take the steps necessary to found a new 
firm, culminating in a new firm birth or abandonment of the initiative; infancy and 
growth where…the new business is defined…(Reynolds, Storey, & Westhead, 1994). 

 

Conception is invisible as it takes place in the mind of the founder/s (Bird, 1988; Katz 

& Gartner, 1988). A new venture becomes visible at gestation with interactions and 

commences economic exchanges (Katz & Gartner, 1988). A venture reaches infancy 

when the creation process has stabilised, but the firm does not become viable until it is 

growing (Reynolds, 2000). Ventures are likely to be most vulnerable at birth, but 

infancy and growth are researched most often as by then ventures are operating with 

legal structures and are detectable in the economy (Katz & Gartner, 1988).  

 

Startup models 

Many startup models have described and mapped the development of new commercial 

firms. In general, startup models anticipate four stages: intention and pre-startup actions, 

formation activities, growth and expansion, maturity and stability (Delacroix & Carroll, 

1983; Dodge & Robbins, 1992; Menzies, Gasse, Diochon, & Garand, 2002). Some 

models anticipate the demise of the venture. Table 2.7 compares eight startup models. 
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Table 2.7 Venture startup models 
 

Author/s Stage content Comments 

Galbraith (1982) 

 

1. proof of principle/prototype 

2. model shop 

3. start up 

4. natural growth 

5. strategic manoeuvring 

Early model predicting 
sequential process for high 
tech ventures 

Churchill & Lewis 
(1983) 

 

1. existence 

2. survival 

3. success 

4. take-off 

5. resource maturity 

Captures complexity and 
variability across the venture 
life course 

Gartner (1985) 

 

1. locate business opportunity 

2. accumulate resources 

3. market products/services 

4. produce product 

5. build organisation 

6. respond to government & society 

A set of founder tasks 
described as steps rather 
than a sequential process 

Katz & Gartner (1988) 

 

1. intentionality 

2. boundaries 

3. resources 

4. exchange 

Describes startup processes 
rather than sequential 
stages 

Kazanjian (1988) 

 

1. conception & development 

2. commercialisation 

3. growth 

4. stability 

Predictable growth process 
in high technology firms 

Reynolds, Storey & 
Westhead (1994) 

 

1. conception 

2. gestation & birth 

3. infancy & growth 

Life cycle perspective 

Bhave (1994) 

 

1. opportunity 

2. technology setup & organisation creation 

3. exchange 

Complex process with 
multiple feedback loops 

Haugh (2007) 

 

1. opportunity recognition 

2. idea articulation 

3. idea ownership 

4. stakeholder mobilisation 

5. opportunity exploitation 

6. stakeholder reflection 

Process for social venture 
startup, relates to Bhave’s 
model, concentrates on 
early pre-venture processes 

(Compiled for this study) 
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Although new ventures and the conditions in which they operate differ (Cooper, Woo, 

& Dunkelberg, 1989), models help understand stages that are likely to occur. Startup 

models offer predictability by describing regular patterns of activities and listing 

processes likely to be undertaken at different times. A model helps identify potential 

risks, implications, or results of different actions; however startup models have some 

limitations. They presume a sequential system that applies to all situations rather than 

appreciating variations in intention, context, structure, and external influences (Storey, 

1994). In a socially embedded process, founders choose between alternative 

opportunities, sources and combinations of resources, potential alliances, and different 

outcomes, each with complexity, contingencies and constraints (Sarasvathy, 2001). 

Likewise, founder intentions are not the same, nor are managerial systems applied 

similarly in all situations even though ventures may be apparently at the same stage of 

development. Some ventures may not progress through each stage, transition from one 

stage to the next is not assured and ventures may close rather than continue startup 

activities (Bhave, 1994; Churchill & Lewis, 1983). Each of these elements influences 

the startup process, so a single startup model may not illustrate the actual sequence of 

events that occurs in each case. Despite these issues, startup models offer a useful 

overview to illuminate the nature of the startup process.  

 

Startup models rarely identify underpinning assumptions, but these can be inferred from 

authors’ methodology, conceptualisation of issues, descriptions, and discussions. Early 

models assume a rational, functionalist approach in accordance with structuralist 

organisation theory dominant at that time. Galbraith’s (1982) five stage and Gartner’s 

(1985) six stage models presume an orderly sequence of actions that are not affected by 

the environment or unexpected events. Models from the 1990s, such as Bhave’s (1994), 

tend to embrace an open, organic set of arrangements that operate with continual 

adjustment to multiple external influences. Nascent ventures are viewed as dynamic, 

complex systems that pass through periods of more or less certainty and greater or lesser 

stability. Startup in these later models is assumed to be a fluid, somewhat chaotic 

process (Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). Different stakeholders and institutional systems 

are influential at different stages, and the importance of these influences varies over 

time (Jawahar & McLaughlin, 2001). Assumptions of a complex, fluid, interactive 

process are relevant for NSEV startup. Founder intentions and goals will vary, context 
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will influence the process, the nature and quality of stakeholder and other influences on 

the venture also will fluctuate over time.  

 

Of the models outlined above, Haugh’s (2007) six stage process model is very relevant 

for this SE research project. Haugh examined the early pre-venture phase when social 

enterprise founders mobilise stakeholders and generate consensus on how to progress 

the startup. The earliest startup stages are not well documented, so this startup model 

provides valuable understandings of NSEVs interactions with their external 

environment, how and why founders network, and details of activities they undertake 

during networking. The model is limited, however, in the insights it offers of how 

NSEVs might progress beyond the earliest formation stages to become a functioning 

and viable entity. Knowing how NSEVs become might, or might not become viable has 

important consequences for a strong and vibrant civil society. 

 
 

Startup endpoint and venture maturity 

At what point can startup be assumed to be finished and the venture will continue to 

operate? Following a series of initial startup activities (Carter, Gartner, & Reynolds, 

1996) a new venture reaches stability (Kazanjian, 1988) by which time it would have 

access to mature resources (Churchill & Lewis, 1983) and would be exploiting 

opportunities through commercial exchanges (Katz & Gartner, 1988). Occasionally, 

stability (Bamford, Dean, & Douglas, 2004) and viability (Badham, Garrety, Morrigan, 

Zanko, & Dawson, 2003; Loon & Polakow, 2001) indicate the mature status of an 

organisation but concepts of venture maturity are poorly developed and are rarely 

defined explicitly (Murphy, Trailer, & Hill, 1996).  

 

Venture maturity terminology 

Some authors refer to venture sustainability to denote the end of startup and a state of 

continued operation (Ilbery & Maye, 2005). Sustainability is the term used most often in 

the SE literature to indicate an ongoing status. For example, Weerawardena and 

Sullivan Mort (2006) identified sustainability as one of three constraining elements for 

SE ventures. Organisational sustainability is strongly associated in the literature with 

environmental attributes and with sustainable social development in which a venture 

considers the social and physical consequences of its actions (Crouter & Garbarino, 
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1982). This viewpoint is apparent mainly in the sociological literature. More often 

sustainability is applied as an ecological and environmental framework (Dixon & 

Clifford, 2007). A sustainable venture may be inferred to be one that conforms to 

‘green’ expectations and embeds environmental policies into its operation. For example, 

a venture may reduce waste or water consumption, or it may generate energy with 

rooftop solar panels. Perhaps because of the close association of sustainability with the 

environment and sustainable development, terms other than sustainability are used more 

often in the entrepreneurship literature to indicate venture status, but are none are 

consistently applied. Considering its close association with green issues, the usefulness 

of sustainability to indicate venture maturity is doubtful. 

 

Other terms are used to indicate venture maturity. The survival and persistence of a 

venture for four or five years after startup is a simple measure of maturity (Boden & 

Nucci, 2000). In like manner, a successful venture is assessed as one that continues for 

ten years (Kim, Knotts, & Jones, 2008). Many entrepreneurship authors use business 

performance as a measure of venture achievement (Barney, Busenitz, Fiet, & Moesel, 

1996; Cooper, 1993; Herron & Robinson, 1993; Rhee, 2008; Robinson, 1999; 

Westhead, Wright, & Ucbasaran, 2001). Progress (Wright, Hoskisson, Busenitz, & Dial, 

2000), profitability (Shepherd, Ettenson, & Crouch, 2000), and growth (Kazanjian, 

1988; McPherson, 1996) are implied as part of venture performance. These terms relate 

more to commercial achievement and are rarely used as indicators or measures of 

venture maturity. Success is used regularly for social ventures (Sharir & Lerner, 2006; 

Singh, Tucker, & House, 1986; Thompson & Doherty, 2006), and commercial firms 

(Gatewood, Shaver, & Gartner, 1995; Kakati, 2003; Watson, Stewart, & BarNir, 2003). 

Sharir and Lerner (2006) assessed a successful venture as one that achieves its declared 

goal and has adequate resources for future growth, but not all commercial or SE 

ventures aspire to grow (Seanor & Meaton, 2007). Success has not been defined in a 

way that a successful venture could be determined empirically, and so this is not an 

appropriate term to indicate venture maturity. 

 

Mature ventures may be indicated as operational elements such as close association with 

the market, product quality, continuous improvement, and customer service (de 

Brentani, 1995). Other indicators of maturity are firm profitability and financial 

performance (such as return on investment or return on equity) (Peel & Bridge, 1998; 
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Rubach, Bradley, & McGee, 2001), the quantity of sales (Lechner, Dowling, & Welpe, 

2006), firm growth (Chandler & Hanks, 1993), its size, and employee numbers or extent 

of employee engagement (Littunen & Tohmo, 2003; Van de Ven, Rogers, Bechara, & 

Sun, 2008; Westhead, et al., 2001). These indicators are not always relevant, however, 

even in commercial environments. Most authors believe all firms aim to grow rapidly 

(Balkin & Swift, 2006) and maximise financial return for founders and investors 

(Gunther McGrath, 1999; Lévesque & Shepherd, 2002; Shepherd, et al., 2000), but 

these assumptions are erroneous. Not all commercial firms aim to maximise profit 

(Cooper, et al., 1989; Davidsson, 1989). Founder intentions vary (Vesalainen & Pihkala, 

1999). Some founders start ventures to achieve independence, challenge, self efficacy, 

or to improve lifestyle (Amit, MacCrimmon, Zietsma, & Oesch, 2001; Vesalainen & 

Pihkala, 1999). Rather than aiming to maximise fiscal performance, some founders have 

social or ecological goals (Hockerts, 2006; Holloway, Cox, Venn, Kneafsey, & et al., 

2006). These concerns are pivotal for NSEV founders (Seanor & Meaton, 2007). In 

addition, financial instruments, sales, venture size, numbers of employees and similar 

measures give no indication of whether a venture operating in the social domain is 

functioning effectively (Caraher & Dowler, 2007; van Mossel & Straub, 2007), or 

achieving its long term social change goal (Fowler, 2000; Waddock & Post, 1991). 

These are essential aspects of NSEV startup (Wallace, 1999). For these reasons, 

commercial performance indicators are not suitable to establish the maturity status of a 

NSEV venture (Nicholls, 2005) 

 

More sophisticated reviews of new venture achievements relate to the central aspect of 

entrepreneurial intention, that is, completion of idea development so the venture 

functions as a business to the satisfaction of the founder (Witt, 2004). Ultimately, a 

venture startup matures and becomes functional as a result of human activity. The 

founders, their values, goals, and intentions shape what is perceived as the end state of 

venture startup. Founders are central to perspectives of the instrumental purpose of the 

venture and how it will operate, along with required resources both financial and 

human. Founders’ actions alone will not determine when a venture startup has matured. 

The socio-cultural environment in which the venture operates along with its significant 

stakeholders, such as clientele and funding agencies, will influence perceptions of 

venture maturity. Public support is vital for NSEVs (Mair & Noboa, 2003; Sharir & 

Lerner, 2006). A new venture will struggle if public interest wanes, after which it will 
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not be certain if it will be able to continue to operate, or in Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) 

terminology, achieve venture success. 

 

The end state of startup is not a static situation (Gunther McGrath, 1995). Firms exist in 

an ever changing environment (Roure & Keeley, 1990). Unknown and unforseen risks 

are always present for new ventures. A venture’s situation will change with external 

shocks, alternations in resources, or changes in market forces (Cooper, 1993; Shepherd, 

Douglas, & Shanley, 2000). Changes may offer new advantages and opportunities for 

alliances or expansion. Alternatively, unforseen events such as changes in funding 

support and public commitment to the cause may cause catastrophic uncertainty for 

NSEVs (Thomas, 2004). In a shifting environment, no NSEV can be certain of its status 

for more than an intermediate period of time, probably about two years.  

 

Despite this uncertainty, for this study a point must be set beyond which a NSEV is 

assessed as mature and no longer in a startup phase. A NSEV can not be considered to 

have completed startup until it has achieved its intended goal and is functioning as an 

operational organisation. What term will describe this status adequately? Success is 

difficult to define as an indicator of venture status. Survival indicates simply that a 

NSEV exists. Along with performance measures, survival offers no indication of 

whether the NSEV is operating as a functional venture or achieving its social goals.  

 

Viability is used in this thesis to indicate that a NSEV has progressed beyond initial 

startup activities and is functioning as an operational entity. Viable and sustainable 

ventures are different in their functional status. Viability relates to being practical and 

workable whereas sustainable refers to continuing an action or process (Blair, 1987). A 

viable venture may be envisaged as one that is less certain about its future than a 

sustainable venture. A viable entity operates with more uncertainty and temporal 

conditionality than a sustainable venture. A venture can be deemed to be sustainable 

once it has completed the startup process and is engaged in mature economic activities. 

 

A viable venture has implemented some startup actions and reached an operational stage 

of development. It functions and delivers some services and expects to continue to do 

so, but there is no certainty of this status. The NSEV may not be sure of its income 

stream to be certain it can continue to operate. There may be issues with sufficient 
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capabilities in human resources, or it may not be embedded sufficiently well with 

networks to ensure it has adequate information streams to avoid unexpected threats. 

Over time, ventures develop some certainty about resources and confidence in their self-

sufficiency. A NSEV can expect to continue to operate in the foreseeable future once it 

has reasonably certainty of sufficient human, financial, and other resources. At this 

stage a venture may be considered sustainable. A venture must be viable to continue to 

operate, but it may, or may not become sustainable. Provided a NSEV does not close, it 

may expect to transform over time from being vulnerable, to viable, to sustainable. In 

practice there is some fluidity between venture viability and sustainability, however, 

since unexpected events may intrude to challenge the certainty of continued operation. 

 

Reynolds (2000) proposes the benchmark for new firm viability is when it generates 

sufficient income to cover all anticipated operating expenses and salaries for three 

months. NSEVs operate in a more complex environment than commercial firms. 

Income sources are less reliable (Spear, 2007) and more diverse. For a NSEV to be 

viable it needs access to sufficient resources to continue to operate and respond to 

unexpected changes in the environment.  

 

The definition of viability used in this thesis denotes NSEV development to a stage 

when the venture is operating and offering services, but is not sure of being able to 

continue to function in the foreseeable future. Venture viability is a capacity to continue 

to offer services for at least two years by having adequate human and financial 

resources and access to intangible resources, such as legitimacy and information. Once 

certain of sufficient resources to continue to operate for at least two years, NSEVs are 

considered to be sustainable.  

 

Comparing venture viability and sustainability in the two perspectives 

In the profit maximising perspective, venture sustainability is assessed in financial 

terms. A venture is started with a business approach and a clear aim to continue to 

operate. Income generation and financial monitoring are priorities. For example, Desa 

(2007) anticipates financial capital as the most important resource for a new venture, 

and Sharir and Lerner (2006) position capital as an important element for success. A 

venture becomes sustainable when it has sufficient financial resources. In the profit 
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maximising perspective, viability is an intermediate step in the process of financial 

certainty. For a venture to be viabile it would need to deliver appropriate services to 

meet unmet social needs, but delivering services would be less important for viability 

than being financially secure. 

 

With the strong commitment to societal issues and the well being of others, SE in the 

social obligation perspective respects ventures that achieve their intended social goal. A 

venture has security if it is financially self sufficient. Being financially secure is viewed 

positively, but the social obligation perspective prioritises actions that address social 

goals more than actions that provide financial benefits (Parkinson & Howorth, 2008). In 

the social obligation viewpoint, SE ventures will strive to become viable mainly so they 

can deliver the intended services. The social obligation literature rarely attends to issues 

of financial sustainability, such as growth or social return on investment.  

 

Venture closure 

It is natural to view closure as a normal part of the organisation life cycle (Bruno & 

Leidecker, 1988), but the decline and demise of organisations receives much less 

attention than their birth and early development (O'Rand & Krecker, 1990). 

Understanding the influences on venture closure helps to clarify startup processes. 

Firms are vulnerable to closure due to their age or size, the so called ‘liability of 

newness’ or ‘liability of smallness’ (Bruderl & Schussler, 1990; Freeman, Carroll, & 

Hannan, 1983). Closure of firms is not uncommon. The vast majority of startups survive 

relatively short periods (Stubbart & Knight, 2006). For example, more than 53% of 

Australian firms close within five years (ABS, 2004b). Bruderl and Schussler (1990) 

suggest firms are most vulnerable in adolescence, once initial resources and enthusiasm 

have been depleted. ‘Liability of age’ may occur if changes alter internal dynamics and 

reset the organisation lifecycle clock (Amburgey, Kelly, & Barnett, 1993), which could 

result in ventures becoming unresponsive to environmental turbulence (Gliedt & Parker, 

2007; Ranger-Moore, 1997).  

 

External certification assists survival, but firms also need to operate efficiently (Shane 

& Foo, 1999). Size, age, and competitiveness affect the adaptive capacity of ventures 

that may lead to closure (Baum & Mezias, 1992). Studies explain closure as resulting 
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from ineffective strategy (Burgelman, 1994), inertia (Kelly & Amburgey, 1991; Ranger-

Moore, 1997; Zucker & Darby, 1996), resource dependence (Bruderl & Schussler, 

1990), incompetence (Clarke & Perrow, 1996), or population ecology pressures 

(Swaminathan & Delacroix, 1991; Wholey, Christianson, & Sanchez, 1992). Chorev 

and Anderson (2006c) ranked the influence of external elements on new firms behind 

the business concept, founder expertise, and social relationships. Finally, scholars 

emphasise venture closure is not always due to failure. It may result from the sale of the 

business (Watson & Everett, 1996), mergers, relocation, change of name or 

organisational form (Davidsson, 2007a). It is important to note these studies relate to 

commercial firms, and so may not be directly applicable in the NSEV context. 

 

The diversity of influences on organisational decline suggests context, relationships, and 

geographic locality should be considered in startup research (Bruton, Ahlstrom, & Wan, 

2003; Chorev & Anderson, 2006a) as well as the founders’ goals. It also highlights the 

importance of a precise research methodology and an exact definition of viability. The 

next section examines three theoretical perspectives that are proposed as explaining the 

influences on startup. 

 

Three perspectives of influences on startup  

Since the literature on NSEV startup is sparse, commercial entrepreneurship literature 

relevant to NSEVs will be examined in this section. Bruderl, Preisendorfer and Zeigler 

(1992) suggest new firm survival is influenced by the concentration of similar ventures 

(population ecology), the structural characteristics and strategies of the firm (structures 

and strategies), and the characteristics and competence of founder/s (human and social 

capital). Each of these three aspects – population ecology, structures and strategies, and 

human and social capital – will be considered in commercial contexts and then in 

relation to NSEV startup.  

 

a. Population ecology  

Analyses of firm survival often consider macroeconomic factors (Everett & Watson, 

1998), and many commercial startup studies examine environmental influences. 

Population ecology examines the effects of locality, the density of similar ventures 
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within an industry, and considers the resultant competitive pressures (Amburgey & Rao, 

1996; Hannan & Freeman, 1977).  

 

A dense and diverse population is proposed as increasing innovation and the overall rate 

of new venture creation (Jacobs 1984, cited in Reynolds, et al., 1994). Environmental 

forces are likely to have greatest impact when a new venture is emerging (Lee & 

Peterson, 2000). The locality determines the concentration of competition which has a 

negative impact on new firm survival (Reynolds, Hay, Bygrave, Camp, & Autio, 2000; 

Reynolds, et al., 1994; Romanelli, 1989; Stearns, Carter, Reynolds, & Williams, 1995). 

Competitive forces act as a natural selection process at startup to winnow out 

unsuccessful firms. Ventures respond and adapt to competitive pressures in order to 

survive (Carroll, 1984, 1993; Pfeffer & Salancik, 2002). Survival depends on rapid 

growth and market dominance, or finding and defending a market niche within a 

particular industry.  

 

Firms in urban areas are advantaged by easier access to capital and customers. At the 

same time, firms based in larger cities have a lower survival rate than those in rural 

areas (Fritsch, Brixy, & Falck, 2004). This may be due to higher costs and increased 

levels of competition in urban areas, especially among small service firms. Survival 

rates of new firms in service sectors are lower than those in manufacturing (Brush & 

Chaganti, 1999). Growth in GDP and the higher concentration of personal wealth in 

urban areas increases demand for goods and services (Reynolds, et al., 1994), but this 

may be offset by higher household debt and reduced disposable family income due to 

higher living costs in urban areas (Douglas, 2003).  

 

SE addresses unmet needs in populations, so is there is little likelihood of a significant 

concentration of similar ventures. The external environment could influence NSEV 

closure if ventures are disconnected from changing market conditions (Fernández, 2008; 

Hager, et al., 1996). It could be anticipated elements such as social relationships are 

likely to be more important for NSEVs since they operate in the social domain to 

address social issues (O'Donoghue, et al., 2006; Sullivan Mort & Weerawardena, 2007). 

Population ecology would appear to be less relevant for NSEV startup than other 

theories. 
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b. Structures and strategies  

The interplay of opportunities, resources, and capabilities influences new firm startup 

(Thakur, 1999). In entrepreneurial settings, the topics most commonly researched are 

the influence of structural elements, especially finance, firm age, size, and strategies on 

the survival of new firms. Access to sufficient financial capital at startup improves the 

chances of survival (Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon, & Woo, 1994; Shane & Stuart, 2002). 

Firms that are older, with more employees and larger budgets are more likely to have 

successful outcomes than small firms with small budgets and a low resource base 

(Aspelund, Berg-Utby, & Skjevdal, 2005; Thakur, 1999). The positive effect of capital 

is well established in high tech startups (Liao, Welsch, & Moutray, 2008). Small firms 

can show higher growth patterns than larger firms (Cooper, et al., 1989) possibly due to 

the initial small base, but they should balance growth objectives with available 

resources (Littunen, 2000).  

 

Scholars agree funding is an issue for SE ventures, but they disagree on its importance 

compared with other issues. Profit maximising researchers view resource mobilisation 

as a central startup activity (Meyskens, et al., 2008). NSEVs are advised to think like a 

business at all times to survive and function effectively (Boschee, 1998). They should 

develop a robust business concept, clearly articulate a mission and value proposition, 

and develop strategies for sound financial management (Caraher & Dowler, 2007; 

Sharir & Lerner, 2006; Zietow, 2001). Scholars agree SE ventures aim to access 

sufficient revenue to sustain the venture (Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 2006). All SE 

ventures generate some income (Mosher-Williams, 2006; Young, 2006) often through 

trading (Dees, 1998; Haugh, 2005; Pepin, 2005). Comparatively poor financial 

performance and not establishing effective managerial routines were common reasons 

NSEVs close (Fernández, 2008; Hager, et al., 1996). In contrast, Chambré and Fatt 

(2002) found securing stable sources of funding was more important for the survival of 

NSEVs than internal organising processes. 

 

Revenue is available from diverse sources including grants, donations, and philanthropy 

(Scaife, 2008), along with government funding (Rubin, 2008). Supportive alliances or 

partnerships between social enterprises and large firms may offer financial assistance 

(Nwankwo, et al., 2007). Several innovative mechanism are proposed to fund SE. These 

include commercial equity investment (Scarlata & Alemany, 2008), and social venture 
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capitalists who may offer funding if the social return on investment is adequate 

(Drayton, 2002). Philanthropic foundations could invest in programs to address unmet 

needs and thus become policy venture capitalists, but few foundations adopt this 

leadership approach (Knott & McCarthy, 2007).  

 

Business startup planning and strategy are suggested as critical elements for new 

venture success in commercial contexts (Chorev & Anderson, 2006c). Startup strategies 

are partly determined by the extent of competition and the firm’s position on the supply 

chain. Firms with a broad, diversified market approach tended to operate near the 

beginning or middle of the supply chain whereas those adopting narrow segmentation 

were more likely to operate near the end of the supply chain (Carter, Stearns, Reynolds, 

& Miller, 1994). New firms with specialty products were successful when pursuing a 

focused niche strategy, whereas firms in highly competitive industries were more 

successful by pursuing a broad high growth, cost leadership strategy (McDougall, 

Covin, Robinson, & Herron, 1994).  

 

European studies found that firms that undertook systematic planning had a lower risk 

of closure (Schamp, Dechoolmeester, & Grymonpre, 2002; Shane & Delmar, 2004). 

Not all studies find strategic planning is imperative. Unless seeking finance, systematic 

business planning had little influence on the outcomes of US firms started by MBA 

alumni (Bygrave, Lange, Mollov, Pearlmutter, & Singh, 2007). The authors do not 

discuss whether this might be attributed to the individualistic culture in the US business 

environment, but it does raise questions about the importance of systematic planning 

during startup. Stone and Brush (1996) suggest starting a new venture is not systematic 

or linear, but rather is a messy and iterative process that can not be fully anticipated. 

They go on to suggest systematic planning is most appropriate to improve legitimacy 

for seeking resources rather than as a process for allocating resources. This is an 

important observation considering the ambiguous context in which nonprofits and 

NSEVs operate. 

 

Little is known about strategic approaches used in NSEV startup. Scholars in the profit 

maximising perspective assume SE startup strategies are the same as for market based 

business (Brinckerhoff, 2000; Wei-Skillern, et al., 2007). Ventures are encouraged to 

establish and protect a market niche based on customer service or other unique aspect of 
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the enterprise while balancing potential risks in the economic and political environment 

with a competitive position and plans for growth (Dees, et al., 2002).  

 

UK social obligation scholars found SE ventures considered addressing the social 

mission adequately and providing services were most important (Parkinson & Howorth, 

2008; Seanor & Meaton, 2007; Spear, 2006; Turner & Martin, 2005). Ventures in the 

UK were not enthusiastic about venture growth. Their preference was to attend to 

operational venture issues than strategic business planning. Nonprofit organisations 

were more likely to survive if they developed business techniques, adapted to 

environmental expectations, and applied strategies such as expanding services to 

improve income streams (Alexander, 2000). These strategies were likely to improve 

legitimacy with funding agencies, and thus improve bottom line outcomes. Mulhare 

(1999) questions the relevance of systematic strategic planning in nonprofit contexts 

due to the dominant culture of collaboration in the sector. Notably, nonprofit 

organisations are viewed as less entrepreneurial and distinctly different from SE 

ventures (Chell, 2007). The nonprofit strategy literature may not be relevant to NSEVs. 

 

Australian SE ventures consciously and systematically develop learning capabilities to 

add value and gain sustainable competitive advantage (Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 

2001, 2008). These studies offer constructive theory for the operation of social 

enterprises, however they relate to established organisations. Few studies have 

considered whether, or how, competitive forces operate during the startup of NSEVs in 

Australia or elsewhere. No studies have examined SE startup strategies or how nascent 

ventures position activities in their environment to achieve their objectives. Examining 

these issues would assist social innovation and provide civil society benefits. 

 

c. Human and social capital 

Human capital is a quality that resides in individuals, whereas social capital is a 

dynamic that is created between people (Burt, 1997). Social and human capital affect 

commercial startup, and assist ventures in social domains (Nel & McQuaid, 2002) to 

achieve the goal of distributing social and economic capital (Ridley-Duff, 2008). 
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Human capital 

Human capital resides in founders and staff. It is the formal knowledge actors gain from 

education and tacit knowledge acquired from life experience. High levels of human 

capital influence the likelihood of actors engaging in startup activities but do not 

guarantee a successful venture outcome (Davidsson & Honig, 2003). Human capital is 

associated with age: firms with young founders are more likely to close (Preisendorfer 

& Voss, 1990). The degree of novelty in new firms influences survival or closure 

(Shepherd, et al., 2000). Novelty relates to ignorance among the founders of 

entrepreneurial startup, skills to manage the firm effectively, and production knowledge. 

The risk of firm mortality increases with the extent of novelty in each dimension. 

Successful young firms engage in innovative, proactive, and risk taking behaviours 

(Covin & Slevin, 1990), suggesting previous experience of entrepreneurial practice is 

beneficial for successful startup. Founders with previous experience in similar industries 

extend their managerial competence, embed effective management systems, and 

improve new firm operation for long term advantage (Aspelund, et al., 2005; Barney, et 

al., 1996; Chorev & Anderson, 2006b; Schefczyk & Gerpott, 2001).  

 

A commitment to organisational learning improves managerial innovation, strengthens a 

firm’s capacity to respond to competition, and improves its position in the marketplace 

(Hyvonen & Tuominen, 2006). Small, young firms are partly protected from closure by 

creative imagination (Matthews, 2002), and embracing innovation capabilities (Cefis & 

Marsili, 2006), provided the innovations are valued by society (Deffuant, Huet, & 

Amblard, 2005). Innovation improves effective internal arrangements and team work to 

support effective practice (Littunen, 2000). Thus, the propensity for small firm closure 

might be explained in part by their reduced access to knowledge resources (Dunne & 

Hughes, 1994).  
 

The poor survival of new firms in service and retail fields has been partly explained by 

differences in access to resources resulting from the gender of founders. Small service 

firms have a high proportion of female founders (Brush & Chaganti, 1999). Many 

studies have revealed firms started by women were different (Langan-Fox & Roth, 

1995; Lerner, Brush, & Hisrich, 1997; Mount & Anderson, 2005). Firms with female 

founders were just as likely to survive but less likely to grow (Cooper, et al., 1994). 

Reduced access to financial resources limited the capacity of female founders to gain 
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supervisory supports (Thakur, 1999) which affected venture success. Firms started by 

founders who were older, male, well educated, and with relevant industry experience 

achieved more successful outcomes than those started by younger female founders, 

especially those with little previous experience (Gatewood, et al., 1995; Reynolds & 

Miller, 1992). This finding might be explained by a higher propensity for male 

entrepreneurs to engage in risk taking behaviour (Hisrich, Langan-Fox, & Grant, 2007; 

Janney & Dess, 2006). Male founders usually had a higher expectation of venture 

growth; they tended to have more business knowledge, and accessed more advice from 

male networks (Manolova, Carter, Manev, & Gyoshev, 2007). Another study revealed 

few differences in the performance of male and female founders, provided 

methodologies and theoretical assumptions were clear (Chell & Baines, 1998). 

 

Few studies have examined human capital specifically in the social enterprise context, 

but some have offered human capital recommendations. Structured education programs 

to improve the development of managerial and business skills are suggested as a means 

of assisting social enterprises to operate more effectively (Haugh & Rubery, 2005; 

Turner & Martin, 2005). Forming collaborative alliances with large firms is a less direct 

way for small SE ventures to improve internal organising capabilities and gain valuable 

knowledge and skills, such as information technology or business advice (Jacobi, 2006; 

Nel & McQuaid, 2002; Nwankwo, et al., 2007).  

 

 

Social capital  

While social capital is associated with network membership, it relates more to a process 

that creates connections and quality interactions between individuals (Anderson & Jack, 

2002). Bonding social capital links actors who are well known to each other in close 

networks, such as families, from which founders may access valuable emotional and 

social support and access other useful resources. Bridging social capital connects people 

through loosely linked social networks, such as professional associations. Beneficial 

tangible and intangible resources, especially new knowledge and understandings, may 

arise from connections with people who are not well known. This is the strength of 

weak ties (Granovetter, 1983).  
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Social capital enables actors to secure benefits by virtue of membership in networks or 

other social structures (Portes, 1998). Davidsson and Honig (2003) found social capital 

was more valuable for venture success than human capital, as bridging and bonding 

relationships improved access to resources. Closure is more likely when social network 

connections are reduced, for example if founders exit the firm (C E Bamford, Bruton, & 

Hinson, 2006). As well as offering a source of funding, inexperienced entrepreneurs 

gain valuable personal support and opportunities from family networks (Jack & 

Anderson, 2002), especially those from high socio-economic backgrounds (Anderson & 

Miller, 2003). 

 

New firms with several founders have improved performance (Gimeno, Folta, Cooper, 

& Woo, 1997), by expanding the range of contacts. This assists growth, but the number 

of founders has little effect on firm survival (Cooper, et al., 1994). The performance of 

new ventures with strong social networks among the top management team is improved 

(Mudambi & Treichel, 2005) by increased access to funding opportunities (Shane & 

Stuart, 2002). Strong relationships with customers and supply chain partners are the key 

determinants of positional and economic performance advantages. Managerial 

innovation, in turn, is contingent on customer-based and supply chain assets (Hyvonen 

& Tuominen, 2006).  

 

Bonding and bridging social capital are important for ventures in the social domain 

(Johannisson & Olaison, 2007; Weisinger & Salipante, 2005). NSEVs are more likely to 

survive if they are well connected to social networks (Galaskiewicz, Bielefeld, & 

Dowell, 2006). NSEV founders working in complex and demanding environments are 

assisted by personal support in their social networks (Hodgkin, 2002). Social learning 

gained from bridging social capital is invaluable for their effective functioning (Browne, 

2001). Networks provide valuable information from inter-organisational and 

institutional linkages (Haugh, 2007), offer valuable resources (Mair & Schoen, 2007) 

and broaden the knowledge in a venture beyond that of each individual (Chamlee-

Wright, 2008). Both formal and informal sharing of resources builds social and 

institutional capital that assists ventures to survive. In addition to instrumental effects, 

collaborative partnerships improve legitimacy (Jacobi, 2006) and build trust and mutual 

understanding: both are crucial for vulnerable ventures (Earles & Lynn, 2005).  
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A small number of studies have considered how social capital may affect NSEV 

closure. Closure may result from disconnection from local networks and low legitimacy 

(Fernández, 2008; Hager, et al., 1996). External legitimacy is important for the survival 

of social enterprises, especially those that are young (Singh, House, & Tucker, 1986). 

Low public and political legitimacy increases the propensity of SE venture closure 

(Romo & Anheier, 1996). Links with established civil society institutions, churches, or 

government increases public legitimacy and so improves the stability of new ventures 

(Baum & Oliver, 1991). Government funding establishes public legitimacy which 

reduces the probability of closure of NSEVs (Lune, 2002; Twombly, 2003).  

 

Small, vulnerable ventures are more likely to close if the services they provide are not 

part of the policy agenda or respected by the community, for example needle exchange 

(Lune, 2002), HIV services (Chambré & Fatt, 2002), or emergency relief programs 

(Reisch & Sommerfeld, 2003). Public policy agenda relate to political intentions to 

invest in social, financial, and ecological capital into local areas (Levitte, 2004). SE has 

the potential to create social capital (Browne, 2001) through programs to establish new 

civil society organisations (Jacobi, 2006). 

 

Australian entrepreneurship  

The studies discussed above were conducted in the US, Europe and Israel. Similar 

results have been found in a comprehensive study of Australian entrepreneurial startups 

(Davidsson, 2007a; Davidsson, Steffens, Gordon, & Reynolds, 2005). This study found 

most new Australian ventures operate from home with no employees. Most new firms 

are funded by personal savings and loans from family and friends. New ventures started 

by teams of three or more founders take longer from initial idea to operation, but grow 

faster once started. Few new Australian firms have an extensive social network, but it is 

common to consult accountants for advice. More than 40% of Australian founders are 

women. Firms started by female entrepreneurs often have a different concept of their 

venture, show a different startup trajectory, start with a lower capital base, grow more 

slowly and have fewer employees. This suggests Australian ventures with female 

founders might commence with more limited resources and might be less likely to 

survive.  
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With mission the prime objective for SE, it could be expected SE startup might be 

different from commercial firms in Australian contexts. The next section integrates 

existing SE knowledge, and poses the question: should we assume commercial 

entrepreneurship knowledge is sufficient to understand SE startup, and if not, what new 

knowledge would be most useful? 

 

 

5. Integration of literature review  

There is disagreement in the literature on whether NSEVs would implement startup 

processes in a similar manner to commercial firms. Those from the profit maximising 

perspective assume startup can be undertaken as a logically planned process. Some 

similarities are apparent in the process of starting NSEV and commercial ventures, but 

this review has identified significant differences.  

 

Table 2.8 summarises the characteristics that distinguish SE from commercial 

entrepreneurship. Commercial entrepreneurship centres on individual founders, their 

skills, aspirations, and activities which may be positioned in any domain. Founders and 

investors make all decisions, assume all risks and take all profits. SE incorporates a 

broad societal perspective involving moral obligations to others, and venture objectives 

are enmeshed with interests of stakeholders. Ideological orientations vary, but in 

general, SE ventures concentrate less on risks and profit than commercial ventures.  

 

The motivations and boundaries of SE diverge significantly from commercial contexts. 

Recognising and evaluating potential opportunities and converting them into action is 

different in SE contexts (Dorado, 2006; Hockerts, 2006; Monllor & Attaran, 2008; 

Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003). SE ventures frequently are cash and/or asset poor (Dorado, 

2006), and so resource dynamics are different (Spear, 2007). The government is often 

involved heavily as a contracting agent and regulator, and there is a reliance on ethical 

markets. The non commercial environment in which SE ventures predominantly operate 

influences marketing arrangements as poor or disadvantaged people are unable to buy 

services at market rates (Pastakia, 1998; Shaw, 2004). The inherent tension of striving 

to maximise profitability may be inconsistent with the core element for social 

enterprises of achieving the mission (Alter, 2006; Kilpatrick & Silverman, 2005). SE 
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ventures face challenges in managing multiple goals and an orientation primarily to 

social rather than profit objectives (Shaw, 2004). Tensions also may arise from funding 

agencies’ expectation of rapid startup, or conflict among stakeholders over venture 

growth (Harjula, 2006).  

 

 

 

Table 2.8 Comparing social and commercial entrepreneurship startup 

 
Element Commercial entrepreneurship Social entrepreneurship  

Motivation  Profit motive, aim for personal 
independence  

Social mission, two perspectives, generate some 
income to reduce dependence on external funding  

Leadership  

 

Charismatic leader Teams involved in managing enterprises  

Innovation Innovation in product or process Creative and innovative process, but innovation may 
not occur at formation  

Beneficiaries Profit distributed to owners or 
shareholders 

Profit ploughed back into organisation to build long 
term sustainability  

Strength  Personal skills Organisation’s knowledge, energy and collective 
wisdom 

Structural 
arrangements 

Commercial firm or partnership, 
centralised decision making  

Various institutional forms, democratic decision 
making 

Networks  May use networks Network embeddedness, but learning networks may 
not be well developed  

Boundaries  No limits for project type or scope  

 

Focused on achieving the social mission  

Risks Financial risks for founder and /or 
investors 

Financial risk and profit is less central, but risks for 
organisation’s assets, image, and public trust  

(Adapted from Mosek, et al., 2007; Shaw & Carter, 2007; Spear, 2006) 

 

 

When examined in the multidimensional St Gallen Management Model (Spickers, 

2007), SE differed from business in nearly every aspect (Huber, 2004). SE had 

operational challenges in its mission, funding, governance, ethics, relationships, 

empowering clients and managing multiple stakeholder expectations, financial and 

marketing arrangements, innovative capability, and evaluating the organisational impact 

(see Figure 2.4).  
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Figure 2.4 St Gallen Management Model 
 (Spickers, 2007, reproduced with permission of author) 
 
 

 

 

The differences discussed above relate to established ventures. Similar differences 

might be expected for nascent SE ventures where founders have less inclination or 

motivation to embrace conventional practices than commercial ventures. SE is more 

complex than business due to the need to achieve a novel social innovation objective in 

an uncertain environment. Spear (2006) notes SE ventures are structured differently 

from commercial ventures. He suggests rather than having a centralised point for 

decision making, SE ventures are organised concentrically with central roles inside the 

venture, and a wider group of involved and committed stakeholders generating social 

capital. In this model, organisational efficiency is constrained by mutuality and 

participatory intentions to involve clients in the design and governance of services 
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(Thompson & Doherty, 2006). SE governance is more complicated than in commercial 

firms (Dorado & Molz, 2005; Spear, 2004; Spear, Cornforth, & Aikin, 2007), especially 

as many small ventures rely heavily on volunteers to organise and deliver services 

(Byron & Curtis, 2002; Taylor, Darcy, Hoye, & Cuskelly, 2006). Managing volunteers 

adds extra managerial complications and takes considerable time (Capling & 

Marjoribanks, 2004; Caraher & Dowler, 2007; Wilson & Pimm, 1996). 

 

Since many aspects differ, we should not assume commercial entrepreneurship 

knowledge is sufficient to understand SE. The underpinning assumptions, motivations 

and goals, skills founders require, managerial approaches and organising systems, and 

interactions between ventures and the external environment all differ between SE and 

commercial firms. Too many aspects diverge to rely on commercial entrepreneurship 

understandings being always relevant in the social domain.  

 

Scholars assert NSEVs should be entrepreneurial and aspire to financial self sufficiency 

(Chell, 2007); yet few studies have examined how NSEVs develop strategies to achieve 

social and economic value. Previous industry experience was helpful in commercial 

startup (Deeds, DeCarolis, & Coombs, 2000). Sharir and Lerner (2006) found prior 

experience of founders was the least important of eight elements for successful NSEV 

startup. The authors did not explain the reasons for this finding. One explanation might 

be that skills acquired in commercial contexts do not transfer readily into social 

domains (Membretti, 2007; Spear, 2006), but this has not been explored systematically.  

 

Many of the studies reviewed above relate to established enterprises rather than startups. 

Established ventures function differently from small and emerging ventures, for 

example in human resource management and responses to changing dynamics (Cardon 

& Stevens, 2004). Startups differ from established ventures in that founders manage 

multiple roles with few resources in an uncertain environment and an unpredictable 

future. New and established ventures differ; commercial and SE differ. There are many 

unknowns, yet few studies have examined new venture startup in the social domain.  
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Three important papers for this study 

Three SE studies are highly relevant for this research: Sharir and Lerner (2006), Haugh 

(2007), and Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006).  

 

Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) study ranked eight reasons new ventures were successful. 

These eight elements could be positioned into two frameworks: strategic adaptation, and 

human and social capital (Table 2.9). Strategic adaptation relates to elements external to 

the organisation, whereas human and social capital relate to elements provided by 

individuals, mainly the founders.  

 

 

Table 2.9 Theoretical elements for NSEV success 

 

Human and social capital Strategic adaptation 

Founder’s social networks Financial capital 

Dedication to the venture Public approval of the venture idea 

Composition of the founding team Partnerships 

Business experience Market test 

(Adapted from Sharir and Lerner 2006) 
 

 

 

Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) results suggest the foundations for successful NSEV startup 

are founder characteristics and their interactions with the external environment. This is 

in agreement with Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s (2006) proposition. As the first to 

examine aspects of NSEV startup, Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) study is important, yet 

some aspects are unclear. How the eight elements were identified is not reported. Was 

this a grounded theory study, in which generalisablity might be improved? Were the 

elements located from commercial entrepreneurship literature and then tested in 

NSEVs? The authors do not elaborate on reasons each of the elements is important. 

Why are social networks more important than public acceptance of the venture mission? 

An additional question arises whether the same elements that influence success also 

influence venture closure. It is notable the authors did not explain reasons for venture 

closures. Moreover, Sharir and Lerner did not describe an analytical or theoretical 
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framework. A NSEV study positioned within a theoretical framework might be 

expected to have greater generalisability than Sharir and Lerner’s. 

 

Haugh (2007) also investigated NSEV startup. She found startup was distinctly different 

in NSEV and commercial contexts. Haugh noted NSEV startup was more complicated 

and involved more stakeholders. The mission, target market, source of capital, 

entrepreneurial activities, HR, governance, and accountability were different. NSEV 

startup relied on uncertain resources such as volunteers, and took longer.  

 

Haugh’s study investigated the interactions and types of links between NSEVs and their 

networks, thus extending one aspect of Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) study. The cases in 

Haugh’s study were associated with networks of different sizes. NSEVs linked with 

existing formal networks and constructed some new networks to meet particular needs. 

Haugh proposed NSEV startup involved opportunity recognition, idea articulation and 

ownership, mobilising stakeholders, and exploiting opportunities. Stakeholder reflection 

was integrated within existing networks and those constructed by the NSEV. NSEVs 

evaluated, filtered, and refined ideas to gain support from their external network. The 

initial concept for the NSEV originated from strong community ties, but relatively 

weaker ties with formal institutions assisted ventures to mobilise resources. This 

supports Baum and Oliver’s (1991) findings. An interesting aspect of Haugh’s (2007) 

research is that NSEVs did not find business advice useful.  

 

Haugh’s (2007) study of NSEV early pre-venture activities offers useful insights into 

their embeddedness in social networks. The NSEVs interacted with and actively 

managed the relationships with their networks to different extents. The relationships 

between the NSEV and their networks were formal and tailor made to gain support, 

skills sets, and artefacts at different startup stages. Haugh found the size of a network 

was less important for NSEVs to gain benefits than the usefulness of the connections 

available in the network. The networks were useful, but resource intensive to maintain. 

This study helps illuminate the activities involved in the pre-venture stage of NSEV 

startup, but it does not explain how NSEVs might become viable.  
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As the only Australian empirical study, Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s (2006) 

theoretical model, which clarifies the multidimensional nature of SE, offers a logical 

starting point around which to frame this research. This model would benefit from 

further investigation, especially a thorough review of the interactions between the 

venture mission, its environment, and need for organisational viability. How might 

interactions between the venture and its environment influence its capacity to achieve 

the mission? How would the environment contribute to or hinder the likelihood of a 

venture becoming viable? And how might the need for viability affect the venture’s 

capacity to achieve the social mission? These are important elements to understand SE 

startup. Examining the interactions among these external elements of their framework 

would expand SE theory.  

 
These three studies by Haugh (2007), Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006), and 

Sharir and Lerner (2006) offer unique and valuable contributions to SE knowledge, but 

unanswered questions remain. Table 2.10 lists three important aspects of these studies 

that would benefit from further research. 

 

 

Table 2.10 Haugh, Sharir & Lerner, Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort questions 

 

1. How do NSEVs become viable after the startup activities described by Haugh? 

2. How do ventures integrate constraints from mission related activities, their 

environment, and need for venture sustainability as suggested by Weerawardena and 

Sullivan Mort’s model? 

3. Are the eight elements Sharir and Lerner identified the most important for venture 

startup and viability? Are the same elements influential in venture closure? 

 
 
 
 

6. Literature review summary and research gaps 

This literature review identified important gaps in SE knowledge. SE theory is not well 

developed and many issues relating to NSEVs are not clear. There is still much to learn 

about new ventures, especially their startup and the subsequent functioning. Elements 
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that influence NSEV startup are recognised, but interactions among them are not 

understood. Understanding how NSEVs function during startup would offer valuable 

new insights into managerial mechanisms that would be likely to contribute to more 

viable ventures and reduce the risk of closure.  

 

Table 2.11 lists eight important aspects of NSEV startup identified from this literature 

review that would benefit from further research. The first set of questions relate to 

internal organising processes within a nascent venture. How do NSEV organise startup? 

The second set of questions relate to interactions between the venture and its 

environment. How do ventures integrate the startup process with constraints related to 

the mission, the environment, and need for venture viability? 

 

 

Table 2.11 Gaps identified in the literature review  

 

Internal organising processes 

1. What kind of startup strategies and strategic approaches do to NSEVs adopt in 

startup? How do NSEVs develop strategies to create social and economic value? 

2. How does business planning influence NSEV startup? Is it important to improve 

legitimacy for seeking resources rather than as a process to allocate resources? 

3. How do learning capabilities add value in NSEV startup? 

4. Do the skills founders acquire in commercial contexts transfer into social domains? 

Interactions between the venture and its environment 

5. How is social innovation activated and embedded as a change process? 

6. How do human and social elements, cultural and institutional influences affect 

NSEV startup? 

7. If NSEVs are complex adaptive systems, how do they adapt to their environment? 

8. How do competitive forces operate during the startup of NSEVs? 
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It is not possible to investigate all these questions in a single study.  

 

In consideration of the gaps identified in the literature review listed above, and to the 

unanswered questions identified from studies by Haugh, Sharir and Lerner, and 

Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort, this exploratory study will focus on the process of 

NSEV startup. This is the most important and central question needing to be answered. 

Improving our understanding of NSEV startup will provide rich new information for 

SE theory and practice, and will add value to public policy. 

 

Two sub-questions of the primary research question can be identified from the eight 

listed above. This study will examine how NSEVs organise internally during startup to 

become viable, and how new ventures interact with the constrains of their environment, 

mission, and need to achieve viability.  

 

This exploratory study investigating the NSEV startup process, the internal organising 

processes of the new venture, and interactions between the venture and its environment 

will offer valuable contributions to existing knowledge.  

 

 

7. Research question and sub-questions  

This study examined the process of starting social entrepreneurship ventures. The 

primary research question was: 

 

By what processes do Australian nascent social entrepreneurship ventures become 

viable? 

 

Two sub-questions related to venture organising processes: 

 

1. How do NSEVs develop processes to become viable?  

2. How do the social mission, environment, and venture viability interact and affect 
NSEV startup? 
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8. Conclusion 

Social entrepreneurship is a dynamic practice of creating beneficial social innovation to 

address societal changes, but it is not well theorised (Shaw & Carter, 2007; Sullivan 

Mort, et al., 2003). SE is positioned in the social economy and acts as a bridge between 

social innovation and the mainstream economy. NSEVs are a site in which social value 

may be created to improve the lives of citizens. NSEVs aim to be self sufficient by 

generating income in some way, but they differ from business in that the social mission 

is prioritised over profit. NSEVs may be initiated by an individual or by a proactive 

group of citizens.  
 

Two main schools of thought are apparent. The profit maximising perspective is 

dominant in the US. SE is envisaged as an enterprising business with social goals. It 

may be a commercial firm or a nonprofit organisation. The social obligation perspective 

is apparent in Europe and the UK. SE is embedded in the social inclusion and social 

enterprise political agenda, and mutuality and collectivism are more apparent. 

 

Some Australian authors position SE in the profit maximising perspective. In practice 

and policy, however, SE in Australia is conceptualised primarily as an alternative to 

traditional welfare approaches for achieving social innovation. SE ventures are 

anticipated to operate mainly as grassroots nonprofit organisations, but commercial 

ventures also are evident. SE in Australia has a collective presence that embraces and 

enfolds the community of interest in some way. For this reason, SE in Australia bears a 

closer resemblance to the social obligation perspective of Europe than to the profit 

maximising perspective of the US. 

 

Practitioners and policy makers have a considerable interest in SE as a way to achieve 

social innovation. Little research is reported in the Australian context, even though 

political, socio-cultural, economic and organisational institutions are distinctive and 

different from other developed countries. This study examined the startup process of 

new SE ventures in Australia as a means of facilitating social innovation. The next 

chapter explores a suitable theoretical framework for the study and identifies the 

theoretical research sub-question. 
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Chapter 3 

Theoretical Perspective 

 

Chapter two established the purpose of this study was to investigate social 

entrepreneurship (SE) as a site for social innovation. Current knowledge in relation to 

the startup of new SE ventures was found wanting. The research question for this study 

was established as: ‘By what processes do Australian nascent social entrepreneurship 

ventures become viable?’ This chapter provides an overview of the theoretical 

perspective used in the study (Table 3.1). Following the introduction, section two 

reviews the importance of a theoretical framework in research. Section three provides 

the reasons for positioning this study in organisation theory and explains why 

neoinstitutional theory was an appropriate perspective for this study. Section four 

presents the core elements of neoinstitutional theory relevant to the study. Section five 

examines neoinstitutional theory relating to the startup of SE ventures, and reviews the 

work of authors who have offered significant contributions. It notes current debates in 

the literature and aspects that would benefit from further research. Section six 

summarises gaps in the theoretical literature and examines the potential of this study to 

make a contribution to neoinstitutional theory. Section seven presents the framework for 

this study. Section eight identifies the theoretical sub-question, and a summary 

concludes the chapter. 

 

Table 3.1 Chapter outline 

 

1 Introduction  

2  Selecting a theory 

3 Organisation theory 

4 Neoinstitutional theory 

5 Neoinstitutional theory and startups 

6 Integration and research gaps 

7 Framework for this study 

8 Research sub-question 

9 Conclusion 
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1. Introduction 

Many case studies report SE as a field of practice, yet the existing literature is 

insufficient to understand the process of venture formation. Equally, commercial 

entrepreneurship literature does not fully inform SE startup. The number of founders, 

their gender and previous managerial experience, and the importance of financial 

resources are not yet confirmed as relevant in SE contexts. SE is recognised as 

underdeveloped conceptually and theoretically embryonic (Chell, 2007; Diochon & 

Anderson, 2009). Few empirical studies progress beyond describing the nature and 

characteristics of SE to develop theory. For example, Sharir and Lerner (2006) report 

elements that influence nascent SE ventures to survive, but they fail to offer a 

theoretical explanation. Another model positions SE within four quadrants of profit or 

nonprofit on one dimension, and market or social mission on the other (Massetti, 2008), 

yet the quadrants are largely descriptive of the types of ventures that may be observed. 

These studies add something to understand the startup and operation of NSEVs, but 

they lack a theoretical perspective. The lack of theoretical application is especially 

evident for SE ventures in the Australian social, cultural, and political environment. 

 

Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s (2006) study theorises SE as a combination of 

innovative, proactive, and risk taking behaviours operating in ventures constrained by 

concurrent needs to achieve the social mission, attend to organisational sustainability, 

and interact with the organisational environment. As virtually the only empirical 

Australian SE study, this model provides a relevant starting point to develop theory of 

NSEV startup. Some aspects of Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s (2006) model 

would benefit from further investigation. In particular, interactions between the 

constraining elements in the environment were not discussed fully, nor interaction 

between the environment, social mission, and organisational sustainability. The 

emergent domain of SE would benefit from the application and possible adaptation of 

existing theories, or the development of a new theoretical perspective. This study builds 

on Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s model and examines the interactive process of 

SE startup within an appropriate theoretical context. 
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2. Selecting a theory  

Theory provides guidance for the science of research. Theory establishes order and 

facilitates understanding. A theoretical framework may convert a simple discovery 

process into science by engaging the researcher in current dialogues of the nature of 

reality, the process of knowing, the logic of meaning, what is truth, and how it may be 

discovered (Venkataraman, 1997).  

 

Theory is a practical and useful tool which provides a conceptual foundation to guide all 

aspects of the research process (C E Bamford, et al., 2006). It provides a functional 

bridge between a problem and an orderly set of processes or techniques to investigate a 

problem (Dubin, 1987). Theory progresses existing knowledge rather than creating 

disconnected ideas (Davidsson, 2004). Thus, theory building is an important reason for 

conducting research (Davidsson, 2007b; Eisenhardt, 1989a, 2007).  

 

Theory informs all stages of the research process. It offers direction on how to approach 

a research question, which elements to consider, and how these might best be examined. 

It sets the sampling frame, informs from whom, how, and where data might be 

collected, the types and forms of data to collect, how data might be analysed and 

understood. It facilitates prediction and understanding and informs the construction of 

interpretive models. When based on a theoretical framework, findings are more 

meaningful, and reproducible (Dubin, 1987). Hence, the primary value of having a 

theoretical framework is to provide a system to compare and contrast organisations, and 

to conceptualise variation and complexity. It was important an appropriate theory was 

selected for this study, but it was not clear which theory might be useful. 

 

A preference of one theory over another is a matter of consensus of those interested in 

the particular topic (Davidsson, 2004). Theories are not static. The research process may 

develop existing concepts, or challenge accepted ideas and result in new theories to 

explain research findings more clearly. Through a process of debate and discussion, 

experts in the field come to agree that one theoretical model offers the best 

understanding or permits accurate and logical explanations of observations. The SE 

literature was sparse in its theoretical foundation. The literature review offered no clear 

indication of an appropriate theoretical framework in which to investigate the process of 
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starting new SE ventures. With no logical framework, the literature was investigated 

more widely to locate a suitable theoretical perspective for this study.  

 

An overarching theoretical framework needed to be identified as a first step. This study 

investigated the process of starting SE ventures rather than the characteristics of 

individual founders. Organisations are social systems. Sociology is concerned to 

understand change processes, social actions in local communities, and the systematic 

analysis of holistic social systems and processes (Jary & Jary, 2000; Scott, 1994). 

Sociology analyses institutional arrangements, systems, structures and patterns of 

relationships between organisations and social, economic and political institutions 

(Marshall, 1998). Thus, sociological theories were logical for investigating NSEVs as 

social systems, and the relationships and interactions between ventures and their 

environment. 

 

The organisational sociology literature is vast, so the next step was to isolate relevant 

fields. For the purpose of this study, two decision tools were devised to identify relevant 

disciplines and fields of application. The first decision tool reduced the literature 

systematically by identifying subsets relevant to the research question (Figure 3.1).  

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Decision tool to identify relevant theoretical literature 
(Compiled for this study) 

 

Social 
innovation 

    

New ventures or 

Existing ventures 

New venture 
approaches 

   

 Proactive or 

Reactive  

Proactive domains    

  Social enterprises or 

Commercial firms 

Operational foundations 
of social enterprise  

 

   Management and Marketing Realm of 
application  

    Organisation 
behaviour 
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Each subset identified two or more possible options. Social innovation may occur in 

new or existing ventures. New ventures approach social innovation either reactively or 

proactively. Commercial firms or social enterprise are the proactive domains; 

management and marketing are the operational foundations of social enterprise, applied 

within the broad realm of organisation behaviour. This decision tool indicated 

sociological literature associated with the domains of commercial and social enterprises 

in management, marketing, and organisation behaviour disciplines, were relevant to the 

research question of this study. 

 

Relevant literature within these three disciplinary fields then needed to be identified. A 

two by two framework organised the reactive or proactive approaches to social 

innovation in the business and social enterprise domains. This identified four domains 

of highly relevant literature. Table 3.2 shows the relationship between the four sectors 

of social innovation domains and proactive and reactive approaches. Proactive social 

innovation was applied as entrepreneurship in business and as social entrepreneurship in 

the societal domain. The reactive approach to social innovation was applied in business 

as small business management, and in social enterprise as nonprofit management.  

 

 
Table 3.2 Proactive and reactive social innovation approaches 
 

(Compiled for this study) 
 

 
 

 

Having reduced the literature to four relevant domains, potential theoretical perspectives 

for this study could be reviewed. Perspectives in relevant doctoral theses were examined 

given the paucity of existing SE theoretical literature (see Table 2.4). Several theses 

relevant to this study were positioned in organisational sociology. In the main, these 

studies were positioned in organisation theory. Organisation theory investigates the 

work of organisations and the social actions involved in their work (Scott, 1994). This 

study aimed to investigate NSEVs as organisations creating economic and social value. 

  Social innovation domains 

  Business Societal 

Proactive Entrepreneurship Social entrepreneurship  

Approach 
Reactive Small business Nonprofit management 
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Organisations gather resources to accomplish goals. People interact in organisations to 

perform functions to achieve the desired goals. Organisation theory examines all these 

processes. Thus, organisation theory offered a suitable suite of theories to select a 

logical framework for this study.  

 

 

3. Organisation theory 

Organisation theory is ‘the sociological and multidisciplinary analysis of the 

organizational structure and the dynamics of social relationships in organizations’ 

(Scott, 1994 pp. xiii-xix). Organisation theory can be applied when examining a range 

of topics, such as the organisational environment, structures, management systems, 

technology, individual or group behaviours, and processes of decision making (Demers, 

2007; Jary & Jary, 2000).  

 

Organisation theory is diverse. It is not a single theory, but rather a collection of 

perspectives used to analyse systems, structures, patterns of social processes, and 

relationships that occur within and between organisations (Haire, 1959). Organisation 

theory offers a meta-theoretical perspective to combine what might otherwise be 

unconnected paradigms (Drazin, Glynn, & Kazanjian, 1999). It includes different types 

of theories, such as systems theory, political economy, public choice, social and cultural 

theories. Organisations are complex, multi-dimensional entities, so different conceptual 

tools are useful in different situations. The theoretical mix adds richness to the field and 

offers good explanatory power to investigate different aspects of organisations (Tsoukas 

& Knudsen, 2003). Multiple theoretical perspectives facilitate the exchange of concepts, 

ideas, findings and questions, thus enabling reinterpretation with new or alternative 

ways to conceptualise and evaluate problems. Organisation theory is enriched further by 

the inclusion of a variety of disciplines: management science, administrative theory, 

sociology, psychology, and economics. The interdisciplinary nature of organisation 

theory is both a strength and a weakness (Tsoukas & Knudsen, 2003). It contributes a 

variety of views on what organisational issues research studies might address and a suite 

of possible approaches. At the same time, the diversity of perspectives may create 

confusion or even conflict about the fundamental nature of organisations and the most 

appropriate perspectives to use when examining them. Vigorous debates among 
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researchers generate divisions so the field appears fragmented, disorderly, and 

disorienting.  

 

The diversity inherent in organisation theory offered choice in selecting a theoretical 

perspective for this study, but it was not immediately clear which might be most 

relevant. Consolidation from two organising frameworks helped clarify the selection. 

Pfeffer’s (1982) organisation theory typology presents three perspectives of action 

(rational and purposive, externally controlled, or random and socially constructed) 

contrasted with two levels of analysis (individual or organisation). Pfeffer positions 

various organisation theories within this framework. In an alternative classification, 

Demers (2007) arranges organisation theories in historical sequences of evolving and 

coexisting new approaches. Some theories in Demer’s classification, such as resource 

dependency and contingency, emphasise rational adaptation and growth. Others stress 

internal evolution and interpretative perspectives, such as cognitive and cultural 

reframing. A third group emphasises evolution and social dynamics such as 

postmodernism and chaos theory.  

 

Table 3.3 arranges the classifications developed by Pfeffer (1982) and Demers (2007) 

into a three way framework of organisation theories likely to be relevant to the startup 

of NSEVs. Two theories are presented in each of the three perspectives described by 

Pfeffer (1982). The theories relate to the organisational purpose, process, resources, and 

influences that affect their operation.  

 

 

Table 3.3 Theories of organisational actions and influences  
 
Rational, intentional, 

purposive, goal directed 
Externally constrained and 

controlled 
Emergent, almost random, dependent 
on process, socially constructed 

Contingency  

Transaction costs 

Resource dependence 

Population ecology 

Neoinstitutional theory  

Postmodernism  

(Adapted from Demers, 2007, Pfeffer, 1982 p. 13)  

 

 

The first group of theories in Table 3.3 assumes organisations act in a rational, 

purposeful, intentional, goal directed, and functional manner to achieve economic goals. 
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NSEVs are more dynamic and organic rather than rational in the conventional economic 

sense (Wade, 2000; Warm, 2004). Compared with similar actions in commercial firms, 

SE founders gain few financial rewards as the commitment to social innovation is most 

important for organisations operating in the social domain. The vision of organisations 

as functional instruments focused on market transactions has less relevance for SE in 

the social obligation perspective, and so this group of theories is less appropriate than 

others. 

 

The second group of theories assumes organisations are constrained or controlled by 

their external environment. External competition and the availability of resources in a 

congested organisational environment are key considerations in this context. By 

contrast, organisations operating in the social domain are committed to social 

innovation centred on areas of unmet need. Their environment is unlikely to be crowded 

by organisations with similar objectives. Population ecology is, therefore, a less relevant 

theory for this study than others. Resource dependence could be an appropriate theory 

since NSEVs require resources to function and become viable. This perspective is used 

commonly in entrepreneurship and small business research. Some research theses 

relevant to this study have used resource dependence theory (Wade, 2000; Warm, 

2004). Results of both these studies were inconclusive. Warm (2004) suggested 

resource dependence was more relevant for organisations aiming to achieve 

economically rational goals, and so resource dependence appears to be more applicable 

in commercial than social enterprise. 

 

Several interpretive theoretical perspectives sit within the third group of organisation 

theories in Table 3.3. In the symbolic interactionist perspective, reality is socially 

constructed with shared cognitive conceptions of ideas and schema (Scott, 2008; 

Silverman, 1970). Interpretive theories explore the organic and humanistic side of 

organisations and their interactions with the society in which they operate. In the 

interpretive viewpoint, imperatives of managerial efficiency and effectiveness have their 

place, but organisations are accepted as being shaped equally by socially constructed 

internal myths and ceremonies (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). Postmodern theorists privilege 

social dynamics and discourse; they view organisations as social identities, dominated 

by asymmetrical power relationships (Demers, 2007). Contrary to postmodernism, 

neoinstitutional theory does not anticipate external elements will control organisations. 
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Rather than accepting the inevitability of power dynamics embedded in postmodernism, 

SE founders assume agency for their actions (Grenier, in Nicholls, 2006c; Ridley-Duff, 

2007). Organisations in neoinstitutional theory are viewed as societal institutions, 

humanistic organisms, organic structures, and open systems that interact with, and are 

influenced by their environment (Marshall, 1998). A neoinstitutional perspective is 

deeply suspicious of deterministic frameworks. It considers organisations as socially 

constructed, functioning systems with identities, interests, relationships, patterns of 

influence, and issues of conflicting values.  

 

Neoinstitutional theory is pertinent in the ‘blurred, ambiguous environment’ of social 

enterprise (Gortner, Nichols, & Ball, 2007 p. 22). The theory addresses fundamental 

issues of social systems and shared meanings by examining interactions, behaviours and 

actions of social actors who act as individuals, groups, or organisations (Scott, 2001, 

2008). The normative rationality of this theory is robustly linked with the organisational 

environment (Oliver, 1997b). Social relationships are closely associated with 

neoinstitutional theory. Relationships are fundamental to SE. Models by Weerawardena 

and Sullivan Mort (2006), Austin et al. (2006), and Haugh (2007), propose SE as 

connections of internal and external relationships. Organisations in the neoinstitutional 

view are influenced by a range of internal and external cultures, inter-firm relationships, 

and broader societal elements such as the state. This is relevant to NSEV startup.  

 

Neoinstitutional theory was suitable to examine the relational aspects of NSEVs in their 

social, economic, and political environment. Several doctoral theses employed 

neoinstitutional theory to investigate interactions between the institutional environment 

and social enterprises (Aiken, 2003; Dorado-Banacloche, 2001; Sattler Weber, 2006). 

This theory was selected to examine the research question of this study. The next 

section provides a brief overview of institutions and neoinstitutional theory. 

 

 

4. Neoinstitutional theory 

Neoinstitutional theory or ‘new’ institutionalism emerged in the mid 1960s. By 

incorporating a political analysis, it differs from the deterministic, structural perspective 

of ‘old’ institutional theory. Neoinstitutional theory provides an interactive view of 
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organisations embedded in social, economic, and political environments. It considers 

the social and political structures and processes in which organisations exist. Political 

agency changes the relationships of organisations, their performance and interactions 

(Brinton & Nee, 1998; March & Olsen, 1984, 2005; Oliver & Holzinger, 2008). 

 

Neoinstitutional theory assumes actors’ behavioural choices are socially constructed 

within their institutional environments. Actors are influenced by rational forces, but 

may not to operate rationally or may react in new ways. Actors are affected by, and 

concurrently producers of change. This how social innovation occurs. Appropriate 

social actions are organised according to norms, functional rules, and values of 

distinctive institutional subsystems in the political, economic, religious, and kinship 

sectors in which the actor is situated. Some of the core elements of this theory relevant 

to this study are examined next: institutions and institutionalisation; norms, rules, 

symbols, rituals, ceremonies and decoupling; isomorphism; and legitimacy.  

 

Institutions  

Neoinstitutional theory examines interactions between societal systems (institutions), 

and the actions and arrangements of individuals and organisations as negotiated roles 

and actions. But what exactly are institutions, and what kinds are relevant to NSEVs? 

 

Institutions underpin ordered society. Institutions influence arrangements, fashion, 

enable or constrain the actions of individuals and organisations (Marshall, 1998). They 

are dynamic social structures, procedures and rules that influence the actions of social 

actors (Jary & Jary, 2000). Institutions are socially prescribed, organised, repetitive, and 

structured social interactions that bind citizens together into coherent and visible 

activities (Scott, 2001). An institution is the discernible pattern of behaviour of large 

numbers of people who are guided by an established and accepted system of socially 

constructed roles, conventions, and principles. Formal structures and systems along with 

informal norms, customs, and procedures define the available modes of action. Shared 

rules identify categories of social actors, shape their activities, and guide relationships 

(Barley & Tolbert, 1997). Some institutions are visible and legitimate, such as education 

facilities, governments, families, firms, neighbourhoods, sports leagues, churches, and 

private associations (Ostrom, 2005). Some constrain or determine behaviour, such as the 
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legal, penal, or mental health systems. Other institutions are influential but less obvious, 

such as class or markets. Institutions are durable and stabilising, but not static or 

constant. Scott’s (2001) definition attends to their dynamic and changing nature: 

• social structures that have attained a high degree of resilience. 

• composed of cultural-cognitive, normative and regulative elements that 
together with associated activities and resources, provide stability and 
meaning to social life. 

• transmitted by various types of carriers, including symbolic systems, relational 
systems, routines and artefacts. 

• operate at multiple levels of jurisdiction, from the world system to localized 
interpersonal relationships.  

• connote stability but are subject to change processes, both incremental and 
discontinuous (Scott, 2001 p. 48). 

 

 

Thus, a study examining NSEV startup would consider the organisation and also the 

social, political and economic institutions in its environment. Institutions and 

organisations are distinctly different although Bourma (1998) asserts many authors:  

…use the terms 'institutions' and 'organisations' almost interchangeably, while a 
few make a distinction which is then ignored, obscured or lost. Institutions are 
sets of norms which apply across a variety of specific organisations. Organisations 
are structures of social relationship, social actors arranged in positions and roles; 
usually, but not always, deliberately arranged and designed to achieve some end. 
Institutions provide normative environments shaping the activities of 
organisations. Distinguishing institutions and organisations facilitates discussion 
of the relationship between them, [thus enabling an examination of] the different 
contribution each makes in social change (Bouma, 1998). 

 

 

Institutionalisation 

At the core of neoinstitutional theory is the notion that institutions create order and 

predictability, are the carriers of identities and roles, and are the indicators of history 

and future vision (March & Olsen, 2005). Neoinstitutional theory presumes an action 

framework within which behaviours are moulded. A major focus of neoinstitutional 

research has been to examine the process of institutionalisation, that is, the process by 

which behaviours become embedded as customs within social systems. Institutions and 

social innovation are close-coupled; each affects the other. Structure and agency are 
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entwined and merge during the process of producing actions. Neoinstitutional theory 

focuses on the arrangements that transmit institutionalisation.  

 

Institutionalisation is a dynamic and ongoing process that occurs when social structures 

generate action (Tolbert & Zucker, 2005). Institutionalisation can be examined as a 

process and also as a variable (Tolbert & Zucker, 2005, emphasis in original). As a 

process, researchers would consider the institutional structures that mould behaviour 

such as a founder engaging in social networks, whereas as a variable they would study 

resultant action such as the legal system influencing a founder’s selection of 

organisational form. Societal structures influence, but do not determine, actions in 

neoinstitutional theory. Individual behaviour is a creative act with a ‘well-established 

and repetitive form of social action, [but] each instance has to be formed anew’ 

(Kurzman, 2008, no page). Institutionalisation occurs through imitation and normative 

transmission of social customs from external sources (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). 

Individuals have agency, that is, they shape their actions and set patterns of behaviours 

according to expected norms, but are not coerced. The visible outcome of 

institutionalisation is the rules and patterns of actions social actors establish that embed 

and normalise expected behaviours into customary activities (Jary & Jary, 2000; 

Marshall, 1998). The process of institutionalising behaviours and actions in 

organisations results in isomorphism which is discussed below. 

 

The institutional environment is complex, pluralistic, and often divergent. Social 

arrangements are not simply the result of aggregating individual actions, but rather the 

outcome of an appreciation of systemic expectations embedded within institutions. The 

guiding principles for behaviours are deliberated, decided and crafted by individuals 

acting within a collective choice framework. The outcome of social structuring 

frameworks is to endorse actions and behaviours, and also to exclude nonconformity. 

‘The opportunities and constraints individuals face in any particular situation, the 

information or benefits they obtain or are excluded from, and how they reason about the 

situation are all reflected by the rules or absence of rules that structure the situation’ 

(Ostrom, 2005 p. 3). Actions are anticipated by observation of complex institutional 

arrangements. Preferences are constructed from choices made within appreciated 

arrangements that empower or constrain actions.  
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Institutional arrangements define behaviours; however actions are not stable or 

predetermined, but are modified according to socially interpreted situations. 

Internalisation of appropriate customs affects the choice of acceptable actions and 

behaviours: this is the process of institutionalisation. Thus in the neoinstitutional 

perspective, institutions embedded in society influence new ventures in their choice of 

arrangements and startup actions. For this reason, a NSEV started in Australia is likely 

to implement different arrangements from another started in the US.  

 

Three divergent concepts of institutionalisation can be identified in the neoinstitutional 

literature. The first takes a structuralist approach. In this viewpoint, systematic external 

forces in the institutional environment in which an organisation exists affect social 

relationships and behaviours through normative forces. This view is evident in Meyer’s 

(1977) early work. A contemporary example would be the impact of professional 

institutionalising forces on organisational arrangements, such as establishing codes of 

ethics in volunteer management systems. In a second process perspective, 

institutionalisation occurs through dense connections, interactions, memberships, and 

relationships through which information flows in a field recognised as a particular area 

of institutional life. Most ties occur within closely connected networks, but some 

important institutionalising processes occur in loosely connected networks, described by 

Granovetter (1973) as the strength of weak ties. An example of this process is the recent 

transformation of Australian nonprofit organisations, influenced partly by loosely 

connected philanthropic and charitable institutions (McDonald & Marston, 2002b; Spall 

& Zetlin, 2004). In a third viewpoint, powerful institutions such as the state devise rules 

for organisations as passive audiences in an involuntary, coercive process. This view 

recognises hierarchy, domination, and power. It is evident in the coercive mechanisms 

government may impose on relatively powerless Third Sector ventures (Melville in 

Barraket, 2008), such as those that are vulnerable during startup.  

 

Neoinstitutional research and organisations  

In organisational contexts, neoinstitutional research examines interactions between 

organisations and the environment in which they are embedded as mechanisms that 

facilitate or constrain organisational arrangements. Neoinstitutional research examines 

sources of institutionalisation such as structures, networks, interactions, and behaviours 
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among organisations (Astley & Fombrun, 1983; Astley & Van de Ven, 1983; Zucker, 

1987a). These are all relevant for this study. 

 

External institutional pressures principally are political influences that exert power and 

authority over organisations (Zucker, 1987a). Institutional environments derive their 

power from rationalising and expanding within a collective and normative order. The 

process in environments as institutions is reproduction, or copying arrangements from 

established and recognised social systems. Organisations respond and conform to these 

external pressures, and in return obtain desirable resources. This process is likely to be 

relevant for the startup of NSEVs that seek legitimacy and resources from external 

agencies. External social pressures may not lead to organisational efficiencies, and 

responses may not be rational as basic organisational objectives may be deflected 

through dissociation or a decoupling process (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). 

 

As well as external influences on actions, institutionalising influences also come from 

within organisations. Institutions within organisations generate and create cultural 

meanings in the organisation (Zucker, 1987a). Over time, routines and roles become 

formalised, durable and stable. Internal structures and practices are imitated, 

institutionalising and legitimising new actions and ideas: 

Institutionalized elements can “infect” other elements in a contagion of legitimacy. 
For example, universities can create new departments, simultaneously creating new 
structures, new knowledge that is defined as expert, and new sets of categories to 
which individuals are allocated. It is paradoxical that because institutional elements 
(structures, actions, roles) are authorized to legitimate other elements, 
institutionalized aspects are simultaneously highly stable and responsible for creating 
new institutional elements. Institutionalized elements are readily transferred to 
newcomers, are maintained over long periods of time without further justification or 
elaboration, and are highly resistant to change. The resulting stability increases 
effectiveness when it is linked to the goals of the organization by creating “routines” 
that reduce search and evaluation costs. But stability decreases effectiveness if more 
efficient ways of organizing are ignored (Marshall, 1998). 

 

Thus, routines and procedures established as systems and practices within ventures may 

be relevant as institutionalising influences on NSEV startup. The following sections 

examine the core elements of neoinstitutional theory as the processes by which actors 

are influenced. 
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Norms and rules 

Social life is an ordered system of social interactions shaped by shared understandings, 

expectations, and obligations. Neoinstitutional theory examines how behaviours and 

actions are shaped by accepted societal norms, rules, and structural arrangements. The 

theory involves normative and behavioural elements. Normative elements are schemas, 

rules, values, and controls. Behavioural elements are actions, interactions, routines, 

resource use, and isomorphism. The regularity of human behaviour is the product of 

consensus and adherence to shared social understandings, or norms.  

 

Norms are guidelines for social action based on shared expectations about what is 

considered appropriate conduct and culturally desirable. Norms are not formalised, 

coercive rules; they are guidelines of established and customary practices that regulate 

and set standards of behaviour in social settings (Marshall, 1998). Norms are sets of 

fixed, rational, and logical expectations within a static functionalist model of societal 

structures. Norms establish conformity through a process of guiding actions. Norms 

operate at an individual level by guiding acceptable behaviours, for example acceptable 

social greetings or dress standards in different settings. Norms also act at an institutional 

level, for example in procedures and codes embedded in legal and financial systems.  

 

Normalisation is the process of by which routines and traditions become established and 

embedded as behaviours (Jary & Jary, 2000). Interpretivist sociology emphasises 

plurality and diversity of meanings: society is not assumed to be static. In this view, 

norms are less beliefs about what behaviours ought to happen than perceptions and 

interpretations of what actions and behaviours would be validated by others (Marshall, 

1998). Norms become taken for granted assumptions about what is expected. Norms 

imply legitimacy, consent, and direction about correct, proper and suitable behaviour. 

Behaviour that does not conform to accepted practices may be considered deviant. 

Accordingly, the concept of norms is linked to issues of social regulation within 

dominant and accepted social systems. By extension, norms are linked to social roles or 

sets of behaviours attached to social positions (Marshall, 1998). The position of CEO 

confers legitimacy. CEO actions and behaviours are implemented in accordance with 

local traditions and beliefs. Deviations from usual practice may be accepted provided 

they do not overly challenge accepted customs. 
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Norms are underpinned by two principles: embeddedness in formal structures, such as 

formal aspects of organisations that are not tied to particular actors or situations, and a 

‘rule like’ quality of organised patterns of action (Zucker, 1987a). Individuals are 

assumed to be rule followers. Rules provide a centralised system of understanding for 

those with common backgrounds. Rules provide the foundations of human social 

interactions. Following socially constructed rules enables actions to be given meanings 

constructed intrinsically in implicit social systems. If human behaviours and actions are 

framed conceptually rather than causally, then rules are the social codes that guide 

behaviour, that is, rules are the normative codes of signification (Abercrombie, Hill, & 

Turner, 2000). Actors abide by and follow local social rules so their behaviour and 

actions will be understood and accepted as appropriate within established social and 

cultural frameworks (Shusterman, 1999). Abiding by social rules is one process that 

generates institutionalisation; however rules imply a greater deterministic outcome than 

is intended in reality (Jary & Jary, 2000; Ostrom, 1986). Rather than determining 

actions or behaviours, rules leave room for choice:  

Rules…refer to prescriptions commonly known and used by a set of participants to 
order repetitive, interdependent relations. Prescriptions refer to which actions…are 
required, prohibited, or permitted….Rules influence behaviours that are not 
predetermined. Individuals select actions from a set of allowable actions in light of 
the full set of incentives that are perceived to exist in a situation…rules directly 
affect the structure of a situation in which actions are selected… [but] rules rarely 
prescribe…only one action or outcome (Ostrom, 1986, emphasis in original). 

 

Rules are guidelines not laws. Rules may be changed, whereas laws of behaviour may 

not. For example, drinking when thirsty is a survival law, but what and how actors drink 

at social functions is guided by social rules. Rules may be overt, for example the rules 

of constitutions. Conversely, rules may be tacit and deeply structured, gained as social 

knowledge through unwritten experiences during early life, and understood only when 

contrasted with unfamiliar environments (Bourdieu & Coleman, 1991). For example, 

the process of engaging with authority figures to gain advantages might be understood 

in one society, but the rules of acceptable behaviours may be different in another.  

 

Norms and rules serve three main social functions: they structure appropriate actions 

and behaviours; enable actors to engage in meaningful social interactions; and allow 
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structures and actions to be understood as meaningful. Thus, norms and rules are likely 

to influence founders and others in NSEVs, their expectations of appropriate conduct, 

and how they structure organisational systems and interactions. 

 

Symbols, myths, ceremonies, and decoupling 

Traditions and customs are established as myths and embedded as social and cultural 

symbols. An organisational myth may be a commitment to staff equity which is 

embedded as a symbolic annual reporting of staff numbers in various groups. 

Ceremonial ritual activity maintains appearances and validates an organisation, but the 

significance is in relation to categorical rules not in the concrete effects (Meyer & 

Rowan, 1977). Formalised structures and ritualised symbols may not support efficiency 

or effectiveness. For example, the Australian government publicly promoted the 

importance of the Third Sector but concurrently muted the advocacy role of all but a 

few favoured large, well established charitable organisations (Phillips, 2007). The 

symbol of public recognition was associated with a myth of traditional positional status 

but was decoupled from effectiveness in performing the established role. 

 

Decoupling is a process of dissociation in which actions become separated from 

formalised rituals. Formal rules and traditions become obsolete over time, but 

organisational myths and conventions, formal and ritualised symbols and ceremonies 

may be maintained despite incongruence or conflict with meanings associated with the 

actual activities. For example, a firm may assert the importance of staff and have long 

standing awards and public ceremonies to recognise long service but concurrently 

replace permanent jobs with casual staff. Myths become empty and disconnected with 

reality unless organisations restructure activities and symbols according to current 

circumstances. An organisation may, or may not, choose to resolve discrepancies 

between its formalised myths and institutionalised rituals. It may choose to isolate its 

activities from the external environment, or decouple its activities from the established 

and ritualised symbols, myths, and ceremonies. Both these choices result in 

disconnected myths, symbols, and actions that are puzzling for newcomers or outsiders.  

 

For example, a social enterprise started by someone previously in business may choose 

a company structure with a CEO who reports directly to a board of salaried business 

associates. In this arrangement, the board retains symbolic and functional leadership of 
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the venture. Another social enterprise started by a community worker may operate as a 

collective with a management committee taking an advisory and endorsing role. The 

volunteer President represents the organisation in public ceremonies and so maintains 

the myth of symbolic control, but this ritual is dissociated and decoupled from the 

reality in which power and functional control rests with the full time salaried CEO.  

 

Isomorphism  

Isomorphism is the process of arranging powerful inertial forces into normalising 

systems, values, rituals, and patterns of behaviours that become institutionalised over 

time. Isomorphic institutionalisation is apparent for startups in commercial spheres 

(Davis, Desai, & Francis, 2000), but it is especially relevant in the provision of public 

goods (Schaefer, 2007), and for organisations operating in systems of legitimacy and 

social acceptability, such as social enterprises. DiMaggio and Powell (1983) identify 

three overlapping mechanisms that result in institutional isomorphic change. Each 

mechanism is conceptually distinct, but difficult to distinguish empirically: 

• mimetic isomorphism that emanates from responses to uncertainty; 

• coercive isomorphism stemming from a need for legitimacy and political influence; 
and 

• normative isomorphism associated with professionalization (DiMaggio & Powell, 
1983).  

 

 

Mimetic (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) or accommodative (Clarke & Estes, 1992) 

isomorphism occurs when nonprofit organisations or commercial firms operating in the 

same service arena become similar. Organisations have choices in their response to 

institutional pressures (Oliver, 1991). In Ostrom’s (2005) view, the links between action 

and outcomes act as a self organising action framework. Organisations undertake 

environmental audits and benchmarking (Bansal, 2005). The choice of actions then 

relate to the aggregated rules that provide boundaries for alternative decisions (Ostrom, 

2005). Struggles for power and position, or pressures from market competition drive 

organisations towards similar arrangements by a process of embedding behaviours 

accepted as likely to have successful outcomes (Astley & Van de Ven, 1983; DiMaggio 

& Powell, 1983; Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Ultimately, these pressures result in 

institutionalised mimetic, or accommodative, isomorphism. For example, older, larger, 
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established organisations establish systems and standards that become accepted in the 

fields in which they function. These standards and practices are endorsed as appropriate 

by influential or powerful agencies. As CEOs and staff move from one organisation to 

another, some systems and standards become imprinted as accepted practice. To gain 

advantages and reduce uncertainty, organisations operating in the same field voluntarily 

adopt similar structures and approaches and mimic the practices and attitudes of 

successful peers. 

 

Mimetic isomorphism is noticeable in new, small, or vulnerable social purpose ventures 

that imitate the established structures, approaches, and activities in their institutional 

environment to gain advantages (Baum & Oliver, 1991). Mimetic isomorphism is 

visible in the managerial practices of Australian social enterprises (Lasarevski, 2005), 

their governance structures (Mason, Kirkbride, & Bryde, 2007), and reliance on 

volunteers to deliver services (Byron & Curtis, 2002; Cuskelly, 1998; Reinholtd, 1999).  

 

Isomorphism may be adopted voluntarily, or it may be imposed through a process of 

coercion and constraint that forces enterprises in the same population to resemble others 

facing similar conditions (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Market forces, legislation, or 

technological change generate pressures that produce actions that become habitualised. 

Intertwining institutional, economic, and human influences create situations where it is 

impossible not to adopt established organisational practices (Granlund, 2001). Coercion 

on social enterprises might come from investors (López-Morell & O'Kean, 2008), via 

policy changes or government regulations (Lune, 2002; Provan, et al., 2004), or through 

arrangements imposed by powerful commercial institutions.  

 

A need to seek institutional approval for legitimacy, influence, or organisational 

integrity drives changes in organisational activities, but organisations may be unwilling 

to accept such changes and may have to be forced to adopt new arrangements. For 

example, expectations of powerful institutional agencies may coerce agencies to adopt 

(Bowerman, 2002) or abandon (Laurila & Lilja, 2002) practices in return for 

endorsement. Coercive isomorphism may not always lead to efficient or effective 

practices. For example, government pressures on Australian nonprofit organisations to 

conform to corporate accounting practices reduced their capacity to offer services to 

their constituency (Irvine, 2000). 
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The media is a powerful instrument of institution building. It shapes understandings of 

expectations by reporting successful, or more often unsuccessful, activities and 

outcomes in public forums. The media exerts influence through sanctions for those that 

do not meet anticipated standards (Bansal, 2005). Although the influence of media is 

more visible on well established organisations that tend to attract more media scrutiny, 

media attention could be expected to shape public opinion of NSEVs either positively or 

negatively. Likewise, the rise of interactive media such as the Internet provides an 

institution building mechanism that influences social innovation (Bach & Stark, 2002). 

Over time interactive social media will establish and embed communication practices 

into acceptable forms of engagement. It may become a professionalised system of 

traditions established by elites and imposed on others. 

 

Professionalisation may lead to isomorphism. Actors establish common beliefs and 

norms embedded in professional practice through dialogue and debate. These then 

become acknowledged as standard behaviours and institutionalised as accepted 

economic, technological, or managerial practice. For example, the adjustments of 

Australian Third Sector organisations over the past two decades can be attributed to 

normative isomorphism (Barraket, 2008; Spall & Zetlin, 2004). The stance of 

professionals embedded in different fields, such as professional managers in volunteer 

organisations (Schulz, 2005), or social workers in disability practice (Chenoweth & 

Stehlik, 2001), influenced the adoption of normative approaches. Over time, Third 

Sector organisations adopted practices embedded within professions as normative 

principles. These led to changed arrangements in governance, accountability, ethical 

practice, volunteer management, and client inclusion mechanisms. Likewise, various 

professions tend to adopt particular research approaches to study societal change 

(Douglas, 2008). It is reasonable to assume normative isomorphism would influence 

NSEVs, given their vulnerability and quest to become accepted and established in order 

to complete their mission. 

 

Legitimacy  

Legitimacy is a central element of neoinstitutional theory. Legitimacy is consent about 

what is considered valid and who has authority (Abercrombie, et al., 2000). It is an 

intangible commodity applied to individuals, organisations, and also to institutions, for 
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instance government, hereditary titles, or religion. More specifically, legitimacy is the 

‘generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, 

or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs and 

definitions’ (Suchman, 1995 p. 574). Conceptually, legitimacy encompasses normative, 

legal, sociological, and cultural meanings. It is closely linked to reputation, reliability, 

trustworthiness, and institutionalisation (Brinkenhoff, 2005), and is ‘the process by 

which power is not only institutionalized, but more importantly is given moral 

grounding’ (Marshall, 1998 p. 363). For an organisation, legitimacy is the ‘…shared 

agreement among societal constituencies that an organisation is aligned with accepted 

notions of purpose, endeavour and outcomes’ (Brinkenhoff, 2005, p. 2). Legitimacy is a 

social judgement of congruence between the values of the organisation and the values in 

its environment, and appropriateness and desirability of an organisation’s intentions and 

actions (Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975).  

 

Legitimacy may be equated with lawful power, formalised status, or moral standing. 

Weber suggested legitimacy is based on power from three sources: legality, tradition, or 

charisma (Abercrombie, et al., 2000; Marshall, 1998). Legal legitimacy is derived from 

power and social order. Australian examples are judges, State Governors, or Chairs of 

boards of directors. The second form of legitimacy relates to traditional positions of 

authority. Australian society has few positions of traditional legitimacy. Current 

examples of traditional legitimacy are leaders of large established charities such as the 

Red Cross, Salvation Army, and the veteran community. Churches leaders used to hold 

a position of traditional legitimacy, but the authority of traditional religious institutions 

has declined as church attendance has diminished over the past century (ABS, 2004a; 

McAllister, 1988). Traditional legitimacy is more obvious in the Aboriginal system of 

elders. The third form of legitimacy stems from charisma. Charisma originates from 

emotions and values. It is awarded to those with the power to inspire or reveal truths. It 

may reside as formal leaders, or may be recognised in inspirational figures who have no 

formal positional status. Those with charismatic legitimacy have great influence on 

events, opinions and actions. They may be civic or moral leaders such as Nobel peace 

prize winners. Charismatic legitimacy in Australia is based largely on judgements about 

who has moral authority. It is ascribed to some public figures who work for the public 

good and live exemplary lives, such as Reverend Tim Costello’s contribution to World 

Vision, and former Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser’s contributions to Care 
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International. The charismatic legitimacy of these two men does not come from their 

status in previous public positions, but rather from their obvious personal integrity and 

commendable contributions to causes most Australians consider respectable. In a 

similar manner, informal leaders of new organisations may attain legitimacy in their 

local area, but only if the individuals are considered morally worthy. 

 

Organisations may gain approval and legitimacy by conforming to rules and belief 

systems in their institutional environment (Staw & Epstein, 2000). To gain legitimacy, 

organisations seek approval (or avoidance of sanction) from those who are influential. 

Permeable organisational borders allow firms to incorporate external institutionalised 

elements. Organisations may acquire a reputation of moral worthiness if their activities 

and actions are deemed appropriate and desirable (Dowling & Pfeffer, 1975). Firms that 

conform to accepted management principles are considered more legitimate and are 

given higher quality ratings than others that adopt less conventional practices (Staw & 

Epstein, 2000). Legitimacy is more than something to be possessed or exchanged: it is a 

‘condition reflecting perceived consonance with relevant rules and laws, normative 

support, or alignment with cultural-cognitive frameworks’ (Scott, 2001 p. 59).  

 

Organisational legitimacy assumes various forms (Dart, 2004b). Regulatory legitimacy 

may be established through symbolic gestures such as industry certifications, and 

credentialing (Sine, David, & Mitsuhashi, 2007). Authors differentiate between 

cognitive and normative legitimacy, but in practice researchers find them difficult to 

separate for empirical analysis (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002). Inclusion in prestige 

networks and alliances demonstrates normative social legitimacy. For example, if an 

actor has useful ideas or other intangible assets and is considered sufficiently legitimate 

they may be invited into a network. To maintain normative legitimacy within the 

network actors need to endorse acceptable behaviour and not move beyond acceptable 

practices. Pragmatic legitimacy may be transferred by association between organisations 

or individuals who are strongly and visibly connected, such as a NSEV and an 

established charity where a member of the founder’s family sits on the board.  

 

Legitimacy is invisible and established through symbols. An organisation that continues 

to exist establishes a measure of legitimacy in that simply by surviving it can be 

assumed the organisation has legitimacy with at least some stakeholders. Organisations 
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must meet community expectations and fulfil competency requirements to realise 

legitimacy (Tilling, 2004). Legitimacy is established and maintained by public symbolic 

assurances that all is well while anticipating and trying to prevent potential challenges 

(Scott, 1987). To establish legitimacy, organisations construct public narratives 

(Anderson & Smith, 2007; Steier, 2007) or myths (Meyer & Rowan, 1977) about 

themselves and their activities. Public legitimacy is displayed through visible symbols, 

ceremonial activities such as public awards, or service on boards, or by socio-political 

signs such as association with powerful people or organisations. These provide 

symbolic value to convince the public an actor is a legitimate entity, worthy of support 

and commitment (Mizruchi & Fein, 1999), and enable firms to expand successfully into 

new domains (Durand & McGuire, 2005; Zimmerman & Zeitz, 2002).  

 

Organisational strategy responds to institutional pressures. Davidsson, Hunter and 

Klofsten (2006) found institutionalising factors (multiple owners, a dominant customer, 

and location in an incubator) influenced the initial conceptualisation of new firms in 

Sweden. Oliver (1991) explains organisational responses vary in response to voluntary 

diffusion or coercive pressures from acquiescence, compromise, avoidance, defiance, to 

manipulation. The predictive antecedents and strategic responses vary:  

…from conforming to resistant, from passive to active, from preconscious to 
controlling, from impotent to influential, and from habitual to opportunistic 
depending on the institutional pressures toward conformity that are exerted on 
organizations (Oliver, 1991). 

 

Further empirical studies support much of Oliver’s (1991) framework of strategic 

responses to external institutionalising processes. Strategic responses are more likely to 

be similar when firms are closely interconnected in a field, especially in collaborative 

structures such as trade organisations, or where firms have large supplies of resources 

and so are more able to resist external coercive pressures (Clemens & Douglas, 2006). 

Modell (2001) found more proactive compromise, rational responses, and avoidance 

tactics to seek legitimacy and enhance efficiency than Oliver (1991) suggested. It was 

possible to balance conflicting constituent interests by proactive decoupling of 

managerial financial and non-financial performance management systems, even in the 

highly regulated institution of the public sector (Modell, 2001).  
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Legitimacy can not be assumed to continue even for large, well established, or 

profitable organisations. Legitimacy may be threatened by adverse events, or a disparity 

between societal value systems and the organisation’s principles, ideals, or actions. 

Expectations change over time from those previously considered acceptable: 

Community expectations are not static, but rather, change across time thereby 
requiring organisations to be responsive to the environment in which they operate. 
An organisation could, accepting this view, lose its legitimacy even if it has not 
changed its activities from activities which were previously deemed acceptable 
(Deegan et al., 2002, in Tilling, 2004). 

 

Unless defended successfully, an organisation may lose legitimacy to such an extent it 

may expire. For example, if an organisation prioritised profits over providing essential 

services at a level the public considered appropriate, it could be anticipated the 

organisation would lose public trust, respect, and legitimacy. If an organisation failed to 

adjust to community expectations about the health effect of asbestos products, it is 

probable the organisation would lose public confidence and moral legitimacy during 

court battles contesting its responsibility to compensate victims. Conversely, if an 

organisation immediately recalled a product following product tampering, it is likely the 

organisation would gain public legitimacy. The next section considers aspects of 

neoinstitutional theory in the specific context of startup legitimacy, strategy, and 

closure. It then examines nonprofit organisations from a neoinstitutional perspective, 

and considers reverse logics of institutionalisation. 

 

Australian neoinstitutional research  

On the whole, Australian researchers have made few contributions to neoinstitutional 

theory in organisational contexts other than in policy and accounting. Australian 

organisational researchers approach institutions in three ways. The first is within a 

political framework. These studies typically consider social change and public policy. 

For example, Smark and Deo (2006) studied the effect of cost benefit accounting 

practices on government decisions to close mental institutions, and Marsh (2007) 

examined the relationship between the media and Australian political institutions. The 

second approach focuses on economic issues, examining regulatory impacts, markets, 

and adjustments. For example, Struyven and Steurs (2005) examined the effects of 

privatised job markets, and Heher (2006) modelled the national and institutional return 
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on investment of research and technology. A third approach examines networks and 

institutional capital. These studies typically review the effects of change on populations 

or places. For example, Alston (2004) considered the impact of globalisation on rural 

Australians, and Irvine (2000) examined the impact on Third Sector organisations of the 

adoption of accrual accounting practices.  

 

 

5. Neoinstitutional theory and startups 

No Australian study of commercial or SE startup is known that uses a neoinstitutional 

perspective. The comprehensive study of Australian entrepreneurship discussed in the 

previous chapter (Davidsson, Steffens, & Gordon, 2008) has not reported a theoretical 

framework. Many conceptual SE papers exist in the literature but empirical startup 

studies of SE are rare (Douglas, 2008). Important SE studies by Weerawardena and 

Sullivan Mort (2006), Haugh (2007), and Sharir and Lerner (2006) were discussed in 

the previous chapter, but none reported a theoretical framework. For these reasons, this 

section draws on relevant studies of nonprofit and commercial startups published with 

various theoretical perspectives in locations other than Australia. 

 

Legitimacy and startups  

Legitimacy is a vital dynamic commodity for social enterprise (Dart, 2004b). 

Legitimacy connects a social enterprise with the moral values of its institutional 

environment. Fundamental values of commitment to the public interest are embedded 

within social enterprises (Parkinson & Howorth, 2008) and nonprofit organisations 

(Fenton & Inglis, 2007; Valentinov, 2005). These values are the reason for a venture’s 

existence, but the moral intention must align with public interest for a NSEV to be 

successful (Sharir & Lerner, 2006). Nascent ventures that focus on rapidly becoming 

legitimate are more likely to survive and become viable than those that do not (Delmar 

& Shane, 2004; Shane & Foo, 1999). Legitimacy attracts critical resources and benefits, 

and thus increases the likelihood of long term success (Meyer & Rowan, 1977). 

Ventures require material and technical resources to prosper, but they also need social 

acceptability and credibility (Scott, 2001). Compliance with institutional expectations 

confers benefits. New ventures will establish legitimacy if they demonstrate competence 

and compliance with socially constructed quality and desirability standards (Tilling, 
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2004). This result, or lack of it, has been observed for NSEVs (Chambré & Fatt, 2002) 

and commercial startups (Winter, Gaglio, & Rajagopalan, 2009). 

 

Legitimacy can be deliberately attained and enhanced over time through the strategic 

actions of founders. One method is by creating direct relationships (links) with 

legitimising institutions to establish, transfer, and maintain plural forms of legitimacy, 

and then regularising these relationships (Brinkenhoff, 2005). To generate legitimacy, 

founders need skills to create credibility about who they are, who are the intended 

beneficiaries, and how society will benefit. In the circular process of establishing and 

reinforcing cultural acceptance, institutional structures and organisations are parties to 

legitimacy creation. Organisations may concurrently establish legitimacy in the process 

of creating unique, identifiable, and stable identities (Clegg, Rhodes, & Kornberger, 

2007). New ventures may craft legitimacy by leveraging cultural resources and creating 

narratives for stakeholders such as investors, consumers, and competitors (Lounsbury & 

Glynn, 2001). The narrative must create competitive or other advantages which may 

vary over the life of the venture. Broad social and cultural contexts influence 

organisations, so NSEVs are more likely to create legitimacy when societal institutions 

endorse entrepreneurial behaviours. Thus, it could be expected NSEVs would be more 

likely to become viable if they attend to institutional requirements, construct an 

appropriate narrative about their purpose, rapidly engage in legitimising actions, and 

link to legitimising community and public institutions. 

 

Startup strategy  

Few studies examine strategy in social enterprise. Startup strategies revolve around 

managing multiple tasks with limited resources including financial capital and the 

founder’s time. Especially in the resource constrained environments of small firms in 

the service sector, strategy is different from that in large, established firms (Brush & 

Chaganti, 1999). Strategy is a way of managing an unknowable future. It can be 

considered as a pattern or plan that integrates the goals, policies and actions of an 

organisation and shapes a cohesive future direction (Anderson & Atkins, 2001). The 

two main approaches to startup strategy are either deliberate, planned, and robust; or 

discovery driven and flexible with ‘[a] deliberate attempt to experiment with various 
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situations, scenarios or systems with the intention of learning from each instance to gain 

a wider understanding of the general situation’ (Anderson & Atkins, 2001 p. 320).  

 

Strategy studies in small commercial firms or startups tend to take a resource or market 

based view, but some research advances neoinstitutional understandings. Youthful IT 

entrepreneurs faced a significant challenge to establish legitimacy and credibility (Tan 

& Tan, 2004). The firm was unable to expand until this was achieved. In the green 

power industry, a new field with low legitimacy, external certification improved 

legitimisation and assisted the transition from intention to startup (Sine, et al., 2007). 

Firms balance competing priorities of conforming to institutional norms and profit when 

developing risk alleviation strategies (Alessandri & Khan, 2006).  

 

Small firm performance can be improved by generating symbolic legitimacy and 

reputation through economic, human, and social capital (Shaw, Lam, & Carter, 2008). 

Intuition, symbols, ritual, and ceremony shape internal decision systems in IT firms 

(Tingling & Parent, 2004). Internal decisions may be enhanced by engaging external 

consultants, but ventures needed alignment of norms, values, and belief systems with 

those of the consultant to gain the potential benefits (Nevo, Wade, & Cook, 2007). The 

industry sector (manufacturing or retail) influences how small business innovation and 

strategy processes are implemented (Sebora, Hartman, & Tower, 1994).  

 

Organisations may exert some control over their environment through negotiations and 

power exchanges (Oliver, 1991). New ventures have some control within government 

policy and regulation. In contrast to the usual view of government policy acting as a 

constraint, government was found to enable innovation in German technology firms 

(Casper, 2000). Similarly, government policy was enabling for the Singapore venture 

capital industry (Bruton, Ahlstrom, & Singh, 2002). The Singapore study confirmed the 

importance of locality and cultural frames in entrepreneurial research. This is an 

important consideration for this NSEV study due to the particular social and political 

arrangements in Australia (see Chapter 1). 

 

Little is known about the strategy process in nonprofit organisations (Parker, 2007; 

Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort, 2008). The business literature contains considerable 

analysis of institutional pressures, but the decision process new ventures use to select 
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startup strategy or implement preferences as strategic actions is largely ignored in the 

business literature. Researchers have rarely considered how NSEVs make choices or 

design strategies to address institutional pressures in complex, potentially constraining 

environments.  

 

The applicability of the commercial strategy studies discussed above might be limited in 

the multiple stakeholder environments of NSEVs. SE is a creative process (Monllor & 

Attaran, 2008; Shaw & Carter, 2007). It is reasonable to suggest NSEV startup 

strategies might not be planned as systematically or rationally as the startup models 

propose for commercial contexts. Indeed, entrepreneurial activity has a propensity for 

spontaneity and creativity, so actions in entrepreneurial startups might not be as 

shrewdly considered as researchers assume (Bhide, 1994). NSEV founders will consider 

opportunities they might address and how they could approach startup, but they are 

likely to adopt significantly different strategies depending on the type of venture they 

propose to develop (Hockerts, 2006). Yet, despite the extent of commercial strategy 

literature, there is little guidance available for NSEVs on suitable strategies. NSEV is 

not yet a field where norms are established. No practices are embedded as founder 

actions, or objectives that are accepted as appropriate for NSEVs. NSEV startup is yet 

to be investigated in depth. 

 

Venture closure 

Surprisingly few studies examine the relationship between organisational closure and 

institutions, even though institutional pressures are recognised as influencing how 

ventures design strategies to manage adverse conditions, how actions are implemented, 

and employees react (Tsai, Yeh, Wu, & Huang, 2005). Studying closures provides 

useful insights into problem situations and may illuminate elements that contribute to 

organisational instability. Zucker (1987b) maintains organisations are more likely to 

close if the external environment controls change, but when organisations willingly 

initiate innovations their survival is enhanced. Normative and coercive forces from 

financial institutions, industry analysts, and industry executives contributed to the 

demise of telecommunications firms (Hu & Huang, 2006).  
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Hu and Huang (2006) did not identify government regulation as a contributing element, 

but this might be expected in Australia with its strong regulatory environment. For 

example, small nonprofit organisations closed when they were unable to accommodate 

the accrual accounting practices required by the Commonwealth Government (Irvine, 

2000). In a separate situation, the Commonwealth instituted competitive contracting for 

Job Network services (Considine, 2003). New Public Management had not been 

institutionalised by small service providers, and their practices did not align with the 

expectations of the Commonwealth Government. By failing to consider the ethical 

values and moral stance of nonprofit service providers, contracting had a profound 

impact on the 50% of the nonprofit services and many closed (Rogers, 2007). 

 

Two influential studies have examined institutions and closure in the nonprofit context. 

Singh, Tucker and House (1986) examined the liability of newness in the closure of 

voluntary sector organisations within population ecology (Hannan & Freeman, 1977) 

and institutional perspectives. They found external legitimacy, for example listing in 

community directories, reduced the hazard of closure more than effective internal 

managerial systems. Another study considered internal and external explanations for the 

closure of nonprofit organisations (Hager, et al., 1996). Accountability, reliability, and 

reputation affected closure. Overall, they concluded resource aspects had most influence 

on closure, that is, financial difficulties, decreased donations, and reduced demand for 

services. Closure often could be attributed to completion of the intended mission 

(Hager, et al., 1996). Importantly, organisational legitimacy was a critical element, and 

this was linked with network embeddedness in reducing the liability of newness:  

If organizations can ‘connect’ more with stakeholders in their environment, many of 
the problems associated with the liability of newness can be overcome. Both neo-
institutional theory and social capital theory emphasize the importance of 
organizations and their leaders having ties to others in their environment. Neo-
institutional theory emphasizes the importance of garnering legitimacy through ties 
to gatekeepers or higher status players in the organizational field (Baum & Oliver, 
1996). 

 

Nonprofit environments 

Not all SE ventures are nonprofits, but some nonprofit research has relevance to this 

study. Leiter (2005) found little evidence of mimetic isomorphism in Australian 

nonprofit organisations. Leiter (2005) was reluctant to abandon isomorphism altogether, 
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and suggested the intention of nonprofits to conform to environmental expectations was 

constrained by their understanding of those expectations, leading to different 

enactments of the expected behaviours. Townsend and Hart (2008) argued that the 

perceived ambiguity in institutional expectations leads to variations, for example, in the 

different organisational forms SE ventures adopt.  

 

Conversely, Frank (2002) asserts the institutional environments in which nonprofits 

operate are not unknown or random, but instead have ‘soft’ competitive reputational 

mechanisms. These mechanisms offer incentives for creativity and efficiency and drive 

change, for example to create new services. As described above, external stakeholders 

such as government or funding agencies can pressure nonprofit organisations to 

conform to standardised operating requirements (Ossewaarde, Nijhof, & Heyse, 2008). 

This is conceived to occur in a coercive isomorphic process described by DiMaggio and 

Powell (1983). Institutionalising pressures from external funding agencies could be 

expected to increase the adoption of internal bureaucratic systems by nonprofit 

organisations, and this would confer legitimacy. At the same time, adopting external 

practices, such as standard accounting procedures, decreases the autonomy of nonprofit 

organisations (Frank, 2002). When practices suited to established and well resources 

large agencies are demanded, conforming to the ‘discipline’ of business like 

accountability and transparency constrains small nonprofit agencies from achieving 

their mission and may threaten their survival in a struggle to meet unrealistic 

expectations (Nicholls, 2005). In these situations, institutionalising pressures may be 

counterproductive for effective practice. 

 

Nonprofits have choices of alternative actions, and can employ different types of power 

in response to institutionalising pressures. Nonprofits may enhance their legitimacy and 

reputation through visible actions such as accountability systems, or by better 

positioning the organisation to meet the demand for services (Ossewaarde, et al., 2008). 

Status as a nonprofit is not sufficient to ensure institutional credibility. Likewise, 

mission statements without other actions will not create public legitimacy. Nonprofits 

need to engage multiple externally endorsed elements to manage the credibility struggle 

and embed perceptions of their trustworthiness in the public domain. 
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Few studies consider how the organisational form of the venture, commercial or 

nonprofit, might influence startup. One Canadian study incorporated neoinstitutional 

theory to examine institutional influences on nascent nonprofit and commercial 

organisations providing the same service in the child care industry in the same locality 

(Baum & Oliver, 1991, 1992, 1996). The study considered the rate of organisational 

founding and closure over time. It systematically examined the extent and effects of 

connections and relations between the organisations and social institutions such as 

government, established charities, and community organisations. Baum and Oliver 

found nonprofit and commercial ventures’ responses to institutional effects varied in 

four ways. First, commercial ventures were intrinsically competitive and profit oriented 

whereas nonprofits aimed to attain external social legitimacy. Second, nonprofits 

invested more in institutional links, were more inclined towards collaboration, and 

created more mutualising effects in the social economy than commercial services did in 

the business sector. Third, geography had an effect. The locality and proximity of other 

organisations providing child care influenced competition among centres with 

overlapping organisational niches, but competition had more impact on commercial 

than nonprofit services. The fourth effect was in the pattern of organisational founding 

which varied when services had strong links with legitimising institutions. 

Institutionalising effects were stronger in nonprofit than commercial organisations, and 

nonprofit and commercial founders responded differently to their institutional 

environment (Baum & Oliver, 1996).  

 

In a later paper, Baum and Oliver (1992) found the liability of smallness and liability of 

newness were reduced when new ventures were embedded in an institutional 

environment that bestowed legitimacy. Successful ventures adapted to the institutional 

environment and carved out a spatially bounded niche. They found linkages with 

socially legitimising institutions reduced the likelihood of NSEV closure by:  

…confer[ring] a variety of survival advantages on organizations, such as access to 
increased stability, social support, legitimacy, access to resources and invulnerability 
to questioning…Young organisations may be capable of obtaining early legitimacy 
and access to resources through the formation of institutional attachment, and these 
stable relations with important constituents may succeed in sheltering young 
organizations from the risk of youth and inexperience…network ties are more likely 
to insulate organizations from failure when those ties have been endorsed by the 
wider institutional environment…(Baum & Oliver, 1991). 
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Baum and Oliver’s (1991,1992) study offers a good starting point to examine the 

institutional effects on NSEV startups. Their findings raise some issues not explored so 

far in commercial or SE studies. Their study suggests the sector of operation might 

influence institutional logics and responses to institutional expectations. NSEVs 

operating as commercial ventures would consider ways to maximise profit to be 

perceived as legitimate, whereas those that are nonprofits would aim to create effective 

institutional linkages to establish credibility. NSEVs operating as commercial ventures 

might invest less time in networking or expect a greater return from networking than 

nonprofit NSEVs. The focus on a competitive environment might be greater for 

founders where the NSEV operates as a commercial venture, whereas founders of 

nonprofit NSEV might be more inclined to collaborate, share expertise, and form 

alliances with high profile institutions.  

 

Baum and Oliver’s (1991,1992) study only considers the results of institutional 

attachments without examining the process of venture founding, but it offers pointers 

for NSEVs as hybrid ventures bridging the nonprofit and commercial sectors. In the 

main, institutional theory assumes common practices would be adopted, yet the 

institutionalisation pattern could be confusing in the hybrid arrangements in which 

NSEVs function.  

 

Reverse institutional logics 

Some authors have examined the logic of neoinstitutional theory from alternative 

directions. Neoinstitutional theorists tend to assume isomorphism - that regulating, 

validating, and normalising mechanisms will result in similar business practices being 

adopted across diverse organisations (Zsidisin, Melnyk, & Ragatz, 2005). It is assumed 

behaviours found to be successful will persist, and organisations ultimately will become 

homogeneous. This assumption fails to account for the radically different activities 

manifest in all industries (Oliver, 1992). It does not consider how industry coerces or 

accommodates renegade firms that do not fit institutional norms (Kondra & Hinings, 

1998). It does not explain the emergence of innovative organisational forms and 

practices evident in SE ventures (Townsend & Hart, 2008).  
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Ingram and Inman (1996) suggest rivalry and divergent views in industry groups build 

consensus on the benefits of collective action to address competitive behaviours, and 

thus facilitate institutional construction. This has consequences for SE as a source of 

diversity and social innovation. If innovative and risk taking practices of NSEVs are 

accommodated and accepted, their social innovations and new forms of practice may be 

normalised within their field. The field itself may be transformed and the new practices 

be institutionalised. Alternatively, social innovations may be lost if NSEVs are 

subjected to coercive institutionalisation.  

 

In general, neoinstitutional theorists assume an organisation will act as a coherent entity. 

In contrast, Khalil (1995) claims organisations do not have a single consistent 

orientation, but rather operate as illogical, negotiated systems within frameworks of 

common interests. Organisations are coalitions of divergent views. Groups within the 

organisation have a common goal that unites them, but views may differ substantially 

until or unless a consensus is reached. Internal socialising acts as a mechanism to 

construct and diffuse common understandings. Over time, understandings become 

institutionalised and embedded as the organisation’s cultural system (Fligstein, 1997; 

Fogarty & Dirsmith, 2001). Organisations are likely to be more successful when an 

accepted culture is embraced and common practice is established. Thus, it could be 

inferred organisations with internal agreement on what constitutes acceptable practices, 

or with few internal disagreements, might be more successful in achieving their 

objectives. This does not appear to have been examined in the context of SE ventures. 

 

One problem with neoinstitutional theory is an assumption that organisations would be 

more advantaged by conforming rather than challenging the institutional environment 

through innovative strategies. With this assumption, a NSEV might choose not to 

influence its institutional environment but rather adapt and operate according to 

accepted practices. Oliver (1997b) presents a contrary view and argues decisions are 

based on normative rationality in an attempt to manage available resources strategically. 

Organisations make strategic choices of actions according to historical precedents, 

assumptions of social justification, and assessments of potential economic gains. In 

Oliver’s view, anticipated economic and institutional advantages are evaluated against 

the expected costs and potential advantages which in turn influence the selection of 

possible actions. The capacity to comprehend and secure capital of various kinds is 
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crucial for organisations to function effectively and gain long term advantage. Decisions 

may not always appear rational but may align with a broader instrumental assessment of 

institutional imperatives (Oliver, 1997b). If conditions change, organisations reappraise 

the respective economic and institutional advantages and disadvantages. Based on an 

assessment of political, functional, or social pressures, organisations may radically 

change their established practices. This is a deinstitutionalising practice which is a 

process ‘…by which the legitimacy of an established or institutionalised organisational 

practice erodes or discontinues’ (Oliver, 1992, p. 564). 

 

In the main, neoinstitutional theorists have ignored how institutions are created, altered, 

or reproduced. Barley and Tolbert (1997) argue this is largely because knowledge of the 

institutionalisation processes is underdeveloped. Oliver and Zucker have considered 

how institutions are formed, shaped, and sometimes dissolved. Some of their ideas were 

discussed earlier in this chapter. In addition to the usual view of how institutions shape 

organisations, Oliver (1992) offers an important reverse vision of neoinstitutional 

processes and considers how organisations influence and shape their institutional 

environment. Oliver is one of few researchers who has examined the antecedents and 

processes of deinstitutionalisation, when institutions change or dissolve over time. 

Contrary to the established view that institutionalised behaviours endure and persist, 

Oliver finds institutions evolve or erode through a process of contestation and 

readjustment. She suggests subject to the right conditions, behaviours are fluid and 

vulnerable to dissipation. Functional, structural, or social pressures may lead to 

deinstitutionalisation by a process of compromising or manipulating environments. This 

occurs by challenging accepted norms, rules, values, logics, or practices. For Oliver, this 

is a strategic process, a logic of political response to changing power distributions in the 

institutional environment.  

 

Oliver’s contributions to neoinstitutional theory are important for this study since 

NSEVs aim for social innovation through creative destruction. Along the lines proposed 

by Schumpeter (Bull & Willard, 1993; Schumpeter, 1934), SE aims to disrupt current 

institutionalised processes. To achieve this, NSEVs challenge institutionalised 

assumptions either overtly or covertly. Exactly how this is done is not well understood. 

Equally, the nature of interactions between influential institutions and NSEVs is not 
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established. An improved appreciation of these processes would contribute theoretical 

and empirical understandings of the mechanisms of innovation and venture startup. 

 
 

6. Integration and research gaps  

Chapter 2 established a need to understand the startup process of NSEVs in the 

Australian context, but the extant literature lacks a theoretical perspective.  

 

This review of the theoretical literature identifies many knowledge gaps. In particular, 

knowledge of the institutionalisation processes is underdeveloped, especially in social 

innovation and NSEVs. Other gaps are evident in our understanding and explanation of 

NSEVs and their startup process. Current research has not clarified many theoretical 

aspects, and many questions remain without answers.  

 

This theoretical literature review has argued that neoinstitutional theory is a relevant 

perspective in which to examine the startup of NSEVs. Neoinstitutional theory proposes 

organisational stability is facilitated through isomorphic processes. Reasonable stability 

must be maintained within the institutional environment for new ventures to understand 

and anticipate institutional requirements. Institutionalising dimensions and processes 

that affect the startup of NSEVs and their subsequent survival or demise can not be 

determined from the literature. The review poses a number of questions relating to three 

main fields. 

 

1. How do neoinstitutional forces influence NSEVs in commercial or nonprofit 

contexts? SE ventures are nonprofit organisations and commercial firms. Baum and 

Oliver’s research found institutional arrangements in the sector influenced venture 

startup. This indicates SE startup process might vary for nonprofit organisations 

and commercial firms. What are the powerful forces that influence the development 

of NSEVs in commercial and nonprofit contexts? How do the startup processes 

differ in these contexts, and how important are institutionalising forces in framing 

these differences? How do founders anticipate institutional requirements? 
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2. As complex adaptive systems, how do organisations make choices within multiple 

institutional pressures? Are decisions made consciously or via a process of 

internalised concern to undertake proper and obvious actions? Links between 

legitimacy, organisational values, and strategy are not clear in the context of SE 

startup. How does legitimacy operate to endorse a new entrepreneurial 

organisation? Do NSEVs need to become legitimate before they can become 

viable? If so, which institutions are important to legitimise NSEVs? Legitimacy 

must be observable as a societal construct before it might constitute a force that 

shapes organisational actions, but entrepreneurship is a dynamic condition. What 

are the connections between legitimacy and decisions and choices NSEVs make? 

Links between legitimacy and competitive forces are not fully explained even in 

Baum and Oliver’s (1991) study.  

 

3. How important are institutional expectations in framing NSEV startup strategy? 

How powerful are institutional forces in the desire of NSEVs to create a viable 

venture? What strategies are valuable for viable NSEV startup, and are these shaped 

by institutional expectations? Research has not established how organisational 

activities change over time as ventures become better established and move towards 

being viable. Ventures may develop strategies and behaviours to guide their actions 

once they understand institutional expectations. Are institutionalising pressures 

addressed rationally and strategically, or do new organisations use a trial and error 

approach? Do institutional pressures on NSEVs change over time? If so, how does 

this influence NSEV startup actions?  

 

A study of NSEV startup framed in neoinstitutional theory has the potential to make an 

original theoretical contribution to Australian research on social innovation. It also has 

the potential to make contributions to neoinstitutional theory.  

 

 

7. Theoretical framework for this study 

Table 3.4 lists ten important theoretical questions identified from the literature review. 

All of these questions relate to a neoinstitutional framework of NSEV startup. All the 

questions would benefit from investigation, but not all can be examined in one study. 
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Table 3.4 Gaps in theoretical knowledge 

 

1. Does neoinstitutional theory illuminate the SE studies by Haugh, Sharir and Lerner, 

and Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort? 

2. How do locality, cultural frames and multiple stakeholder environments influence 

NSEV startup in Australian social and political arrangements? 

3. Do Baum and Oliver’s institutional logics and responses to institutional expectations 

apply in NSEV founding in Australia? 

4. Is mimetic isomorphism relevant in NSEV startup? If so, is it adopted voluntarily, or 

imposed through coercion and constraint on enterprises to resemble others facing 

similar conditions? Is it a ‘soft’ competitive reputational mechanism? 

5. Is NSEV startup planned systematically in according with institutionalised strategic 

and business planning principles as the literature suggests? 

6. How do legitimacy and reputation operate in the multiple stakeholder environments 

in the quest of NSEVs to become viable? How are these integrated as economic, 

human, and social capital in the NSEV? 

7. How do NSEVs make choices and design strategies to address institutional 

pressures in complex, constraining environments with no established norms? 

8. What institutional mechanisms influence NSEV closure? Does external legitimacy 

reduced the hazard of closure more than effective internal managerial systems or 

access to financial resources? How does government affect venture closure? 

9. How do institutionalising processes operate in social innovation which challenges 

established practices and expectations? Are NSEVs more advantaged by conforming 

rather than challenging their institutional environment with innovative strategies? 

10. Is the media influence on NSEV startup applied as an isomorphic pressure, or by 

offering a forum in which NSEVs construct symbolic legitimising narratives? 

 
 
 

Having reviewed the potential questions listed above, one broad question can be 

identified that can contribute useful new neoinstitutional information.  
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This exploratory study will focus on interactions between NSEVs and Australian 

political, social, and economic institutions. This central theoretical question can add 

valuable new information to SE knowledge, and additional theoretical understandings.  

 

 

8. Additional research sub-question 

Chapter 2 established the primary research question for this study was: By what 

processes do Australian nascent social entrepreneurship ventures become viable?  

 

Having reviewed the theoretical literature, a third theoretical research sub-question was 

added: How do interactions with economic, social and political institutions influence the 

viability of Australian NSEVs? 

 

Thus, the three research sub-questions of this study were: 

1. How do NSEVs develop processes to become viable?  

2. How do the social mission, environment, and venture viability interact and affect 
NSEV startup? 

3. How do interactions with economic, social and political institutions influence the 
viability of Australian NSEVs? 

 

 

9. Conclusion  

This review of the theoretical literature established the importance of a theoretical 

perspective in research. Organisation theory was found to be appropriate to study SE 

venture startup. Of the many different theories contained in the suite of organisation 

theories, neoinstitutional theory was the most relevant in which to examine the process 

of NSEV startup. Neoinstitutional theory has been applied successfully to organisation 

studies across many different fields. It has offered useful insights in new venture 

creation, but has not been applied to examine why some new ventures became viable 

while others declined and closed. This was an important question which deserved 

attention. As a study linking commercial and social entrepreneurship, neoinstitutional 

theory offered a new perspective on startup in a field that had not been explored 

adequately. In addition, Australian research overall lacked attention to neoinstitutional 
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theory of entrepreneurial processes. Neoinstitutional theory had not been applied to 

examine institutions in Australia other than through a political lens. This study could 

offer insights of new venture startup in the context of institutional influences operating 

in the Australian social economy. Thus, the study offered an opportunity to extend 

neoinstitutional theory. The next chapter provides details of the methodology used.
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Chapter 4 

Methodology  

 

This chapter is divided into nine sections as shown in Table 4.1. Following the introduction in 

section one, section two summarises the literature review process and method used to develop 

the research question. Section three discusses the epistemological stance that informed the 

study design, and section four outlines the research design used. The research approach in 

relation to soundness is detailed in section five. Section six provides details of the sampling 

methods and the implementation of the research design. Section seven outlines the data 

collection techniques including types of data collected and the data storage methods. Data 

analysis techniques are outlined in section eight along with the process of enfolding the 

literature and interpreting the data. Section nine concludes this chapter.  

 

Table 4.1 Chapter outline 

 

1 Introduction  

2  Literature review 

3 Epistemology 

4 Research design 

5 Soundness 

6 Implementing the research design 

7 Data generation 

8 Data analysis and interpretation 

9 Conclusion 
 

 

1. Introduction 

The previous chapter identified the research problem as understanding how nascent social 

ventures start and become viable. The research question was: By what processes do Australian 

nascent social entrepreneurship ventures become viable? This chapter discusses the research 

design and methodology adopted to investigate the process by which nascent social 

entrepreneurship ventures (NSEVs) become viable. 
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The main purpose of this study was to generate theoretical propositions to explain how NSEVs 

became viable. The study was based on a social constructionist epistemology that assumes 

knowledge is created through social interactions. The literature review explained NSEV 

startup is a relatively new field of research. Core concepts are not well defined, nor are 

processes well understood. As such, a case study design was appropriate to develop a deeper 

understanding of this emergent field in which theoretical constructs were not yet established. 

Case studies are suitable to explore new fields, and to examine complex situations where the 

phenomena can not be controlled. Case studies allow investigation of current practices and 

identification of divergence and convergence between practices and organisational outcomes.  

 

The case study research design was informed by Eisenhardt (1989; 2007), Denzin & Lincoln 

(2000, 2003), Guba & Lincoln (1989), Mason (1996), Miles & Huberman (1994), Perry 

(1998), Stake (1995), and Yin (2003). The cases were selected against theoretical constructs 

drawn from the commercial entrepreneurship, social entrepreneurship and nonprofit literature. 

All cases examined were ventures that had started within the previous five years or closed in 

the previous two. Six cases were selected using theoretical sampling and replication logic to 

maximise diversity, and included equal numbers of NSEVs that had closed or were continuing.  

 

The two main sources of data were organisational records and semi structured interviews with 

the NSEV founder/s. The first two cases were analysed to identify relevant concepts that 

influenced the viability of the venture. Subsequent cases explored these and other issues that 

emerged during the interviews. Data from the cases then were analysed and new cases were 

added until theoretical saturation was reached, that is, when the addition of more data from 

new cases added little to the emerging theory of NSEV startup. Systematic data analysis was 

conducted in a three stage process of iterative cross case comparison. Theorising from process 

data requires a complex method to make sense of data across multiple situations, times, levels, 

actions, and processes (Langley, 1999; Pettigrew, 1992). This study used a multi paradigm 

approach to building theory with due regard to authenticity, simplicity, and generalisability 

(Lewis & Grimes, 1999). An emergent model was generated to enrich understanding of the 

process by which NSEVs become viable. Once the theoretical model was developed, relevant 

literature was embedded an iterative process to review whether theoretical saturation had been 

reached. The sequence of research process, tasks, activities, along with published authorities 

on various aspects of the research is detailed in Table 4.2 below.  
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Table 4.2 Research process of this study  

Research stage Tasks Activities Authorities 

1 Literature review • search printed and electronic resources  
• define problem  
• identify relevant approaches & theories 
• define research question/s 

• search academic journals, books, reports, online databases, 
Googlescholar, websites 

• analyse, categorise, compare & contrast, identify issues  
• identify theories and research designs from similar studies 
• identify gaps in knowledge with useful application  
• refine research question answerable with available resources 

(Hart, 2003) 

2  Epistemology  • search literature  
• abductive approach 

• identify relevant stance 
• identify strengths and limitations 

(Blaikie, 2000; Crotty, 1998; Denzin, 2001; 
Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Silverman, 2000)  

3 Research design • case studies  • identify strengths and limitations of case studies 
• sources and types of data 

(Creswell, 1998; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; 
Eisenhardt, 1989a; Guba & Lincoln, 1989; 
Hakim, 1987; Mason, 1996; Perry, 1998; 
Silverman, 2000; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003) 

4 Soundness  • quality in qualitative studies 
• ethics 

• identify quality issues 
• establish chain of evidence, triangulation, research journal 
• data management, log, storage, backup 
• approval by university ethics committee 

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Mason, 1996; Stake, 
1995; Yin, 2003)  

5 Implementing 
research design 

• protocols  
• theoretical sampling 

• selection of study site 
• sampling frame and criteria for case selection  

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Mason, 1996; Perry, 
1998; Yin, 2003)  

6 Data generation • interview protocol 
• organisational data 
 

• entering the field  
• collect data- interviews, organisational records, websites 
• transcribe interviews 
• theoretical saturation  

(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Guba & Lincoln, 
1989; Mason, 1996; Perry, 1998; Yin, 2003)  
 

7 Data analysis • thematic analysis 
• theoretical saturation – no new issues 
emerging  

 

• iterative process  
• continuous cross comparison of cases searching for patterns 
• create thematic categories by systematically examining data 
• organise data- comparative tables, flow diagrams, matrices 
• thick descriptions  
• computer aids Excel, Leximancer 2.25, NVivo7 

(Eisenhardt, 1989a; Grbich, 1998; Guba & 
Lincoln, 1989; Mason, 1996; Miles & 
Huberman, 1994; Smith, 2003; Smith & 
Humphreys, 2006)  

8 Interpretation  • enfold the literature 
• review theoretical perspectives 
• review theoretical saturation 
• theory building 

• iterative process 
• systematically examine data & literature to make meaning 
• compare & contrast, cross analysis with previous studies  
• theoretical saturation – sufficient to develop propositions 
• construct theoretical model 
• develop propositions 
• document conclusions  

(Eisenhardt, 1989a; Langley, 1999; Lewis & 
Grimes, 1999; Mason, 1996; Miles & 
Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 2001)  

9 Conclusion  • summarise research process • write up thesis, report to participants, write publications  

(Compiled for this study)
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2. Literature review 

The first stage of the research process is to define the problem, develop a research 

question, and position the study within the existing literature. The previous chapter 

established social entrepreneurship as an emergent field of research. The literature is 

largely silent on how NSEVs become viable. It was not obvious which theoretical 

framework would be appropriate for this study. Without a readily identifiable parent 

discipline, the literature was searched broadly to determine keywords, fields, 

disciplines, and domains relevant to the startup, survival, and viability of NSEVs.  

 

An extensive electronic search was performed of databases such as Web of Knowledge, 

ProQuest, and Dissertation Index, along with Googlescholar. As key terms were 

identified, academic journals, websites, databases, conference papers, books, reports, 

dictionaries, and theses were investigated. This resulted in a rich repository of material 

positioned across many domains, fields and disciplines. Pertinent information was 

published in regional planning, international development, social psychology, 

community development, public health, sociology, social work, public administration, 

management, marketing, nonprofit, innovation, entrepreneurship, leadership, strategy, 

ethics, change and organisation studies. The literature was of mixed relevance, diverse 

and theoretically unrelated so it was difficult to review, critically evaluate and analyse 

ideas, or identify significant concepts. The diversity of issues required a systematic 

reduction to identify the broad substantive area with which the research was concerned, 

and then categorise the most relevant core concepts (Hart, 2003; Mason, 1996). The 

researcher constructed a decision making tool to define relevant literature (see Figure 

3.1). Then a schema was constructed to organise the concepts, set study boundaries, 

form a coherent structure, define, refine, and consolidate the relevant literature (Table 

3.2). This provided guidance on the parent disciplines, domains and fields, and so 

limited the literature and concepts being examined. 

 

Following the process recommended by Hart (2003) and Mason (1996), key topics and 

phenomena in the literature important to the development of NSEVs were identified and 

consolidated. Using a broad spectrum search of the business, entrepreneurship and 

social innovation domains, papers relating to startup of NSEVs were logged into an 

Excel spreadsheet. Each entry identified the year of publication, authors, type of study, 
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purpose, region if known, theoretical framework where identified, core concepts, 

methodology, core findings, and unresolved issues. Over time, issues that were less 

relevant to nascent ventures in the social domain, those that were largely resolved, and 

topics that might be examined, were consolidated. The business entrepreneurship 

literature revolved around founder issues, the firm’s environment, and startup 

approaches. The most important elements relevant to NSEV startup related to the 

venture objective, the core concepts, and organisational orientation. The primary goal 

for business was profit, the core concept was control, and competition was the main 

orientation. In contrast, the primary goal in the social innovation sector was the social 

mission, the core concept was values, and the main orientation was to build networks. 

 

The initial literature search did not locate relevant theoretical frameworks in academic 

journals, web based reports, or conference papers. A review of recent theses was more 

successful in identifying pertinent theoretical frameworks. Recent doctoral studies that 

were relevant to this study were positioned in organisation sociology (Aiken, 2003; 

Dorado-Banacloche, 2001; Sattler Weber, 2006; Sharir, 2003; Warm, 2004). The 

theoretical context of this study was discussed in detail in Chapter 3. Organisation 

theory, and in particular neoinstitutional theory was identified as relevant to study the 

startup of NSEVs. The literature review highlighted many unknown elements about the 

process of NSEVs becoming viable. Many research questions could be posed that would 

provide valuable knowledge for theory, practice and policy. A concise, overall research 

question was framed and refined to address a significant key issue that was not well 

attended to in the published academic literature. This topic was further refined to 

specific research questions as outlined in Chapter 3.  

 

3. Epistemology  

The intellectual and theoretical stance of the researcher is important in shaping the 

research process (Mason, 1996). Social science has different logics of enquiry. No 

research is value free. Investigations are connected to and shaped by underpinning sets 

of assumptions and philosophical traditions (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Hart, 2003). How 

knowledge is created is influenced by the researcher’s presumptions of reality and of 

what constitutes knowledge (Blaikie, 2000). The researcher’s belief system and 

viewpoint influences perceptions of the nature of reality (ontology) and what can be 
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accepted as real or truth (epistemology). In turn, these influence the approach (induction 

and deduction), validity, reliability and transferability (research design), research 

strategies (data collection and analysis techniques), presentation of claims (hypotheses 

and propositions), and interpretation of findings (generalisations and theory building) 

(Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Silverman, 2000). Thus, the researcher’s stance on key issues 

shapes the methodological character of the study (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973). This set 

of assumptions is a ‘paradigm’ (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).  

 

This research embraced a relativist ontology, an interpretivist logic, and subjectivist 

epistemology within the social constructivist paradigm. A relativist ontology presumes 

multiple, socially constructed, local and context specific realties (Crotty, 1998; Guba & 

Lincoln, 1982). Interpretivist logic assumes knowledge is relative rather than absolute 

(Crotty, 1998; Denzin, 2001; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Sarantakos, 1998). Interpretivist 

researchers try to understand the social world people produce, that is, a social reality 

which is socially constructed by social actors, experienced and framed internally by 

those actors who experience it and who assign meaning to the events (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000; Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Reality is subjective; it is what people see it to 

be (Sarantakos, 1998). This is a social constructivist perspective, a stance used in many 

fields such as sociology, anthropology, psychology, history, gender and cultural studies 

and communication (Gergen, 2001b).  

 

A social constructionist perspective presumes social institutions and social life are 

socially produced rather than naturally given or determined (Gergen, 2001b; Jary & 

Jary, 2000). Reality is relational for constructionists, with no reality privileged over 

another (Liebrucks, 2001). Knowledge is built by actors from multiple understandings 

that are constructed through language and social interactions (Bourdieu & Coleman, 

1991). Understandings are created through negotiations among actors within social 

frameworks that coalesce around consensus and conventions. Sense making activities 

shape actions, and actors build consensus regarding what is useful, real and meaningful 

(Zetterberg, 2002).  

 

Social construction offers descriptive and explanatory power to evaluate choices made 

by actors about a range of questions relating to lived experiences. The social phenomena 

studied are the understandings and activities of individuals and groups involved in the 
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phenomena. Soundness, that is, trustworthiness and authenticity, is the basis of quality 

in a social constructionist paradigm (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Theories are developed 

through an iterative process of examining the data, generalising and concurrently 

building models within time and resource limitations (Mason, 1996).  

 

Research based in the social constructionist approach is not without critics. Theoretical 

relationships may be confused by researchers as realist interpretations of ‘meanings-as-

use’ (Stam, 2001, p. 292). Yet in an emerging field where concepts are not yet 

established, researchers set out to do ‘something beyond the convention of 

representation – the realm of the “really there”’ (Gergen, 2001a, p. 425). A research 

approach in this situation that accurately records interpretations and meanings of 

phenomena gained by research participants offers the greatest value to uncover and 

appreciate new insights.  

 

In general, research designs are described as either inductive or deductive. In contrast, 

Blaikie (2000) identifies four kinds of research strategies: inductive, deductive, 

retroductive, and abductive. Each strategy is based on different ontological assumptions 

about the nature of reality and how it can be known. 

 

Inductive and deductive strategies presume a ‘realist’ ontology, that is that social 

phenomena exist independently of the observer and observed. Inductive research 

strategies meticulously accumulate observations and data to produce generalisations. 

Based on detailed observed patterns of data, inductive studies produce universal, 

scientific ‘laws’ to explain arrangements of behaviour in similar situations. This is the 

logic of Positivism which is used to answer ‘what’ questions. In deductive research, 

nature and social life are regarded as consisting of essential uniformities and patterns. 

Deductive research strategies construct hypotheses about probable relationships among 

concepts based on existing studies, then collect new data to test the hypotheses and 

investigate if the new theory matches reality. Data are collected with certain 

expectations about what exists and what behaviours are expected to try to reject 

suppositions. This is the logic for Critical Rationalism.  

 

Retroductive research strategies construct a hypothetical theoretical model and then 

seek verification to discover underlying mechanisms that explain the phenomena. 
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Explanation is achieved by identifying regularities and patterns from the data and then 

considering the social conditions and contexts in which these occur. Retroductive 

research strategy is the logic of Scientific Realism. Deductive and Retroductive 

strategies explain ‘why’ questions (Blaikie, 2000).  

 

Abductive research strategies seek to answer ‘what’ ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions. 

Abductive strategies are based on interpretivist logic. This approach describes and 

comprehends social life based on social actors’ accounts to discover and understand 

concepts, uncover motivations, meanings and belief systems, tacit knowledge, rules, and 

symbolic meanings that influence people’s actions. Phenomena consist of the social 

interactions and activities of individuals and groups of people involved in the 

phenomena. Reality is subjective; it is what people see it to be. Multiple, local, and 

specific realties are assumed with understandings emerging from and constructed by 

social interactions. Sense making activities shape actions, and communities of actors 

build consensus regarding what is useful, real and meaningful. Theories are developed 

through an iterative process of examining data and concurrently building theoretical 

models within time and space limitations (Blaikie, 2000).  

 

To answer the research question posed and achieve its theory generating objectives, this 

study adopted an abductive research strategy. Given the goal of this study was to 

understand how NSEVs became viable, a study that could answer what, why and how 

questions was required. An inductive strategy was not appropriate as this study was 

exploratory rather than being based on existing, confirmed information. Deductive and 

retroductive strategies were less likely to produce the most valuable outcome than an 

abductive strategy as there was no existing body of knowledge from which to draw 

understandings. The patterns of behaviours and interactions in nascent SE ventures were 

not yet understood. It would be difficult to assemble and test hypotheses without 

existing agreed constructs in the literature. The study would draw understandings from 

actors engaged in social activities and these would form the basis of reality. Blaikie 

(2000) contends: ‘The abductive research strategy is the only one that can pursue the 

objective of understanding because of its particular ontological and epistemological 

assumption, and its peculiar logic of enquiry’ (p. 126 emphasis in original). Thus, an 

abductive research strategy was appropriate for this study, based in relativist ontology 

and interpretivist logic within the social constructivist paradigm.  
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4. Research design 

Social research is a process of controlled enquiry to describe, understand, explain, or 

evaluate phenomena (Blaikie, 2000). The research design is the action plan to achieve 

the goal. The research design for this study began with defining the research puzzle, and 

then refining to specific research questions (Mason, 1996). The literature review in 

Chapters 2 and 3 identified potentially significant elements and identified the research 

questions. Next, appropriate methodological and analytical strategies were planned that 

were likely to answer the research questions. The research design also was shaped by 

the practicalities of available resources, especially limited time and the researcher’s 

restricted capacity to travel (Mason, 1996).  

 

Two viewpoints exist on the importance of starting research with an initial theory. Some 

contend researchers should enter the field without preconceptions which might bias or 

jeopardise their capacity to interrogate the data and so limit the potential to construct 

new theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). This is grounded theory method. An alternative 

viewpoint suggests preliminary theories are helpful to guide the generation and analysis 

of data and theory construction. Eisenhardt (1989a p. 536) suggests ‘…theory building 

research is begun as close as possible to the ideal of no theory under consideration and 

no hypotheses to test…’ however she acknowledges ‘…it is impossible to achieve this 

ideal of a clean theoretical slate.’ Data do not generate theory by themselves; rather 

theory development occurs when the researcher applies theoretical lenses to the data. It 

is difficult for researchers to clear their minds of assumptions, particularly as they 

frequently work in fields where they have prior experience. The knowledge stimulates a 

researcher’s interest in researching issues, but the personal experiences inevitably shape 

the researcher’s perceptions (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  

 

This study did not use a pure grounded theory approach, although elements of grounded 

theory were incorporated during data analysis. The researcher’s personal experience of 

starting several NSEVs influenced the study design as much as the academic literature. 

Being aware of the character of the phenomenon the researcher wished to explain 

assisted in posing relevant questions of explanation (Van Maanen, Dabbs, & Faulkner, 

1983). The researcher’s previous knowledge, therefore, was accepted as a valid part of 

the research process (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The researcher was an informed insider 

who maintained objectivity by constant reflection and review of the process of 
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generating and analysing data (Eisenhardt, 1989a; Stake, 1998). The researcher’s prior 

experience improved the study, particularly in the design of an appropriate sampling 

method. In addition, the authenticity of findings was improved by systematically 

analysing prior understandings of similar situations, and in turn this improved the theory 

building authenticity (Eisenhardt, 1989a).  

 

This pragmatic research approach fits very well with a social constructionist perspective 

in which it is impossible to separate the inquirer from the inquired into. Absolute 

control of the research process is not possible, but rather research is dialectic with sense 

making shared between the researcher and the research participants by juxtaposing 

conflicting ideas and considering alternative positions (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Thus, 

the stance and involvement of the researcher is part of the process, and must be 

acknowledged at each stage of the research.  

 

A primarily qualitative approach was appropriate for this study as the literature was at 

an early stage of development, and the relevant concepts were not well defined. In 

complex situations and processes where little information exists, qualitative studies 

allow identification and exploration of relevant concepts (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). 

A comparative case study design was the most suitable method to examine the research 

questions. Case studies investigate contemporary phenomenon within real-life contexts 

to enable detailed analysis of multiple interconnected issues (Thomas, 2003). This is 

consistent with an abductive research strategy. Case studies allow theory building from 

the bottom up, based on the actual language of study participants (Eisenhardt, 1989a). A 

case study is a flexible, empirical inquiry which examines sets of situations and events 

to explain the phenomena under investigation. It is a ‘single, bounded entity, studied in 

detail, with a variety of methods, over an extended period’ (Blaikie, 2000 p. 215).  

 

Case studies are useful when the boundaries between the phenomenon and the context 

are not evident or when the researcher has little control over events being studied (Yin, 

2003). A case study examines a social unit or set of relationships as a whole, thus 

allowing exploration of the characteristics of phenomena. Interactions with research 

participants may produce qualitative or quantitative data, although in the main, 

qualitative data was generated in this study. Studying several cases improves 

understanding and leads to better theorising than exploring a single case (Eisenhardt, 
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1989a; Stake, 1998). Case studies are a rigorous form of explanatory research that 

provide in depth explanations of particular situations and suggest conclusions that may 

be generalisable to other contexts (Yin, 2003). 

 

Case studies have particular strengths, but also some limitations. No two cases are ever 

the same, and the research can never be replicated. Case studies examine particular 

situations in time and place. Since only a small number of particular situations are 

investigated, case studies are not necessarily representative of the population being 

examined, so opportunities to generalise may be limited. Nevertheless, case studies 

provide excellent understanding and opportunities to generate propositions which then 

can be developed into hypotheses, operationalised and tested with a larger sample to 

provide more rigorous theoretical explanations. This study utilised a comparative 

design, described as examining the similarities and differences among phenomena to 

establish typologies or explain associations (Jary & Jary, 2000). A comparative case 

study research design provided a sound method to examine the research questions and 

collect data for analytical abduction and theory building. 

 

Method and theory are intertwined (Eisenhardt, 1989a, 2007) especially in studies that 

aim to build theory from process data (Langley, 1999). Langley contends multiple 

methods are preferred to generate parsimonious, but useful theory. Case studies are 

particularly suitable to examine organisational processes since they enable ‘illumination 

of a decision or set of decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented, and 

with what result’ (Yin, 2003 p. 12). Internal organisational processes, decision making 

and the development of operational strategies can be examined successfully with case 

study designs. Process theories provide explanations of sequences of events and patterns 

of processes that were likely to be identified in events (Langley, 1999).  

 

Chapter 2 established that the process of venture formation is embedded in, and 

interacts with, the institutional landscape, and this influences founder actions (Chell, 

2000; Elaine Romanelli, 1991). The startup process may be envisaged as founder 

actions, shaped by the institutional environment that lead to viability of the venture. The 

process of NSEV startup and move towards viability was the unit of analysis (Figure 

4.1). 
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Figure 4.1 Representation of the research question  
(Compiled for this study) 

 

 

5. Soundness 

Quality is vital for qualitative research. Quality requires expertise on the part of the 

researcher to select suitable cases, collect data appropriately, minimise possible errors, 

conduct rigorous data analysis, provide coherence, and generate trustworthy 

explanations. Denzin and Lincoln (2000) maintain quality research in a social 

constructivist paradigm is based on soundness and authenticity, with ‘… credibility, 

transferability, dependability and confirmability replac[ing] the usual positivist criteria 

of internal and external validity, reliability and objectivity’(Denzin & Lincoln, 2003 p. 

27 emphasis in original). Quality research is producing convincing analyses and 

reporting credible interpretations and explanations that are embedded in the data 

(Mason, 1996; Silverman, 2001).  

 

Rigorous methods are particularly important in case studies because of the amount of 

data generated and the complexity of issues examined. The overarching goal in case 

study research is to minimise researcher bias and use processes that may allow other 

investigators to arrive at the same conclusions. Triangulation is an important method to 

improve rigour, credibility, coherence, and the corroboration of research findings 

(Creswell, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin, 2003). Triangulation assists 

confirmability by checking and cross checking data collected from different sources or 

by different techniques (Stake, 1995).  

 

Process of venture 
formation  

Founder actions 
Survival, then viability of 

the nascent venture 
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The research processes of this study addressed each of these quality issues to ensure 

soundness and thus acceptability of the findings. Systematic strategies and appropriate 

techniques were employed at all stages of the research process. The research process 

and procedures were extensively documented in a research journal to construct a chain 

of evidence. Potential researcher effects and the researcher’s stance was considered at 

each stage of the data analysis by meticulous reflection, reviewing the literature, and 

discussion with other researchers to consider alternative interpretations of the data 

(Miles & Huberman, 1994; Sarantakos, 1998).  

 

As suggested by Yin (2003) and Miles and Huberman (1994), the data collection and 

analysis methods applied were systematic and rigorous. Cases were selected 

theoretically with replication logic to be representative while highlighting end points of 

critical elements and seeking extreme cases (Mason, 1996). Multiple cases improved the 

construction of logical explanations of the observations and improved opportunities to 

generalise results to other situations. Alternative viewpoints of the startup process were 

provided by including cases at different ends of the organisational life stage, that is, 

ventures that were continuing or had closed. Different methods (observations, 

interviews, documents), multiple sources of data (people, times, places), and modes of 

evidence with different biases and strengths (organisational records and reports, 

qualitative text and recordings), enabled the data to be verified.  

 

The data was collected ethically and sensitively, then logged and stored securely. The 

analysis attended to all the evidence, highlighted the most important issues, considered 

alternative explanations and interpretations, and incorporated knowledge from the 

literature in an iterative process. The findings were checked for outliers and negative 

evidence, and tested for confirmability. Study participants verified the accuracy of 

deductions, thus improving trustworthiness and credibility of themes identified during 

the data analysis and subsequent theory building (Creswell, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 

1994; Yin, 2003). These procedures provided control during the analysis, interpretation 

and theory building process. Trustworthiness, credibility, dependability, and 

confirmability were established by a systematic, well documented approach, enhanced 

by open and methodical methods of data collection and analysis (Denzin & Lincoln, 

2000; Yin, 2003). Each of these aspects of the study is described in more detail below.  
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6. Implementing the research design 

Before implementing the research design, approval to conduct the study was granted by 

the Griffith University Human Research Ethics Committee. The application outlined the 

purpose, the procedures for obtaining informed consent and to protect participant’s 

privacy, and the protocol and procedures of conducting the study (see Appendix 1). The 

research process in Table 4.2 was implemented via a detailed study protocol covering 

procedures for accessing multiple cases and for collecting, analysing and interpreting 

data. Rather than being a sequential process, in reality implementing research strategies 

is a circular ‘skip and dip’ procedure (Glaser, 1978). The research process moved back 

and forth between the research questions, selecting suitable cases, generating and 

analysing data and enfolding the literature to understand and interpret relevant elements. 

 

Study site and sample frame 

The study was situated in the Australian capital city in which the researcher lived. This 

was practical and ensured easy access to nascent ventures at minimal cost. With a 

population of about 1 million and an active social enterprise sector, the city had 

sufficient suitable cases of NSEVs for successful theoretical sampling. There was an 

additional important consideration. Case study methodology is well described in the 

literature, but although nascent ventures are recognised as very difficult to find, there is 

little explanation of how researchers may locate them (Katz & Gartner, 1988), 

particularly those operating in the social sphere (Douglas, 2007c).  

 

Founders start a venture to address a social issue, but the nascent venture may be nearly 

invisible even to local residents (Douglas, 2002). In general, very new, or small 

ventures operate without an office, listed phone number, or visible contact point 

(Douglas, 2006b). Instead the home of a founder or active member is used as the base 

(Lyons, 2001). This arrangement may continue for several years before the venture is 

sufficiently resourced to lease premises or install a phone. Australian NSEVs can not be 

located easily via the legal or tax system (Douglas, 2007c). In general, NSEVs do not 

register as a company, and nonprofit organisations are not required to incorporate as an 

association, or to register as a charity unless they seek charity status for fundraising. 

Many NSEVs decide not to apply for tax exemption or register for GST. These formal 

legalistic processes require substantial time that volunteer founders prefer to devote to 
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other activities. Economic activities of NSEVs are difficult to detect as they often do not 

engage in large or regular economic transactions for a considerable time after startup. 

 

Likewise, screening the press and advertising is unlikely to locate nascent ventures. 

Gaining a media profile is difficult: the press demonstrates little interest in new ventures 

unless the issue they address is controversial or otherwise newsworthy. In any case, 

NSEVs often prioritise mission related activities over marketing (Douglas, 2007c). 

NSEVs are small operations with limited human and financial resources. With limited 

finances, buying advertising is difficult; instead founders are likely to promote a startup 

venture by word of mouth (Douglas, 2006b). Even when founders have technology 

capabilities, a nascent venture may operate for some years before allocating resources to 

construct a website (Douglas, et al., 2007). Younger people are more likely to have the 

skills to construct websites; however older people have a much higher rate of 

volunteering and involvement in starting nonprofit ventures (ABS, 2000b). For these 

reasons, it is not uncommon for NSEVs to remain undetected following the startup 

process, sometimes for a lengthy period (Douglas, 2006b). Thus, conducting the study 

in a locality where the researcher had well established contacts facilitated the sampling 

process (Neuman, 2003). The researcher’s networks, understanding of local culture and 

operational processes enabled a sampling strategy to be constructed with the potential to 

locate suitable study participants (Douglas, 2007c).  

 

Sampling for theory building  

This study aimed to generate theory, so elements to assist theory building were built 

into the research methodology (Yin, 2003). Sampling strategies and selecting suitable 

cases are a vital part of successful theory building, and hence critical for successful 

research outcomes (Eisenhardt, 1989a; Hockets, 2007). Theoretical sampling and 

replication logic was adopted to select suitable cases (Eisenhardt, 1989a). Successful 

theory building usually requires between four and ten cases, provided the cases are 

selected to theoretically maximise opportunities to generate data relevant to the 

identified elements (Eisenhardt, 1989a).  

 

Two main elements were considered in the case selection. First, their relevance to the 

research questions and the elements identified in the literature review as pertinent to this 
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study, that is, the life stage of the venture and founder characteristics. Second, cases 

were selected after considering their potential to contribute to the emerging theory and 

the likelihood they might provide explanations for the issues being examined. Data were 

generated and reviewed concurrently throughout the study in an iterative process to 

improve understanding of emerging elements. Grounded theory techniques identified 

themes from the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). New cases were added to examine 

issues that emerged during the data analysis until theoretical saturation was reached, 

that is, when data was sufficient to generate propositions and the addition of new cases 

only marginally improved the emerging theory (Eisenhardt, 1989a). 

 

Sampling logic 

This study investigated the startup process of NSEVs. Process phenomena are fluid, and 

spread over time and place. Investigating process provides explanations of the sequence 

of events that leads to an outcome (Langley, 1999). Conditions in the social, political 

and economic environment vary from place to place and change over time, so the study 

was confined to a single place and timeframe. A sampling frame was constructed to 

identify a pool of potentially suitable cases. A study protocol guided the researcher 

through theoretical sampling to improve consistency and ensure suitable cases were 

selected (Mason, 1996; Sarantakos, 1998; Yin, 2003). To improve research rigour and 

explanatory power, the protocol aimed to maximise diversity and variation across the 

spectrum of relevant concepts identified in the literature review.  

 

The ventures of interest were defined, that is, ‘nascent social entrepreneurship ventures’. 

A ‘social entrepreneurship venture’ had a ‘social mission’ that is, it provided a service 

considered by the community as valuable, operated with a proactive, entrepreneurial 

approach, and incorporated some income generation activities (Weerawardena & 

Sullivan Mort, 2006). ‘Nascent’ venture was defined as not yet viable, or recently 

viable. These were likely to provide accurate information about the process of becoming 

viable. A NSEV was viable once it had adequate human, financial, and intangible 

resources to anticipate it would be able to operate for at least two years. Sustainable 

ventures, that is those that were certain they would continue to operate and provide 

services for the foreseeable future, were not of interest for the study.  
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Ventures were eligible for the study if they had engaged in startup actions recently. 

They should have started within the past five years or not closed more than two years 

before data collection. Five years is a time when social ventures transition from 

vulnerable to viable (Hager, et al., 1996). The time limit meant events were relatively 

recent and so participants were likely to recall information accurately. In addition, 

social, economic, and political conditions were common to all ventures if they had 

started within the same time period. Negative cases provide additional rigour and 

valuable information (Dark, 2007; Mason, 1996). An equal proportion of NSEVs were 

selected that had ceased to operate by the time the study commenced, provided they met 

all other criteria. 

 

Thus, the primary criteria for selecting potential cases were: 

• Purpose, that is a ‘social’ venture with an identified social mission; 

• Positive and negative cases, that is, ventures that were continuing or closed; 

• Started in the previous five years, or closed two years before the interview; 

• Venture life stage, that is, a ‘nascent’ venture not yet, or only recently, viable. 

 

Using these eligibility criteria, cases were selected to maximise diversity against three 

additional elements identified as relevant in the literature review. As outlined in Chapter 

3, founder age, gender, and the extent of previous business experience influence venture 

outcomes. Using replication logic, cases were selected to gain variation across these 

three elements.  

 

Additional eligibility criteria were identified based on the characteristics of Australian 

social enterprises (Cuthill, 2003; Lyons, 2001). These criteria limited inclusion of 

enterprises to those that operated as independent entities in Australia with a mission to 

serve others. Cases were to be more than an informal group, that is, they needed some 

organisational features such as a constitution and a process for making decisions. Cases 

were not to be a government agency, or a chapter of an existing organisation such as a 

church. They were to operate with a nonprofit ethos or to be registered as a nonprofit 

organisation, but at the same time they were to be entrepreneurial and generate some 

income to sustain the organisation. Table 4.3 describes these limiting criteria for 

inclusion in the study as an Australian social entrepreneurship venture.  
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Table 4.3 Eligibility criteria as an Australian social entrepreneurship venture  

 

1 Operating for the ‘common good’ to benefit others, that is, not benefiting individuals or family. 

2 Aiming to achieve positive social innovation, that is, to create new processes or services to improve 
society, rather than aiming to stop negative actions or behaviours. 

3 Some organisational structure and process for making decisions, that is, not an individual acting alone 

4 A stand alone venture, that is, without a ‘parent’ organisation to provide guidance and resources, not an 
extension of an existing organisation e.g. church, or a chapter of an existing organisation or franchise. 

5 Not a government entity or private venture creating income for owners. 

6 Operating as a nonprofit organisation or as a commercial firm with a nonprofit ethos, that is, with a 
nonprofit charter or with a strong commitment to operating with appropriate Australian nonprofit systems 
and processes. 

7 An Australian mission, that is, not an international non-government organisation. 

8 Entrepreneurial to some extent, that is, actively organising to generate substantial operational income 
from own efforts (e.g. commercial activities), could be partly externally funded but must not rely entirely 
on donors, government or philanthropic funding. 

(Compiled for this study) 

 

 

Using replication logic, cases were selected from different fields of operation. Chapter 1 

indicated the diverse system of service delivery in Australia that operates in fields such 

as community and youth services, recreation and the arts. Different funding 

arrangements apply among these different fields in the Australian social enterprise 

sector, including government funding, fees and charges, private philanthropy, and 

income generated from trading (Lyons, 2001). Funding influences how NSEVs 

function, their networks and their opportunities (Nyssens, 2006; Salamon & Anheier, 

1996, 1999). Cases were selected in more than one field of operation to capture these 

differences.  

 

Locating cases and industry informants 

A process of sampling hidden populations via respondent driven chain referral has been 

verified in the literature (Heckathorn, 1997). Respondent driven chain referral sampling 

involves a combination of snowballing sampling, key informant sampling and targeted 

sampling. Closed ventures are almost undetectable, but they can be found (Hager, et al., 

1996). Intensive ‘leg work’, exhaustive searching of old listings of addresses, searching 
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potential membership listings, personal contact to inspect the sites of previous 

occupation, asking neighbours, contacting associates and so on, is a time consuming 

process, but eventually many closed ventures may be located.  

 

The researcher designed and implemented an original process to locate cases in which 

the object was to locate the founder rather than the venture (Douglas, 2007c). The 

founders of NSEVs, both continuing and closed, were detected in three ways. First the 

researcher’s previous work in the sector and personal network included many NSEVs. 

Second, cases were found via a snowballing process of asking participants to suggest 

potentially suitable participants. Finally, an original indirect process was used. People in 

the researcher’s personal network who were likely to know of the existence of NSEVs 

were asked to suggest potentially suitable participants (Douglas, 2007c). This is based 

on the principle of ‘weak ties’ or ‘bridging’ links in social networks (Granovetter, 1973, 

1983; Woolcock, 1998). Weak links are ‘structural holes’ in social networks when an 

individual in one network is connected to a person in a different network (Burt, 1997). 

The individuals know each other, but not very well, that is, they are not robustly 

connected by strong friendships or family relationships. Weak links allow the transfer of 

information between the two networks.  

 

The researcher knew of ‘linking’ people from previous work in the social enterprise 

sector. These people were the bridge between the researcher and the NSEVs. The 

linking people were sector development officers, convenors of social enterprise lists, 

nonprofit network convenors, state government resource officers, and local government 

officials both public servants and elected representatives. Through their work each 

linking person was involved in different networks of grassroots associations (Horton 

Smith, 2000). It was likely they would know of people who had started social ventures. 

Especially if the venture had closed, the linking people were more likely to recall how 

to find the person who had started the venture than how to find the venture. This 

original method successfully located many nascent ventures that were continuing and 

some that had closed (Douglas, 2007c). Indeed, many more nascent ventures were 

identified than were anticipated to be needed for this study, so the researcher could 

choose suitable cases by theoretical sampling for the initial set. Key industry informants 

were included to provide additional information about issues that emerged during the 

study, such as the importance of business processes or variety in organisational forms.  
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Selecting cases and key informants 

The potential cases were sorted by the field in which they operated and by the length of 

time since startup, if known. Then the cases were sorted according to whether they 

operated with defined roles and organisational structures such as committees. This 

resulted in several cases which appeared to be more suitable than others, allowing the 

selection of those most suitable for this study. To minimise the collection of 

unnecessarily large amounts of data, cases were added to the study one by one until 

sufficient data had been generated to establish propositions. Six cases and three key 

informants from industry were found to be sufficient to achieve theoretical saturation. 

The first two cases were selected purposefully. Then as the study progressed, cases were 

added using theoretical sampling and replication logic (Eisenhardt, 1989a) based on the 

criteria described above.  

 

The cases and industry informants were selected in three ways. Cases 1 and 2 met the 

eligibility criteria and were known to the researcher from previous work in the social 

enterprise sector. The ventures operated in different fields (recreation and youth 

services). Importantly, one case had closed but the other was continuing. Closed cases 

were expected to be more difficult and time consuming to find, so the closed case was a 

logical starting point. Accessing the first two cases was similar to the ‘pilot’ stage of the 

case study process, that is, the protocol was implemented, then the data informed the 

future direction of the study (Perry, 1998).  

 

Case 2 suggested Case 3. Case 3 had some similarities to Case 2: it was a youth service, 

and founders had similar gender and age characteristics. It provided a contrast to both 

Case 1 and 2 as a closed youth service. None of the founders in these cases had 

previously established new ventures. Case 4 was selected from the list of nascent 

ventures generated from information provided by a linking person in the process 

described above. In contrast to the previous three cases, the founders of Case 4 had 

considerable experience founding social enterprises, but Case 4 had closed. The 

founders were mainly older women with high levels of business experience, so this case 

offered strong contrasts to the previous two closed cases (1 and 3).  

 

The researcher examined data from the first four cases thoroughly and conducted an 

initial analysis. After these four cases had been investigated, issues were reassembled 
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into a logical framework and a preliminary model was constructed that might explain 

the startup process.  

 

The initial analysis of the data from the first four cases and the first industry informant 

interview highlighted a spectrum of venture orientation from ‘volunteering service’ to 

highly ‘entrepreneurial’ (Douglas, 2007a). This difference in orientation was 

investigated in subsequent interviews. Case 5 was identified by a linking person. This 

case was of interest as a significant contrast to previous cases. It was selected as a novel 

and an outlier case to explore the enterprising and entrepreneurial end point in more 

depth. As an outlier case it provided an opportunity to build theory (Eisenhardt, 1989a; 

Mason, 1996). Case 5 was a highly entrepreneurial, commercial firm. It met the 

eligibility criteria by operating with a nonprofit ethos, having a commitment to ‘public 

good’ and a goal of supporting and improving the functionality of other nonprofit 

ventures. Rather than providing services in a specific field, such as the arts or human 

services, Case 5 offered services aimed to improve operational aspects of nonprofit 

ventures and that addressed pertinent issues for ventures in the nonprofit sphere. The 

venture had a commitment to inclusive decision making which is very common in 

nonprofit ventures (Anheier, 2005; Anheier & Ben-Ner, 2003; Lyons, 2001). The case 

was well connected to many nonprofit ventures through its business operation and so 

could offer an overview of the sector. At the end of the second interview, a series of 

open ended questions investigated the founder’s views on elements identified as 

potentially important based on analysis at that time. 

 

Case 6 was suggested by an earlier case. This case was included by replication logic. As 

a highly entrepreneurial venture and with founders of a similar age and gender ratio, 

Case 6 was similar to Case 5, but Case 6 operated in a different field and was a 

nonprofit rather than a commercial venture. Both Cases 4 and 6 were in the human 

services sector, but Case 4 had closed whereas Case 6 was continuing. The founders of 

Cases 4 and 6 had high levels of business experience, but Case 6 founders were 

younger. Case 6 had developed more rapidly than all previous cases other than Case 5. 

The preliminary model was discussed with Case 6. These six cases and three key 

informant interviews were sufficient to reach theoretical saturation. Table 4.4 

summarises the sampling logic for the six cases.  
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Table 4.4 Sampling logic addressing key elements identified in the literature 

review 
 

Cases Element of interest 
 

Options  A B C D G H 

Continuing   �   � �  Status of venture 
Closed  �  � �   
Male  equal � �    Predominant gender of founders  

Female equal   � � � 
High    � � � Founder previous business 

experience  Low  � � �    
Nonprofit  � � � �  � Sector of operation 
For profit     �  
Young 20-25 � � �    
Mid career 35-45     � � 

 
Age of founders 

Older 50+    �   
(Compiled for this study) 

 

 

Three key informants from industry were interviewed to improve understanding of 

elements that contributed to the closure of NSEVs. All worked in the city in which this 

research was conducted. These industry informants worked in spheres highly relevant to 

social entrepreneurship. All three industry informants were highly respected by others 

involved in social enterprise and each was identified as a key person in the social 

enterprise industry. All were highly informed in their particular fields having worked in 

the social enterprise sector for many years. The industry informants were selected from 

different segments of social enterprise industries to improve the likelihood of obtaining 

diverse viewpoints. They provided structural advice, training, guidance, or services to 

support the social enterprise sector. 

 

The first industry informants were known to the researcher from previous work in the 

field. The second informants were suggested by a university social enterprise 

researcher. The third industry informants were suggested by a previous informant as 

knowledgeable in a different field of social enterprise. All industry interviews took 

place at the informants’ workplace. In each of the three industry interviews a second 

interviewee contributed an additional viewpoint. 
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The first industry informant interview occurred between Cases 4 and 5. The informants 

facilitated functional managerial improvement of small human services organisations. A 

second interviewed occurred between Case 5 and 6. This was an incubator that 

facilitated and advised social enterprise founders and CEOs. A third interview was 

conducted after Case 6 with consultants who advised CEOs of SE ventures and 

government on social enterprise issues. The interviews explored concepts, startups, and 

functional operation of ventures in the social enterprise sector. The preliminary model 

was discussed with the first and second industry informants but not with the third 

industry informants due to time constraints. Table 4.5 shows the characteristics and 

main contributions of the key industry informants. Table 4.6 on the following page 

shows the characteristics of the six cases. 

 

 

Table 4.5 Key industry informants 
 

(Compiled for this study)

 Reason included Sector Gender Age How located  Main contributions 

1 Discuss sector 
support 
arrangements 

Peak human 
service 
organisation 

1M: 1F 50 – 55  Researcher’s 
personal 
network 

Clarified variety in startup 
processes and supports 
available in the human 
services field 

2 Discuss startup 
processes  

Social 
venture 
incubator 

2F 35 – 45 Suggested by 
social enterprise 
researcher 

Clarified startup 
processes, variety in 
organisational forms 

3 Discuss startup 
processes  

Social 
enterprise 
consultant 

2M 30 – 40 Suggested by 
previous 
industry 
informant 

Clarified startup process, 
discussed importance of 
business processes 
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Table 4.6 Main characteristics of the six cases          
 

Cases 

Case # 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Code Names Acacia Banksia Callistemon  Dryandra Grevillia Hakea 

Status Closed Continuing Closed Closed Continuing Continuing 

How located Personal network Personal network Snowball referral Linking referral Linking referral Snowball referral 

Reason for 
inclusion 

Closed case 

Young age of 
founders 

Contrast Case 1 

Continuing case  

Contrast Case 2 

Same sector Case 2 

Closed case 

Contrasting case 

Older founders 

Sector contrast  

Outlier case 

Entrepreneurial case 

Commercial case 

Contrast Cases 4 & 5 
Entrepreneurial 
nonprofit 

Gender ratio Equal numbers 3M:3F More males 3M:1F More males 2M:1F More females 8F:3M More females 2F:1M More females 2F:1M 

Founders age  Young 25-35 Young 20-25 Young 20-25 Older 50+ Middle years 30-45 Middle years 35-45 

Business 
experience 

Low Low Low High High High 

Field Recreation  Youth Youth Community services Education  Community services 

Sector Nonprofit Nonprofit Nonprofit Nonprofit Business Nonprofit 

(Compiled for this study)        

 
 
 

Key element 
Closed 

Continuing  
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7. Data generation  

Multiple sources of evidence combined with precise documentation of the research 

process provided a chain of evidence to maintain soundness and enhance research 

trustworthiness. The variety of the data generated provided a rich and rounded account 

of the issues and processes being examined (Eisenhardt, 1989a; Perry, 1998; Silverman, 

2000; Yin, 2003). As is consistent with an abductive research strategy, the language of 

study participants and organisational documents in the cases was used to generate 

understandings of the research phenomena. Before the data collection process 

commenced, the research questions were clearly defined to focus the process and 

confine attention to a limited area of a specific problem (Eisenhardt, 1989a). Setting 

clear goals and defining boundaries around the questions to be answered limited the 

number of cases and the amount of data generated. 

 

Based on elements identified in the literature review, three open ended interview guides 

were developed as part of the study protocol (see Appendix 2). The first set of questions 

clarified the venture’s situation and field of operation. Two questioning guides were 

used: the first set of questions was for ventures that were continuing, and the second for 

ventures that had closed. The questions explored dimensions of issues that were 

anticipated to influence the startup process, initially identified from the literature 

review. During the research process the questions were modified slightly to gain 

additional relevant information from subsequent cases. The process of immediately 

clarifying issues and modifying data collection techniques during qualitative research 

enables the researcher to gather pertinent information shaped by data already gained in 

the study (Creswell, 1998; Mason, 1996).  

 

Potential interviewees were screened for eligibility by phone, then an appointment was 

made if they agreed to participate in the study. Table 4.7 notes the order in which the 

data were collected from the six cases and three industry informants, the pseudonyms 

assigned to each, and details of the documents provided by each of the six cases.  

 

After gaining informed consent, the interviewees were asked to relate the story of how 

their venture started. Question prompts and probes were used where appropriate in the 

semi-structured interviews which ranged in length from 45 minutes to almost 3 hours. In 
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all cases, two interviews were digitally recorded. At the end of each interview, the 

researcher briefly observed the workplace and chatted to staff (if any). Organisational 

documents were obtained, such as accounts, annual reports, minutes, public 

documentation, sponsorship proposals, grant applications and acquittal reports, and 

strategic plans. Later, case websites were investigated (if any). Industry informants were 

included as the study progressed. To generate as much useful data as possible, industry 

informants were interviewed in an unstructured format for 1.5 hours. Interviews 

investigated issues and themes identified as relevant to closure or viability during the 

analysis of previous cases. In each of the industry interviews, two informants from the 

same venture were interviewed together. This provided discussion between the two 

informants during the interview.  

 

 

Table 4.7 Order of data collection 
 

Case  Pseudonym  Type of informant Documents gathered 

A Acacia Closed venture Accounts, grant application, audited annual statement 

B Banksia Continuing venture Grant applications, reports, minutes of meetings, 2 
annual accounts, 2 annual year plans, planning meeting 
notes, emails, website 

C Callistemon Closed venture Audited annual reports, magazines, meeting notes, 
advertisements, financial statements  

D Dryandra Closed venture Minutes of meetings, development plans, grant 
applications, financial statements, annual reports 

G Grevillia Continuing venture  Strategic plan, 3 annual accounts, website, sponsorship 
proposal, electronic newsletters 

E Eucalyptus Industry informant  

F Fimbriata Industry informant  

H Hakea Continuing venture Annual reports, awards, website, printed and electronic 
newsletters 

I Indigophera Industry informant  

(Compiled for this study) 

 

 

All data were logged systematically by date and type. Interviews were transcribed 

verbatim, printed, and then stored securely. To maintain participants’ privacy, each case 
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and informant was de-identified and given a pseudonym, for example Acacia. Notes 

were made in the margins during the first reading of each transcript. This created 

preliminary understanding of important issues for each case. Throughout the research 

process, observations, details, actions, ideas and useful literature sources were recorded 

in a research journal.  

 

8. Data analysis and interpretation 

Analysing qualitative data is an iterative, somewhat messy process with a constant 

flowing back and forth between generating and analysing data, enfolding theoretical 

literature, interpreting explanations, then re-examining research questions, data and 

interpretations.  

 

The analytical and interpretive framework implemented for this study was informed by 

the major authorities of case study methodology (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Eisenhardt, 

1989a; Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Mason, 1996; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Silverman, 

1997, 2000, 2001; Stake, 1995, 1998; Yin, 2003). Constructing theory in organisation 

studies requires imaginative consolidation of complex phenomena (Weick, 1989). 

Theorising from process data is an involved and challenging task (Langley, 1999) since 

process phenomena are fluid in time and space (Pettigrew, 1992), requiring a intricate 

research method to make sense of data across multiple situations, times, levels, actions, 

and processes. This study took a synthesising approach to building theory with due 

regard to authenticity, simplicity, and generalisability (Langley, 1999). 

 

The analysis proceeded in three main stages with some movement between stages.  

Issues affecting the startup process were identified in three ways: directly from 

participant interviews and organisational data, from thematic analysis of the interview 

and organisational data, and from Leximancer analyses. Following analysis, 

interpretation was conducted as an iterative process by examining explanations and 

enfolding the extant literature. The process of data analysis, interpretation and theory 

building was compiled for this study from Eisenhardt (1989a), Miles and Huberman 

(1994), Langley (1999), and Lewis and Grimes (1999). The process used in this study is 

detailed in Table 4.8.  
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Table 4.8 Data analysis, interpretation and theory building process 
 

 Main goals Main tasks 

A
n
al
ys
is
  

1. familiarity with each case  

2. identify main themes in the data 

3. develop comparative matrices 

4. identify conceptual gaps in the 
data 

5. identify theoretical saturation 

• read transcripts and organisation documents 

• familiarisation with context, key issues and ideas 

• identify main themes and concepts from each case 

• consider relationships between main themes 

• develop meaningful categories and flow diagrams 

• build matrices, tables and relationship diagrams 

• verify data and initial deductions with participants 

• reconsider research questions and elements identified 
in literature review 

• cross case comparisons seeking similarities, differences 
and patterns within and between cases 

• identify and define knowledge structures and constructs 
grounded in data evidence 

• identify gaps in understandings 

 

In
te
rp
re
ta
ti
o
n
 

1. build explanatory models 

2. compare with perspectives in 
theoretical literature 

3. reach closure 

 

• rearrange categories in meaningful ways 

• enfold theoretical literature 

• revise concepts, build and rebuild concepts, explanatory 
frameworks and convergent models 

• review research questions and important elements in 
extant literature  

• examine similar and different literature seeking new 
insights or similar findings 

• re-examine data to seek disconfirming evidence and 
alternative explanations 

• search for evidence of ‘why’ behind relationships 

• construct thick descriptions as explanations 

• stop iteration when conceptual saturation is reached 
within available time and resources  

• verify accuracy of deductions with participants and key 
informants 

• identify knowledge gaps and limitations 

 

B
u
ild
 T
h
eo
ry
 

1. construct theoretical 
explanations 

2. identify limitations  

3. document and disseminate 
information 

• build explanatory model/s 

• identify time or context specifics or other limitations to 
the applicability and generalisability of the model/s, 
frameworks or mid range theories 

• develop propositions for further testing 

• investigate relevant theories in alternative literatures 

• write up and publish or otherwise distribute to enable 
others to examine and review 

 
(Compiled for this study from Eisenhardt (1989), Langley (1999), Lewis and Grimes (1999) and Miles & 

Huberman (1994) 
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The analysis process proceeded in the following manner. The first stage of analysis was 

started immediately after data collection, when the researcher sorted and logged the data 

sources, made backup copies of organisational data, and then manually inspected all the 

data from each case. The researcher read the interview transcripts and case documents 

from each case as it was completed. Case study conclusions are drawn in context, so 

detailed knowledge of the contexts of each case is important when examining the 

results. Factual data were documented and stored in a case file with a brief overview of 

the pertinent elements of the startup and ideas for later review. Some founders 

acknowledged issues during interviews, and these were noted in an issue log for later 

comparison with other cases. Likewise, information from the interviews with industry 

informants was examined and ideas noted in issues files with cross referencing to case 

notes.  

 

Transcripts and organisational data were cut into segments according to identified issues 

and assembled into labelled manila folders while the next case was examined. 

Physically examining each document and systematically sorting notes and ideas enabled 

the researcher to become extremely familiar with the data and sources of information. 

This is less possible when computer analysis programs are used for qualitative data 

analysis.  

 

As each case was completed, data from previous cases were reviewed for similarities 

and differences. This assisted in the selection of the next case or industry informant. 

This process of examining the data sequentially as it was collected assisted the 

researcher to highlight elements that appeared to be significant, thus limiting the 

number of cases needing to be examined, and reducing the possibility of the researcher 

being overwhelmed by the data (Grbich, 2007).  

 

After interviews were completed with six NSEVs and three industry informants, the 

researcher re-examined the data and case notes. Organisational data were compiled into 

tables and compared with interview information across cases. These tables of evidence 

were extended as analysis progressed, for example founder backgrounds, financial and 

staffing growth, and conflict resolution processes. Information from industry informants 

was compared and contrasted with the case data. Concepts and themes were constructed 

through a back and forth process of reviewing the data systematically, then comparing 
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among cases and informants while being open to emergent phenomena. The researcher 

asked questions throughout this process such as: ‘What is this?’ ‘What actors are 

involved?’ ‘What is happening?’ ‘What does this mean?’ ‘How can this be explained?’ 

and ‘Does this fit with concepts identified in the literature?’  

 

A preliminary thematic analysis was conducted, and issues that appeared to have 

influenced the startup were noted and cross referenced. Cross case comparison provided 

strong evidence of relationships between concepts and enabled the construction of a 

preliminary SE startup model. The preliminary model was discussed with participants 

from the last two cases and key industry informants to seek their views. This first stage 

analysis indicated six case studies and three informant interviews were sufficient to 

achieve theoretical saturation, answer the research questions and generate propositions.  

 

In the second wave of analysis, the structure and content of interview data were 

analysed. The transcribed files of each case and industry informant were imported into 

Leximancer 2.25. Consistent with an abductive research strategy, Leximancer examines 

the actual language contained in interviews and organisational documents of 

participants in this study. As Eisenhardt (1989a) suggested, the additional process 

improved the quality of the data analysis through a second rigorous and systematic 

review of the data. 

  

Leximancer 2.25 is a specialised computer assisted text analysis software program that 

performs a style of semiautomatic content analysis (Smith, 2003, no date). The program 

examines patterns of text as language through algorithms, machine learning and 

statistical processes (Smith & Humphreys, 2006). Leximancer provides a system for 

discovering the underlying core associations within a body of text while reducing biases 

that may occur with manual coding (Dann, 2010). ‘A major goal of the Leximancer 

system is to make the analyst aware of the global context and significance of concepts 

and to help avoid fixation on particular anecdotal evidence, which may be atypical or 

erroneous’ (Smith & Humphreys, 2006 p. 262).  

 

The program has a machine learning capacity to count word frequency and co-

occurrence in transcribed documents, and through this process identify the main 
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concepts and examine how they relate to each other (Rooney, 2005). Smith (2003) 

explains Leximancer builds a thesaurus of the main concepts and associated words 

contained in the document, then processes the basic data in each file and systematically 

analyses the percentage usage of the main concepts.  

 

Leximancer displays the main concepts in percentage tables, and generates visual 

concept matrix maps that identify the principal concepts and themes and display the 

relationships among them. The size, brightness and centrality of each concept indicates 

its importance in relation to other concepts. Concepts that are linked or in close 

proximity indicate respondents linked the issues in their interviews. Concepts and 

themes in Leximancer analyses are presented as maps and thematic tables. Further 

details of the technical processes and statistical structure of Leximancer as a data 

analysis tool is provided in Appendix 3.  

 

Interviews from founders of the six cases and key informants were transcribed verbatim, 

combined as a single file for each case, and then imported into Leximancer 2.25. Each 

case and informant interview was analysed separately. A concept map and theme list for 

each was produced and examined. Next, the files of the three continuing cases were 

combined into a single file, and again a concept map and theme list was produced and 

analysed. Likewise, files from the three closed cases were combined, a concept map was 

produced and examined. Finally, files from the three industry informant interviews were 

analysed separately, then combined and analysed as a single file.  

 

Standardised settings were used in all the analyses to maintain parity among the cases 

and allow effective comparisons. Five learning iterations failed to offer additional 

information over the first five analyses, so learning iteration was maintained at 1000 

(first learning level), and the five analyses were recreated. Theme size was standardised 

at 33%. Although this level did not display the most concepts in each analysis, 33% 

maintained a high number of concepts without visual complexity. In addition, there was 

little variation in the number or complexity of themes among the analyses when set at 

33%. The number of points was set at 3%, and the rotation was not adjusted. This 

standardisation of analytical settings allowed clear identification and comparison of 

concepts and themes without confounding overlays of variation in theme size or other 

notions among the different files.  
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The resulting Leximancer concept maps were compared for similarities, differences and 

relationships among concepts. In a back and forth process, concepts identified from the 

Leximancer analyses were compared with the original thematic analysis of the cases and 

industry informant interviews. Important concepts were re-examined and compared 

across cases and informants. A second thematic analysis of the primary interviews and 

organisation data was conducted to identify higher level themes. These were compiled 

into attribute tables, and reviewed across cases. Then the researcher re-examined all 

case and informant interviews and organisational data seeking supporting evidence, 

disconfirming evidence, and alternative explanations. These inspections of the data 

consolidated themes which were compiled into three tables of attributes relevant to 

NSEV startup.  

 

Interview transcripts were then imported into NVivo7 (Richards, 1999). This qualitative 

data management program allows easy identification of sections of data relating to 

concepts, and facilitates the importation of relevant text into documents such as the 

findings chapter and publications. Patterns of responses and variations among the cases 

were highlighted. Themes were reviewed across all cases. Relationships between 

concepts were developed into hierarchies and categories by identifying sub themes, 

building matrices and flow diagrams. Confirming or disconfirming evidence was sought 

and identified, in particular from the interview data and from key informant interviews. 

These provided thick descriptions of the concepts and explanatory frameworks.  

 

Next, the literature was searched systematically and methodically. Concepts and themes 

that emerged during the second stage analysis were examined against the theoretical 

literature seeking similar findings or disconfirming evidence. Some new elements 

emerged from recently published literature, and patterns not anticipated from the initial 

literature review were identified. A wider search was conducted of domains beyond 

business, and this identified several important concepts. As a consequence, the 

theoretical SE startup model was refined with a synthesising (Langley, 1999) and 

metatriangulation approach (Lewis & Grimes, 1999) to build theory. This enabled 

concepts to be drawn and combined from multiple paradigms within and beyond the 

realm of organisation theory.  
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The data were re-examined to determine if the model could be supported. The 

researcher considered if new cases needed to be added to explore recently identified 

elements, but determined theoretical saturation had been reached. Once the data analysis 

and literature yielded little new information, the theoretical model was documented, 

aiming to be parsimonious, while maintaining accuracy and maximising generalisability 

(Eisenhardt, 1989a). A final review of the data and the theoretical model was conducted 

while writing the findings and discussion chapters. Theoretical explanations of the 

attributes were examined again and examples of each element in the startup model were 

added. Time and context limitations were identified to enable theoretical propositions to 

be written.  

 

9. Conclusion  

Conducting an empirical, qualitative case study is a fluid and iterative process between 

data generation, analysis, interpretation, and theory building. The naturalistic style of 

qualitative data collection offers a realistic view of the nature of the problem under 

investigation. The research design and methodology adopted for this study was based on 

the abductive research logic proposed by Blaikie (2000). This was most appropriate to 

address the exploratory nature of the study and to answer the how, what and why 

questions. It followed the basic steps for theory building from case studies proposed by 

Eisenhardt (1989a). A case study was suitable since the concepts being examined were 

not well documented. The study was designed to investigate a research question 

constructed from published commercial and social entrepreneurship literature.  

 

The basic steps implemented in this study were to recruit cases sequentially with 

theoretical sampling, implement ethical data collection techniques, and carry out 

rigorous iterative analytical processes. Data were generated in the natural social context 

in which the activities of interest occurred. Data were collected through in depth semi-

structured interviews with founders and organisational documents. Data were collected 

and analysed concurrently. Analytical procedures based in part on grounded theory 

techniques identified issues and themes while building matrices, frameworks, tables and 

knowledge generating structures. During the data analysis process, regularities and 

patterns of relationships and mechanisms were identified. These were compiled into 

categories which were then examined against the theoretical literature. Finally, literature 
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beyond the business and social innovation domains was examined to identify 

similarities and differences. 

 

Through an iterative process of examining data in each case and across cases while 

enfolding the theoretical literature, the observed structures and mechanisms were 

simplified to a build theoretical model that might be generalisable to a wider population. 

Control of the research process was shared between the researcher and the participants 

in accordance with abductive research strategies and an interpretivist approach. The 

stance of the researcher was part of the research process, and this was acknowledged at 

each stage of the study. The research methods implemented achieved credibility, 

soundness, trustworthiness and authenticity from rigorous attention to documentation 

and detail, and by scrupulous consideration of alternative explanations of the data. The 

next chapter outlines the results of the data analysis and the theory generated during this 

study with the supporting evidence.
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Chapter 5 

Findings  

 

This chapter presents the research findings of the study. Information from different 

sources or analyses is compiled into an attribute table at the end of each section. After 

the introduction, section two describes the development trajectory of each of the six 

nascent social entrepreneurship ventures (NSEVs) in a brief narrative. Preliminary 

analysis of the founder interviews and venture documents suggested NSEVs were more 

likely to continue if only one founder was actively involved, the venture had sound 

internal relationships, was organised around one goal, operated in one locality, and 

established sound internal processes. Section three presents concepts identified from 

Leximancer maps of the six ventures and three industry informants. These analyses 

suggested the startup process was likely to be more successful when the NSEV founders 

focused on attracting strategic resources and skills. Section four presents key themes 

that emerged from the analysis of organisational and interview data. These themes were 

mission, relationships, functional managerial abilities, and institutional linkages. 

Section five integrates the findings of this study, and a conclusion ends the chapter. 

 
 
Table 5.1 Chapter outline 

 

1 Introduction  

2  Development of the ventures 

3 Leximancer analyses 

4 Thematic analyses 

5 Integrating the study findings 

6 Conclusion 
 

 

1. Introduction  

The research question sub questions were: By what processes do Australian nascent 

social entrepreneurship ventures become viable?  
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The three sub-questions for the study were: 
 
1. How do NSEVs develop processes to become viable?  
2. How do the social mission, environment, and venture viability interact and affect 

NSEV startup? 

3. How do interactions with economic, social and political institutions influence the 
viability of Australian NSEVs? 

 

This study examined six nascent social entrepreneurship ventures (NSEVs). Each 

venture had a social mission and an intention to generate income. Ventures were 

selected theoretically with replication logic based on criteria identified in the literature 

review. A summary of the founder and venture attributes is listed in Table 4.6. The 

sampling logic is outlined in Table 4.4. Important criteria were: 

• Status of the venture (closed or continuing); 

• The founders’ backgrounds (age, gender, previous business experience); and 

• Sector of operation (nonprofit or commercial firm with a nonprofit ethos). 

 

Participant identities have been concealed to preserve their privacy. Code names were 

assigned to individuals, locations, and ventures mentioned by interviewees. Each 

venture is identified by an Australian native flower and a colour (Table 5.2). Identifying 

details are omitted unless essential to understand the context. ‘Satellite’ is the state and 

‘Nebula’ the city of this study. All quotes are from interviews with the primary 

founder/s of the six ventures.  

 

 

Table 5.2 Code names of the six ventures 
 

Closed ventures Continuing ventures 

Acacia Banksia 

Callistemon Grevillea 

Dryandra Hakea 

(Compiled for this study) 

 

 

Throughout this thesis, ventures are discussed as closed or continuing, rather than 

unsuccessful or successful. Continuing or closed is a situation of ventures operating or 
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not whereas successful is a subjective evaluation. To assist the reader appreciate the 

context of the study, the next section briefly describes the founders, goals, development 

trajectory and the main operational elements of each of the six ventures. These were 

identified in the first round of analysis of organisational and interview data. Following 

the descriptions of the ventures, Table 5.3 summarises the main venture and founder 

attributes of each of the six NSEVs. Additional attributes were added during the second 

and subsequent rounds of analyses, such as leadership style, decision making and 

conflict resolution processes. These are discussed later in this chapter. 

 

 

2. Development of the ventures 

 

Acacia’s goal was to develop artistic innovation in Australia and to improve access to 

performing arts. A quality product was important, but equally important was to ensure 

accessibility for all interested citizens, for example children and senior citizens. Acacia 

was founded by two male and two female singers. Two additional singers performed 

with the group but were not involved in the founding process. None of the founders had 

worked in business or previously started a new venture. The singers rehearsed for 12 

hours weekly in founders’ homes; a business meeting was held each month. Acacia 

performed regularly. Having demonstrated a market for their repertoire, Acacia 

connected successfully with concert arrangers such as Musica Viva, then completed 

state, national and international tours. They gained a strong local following and an 

international reputation.  

 

Acacia operated as a formal partnership of six singers, aiming to generate as much 

income as possible to provide salaries for the singers. An Advisory Board met twice 

each year to offer advice on matters requested by the founders. The Advisory Board 

comprised high ranking officials who were well connected with influential institutions 

and thus had the potential to facilitate useful connections. The Friends of Acacia, an 

 

     Acacia (Closed venture) 
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incorporated nonprofit venture, acted as a conduit for philanthropic and government 

grants and offered practical and moral support. Acacia commenced without startup 

funding. In the first year they gained small philanthropic grants from two government 

agencies that covered operating costs and provided subsistence wages for four singers. 

One singer had an income from a full time university position. To pay the sixth singer, 

additional income was generated from sponsorships, concerts and sales of associated 

products such as recordings and mementos. Despite intending to be commercially 

viable, Acacia never generated sufficient income to provide realistic salaries, so the 

singers engaged in other paid work.  

 

One founder managed the finances, organised tours, and took responsibility for 

promotion, mainly media releases and printed brochures. A small grant allowed a part 

time manager to be employed for the third year to broaden Acacia’s contacts, develop 

managerial systems, and negotiate sponsorships. Administration was time consuming, 

but funding was insufficient to maintain a manager. In kind exchanges negotiated with a 

TV station allowed CD recordings to be made for sale at concerts. Music, concert 

costumes, posters, and other supplies were acquired through similar arrangements and 

small grants. Five years after founding, Acacia negotiated a one year Artist in Residence 

contract with a Performing Arts Centre. The next year a radio station offered a one year 

deal to improve Acacia’s marketing skills, but a substantial, permanent sponsor was 

never found to support the group or pay singers’ salaries.  

 

Acacia regularly gained grants, mainly from government. These were helpful, but 

insufficient to fund the group, required extensive reporting, and were never secure. The 

grant criteria varied from year to year, requiring Acacia to adapt its repertoire, audience 

and tour arrangements. It was expensive to buy new music and time consuming to find 

new concert ventures. The continual adaptation necessary from dependence on 

government grants was distracting, reduced the artistic focus, and influenced the venture 

development trajectory. After nine years of funding, the grant criteria changed 

unexpectedly, requiring Acacia to undertake a different artistic intent. They decided to 

close the venture. To celebrate their 10th birthday, a final concert was organised in the 

largest performing arts centre in their home city. The concert was sold out. This 

indicates the level of public support Acacia generated over nine years.  
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             Banksia (Continuing venture) 

 
 

 

 

Banksia was founded by four young people aged between 17 and 23 years aiming to 

support young people’s initiatives in Nebula (the city of this study). The founders, three 

males and one female, were in the final year or had completed degrees in political 

science, law, business, planning, and social work. All worked in paid employment while 

undertaking Banksia tasks. None had previous business experience, although three of 

the four families had small businesses. Two founders withdrew after six months due to 

personal commitments. Banksia meetings were held in founders’ homes, coffee shops, 

parks, and other informal venues.  

 

Banksia established a strong culture in the first year. Internal relationships aimed to be 

harmonious, collegial, and respectful of differences. Decisions were made by consensus. 

Issues or internal disputes were managed by open negotiation. Each founder was 

responsible for a particular task. One acted as spokesperson, another developed external 

contacts and built alliances, a third recruited volunteers and organised events, while the 

last founder maintained financial records. Banksia registered as an incorporated 

nonprofit venture within three months of startup, but did no business planning. Banksia 

founders aimed to connect with local stakeholders such as churches, community 

organisations, and government agencies through individual meetings, but this was slow 

due to the founders’ limited time. A state government grant of $1,000 in the first year 

was used to arrange a local youth event to raise the venture’s profile, attract new 

members, engage with local politicians, and develop alliances with local small 

businesses. Community events, such as festivals to profile local musicians, generated 

another $1,000 in the first year. Alternative income schemes were discussed but not 

implemented. The lack of a home base and access to office facilities limited marketing 

opportunities and reduced the venture’s profile. 

 

Banksia successfully negotiated with the Nebula City Council in the second year for 

office facilities, telephone and Internet access. This arrangement continued free of 
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charge for four years as a service to support the youth community. At the beginning of 

the second year the venture’s operations were more firmly established as a result of a 

$16,000 grant from the state government. A part time worker was employed for six 

months to connect Banksia more strongly into local community services networks. The 

worker left when the grant ran out. Banksia’s development slowed, but founders built 

strong connections with government. Small community events were arranged in the 

second and third years, generating approximately $2,000 net annually. Banksia 

conducted annual planning with input by all who were active in the venture, including 

volunteers. These were simple operational plans rather than strategic plans. Planning 

and task decisions were recorded, but no process of active monitoring of outcomes was 

implemented. Activities not achieved were either abandoned or reprogrammed.  

 

In the third year, Banksia reorganised into four services and continued building cordial 

external relationships. Good relations with government resulted in substantial grants 

compared with other community organisations at a similar stage of development. Local 

government granted $10,000 to train founders and thirteen volunteer leaders of the four 

services. Income generating opportunities were explored again, in particular, a website 

and a community magazine. The website was operationalised in the fourth year. The 

income generated was small, but it improved profile, established an additional 

commercial activity to support the venture’s operations, and offered marketing 

opportunities to engage with its youth constituency. Banksia had a surplus of about 

$2,500 at the end of the fourth year. The business plan agreed at the AGM aimed to 

generate a surplus of $5,000 through website advertising and sponsorships. There was 

no plan to employ a worker unless Banksia gained another grant. 

 

Four years after startup, the venture continued to operate despite limited resourcing. 

Banksia had built a strong following among local young people, and had provided 

useful local social outlets. Banksia was respected. It had established strong relationships 

with segments of the community sector, and with good access to policy circles had 

influenced youth policy to some extent. Banksia had developed slowly, but had 

survived. The founders had learnt a lot, felt more capable than at startup, and assessed 

the venture as successful in achieving its intended objectives.  
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                 Callistemon (Closed venture)      

 

 

 

Callistemon aimed to provide a community service via a high quality magazine to 

profile individual skateboarders, their activities and achievements, and provide 

information on future events. Callistemon acted as a conduit between city planners and 

this hidden segment of the recreation industry that many in the community identified as 

a problem. Started by three students who were in their early twenties and part of the 

skateboarding community, Callistemon provided a platform to expand skateboarders’ 

interests, and offered a voice for their concerns. Nebula City Council funded the first 

issue of the magazine. In return, Callistemon offered a useful two way information 

stream between the Council and skateboarders. Council gave the founders informal 

support and provided free office accommodation. Council offered business mentoring, 

but this was not pursued; instead the founders directed their energy to making 

Callistemon successful. One founder had completed a TAFE design course. His 

responsibility was the design and technical aspects of the magazine production. A 

second founder with experience as a bookkeeper in her family business maintained the 

Callistemon books. The third founder was responsible for business development and 

marketing. Callistemon founders considered they knew the industry very well; they 

launched the magazine without detailed market research or business planning. None of 

the founders had business training before startup, or subsequently.  

 

Callistemon intended the magazine would become profitable and self supporting by 

equipment advertising. The founders had no assets or savings, and decided not to risk 

borrowing more than $1,000 from family members. The magazine was planned as a 50 

page glossy, high quality publication. Comparable magazines were poor quality and 

often photocopied. A high quality product was expected to be attractive to the intended 

market. No market testing of any kind was conducted. The first issue focused on skating 

in Nebula and was strongly influenced by the Council. Later issues expanded to cover 

Australia. The national focus was expected to be attractive; comparable magazines 
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focused on local people and issues, but the skateboarding community was well 

connected, and many skateboarders travelled interstate to events.  

 

The intention was to publish four issues each year but insufficient funds limited regular 

production. The magazine was published irregularly, usually twice each year for three 

years. Skaters appreciated the product but had no way of knowing when the next issue 

would be available. Magazine distribution was a problem. Newsagent outlets were 

negotiated, but the magazine was low volume and did not command a leading position. 

The magazine was priced slightly below an existing magazine, but did not sell well. 

Instead of buying, skateboarders passed it around their network. Alternative strategies 

were not explored, for example direct distribution at events or commissioned agents. 

Founders did not explore alternative pricing strategies, such as subscriptions or a free 

magazine financed by advertising. Two promotional campaigns were organised, a 

magazine competition, and a skate event. Limited capital restricted regular promotion. 

Founders frequently accepted in kind payment from advertisers, such as equipment or 

funding for printing. Funds were insufficient to travel and explore advertising 

opportunities beyond the local city. The founders did not focus strongly on competitors 

or alternative products. Three years after Callistemon started, a competitor established a 

similar product. Some advertisers swapped to the new magazine. The founders could 

not agree on changes to the business model, even though there were obvious financial 

difficulties. With insufficient funds to print the next issue, production ceased.  

 

Despite the financial limitations and the lack of planning that lead to closure, founders 

considered they were very successful in some aspects. The founders were highly 

committed to the venture and maintained harmonious relationships even during adverse 

times. They learnt a great deal and intend to apply this knowledge to future business 

ventures. Skateboarders still celebrate Callistemon as an icon and regard it as a 

prestigious and valuable publication. Callistemon generated high trust among 

stakeholders, established valuable new connections among skateboarders around 

Australia, and linked a hidden segment of the recreation community with government. 

Council acquired useful insights into the underground skateboarding sector that 

subsequently influenced city planning and policy.  
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                 Dryandra (Closed venture) 

     

 
 

Dryandra aimed to start a community centre as one way of addressing a lack of services 

in the local community. As well as providing a meeting facility, Dryandra’s goal was to 

create opportunities to improve community interactions.  

 

Two younger founders were aged 30 and 45, both worked full time. The other founders 

were retired and in their 70s. All had degrees, and three were long term residents in the 

area. The older founders had business backgrounds; the youngest was a public sector 

manager. All had extensive experience in the nonprofit sector and were concurrently 

involved in other community organisations. All had considerable leadership experience. 

Two founders had started successful nonprofit community ventures previously. 

 

Decisions were made by consensus at monthly meetings, but founder attendance was 

irregular. The founders divided responsibilities, for example, one developed public 

activities, another maintained records, and two sought a site for a future community 

centre. Income generation plans included seeking sponsorship, hiring out a venue for 

local events, and establishing a small business incubator; but no plans were activated. 

Dryandra promoted itself via local press and public events which also achieved small 

scale fundraising. Other activities and small scale retail operations generated some 

income. Local residents were universally supportive, and events and activities were well 

attended. Dryandra was structurally sound and operational at the end of the first year, 

but had limited financial and human resources, and had not established a clear action 

plan. 

 

Membership, activities and volunteers grew in the second year. The first President 

resigned midway through the second year due to work pressures, and the youngest 

founder became President. Dryandra aligned with local churches, connected politically, 

and focused strongly on acquiring a community centre as a base for its operations. Not 

all founders agreed with this direction, but no planning was conducted.  
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All founders were well connected politically and actively promoted Dryandra to 

government, but only two small grants were achieved during the life of the venture. 

Dryandra held funds of approximately $1,000 at the end of the first and second years. 

Tensions grew in the third year when the new President’s political intentions became 

obvious. Dryandra split into two separate factions. Community activities continued, but 

no further venture development occurred. Dryandra continued profiling its activities in 

the press, but membership, attendance at meetings, and volunteer numbers dwindled. 

The venture did not progress in the fourth year and engagement with local residents was 

limited. No website was constructed, and no suitable site was found for a community 

centre. Dryandra ceased to operate during the fourth year. 

 

Dryandra had not succeeded in its main objective to establish a community centre, but it 

achieved considerable community support, and several local activities continued after 

closure. Better local connections were established between churches and other 

organisations. Policy presumptions were contested by profiling needs in the area. 

Dryandra faded from sight, but left a social legacy that could be regenerated. 
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                    Grevillea (Continuing venture) 

 
 

 
 

Grevillea aimed to provide services to improve the operation of Australasian nonprofit 

organisations. Grevillea’s founders, two women in their 30s and a man of 40, agreed on 

personal and professional values. All had university degrees with extensive experience 

as professionals in the corporate and nonprofit sectors. Two had long association with a 

complex family business.  

 

Grevillea set up an advisory group to access additional expertise, such as legal, then 

registered as a private for-profit company, developed a tight business plan, and 

borrowed sufficient funds to operate for the first year ($500,000). Grevillea did not seek 

government funding, as they wished to ‘remain in control of the agenda’. The founders 

shared responsibilities according to expertise. The founder CEO had extensive 

marketing experience and took overall responsibility for business operations and 

marketing. A second founder provided financial oversight, while the third concentrated 

on communications including the website and two newsletters.  

 

Six staff were employed at startup at current market rates. The open plan office was 

collaborative; decisions were discussed and agreed by consensus, but the CEO retained 

a veto. Staff were asked to leave if they did not fit the policy of friendly collaboration 

and cooperation. Any disputes were resolved through open discussion.  

 

The founders established a detailed business plan designed to maximise customer 

engagement rather than profit. Founders regularly reviewed the product and services 

mix and monitored the business position. The strategy was to defend a niche market, 

develop and manage supply chains, and organise around relationship marketing. Staff 

built relationships at every contact. As a communication hub, Grevillea’s main products 

were information and networking. A sector wide Australasian publication was 

purchased and downstream pipeline services were added including training, workshops, 
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free Internet newsletters, conferences, mentoring, networking events, and later a 

subscription magazine.  

 

Direct promotion to potential members was soft and systematic, usually electronic, 

consistently documented, and designed to activate interest in membership. Each 

member would generate continuing income by taking part in additional Grevillea 

activities. A membership invitation was activated once potential members had 

participated in several activities. Corporate relationships were formed to profile 

Grevillea’s activities and potential to improve the sector rather than for direct funding. 

Corporate promotion was designed for visibility and to gain entrance to significant 

players in the nonprofit sector, including government agencies, influential academics, 

and crucial peak bodies. Corporate members were enrolled in Grevillea’s products and 

invited to contribute to conferences and other information services. Relationships with 

large corporations offered legitimacy and contributed substantial profit, thus allowing a 

policy of differential pricing based on ability to pay. This was attractive to small 

nonprofit organisations in the sector with limited means.  

 

Despite some aggressive competition, including copying of Grevillea products, by rival 

organisations, clients and the nonprofit sector in general strongly backed the venture 

and offered ‘enormous goodwill’. The startup took time: the CEO reported she worked 

an average of 100 hours per week. 

 

Grevillea suffered a loss over $200,000 in the first year. The loss was halved during 

year two. Mid way through year three Grevillea was $80,000 in profit, the initial loan 

was repaid and a profit stream established. This trend was expected to continue into the 

future. Grevillea was close to being viable. Once free of debt Grevillea intended to 

convert to a nonprofit organisation, and this transition occurred in December 2007. A 

nonprofit organisation was considered more appropriate and ethical for the intended 

mission to service the nonprofit sector, and a better fit with the collaborative nature of 

the venture than a commercial firm. 
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                   Hakea (Continuing venture) 

 
 

 

 

Hakea’s objective was to provide literacy programs for children in foster care. All three 

founders, one man and two women, were aged about 35. One had managed a successful 

small business, the second was experienced in nonprofit fundraising, and the third 

worked in the corporate sector. The two female founders worked full time in the 

venture, one as the CEO, the other responsible for fundraising. The third founder was a 

silent partner.  

 

Two founders provided a total of $60,000 startup funds in personal loans to the 

company. Before startup, the founders sought advice from professionals, particularly an 

accountant and solicitor. Hakea was established as a private company with the three 

founders as Directors.  

 

A five year business plan detailed the intended development focused on defending a 

niche. Services would start in Nebula, be delivered around the state within three years, 

and nationally six years after startup. Volunteers would deliver services as in kind 

donations. The founders anticipated donors and corporate sponsors would be attracted to 

a nonprofit charity with a single, clearly defined goal. Hakea was registered 

immediately as a charity and this offered tax benefits for donations. Income would be 

generated from four main streams: events, government grants, individual donations via 

the website, and corporate sponsorship. Investment income was anticipated in the long 

term. Profiling achievements would be an important element of the pitch to potential 

funding sources and donors, so Hakea activities were methodically documented from 

startup.  

 

Decision making was centralised to the CEO and the Board of Directors. Networking 

was a core activity, and aimed particularly to generate corporate donations and 

sponsorship. Hakea quickly established a strong network of influential institutions, large 

corporations, enterprising nonprofit organisations, the media, and two universities. 
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Eight of these contacts were incorporated into an advisory group in 2007. Volunteer 

numbers grew steadily. The CEO personally acknowledged their contributions and 

volunteer achievements were profiled regularly in organisational publications. Likewise, 

corporate donors were acknowledged on the website and at public events. 

 

The business plan was monitored closely. Initially Hakea operated from the CEO’s 

house. Nine months after startup Hakea moved into commercial premises: this improved 

the profile and image as a functional venture. One year after start up Hakea was 

awarded $95,000 in a State Government grant to extend services to three new localities. 

The following year Hakea won an award from an international corporation with prize 

money of $100,000. An additional staff member was employed, and services were 

expanded to new areas. The award and an additional government grant contributed to 

Hakea’s profile and increased its credibility with other corporate sponsors. Donations 

from all sources increased.  

 

Promotional activities were designed to gain visibility and credibility, such as 

systematically promoting activities, gaining public attention via public relations 

activities, arranging corporate functions, and achieving prestigious corporate awards 

and board memberships.  

 

Two years later the CEO was nominated for Business Woman of the Year, further 

increasing Hakea’s profile. This visibility and credibility was then leveraged to generate 

corporate sponsorships, donations and government funding. Over the three years, profit 

increased steadily from $6,000 at the end of year one, $92,000 two years later, and 

$135,000 in the fourth year. Income was derived mainly from government grants and 

corporate donations, but these were predicted to remain at the current levels. By year 

five, Hakea was set to expand to a national service in accordance with the original 

business plan. The CEO considered the venture was successful and sustainable.  

 

Comparing the six ventures 

Five main differences are apparent in the founder and venture attributes. First, there is 

variation in the number of founders active in the startup process. Several founders were 

actively engaged in the startup process in the three ventures that closed (Callistemon, 
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Acacia, and Dryandra). More than one founder took part in the startup of each of the 

three ventures that continued (Banksia, Grevillea, and Hakea), however only one 

founder was actively involved on a day to day basis. A faster decision making process, 

or more consistent decisions, may have eventuated with fewer founders engaged.  

 

Second, Acacia, Banksia and Callistemon founders were younger with little industry 

experience. These ventures had the slowest development trajectory. Conversely, 

Dryandra founders were older (average age 55). All had considerable industry and 

business experience and previous experience starting new social ventures, yet Dryandra 

progressed slowly and closed within four years. Age and previous experience does not 

appear to ensure survival.  

 

Third, all ventures other than Dryandra had high internal trust. Callistemon even 

prioritised personal relationships ahead of venture success. Dryandra was the only 

venture that displayed an ineffective conflict resolution process. Low trust, along with 

internal conflict and the change of leadership, would appear to be key elements that 

affected Dryandra’s startup process.  

 

Fourth, the NSEVs varied in the number of goals and products. Only two ventures had 

more than one goal (Dryandra and Banksia). Both developed slowly. Two NSEVs had 

more than one product or service (Banksia and Grevillea). The complexity of service 

delivery increased Grevillea’s exposure in their industry which was a positive benefit. 

At the same time, it involved a greater number of staff and so increased financial stress 

in the venture.  

 

Fifth, the scope of the service focus varied. Callistemon had an Australia wide focus. It 

was stretched to address its Australian audience and the venture always was precarious. 

Grevillea started with an Australasian focus and networked widely. Hakea’s startup 

initially was concentrated in one locality; they expanded only as financial capacity 

grew. Compared with Hakea, Grevillea’s startup was more complex, more difficult to 

manage, and relied more on the CEO’s time, input and commitment. It required more 

staff, and the venture was more financially exposed than Hakea. A mission focused on 

the local area was more positive for the startup of these ventures. 
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These comparisons suggest startup is more successful when NSEVs: 

• Had one founder actively involved to streamline communication processes;  

• Had high levels of internal trust and sound relationships;  

• Established a process for making consistent decisions and conflict resolution; 

• Organised around one goal and offered one product or service; and 

• Operated in one locality until the venture was well established financially.  

 

Table 5.3 on the following page presents venture and founder attributes. Details 

provided are the venture’s legal form, how long it operated, number of goals, products 

and services. Founder information includes their education, previous experience and 

average age. These were drawn from the interviews with founders or gleaned from 

organisational data. The number of founders actively involved in the venture and their 

level of commitment to startup and stakeholders was evaluated from statements 

founders made in interviews. Likewise, the relationships within the venture, leadership 

and decision making styles were obtained from the founder interviews. The next section 

presents the Leximancer concept maps.  
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Table 5.3 Venture and founder attributes 

 
 Ventures that closed Ventures that continued 

 Acacia Callistemon Dryandra Banksia Grevillea  Hakea 

Venture information       
Startup date 1995 2001 2001 2003 2004 2004 
Years operating* 9#  3 4 4 4 4 
Legal form Legal partnership  Informal partnership Incorporated  Incorporated  Company  Company  
Mission  Entertainment service  Information service  Community service  Community service Sector service  Client service  
Intended target audience  Arts community Skateboarders Local residents Local young residents Nonprofit organisations Foster children 
Number of goal/s  One (new art form) One (information) Two (building & events)  Two (capacity, events) One (sector services) One (support) 
Products and services Concerts/ allied products Magazine Events Training and events Training and information Reading 

Founders  
      

Number of founders 4 3 4 4 3 3 
Founders’ education  University degrees University/TAFE studies University degrees University degrees University degrees University degrees 
Average age of founders 22 22 55 22 36 36 
Industry experience  One founder only None  All very experienced One founder only All very experienced All very experienced 
Business experience  None  One founder All very experienced All founders All very experienced All very experienced 
Previous founding None  None All very experienced None  Two founders  Two founders 

Founders’ commitment 
      

To mission  Very High Very high Medium Medium  Very high High  
To target audience High High  High  Medium High  High  
To other founders Very high Very high Medium  Very high Very high High  
To venture High Very high Medium  Medium  Very high Very high 
Active founders Two of four very active All three very active Three of four very active One of four very active One of three very active One of three very active 

Internal relationships 
      

Founder relationships  Friendly and respectful Friendly and respectful Leadership conflict Friendly and respectful Friendly and respectful Friendly and respectful 

Leadership style Consensus  Consensus  Consensus (1st leader) 
Authoritative (2nd leader) 

Consensus  Consultative  Authoritative 

Decision making process Consensus  Consensus  Centralised (2nd leader) Consensus  Centralised Centralised 

Trust among founders High High  Low  High  High  High  

Conflict resolution style Discussion  Discussion  Avoidance  Discussion  Discussion  Discussion  

(Compiled for this study) 

* until closure or the end of data collection  # closed 2 years before study commenced 
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2. Leximancer analyses 

This section presents the results of Leximancer analyses. Details of Leximancer and 

how the analyses were conducted were provided in Chapter 4. To summarise, transcripts 

from founder and key informant interviews were incorporated as separate files and 

analysed using the Leximancer 2.25 application. Each analysis generated a concept map 

and a list of entities that is, a list of concepts. Entities listings can be investigated to 

better understand the meanings of concepts and thus assist interpretation. Entities 

listings of each case are presented in Appendix 3. Next, files from the three continuing 

ventures were combined and analysed; then the files from the three closed ventures 

were combined and analysed. Finally, files from the industry informants were analysed 

separately, then combined and analysed.  

 

Concept maps and entities listings were examined for meaning. The size and brightness 

of a concept in the map relates to the frequency the word occurs in the text. The 

centrality and position of each concept indicates its relationship with other concepts. 

Concepts in maps that are linked or in close proximity indicate respondents connected 

the concepts together, since they discussed the concepts in nearby sentences. The results 

of the analyses not only reflected the interviewee’s articulation of the startup process for 

the venture but also revealed significant patterns of thinking that may have been less 

consciously expressed. 

 

The Leximancer analyses were used to identify important issues of the startup process. 

They highlighted differences among ventures, and between the ventures and the 

industry informants. The maps are presented in groups of closed or continuing ventures 

as a simple way to display similarities and variations among ventures. First, a concept 

map for each of the three closed ventures is presented in Figures 5.1 to 5.3. Next, a map 

is presented for each of the three continuing ventures in Figures 5.4 to 5.6. Finally, a 

map of the combined closed ventures is discussed, and then the combined continuing 

ventures (Figures 5.7 and 5.8). These eight maps are compared with a concept map 

generated from a file of data combined from the three industry informants (Figure 5.9). 

A final section interprets the analysis in relation to impacts on how NSEVs become 

viable.  
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Acacia (Closed venture) 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Acacia concept map 
 

 

Thirteen concepts can be seen in this map. The brightness and centrality of funding 

reflects the preoccupation of this venture with the changing requirements of its major 

funding source. The close relationship between funding and group reflects the ongoing 

concern to achieve financial security for its members so they could pursue the social 

mission. Group, agreement and wanted are clustered, indicating the importance of 

personal associations among founders, yet understanding and talking, though related, 

are somewhat isolated, secondary concepts.  
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The close association of understanding and talking indicates the significance of 

collaborative dialogue and discussion. The relative brightness of wanted is indicative of 

the commitment of the founders to the mission. The commitment of the Acacia founders 

is further indicated by the related concepts of time and work. As with other ventures in 

this study, the amount of time and work involved in the startup process is revealed as 

significant. A considerable reflective element is clear with the brightness and size of 

guess and its overlap with think. These two concepts suggest there as a degree of 

uncertainty about elements that influenced the outcome of the venture. The founder 

pondered on what had happened, or could have been different.  

 

The related concepts of years and business indicate that paying attention to the 

development of the venture over time was seen as significant but secondary, and 

business activities were not central and were separated from attention to artistic matters.  

 

The concept map suggests a high degree of commitment to the mission, together with 

strong concern with funding issues and attention to human elements in the startup, but 

with relatively less concern for managerial functions. The relatively scattered pattern 

suggests that there is still not a clear understanding of the factors that led to the eventual 

closure of this venture. 
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Callistemon (Closed venture) 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Callistemon concept map 

 

 

Ten concepts are visible. The size of magazine, the venture’s product, clearly indicates 

it is the most important concern. Magazine overlaps people, indicating the importance 

of the venture’s links with its target community. Magazine is associated with money, 

indicating the importance of finance for the continued production of the magazine and 

hence the venture’s mission; however the separation of money from the rest of the 

venture’s functions shows finances were not well integrated into its activities.  
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The group of concepts associated with Richard (needed and started) indicates the 

importance of this founder in the startup process. The size and brightness of think and 

its connection to started and talk indicates a high degree of reflection and collaborative 

discussion among the group and other people involved in the startup process, such as 

the skaters.  

 

The comparatively small number of concepts in this map, the dominance of magazine, 

and the scattered distribution, indicates there was an intense focus on the tasks required 

to achieve the mission, but the thinking behind the venture was not very sophisticated. 

Business is notably absent from this map. Although generating venture income was 

important, managerial elements were incidental rather than a central element in startup.  
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Dryandra (Closed venture) 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Dryandra concept map 

 

 

Twelve concepts are evident. The relatively high number of concepts suggests startup 

was viewed as complex. The concepts are linked clustered in three main groups. 

Community is central but the community centre itself is relatively isolated and less 

significant. One cluster is centred on group which is associated with committee, 

community, and community centre. This indicates the importance of the founding group 

and structure of the committee in the task of starting Dryandra, and the close association 
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between the group and the local community. Committee is not well integrated, 

suggesting the founding committee may not have been well incorporated into 

Dryandra’s functions. 

 

Time is central in a second cluster linking work, job, and needed. This suggests that 

founders experienced difficulty finding the time to undertake the work involved in the 

startup if they were employed or otherwise committed. The reflective element think 

overlaps community. The close association suggests relationships of community 

members as well as the committee were important in the startup.  

 

The third cluster at the bottom of the map links organisation and Lisa the pseudonym of 

one of the founders. These two concepts are isolated from other aspects, suggesting the 

Lisa was rather isolated from startup process and disconnected from the venture’s goals.  

 

Other than Lisa, the relatively tight cluster of concepts suggests concern with internal 

relationships, a focus on relationships with the community and managing the startup 

task rather than paying attention to building a robust organisation. Notably, business is 

absent from this map, even though the founders had extensive connections with the 

business community.  
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Banksia (Continuing venture) 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Banksia concept map 

 
 
 

Eleven concepts can be identified. The map is dominated by the tight cluster of concepts 

associated with the central element of work. The associated elements organisation, 

structure, board, year and time indicate a strong focus on organisational and managerial 

matters. While not large, board is strikingly bright. The venture’s work is associated 

with the board which is the name given to the organising group of Banksia founders. 

People and board overlap, thus indicating the close association of people with those 
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central to the startup process. The size and brightness of people clearly indicates they 

were extremely important, However, the relative isolation of people from work is 

striking. It would appear Banksia founders had a close personal relationship rather than 

one based on tasks. 

 

Structure sits at the centre of a second cluster of organisation and think, with work, year 

and time nearby. This tight cluster suggests a review of the organisation and its work or 

functional arrangements was associated with time taken in the startup and venture 

operation. Also striking is the isolated position of business. This suggests while 

managerial functions were important, business activities were not central to the venture.  

 

Overall the concept map shows a strong focus on organisational aspects and people 

involved in the startup, but with broader business issues not well integrated into the 

venture’s operations. 
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Grevillea (Continuing venture) 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Grevillea concept map 

 

 

The map shows twelve concepts. Organisation is central and very bright, suggesting 

this was the central focus, There is a strong central cluster around the organisation, its 

people, who are associated with information, think and income which is generated by 

work. This suggests a reflective element associated information and generating income 

in this organisation.  
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A second group of concepts is located at the bottom of the map. The largest concept, 

year, is isolated suggesting the passage of time was important, but not central for 

venture functioning. Year is associated with person while back is linked to money. This 

suggests the financial operation was reviewed regularly, and particular individuals were 

important in this process. 

 

The concepts of business and profits are isolated. Neither is a central concept, but each 

is acknowledged as an important function. The venture operates within a business 

framework and is interested in profits, indicating attention to commercial activities of 

this commercial venture to produce income. Profit is associated with information, 

suggesting information drawn from relationships was anticipated to offer profitable 

advantages for the venture. Business is close to work but does not overlap. This suggests 

business was viewed as part of the venture operation, but not central to the venture 

functioning.  

 

Overall, the concept map suggests a balanced and functional entity which was very 

focused on attending to the venture, achieving goals, and producing income. 
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Hakea (Continuing venture) 

 
 
  
 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Hakea concept map 

 

 

Hakea shows a closely associated set of eleven concepts with three main clusters. The 

relative size of people and think indicate these are very important to the venture. The 

size of think indicates a large reflective element with attention to review and adjustment 

of the venture as required. Think links two concept clusters. The first is concerned with 

managerial operations organisations, business, income and people. The second cluster 
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links think with the difficulties of starting the venture and the issues associated with 

children who are the focus for the mission.  

 

The strong link between people and money reflects Hakea’s negotiations and reliance on 

donations and corporate sponsorship to fund its operations. People is also associated 

with talk, suggesting that communication of the mission was important for the founders 

to establish credibility, attract volunteers, and secure financial support.  

 

Year and group sit as isolated concepts not connected to other aspects of the venture. 

Year indicates the annual goals for planned growth of the venture. Group relates to the 

new field offices planned as part of the venture expansion which is reliant on volunteers 

to deliver services.  

 

Overall, this map suggests well integrated elements with a balance among business 

functions, a focus on people, and the mission. This suggests the venture is likely to 

operate effectively. 
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Combined closed ventures 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Concept map of all closed ventures 

 

 

The concept map shows thirteen issues of concern for the three closed ventures. The 

concept of people is large and central, reflecting the centrality of those who worked in 

the ventures and concern for their clients. On one side people is clustered with 

community, think, and work, reflecting the principal concerns of social enterprise 

ventures in the startup process. Think is large and central in this cluster, reflecting that 

all founders of closed ventures reflected on their work.  
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People overlaps with the task of generating money which is associated with business. 

Concern with the magazine production is near, but does not overlap money as the 

magazine was a priority only for one closed venture. Business is associated with money, 

but not to people, reflecting that people are colleagues and service recipients rather than 

commercial associates.  

 

Five concepts, guess, talking, year, time and suppose sit at the bottom of the map 

without an obvious clustering. Year and time are associated with the focus on annual 

grant mechanisms and reporting requirements and the time required for founders to 

achieve the startup. 

 

Two features of the map are noteworthy. The first is the relatively even distribution of 

the concepts. The second is the frequency of hesitant concepts such guess, pretty, think, 

talking, suppose. Together, these features suggest that there remains uncertainty among 

the founders of these ventures about the critical processes for attaining viability.  

 

Overall, this map indicates that the social mission is more important than functional or 

managerial operations or generating income. The map suggests closed ventures operated 

with an intuitive system of seeking support from people associated with the venture, and 

that they were strongly attached to the communities in which they were located. 
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Combined continuing ventures 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 5.8 Concept map of all continuing ventures 

 
 
 

This map shows thirteen concepts. It is notable that three concepts appear for the first 

time as issues of concern: strategic, skills, and sector. The map is organised on a 

vertical axis centred on think and the organisation but dominated by the large balancing 

concepts of work and people reflecting the major concerns of these founders. 

Organisation is central to a concept cluster relating to the work of these continuing 

ventures. Organisation is associated with skills which is, unsurprisingly, linked with 

people. Think overlaps with organisation and work indicating the review and reflection 

the founders undertook in relation to the work of their organisation. 
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Work overlaps with years, indicating that the founders of these ventures understood the 

long term process of startup and viewed the effort as work. Sector indicates the overlap 

of nonprofit and commercial operations in social entrepreneurship. The association of 

sector and organisation suggests that the founders saw themselves as part of a broader 

social innovation process.  

 

Strategic sits in a small secondary cluster with year reflecting the importance these 

ventures placed on taking a strategic approach to their ventures within a multi-year 

timeframe. Significantly, business is isolated suggesting it is not a primary concern. 

Likewise, the concepts of group, run, and back are isolated and appear to be of 

secondary importance. 

 

A feature of this map is the clear distinction between a few central concepts and a series 

of disconnected, secondary issues. Overall, the map suggests a strong attention to the 

organisation and its operation, and the strategic work required during the startup 

process. The many disconnected concepts suggest these ventures attended concurrently 

to numerous tasks and elements, highlighting the complexity of the startup process.  
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Combined industry informants 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Concept map of all industry informants 

 

 

This map of combined information from the three industry informants shows fourteen 

concepts in four clusters: reflection on the startup process (process, stage, think, talking 

and years); requirements to start the venture (skills, people); associations with other 

ventures (organisation, organisations); and striving to achieve the intended mission 

(work, community, terms, social).  

 

Although not as large as people, thinking is central and sits on the middle of the map. 

This reflective element is associated on one side with another set of reflective aspects of 
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think and talking which interlock with the stage and process of developing the venture. 

Also associated with the central element of thinking are skills and people which is the 

largest concept. This suggests the industry informants are highly aware of the necessity 

of integrating skilled people into the startup process.  

On the other side of the map, community and social aspects of the venture’s work are 

clustered closely and linked with people who engage on their own terms. The elements 

social, community and people suggest an awareness of the issues of engaging the local 

community in the startup process, and attracting skilled staff and volunteers. Terms 

suggests a necessity of being aware of people who are committed to the venture’s 

intended mission.  

 

The bottom of the map shows a strong awareness of the organisation as an entity, 

external organisations which are connected to its line of work, and the time (years) 

involved in management functions to develop the venture.  

 

Remarkably for a group of business informants, business is missing from this map. This 

suggests the industry informants associated startup with tasks and activities rather than 

as a function that was primarily a business.  

 

 

Comparing the three combined maps 

Table 5.4 compares clusters of concepts in the three combined Leximancer maps of 

closed ventures and continuing ventures, and industry informants. Comparison of the 

combined Leximancer analyses highlights similarities in concerns among ventures and 

also differences in the concepts respondents linked together. Importantly, some 

elements were absent in each of the maps. The absent elements illustrate differences 

among the respondents in issues they discussed, that is, the issues they considered were 

important in the startup process. All respondents showed a strong propensity to reflect 

on the startup process (expressed as think), and all showed a robust concern with people 

and time (expressed as year/s).  

 

The centralised concepts in each map highlight the issues of most concern, and these 

differed. Closed ventures were primarily concerned with think, people and community, 
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reflecting their principal motivation. Closed ventures had relatively less concern with 

matters relating to their organisation. This was in strong contrast to the continuing 

ventures that were most concerned with think, organisation, people and work. This 

suggests continuing ventures reflected more on relationships with other organisations 

and their work, whereas closed ventures were more concerned with the relationships 

with their local community. Industry informants were chiefly concerned with thinking 

and people.  
 

 

 

Table 5.4 Comparison of concept clusters in combined Leximancer maps 

  

Closed ventures Continuing ventures Industry informants 

Concept 
clusters  

Focus Concept 
clusters 

Focus Concept 
clusters 

Focus 

People, 
think, 
community 

 

 

Central concerns 

Organisation, 
think, work, 
people 

 

Central concerns 

Thinking, 
people 

 

Central concerns 

Work, think, 
community, 
people  

 

Reflection on 
venture’s social 
mission 

Work, sector 
organisation, 
think, years 

Venture tasks and 
relationships over 
time 

Work, 
community, 
social, terms 

Attention to 
achieve mission for 
desired community  

Year, time, 
suppose 

 

Reflection on 
time required to 
start the venture  

 

Year, group, 
strategic  

Need for strategic 
actions over time 

Years, 
organisation, 
organisations 

Venture 
interactions over 
time 

Absent from concept map  People, skills Requirements to 
start the venture 

People, skills, 
thinking 

People and skills 
required in startup 

Talking, 
guess 

Reflection on 
dialogues  

 

 

Absent from concept map 
Talking, stage, 
process, think 

Reflection on 
startup process  

Business, 
money, 
magazine 

Financial 
aspects of the 
venture 

 

 

Business  

Isolated from main 
venture functions  

 

Absent from concept map 

(Compiled for this study) 
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The main differences among the combined concept maps were: 

 

• Continuing ventures showed a central focus on the organisation, its work, and 

reflection, identified skills and functional and strategic elements, but did not 

identify talking as a concept; 

• Closed ventures showed a central focus on people, other concepts were scattered 

and fragmented, and they did not identify skills or strategic as concepts; 

• Industry informants showed a central focus on reflection, people, and the 

organisation, but did not identify business or money as concepts. 

 

Interpreting the Leximancer analyses 

The Leximancer concept maps of the continuing and closed ventures highlight different 

conceptual associations between the two groups of cases. Comparison of the combined 

maps with industry informants offered additional insights. 

 

There is no question that both closed and continuing ventures were deeply committed to 

the social mission as the heart of their work, but the difference in approach is clear. 

Closed ventures were focused primarily on their community of interest. The concept of 

community does not appear in the aggregated results of the continuing ventures. 

Continuing ventures took a broad, managerial view of the venture operation. They were 

mainly concerned with the function of the organisation and its work, underlined by the 

continuing ventures identifying managerial concepts. Startup for continuing ventures 

was connected into a broad sector of work. It required managerial skills and strategies to 

gain advantage.  

 

The industry informants had observed many startups, both successful and otherwise and 

had reflected on the process. They offered a helicopter overview and a realistic and 

knowledgeable appraisal of the startup process, unlike those who were actively engaged 

in the messy process of startup actions. The industry informant map shared many of the 

concepts with the combined maps of both closed and continuing ventures, but they show 

some important differences. They were more focused on the venture as an entity than 

closed or continuing ventures. The absence of business from the industry informants’ 

map is intriguing, and difficult to explain when it was present for both the continuing 
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and closed ventures. The industry informant map is characterised by the high degree of 

interconnectedness of the concepts, and the relatively few disconnected outliers. This 

suggests that the very experienced industry informants considered the activities 

involved in the startup process as highly integrated and multi-dimensional, whereas the 

NSEVs may have been less aware of the inter-connectedness of issues.  

 

Comparison of the Leximancer maps reveals four aspects are essential for startup:  

1. The social mission; 

2. The venture and its environment 

3. People and skills; and 

4. The startup process itself.  

 

The social mission is the central purpose of the venture. Ventures operate within, and 

interact with, a particular environment. People and skills are essential for all involved in 

startup – founders, staff, and volunteers. Likewise, attention to the functional and 

operational aspects of starting the venture is essential.  

 

Integrating organisational and Leximancer analyses 

The initial analysis of organisational data identified elements that influenced the startup 

process. Ventures were more likely to continue if there was a simple, clear focus on one 

goal, one service was delivered in one locality, ventures had sound internal 

relationships, and communication was streamlined with only one founder involved in 

decision making. Integrating these initial findings with the Leximancer analyses 

suggested the startup process was likely to be more successful if the founders 

recognised skills were required and focused on the managerial tasks associated with 

establishing a robust venture. Ventures were more likely to become viable if they 

adopted a strategic approach to gain advantages for the venture and attended to the 

organisation as an entity and its functions. These were of equal importance as 

organising to achieve the mission. Table 5.5 on the following page summarises the 

managerial arrangements of the NSEVs. Table 5.6 presents data on the institutional 

attributes of the six ventures. These tables were compiled from the thematic analysis 

which will be discussed in the next section. 
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Table 5.5 Managerial attributes of the six ventures  
 

 Ventures that closed Ventures that continued 
 Acacia Callistemon Dryandra Banksia Grevillea  Hakea 

Entrepreneurial level 
      

Innovativeness Medium Medium  High  High High  Medium  
Proactivity High  High  Medium  Medium Very high Very high 
Risk taking Medium High  Medium Medium  Very high Very high 

Business orientation  
      

Business rationale Generate adequate 
wage for founders  

Generate income for 
founders  

Generate income to 
fund building and events 

Generate funds to 
operate venture  

Maximise income for 
founders  

Generate income for 
expansion 

Business planning  Constant and creative  Inconsistent, simplistic Spasmodic, low level Disorganised, low level  Logical, rational, very 
highly organised 

Logical, rational, very 
highly organised 

Income creation priority  Medium  Very high Low  Low  Very high Very high 
Mission/income priority Mission  Mission  Mission  Mission  Income  Income  
Focus on competition Low Low Low  Low High  High  
Focus on opportunities High  Medium Medium Medium Very high Very high 
Business strategy Niche focus Differentiated product Niche focus Niche focus Differentiated product Niche focus 

Business funding 
      

Startup funding sources Self funded, grants Grants  Self funded  Self funded Bank loan Self funded 
Startup funding $A $0 initially $0 initially $0 initially $0 initially $500,000 $60,000 
Ongoing funding sources Grants, events, 

sponsorship 
Grants, sponsorship Events, sponsorship, 

small grants, donations 
Grants, events, local 
sponsorship 

Events, sponsorship, 
membership, donations 

Grants, corporate 
sponsorship & donations 

Funding strategies Multiple  Mainly sales Mainly donations Mainly grants Multiple Multiple  

Staffing arrangements 
      

First employee After one year No employees No employees In first year At founding In first year 
Maximum # employees  2 0 0 2 x half time 8 full time 3 
Staff supervision  Minimal - - Regular meetings Continual open debate Regular meetings 

Marketing  
      

Level of marketing  High  Medium Low  Low Very high Very high 
Marketing methods Multiple marketing 

methods, PR 
Paid advertising, phone Print news media Print news media, 

school visits 
Multiple methods, PR, 
endorsement 

Multiple methods, PR, 
awards 

Marketing logic Emotion, service Logic Sentimental attachment Relationships  Commitment Emotion, relationships  
Marketing approach Persuasion, contribution  Logical arguments Influence Outcomes  Persuasion  Persuasion, outcomes 
Client communication 
methods 

Newsletters, press 
releases, discussions 

Direct discussions Direct discussions Direct discussions, 
website 

Website, electronic 
newsletter, discussions 

Website, electronic 
promotions, discussions 

Business communication Discussions  Discussions Discussions Discussions  Multiple methods Multiple methods 
(Compiled for this study)
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Table 5.6 Institutional attributes of the six ventures  
   

 Ventures that closed Ventures that continued 
 Acacia Callistemon Dryandra Banksia Grevillea  Hakea 

External engagement       
Support for mission High  High High  Medium High  High  
Main external supporters Arts community Skaters Local residents Young residents Nonprofit sector Civil society 
Community involvement  High (volunteers) Medium (contributions) Medium (volunteers) Medium (volunteers) Medium (presenters)  High (volunteers) 
Structural supporters  Patron (Governor) 

Friends 
None  Members Members  Members  Industry ‘Ambassadors’ 

Formal external advisors Advisory board Government advisors None  Government advisors  Legal advisors Advisory board 
External institutional 
alliances 

Government, university, 
arts centre, business, 
media (TV, press, 
community radio) 

Government, business 
(equipment suppliers & 
publishers) 

Politicians, churches, 
civil society orgs, 
business (local 
agencies)  

Government, civil 
society orgs, business 
(training agents, 
shopping centre) 

Government, university, 
peak bodies, 
philanthropic orgs, 
business (suppliers) 

Government, peak 
bodies, civil society 
orgs, business 
(corporate sponsors) 

Venture knowledge at 
startup 

      

Of intended audience High  Very high  High  Medium  Very high  High  
Of business Medium  Low  Very high Low Very high  Very high 
Of government Low  Low Very high  Low High  High  
Of volunteers  Low Low Very high  Low High  Very high 
Venture trust during 
operation 

      

Of intended audience High  High High  High  High  Medium  
Of business Medium  Medium  High  Medium  Very high  Very high 
Of government High  Medium  High  High  Medium  Very high 
Of volunteers  Very high Low Low High  Very high  Very high 
External legitimacy 
during operation 

      

From audience  Very high High  High  High  Very high High  
From business  Very high Medium  High  Medium  Very high Very high 
From government  Very high Very high Medium Medium High  Very high 
From volunteers Very high Medium Medium  Medium  High  Very high 
Political involvement        
Awareness  Medium  Low  High Medium High Very high 
Engagement  Medium  Low Very high Low Medium Very high 
Actions Few  Very few Many  Few  Some connection Very involved 
Political strategy  Conform to expectations  Isolated  Influence politicians Conform to expectations Create awareness  Engage commitment 
(Compiled for this study)
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3. Thematic analysis 

This section considers pertinent aspects of the startup identified during the thematic 

analysis of the primary organisational and interview data and comparison with the 

Leximancer concept maps. Four themes emerged:  

 

a. Centrality of the mission and values; 

b. Internal relationships;  

c. Institutional linkages; and 

d. Functional managerial abilities.  

 

a) Centrality of the mission and values 

While the nature of the mission varied, all six NSEVs had a clear social mission, and all 

founders had a strong commitment to achieve the mission. The ventures organised 

systematically around their purpose and aligned their activities to achieve the mission.  

 

While the social mission provided the raison d’ être and focus for each of these NSEVs, 

personal values were central to the commitment of each founder to engage and maintain 

their involvement with the NSEV. A personal commitment to social justice and equity 

was evident in all interviews. For example, Callistemon aimed from the beginning to be 

‘…a community service’. Hakea was started ‘…to contribute to the lives of foster 

children.’ Banksia was committed to skill development in the client group to give them 

‘…the capacity to generate their own change’. The personal values of founders were 

negotiated into organisational values. For example, Banksia and Dryandra founders 

negotiated the values to be implemented within the venture during the first few weeks of 

startup. Acacia founders had equal salaries because ‘…it was equitable’. Grevillea CEO 

stated: ‘…the way our organisation operates there’s a certain work ethic, certain value 

spaces…’ Staff were asked to leave if they did not fit with the organisational values. 

 

Values continued as a hidden force of energy that drove the ventures forward. Values 

were the reason volunteers engaged, and the reason they were highly appreciated by 

each NSEV. Volunteers were considered to be a key resource, but primarily they were 

appreciated as committed people. The Hakea founder said: ‘…[our volunteers are] a 
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group of people who have the same vision and who want to contribute…’ Value 

alignment, supporting a commitment to the social vision, was an essential and vital 

aspect of the startup process. When the value consensus was disrupted, as occurred 

when the leadership of Dryandra changed, the development of the venture was 

impaired. This contributed significantly to the closure of the venture. 

 

b) Internal relationships  

All respondents discussed the importance of sound internal relationships among 

founders, volunteers, and staff. Positive relationships enabled the founders to engage 

with others within the venture.  

 

Five NSEVs identified amicable internal relationships among the founders as an 

important element of their success. Callistemon, Acacia and Banksia placed a high 

priority on establishing and maintaining friendship among the founders. Acacia 

sustained strong relationships through a convivial atmosphere in rehearsals, and 

ensuring all needs of performers were met during times of stress, such as during tours. 

Banksia and Acacia aimed to create harmony with volunteers, and Grevillea committed 

to trusting relationships with staff. The commitment to internal harmony was strongly 

held. For example, relationships among Callistemon founders were strained during 

tough times when they did not make a profit and could not agree to change the business 

direction; the founders chose to close the venture rather than risk their friendship by 

renegotiating authority positions. In contrast, although Dryandra founders discussed 

values explicitly at startup, they did not articulate an unambiguous objective to establish 

harmonious relationships. The founders did not form friendships: 

Some [founders] knew each other, mainly because most of them had lived in the area 
for a number of years. But it wasn’t as though we were a little tennis group or 
anything. (Dryandra Founder #1)  

 

Internal relationships in all six NSEVs were influenced by the CEO or primary founder. 

Their leadership style varied from authoritarian (Hakea), to consensus (Acacia, 

Callistemon, and Banksia). Of the three ventures with consensus leadership style, 

Acacia survived for nine years, Banksia for five, and Callistemon for four years. Hakea 

had the fastest development trajectory with authoritarian leadership; however Grevillea 
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developed nearly as rapidly with a consultative leadership in which the CEO allowed 

extensive input from staff while maintaining control. Thus, a consensus approach was 

successful, but ventures with this approach took longer to achieve viability than those 

with more direct leadership styles. Continuity of leadership in the first three years 

provided vital stability to allow the social mission to be implemented. Endorsement of 

the primary leader by the other founders was an important aspect of Banksia’s survival.  

 

Events in Dryandra suggest that continuity of leadership, and endorsement and approval 

of the leaders were more important than the leadership style. Dryandra’s leadership 

changed after two years, but the transition was not managed well, and this affected the 

startup. The leadership style changed from consensus to authoritarian. For example, the 

new leader changed the organisational goals without consultation with other founders. A 

power struggle developed between the two primary founders. This sapped the energy 

and enthusiasm of the other founders. No founders left, but they reduced their 

commitment to the hard work necessary to start the venture. Importantly, the internal 

disharmony could not be hidden from volunteers or the public. Local involvement 

plummeted, membership and volunteer input declined, and attendance at events and 

public meetings decreased. As one Dryandra founder said: 

…it takes two to tango, but neither would. They’re both very capable. Both could’ve 
done a good job, but they both wanted to do it their own way...We could’ve done 
better if they’d got along properly…It damaged us, was disruptive, upset the flow of 
what we were trying to do. Wasn’t helpful in any way…it hurt us…in the 
community…they knew what was happening [but they] lost interest even though 
they’d all thought having a community centre was a marvellous idea. [Dryandra 
Founder #2]  

 

While the result of internal disharmony was most evident in Dryandra, some degree of 

conflict was evident in all six NSEVs, and all displayed a degree of power positioning. 

For example, Grevillea and Banksia overtly embraced a harmonious stance, but some 

Banksia founders were consciously persuaded to move on. The process was not hostile, 

but it was deliberately planned to convince those with ‘incompatible’ views to leave: 

It just makes it so much harder if there’s people who aren’t operating on the same 
wavelength, and you’ve really spent so much time in skilling up and training, 
creating that mutual mindset. (Banksia Founder) 
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Likewise, some Grevillea employees were asked to leave:  

… we were given trainees by agencies, which we’ll never do again because in both 
cases they were so inappropriate. And one bad person, well not a bad person but a bad 
attitude in the office, sours everything… [Grevillea Founder] 

 

Clear decision making and conflict management processes were an important element in 

the startup process. For example, clear lines of command assisted Grevillea to operate 

functionally: ‘I’m a very dominant personality…we’ll discuss it and I might change my 

mind…I try and be flexible, but it depends what it is.’ Hakea’s business model was 

created as a way of managing potential problems:  

…we went as a company. It just gives you, I suppose more control… and I s’pose, 
the professionalism of running like a company. If we’re going to be approaching 
business, big business, then we need to be running like a business ourselves. [Hakea 
Founder] 

 

A formal partnership agreement prepared in advance assisted Acacia to resolve a serious 

dispute among founders:  

We had a couple of people leave, not on good terms…Which ended up with 
legals…[but] we’d done the groundwork. We had a written partnership agreement 
that he had signed. And I’m really glad that we did that because most groups in our 
situation wouldn’t have done that. [Acacia Founder] 

 

Likewise, a clear sense of purpose and structure assisted Banksia to manage conflict 

effectively. In the fourth year, founders set up fortnightly reviews of intentions and 

outcomes where venture problems were examined: 

…I’ll just talk to them and say, “hey, this is going to be our structure, this is what 
we’re going to go with, if you want any further involvement, how do you want to do 
it and what will be your commitments.” Because we just found it too difficult to 
have more negative and lack of commitment almost dragging the group down. 
[Banksia Founder] 

 

A commitment to respectful interactions among founders was an important aspect of the 

startup process, but this did not appear to be related to founders’ knowledge or 

experience. All Dryandra founders were very well educated and extremely experienced 
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as managers. Previously, two founders had started similar ventures successfully, yet 

Dryandra had most difficulties with relationships, and this affected the eventual 

outcome. Respect among the founders, as occurred in Grevillea and Banksia, eased the 

process of reaching agreement on important issues. In turn, this assisted public 

endorsement of the agenda.  

 

Before any conflict occurred it was helpful to have a process in place to manage 

disagreement. This may have been a formal process of endorsing decisions, such as 

occurred with Hakea’s board meetings, or an informal process as occurred in Banksia, 

or written rules, as with Acacia, or agreement in Callistemon about which founders had 

the authority to make decisions. A venture can function effectively without friendships, 

but an articulated pledge of internal harmony affects how founders make decisions and 

how they manage conflicting ideas. Good internal relationships, communication, 

decision making, and conflict resolution are vital to this process. It is difficult to 

negotiate consensus or agree on decisions without a commitment to maintain respectful 

interactions. An assurance of mutual respect and cordial interactions smoothed over 

rough patches that inevitably occurred as part of the pressure and complexity of the 

startup process.  

 

Proposition 5.1: NSEVs need good communication and relationship building skills to 
become viable. 

 

 

c) Institutional linkages 

All six NSEVs in this study demonstrated a commitment to fit in with local customs or 

traditions, even while acknowledging the need for social innovation. None of the 

founders challenged existing institutional systems or adopted a confrontational stance. 

All respondents discussed the influence of institutional relationships on the startup 

process. All NSEVs had a highly valued web of institutional connections with like 

minded social agencies, civil society organisations, social enterprise networks, and 

government. Even Callistemon, whose founders aimed to manage without external 

assistance, acknowledged the support they received from local government. The extent 

and range of the important institutional relationships varied among the six ventures  
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The NSEVs that relied on founders and volunteers were constrained in establishing 

effective institutional connections. Time was a vital resource for them: 

Obviously we had a list of people that we approached -within the limits of our time. I 
mean we were still working while we were doing this. To be honest if we’d had a full 
time marketer for a year, we could’ve made something [happen more quickly]. 
[Acacia Founder)  

 

With irregular access to staff, startup activities were restricted by constraints on 

founders’ time through their work, family, and study commitments. Dryandra founders 

were heavily involved with other voluntary organisations. This reduced their availability 

for startup work, and so it was difficult to establish a reliable process for the local 

constituency to contact the venture. In addition to time, limited budgets restricted 

opportunities. For example, Callistemon could not afford interstate travel and this 

limited their capacity to travel to meet industry contacts. Time was less of an issue for 

entrepreneurial ventures that started with sufficient capital to employ staff. In these 

ventures, the CEO and staff were responsible for establishing institutional connections.  

 

Of the ventures that continued, Grevillea’s business activities revolved around an 

extensive network, and Hakea quickly built a strong links into corporate and 

government sectors along with some connections with other nonprofit organisations. 

Banksia, however, had few links beyond their strong network into government circles.  

 

Of the ventures that closed, Callistemon was strongly networked with the skating 

community and government, but had few strong links with business. Strong external 

relationships assisted the continued operation of Acacia despite its precarious financial 

position. Dryandra had a strong network that spanned the nonprofit sector, business, and 

government at all levels, yet they closed despite this extensive web of contacts.  

 

Government, sector contacts, business, and influential individuals were the most 

important institutional links. Five ventures maintained strong connections with their 

identified service sector. As entrepreneurial ventures, business connections were 

important for Grevillea and Hakea. Dryandra also had excellent business contacts, but 

the founders utilised their contacts for personal gain rather than to capture benefits for 

the venture. Three NSEVs (Acacia, Hakea and Grevillea) identified influential 
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individuals as very important for their venture development. These influential 

individuals were connected with institutions, such as peak bodies, but it was the 

individual rather than the institution itself that offered benefits.  

 

Dryandra and Banksia each had a founder with strong connections with a religious 

institution. One Callistemon and Dryandra founder had a strong link with an education 

facility, but these contacts were not generalised. Although in kind support was offered, 

the founders failed to generate long term financial benefits for the NSEVs from these 

connections. In most cases, founders established valuable links via personal connections 

or involvement with another venture. Sometimes serendipitous meetings resulted in 

valuable connections. For example, an Acacia founder met a business executive at a 

social function, and subsequently the two ventures formed a productive alliance. Table 

5.7 illustrates the main institutional linkages of the six ventures. 

 

 
Table 5.7 Connections with institutions 

 
 

Government Sector 
contacts 

Business Influential 
individuals 

Education 

 

Religion 

Acacia  � �  �   

Banksia  � �    � 

Callistemon  � �   �  

Dryandra  � � �  � � 

Grevillea   � � �   

Hakea  �  � �   

Total  5 5 3 3 2 2 

(Compiled for this study) 

 
 

 

Five ventures identified government as an important institutional resource. Only 

Grevillea (a commercial venture) did not view government as an important link. 

Government had the potential to offer vital legitimising and financial resources, and 

government policy had a significant impact on the NSEVs. Hakea said: 
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…we’ve set up a network… we also do very well in terms of relationship 
development. So we certainly have aligned ourselves with the Ministers for 
[Children’s Issues] and the Department of [Children’s Issues]. [Hakea Founder] 

 

All three levels of government were important. They were a source of funding and 

information. Acacia said: 

…there is a lot of support for government putting their finger in pies and starting 
things off in this country, whether that’s…in the arts or in industry development. The 
government does a lot more of that in this country than governments do in most other 
countries…right through Australia’s history, right from the early days, government 
has been involved in Australia’s development. It’s a tradition, it’s part of our cultural 
tradition and ethos of who we are as a country that we do things collectively rather 
than rely on rich people to do it for us. [Acacia Founder] 

 

Small government grants were very valuable early in the startup process to assist 

ventures to commence their activities. Information and access to grants were very 

important for ventures on a slow development trajectory, such as Banksia and Acacia, 

but early access to government grants also was an important element in Hakea 

becoming viable quickly. Government funding, however, imposed constraints on funded 

ventures. This influenced Grevillea’s decision to be independent: 

[Some Australian] nonprofit entities…chose not to take any sort of government 
funding because they don’t want to be beholden to them, so they can actually 
advocate on behalf of their clients…Once you get into government funding it’s a bit 
hard to be critical…And that’s one of the reasons why we’ve never sought any 
government funding. [Grevillea Founder]  

 

Nascent ventures benefited if government had a policy interest in their cause, or if their 

locality had been identified as a high priority. NSEVs then had better access to benefits, 

including funding. For example, Callistemon operated primarily in the inner city. 

Nebula City Council had identified the inner city as a high priority area and offered 

Callistemon substantial in kind support and funding. Hakea leveraged government’s 

commitment to children at risk and gained a substantial grant. Government support was 

less readily available in other fields such as performing and visual arts, and this was a 

disadvantage for Acacia. Likewise, Dryandra’s activities did not fit with government 

priorities so they accessed little support: 
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…one thing I think was really important [for closure] was the lack of help from 
government… We applied for some Satellite government funding – that takes quite a 
while to write the applications. We weren’t successful with any of our applications 
for the state or even for [Nebula] City Council. I heard later why – both 
[governments] were convinced there are no needs in this area. It’s a high income 
area, so we always fell out in the first screening round…[Dryandra Founder #1] 

 

Government has two arms: elected members and public servants. Both were important 

in the startup process but for different reasons. Elected members across the three levels 

of government were universally supportive of ventures’ activities, but institutional 

connections with public servants offered greater benefits. Public servants were more 

accessible. If approached, they offered advice. Sometimes they arranged ongoing 

informal government support such as rent free premises. On the other hand, ventures 

that accessed elected members found they could activate financial resources more 

readily. Additionally, accessing influential elected government members directly, 

especially Ministers, offered opportunities to influence policy. For example, Banksia 

had some influence on local youth policy by participation in government policy forums 

during which they could talk directly to the Minister. Likewise, Hakea developed 

contacts with elected government members, in particular the Minister responsible for 

children. Having established contact with the Minister, Hakea was able to gain better 

access to public servants and influence public policy. Ultimately, this process allowed 

Hakea to obtain progressively larger government grants. Close alliances, however, did 

not guarantee viability. Dryandra had very close associations with all levels government 

but failed to gain any advantage. Likewise, Callistemon was closely aligned with local 

government but this did not prevent their closure. 

 

In general, government was viewed as helpful, but several ventures noted difficulties 

with changes of government policies and priorities. Banksia said: ‘We can’t rely on 

government funding.’ Grevillea commented: ‘Once you get into government funding it’s 

a bit hard to be critical.’ Acacia described a complex web of policies that often meant 

‘you fall through the cracks’. A change in policy could have a major impact on 

ventures. Acacia felt obliged to change its repertoire in response to a new direction in 

government policy: ‘we felt a bit reluctant to rock the boat a bit…Didn’t want to cause 

trouble’. Despite this, Acacia was de-funded unexpectedly after nine years. The Acacia 

Founder reflected: 
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The government has different priorities. They’re not commercially based at all. 
They’re politically based, philosophically based, and they weren’t really – at the end 
of the day these changes in policy weren’t made for the benefit of – our business 
side. They were made because the government wanted to make certain political 
statements about Australian culture, or people from non-English speaking 
backgrounds, or Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander advancement, or any of these 
other things, which…became a higher priority from the government, the more we 
were going down in the pecking order. [Acacia Founder] 

 

Regular association with government, such as Hakea established, was an important aid 

to predicting policy and priorities, yet this did not always insulate ventures from 

unexpected changes. Dryandra summed up the view of all NSEVs: 

I think it is really important to develop a[n independent] financial base. From your 
own resources, not relying on government. They are too unreliable, and they take so 
long to get the grants. And usually they will only give them to groups that are already 
established. So I think you need to get started without them. [Dryandra Founder #1] 

 

Connections with institutions in the sector also influenced the startup process. Sector 

linkages provided valuable access to sponsorships and volunteers. The sector with 

which the NSEV identified affected their actions, but it was not always aligned with 

their mission. For example, identifying as an enterprising venture enabled Hakea to 

develop links with institutions across different sectors rather than only those associated 

with children’s services. From these links, Hakea established close relationships with 

other enterprising ventures and adopted some of their successful practices. Similarly, 

Grevillea maintained an extensive database of every contact made with their venture. 

With a web of institutional nonprofit contacts, Grevillea engaged high profile speakers 

for training events. Most speakers offered their time without charge as a service to the 

nonprofit sector, even though Grevillea was a for profit firm. Thus, relationships with 

sector contacts offered Grevillea substantial financial advantages. Grevillea Founder 

said: …why would someone engage with us? I like to think yes, there’s a product and a 

service there, but there’s also a relationship there. 

 

At the other end of the spectrum, Acacia identified as a performing arts organisation and 

developed few links outside this narrow sector. Most of their connections had little 

business expertise. Acacia’s opportunities would have been improved had they 

identified their mission as a recreational activity. Acacia could have networked with 
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sport or community health institutions, both sectors which have received government 

support to develop functional managerial ability and have good links with corporate 

CSR programs.  

 

More importantly than financial benefits, sector contacts provided information. This 

was a key resource that enabled small, resource constrained NSEVs to access 

opportunities and keep up with changes. For example, Banksia established a strong 

network among community change agencies. Through one network they gained a 

connection with a community institution. The institution offered training and guidance 

in the grant application process; it also facilitated an introduction for Banksia to access 

tax advice. Both were important. By understanding the contemporary tax system, 

Banksia could establish credentials as an up to date NSEV. Equally, understanding the 

grant process allowed the founders to appear knowledgeable when seeking support for 

their grant applications. Both improved Banksia’s standing in the sector. Banksia said:  

I think that it was extremely important that [community agency] was involved. It 
provided us with guidance. We've had no experience or learning on organisational 
management …it really was a stab in the dark of what to do. We had the energy and 
motivation to do [startup] but needed steering and guidance in what to do, and what 
to do next. I don't think that any of us would've had the initiative or known [how] to 
do it if it wasn't suggested to us. But I think the key thought is we knew what we 
wanted, we had the energy to get there but needed guidance to the steps to take to get 
there…[now] we’re looking at …partnering with a business, to create some mutual 
benefits and getting some financial assistance. Real estate for example, could work 
quite well, local real estate. I don’t think they necessarily market to young people, 
but they get their name next to it. That’d be good for both of us…[Banksia Founder] 

 

Connections with business also offered benefits, but business links were less influential 

than might be anticipated. Half of the NSEV founders had no business experience and 

so had little knowledge of how networking in the business sector operated. Other than 

Hakea and Grevillea, the NSEVs did not understand how to negotiate mutually 

beneficial business arrangements, although they saw their ventures as having similar 

challenges. The Banksia Founder said:‘…I see a new nonprofit as not a lot different to a 

new small business. They are different, but in some ways they’re not…’ 

 

Making connections with business required a different approach from linking with 

government, and the forums in which to make contact were different. For example, 
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business connections are established easily in local Chambers of Commerce, but none 

of the NSEVs were members. Despite this, each NSEV successfully negotiated some 

sponsorship and in kind exchanges. For example, Acacia had insufficient resources to 

pay for a CD recording. The founders negotiated an exchange with a TV station: Acacia 

provided music for a promotion and in return had access to the recording studio. Sales 

of the CD provided financial returns and improved Acacia’s opportunities to profile its 

mission; however, they were not successful in establishing long term alliances or 

sponsorships. To do this Acacia said they‘…needed better contacts and a better 

understanding of how business worked’.  

 

The two entrepreneurial NSEVs, Hakea and Grevillea, successfully established a strong 

network of business connections which gave them significant advantages. Each of these 

ventures kept an extensive database of their volunteers and their connections. 

Volunteers were asked to facilitate introductions that may offer strategic benefits for the 

venture. Using this method Hakea formed an alliance with a highly prestigious legal 

firm to gain access to corporate boardrooms. In return, Hakea offered public relations 

opportunities for the legal firm to profile its CSR commitment. Simply having good 

access to business connections, however, did not ensure the NSEV would gain benefits. 

Dryandra had an extensive web of institutional connections with business organisations, 

peak bodies, and small and large businesses, yet they failed to leverage these into 

benefits for the venture. To gain the potential benefits, Dryandra needed to plan how to 

progress their intended mission. They needed to think and act with more strategic intent, 

that is, to seek benefits for the venture deliberately and systematically. 

 

Overall, government, sector, and business institutional connections offered advantages 

for NSEVs in the startup process. Financial benefits were available if the ventures 

understood how to negotiate mutual benefits, but other benefits also were possible. 

NSEVs were able to promote the mission, barter for benefits, gain human resources, and 

acquire valuable information through institutional connections. Hakea and Grevillea 

sought institutional introductions early in the startup process, but the other ventures did 

not. Callistemon, for example, could have asked their extensive network of skating 

contacts to connect with sporting companies. Callistemon founders did not identify the 

benefits that might result from such business partnerships. Other ventures, such as 
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Banksia, only explored the opportunities business and government contacts offered 

when a need to generate income was recognised.  

 

Institutional connections offered a valuable resource for NSEVs, but only when 

ventures recognised the potential and understand how to acquire benefits. It was not the 

founder’s networks per se that offer benefits, but a capacity to harvest the potential 

benefits they offer.  

 

Proposition 5.2: Links to influential institutions offer benefits if founders 
strategically negotiate alliances and do not challenge established systems. 

 

 

d. Functional abilities 

Two approaches to NSEV startup and the implementation of the social mission and 

organisational were evident among the NSEVs studied. One approach to startup was 

entrepreneurial. The other approach was distinctively different, termed in this thesis 

‘volunteer service’. Functional abilities in the ventures will be discussed in relation to 

these different styles to startup as the abilities differed with the approach. 

 

Entrepreneurial approach 

Hakea and Grevillea were entrepreneurial ventures. Each implemented similar 

arrangements even though one venture was a nonprofit and the other a commercial 

business. Each systematically researched the field before startup, paying careful 

attention to existing and potential competitors. Each engaged external advisors but 

retained authority with the executive CEO. Each started with substantial startup capital 

and carefully monitored the business plan to generate income quickly. Each monitored 

opportunities and prepared for risks, for example Hakea said: ‘[volunteers were] writing 

a policy and procedure manual [and we] got our risk management strategy and our exit 

strategy together...’  

 

Each venture was clear on the essential skills and tasks required to achieve the mission 

quickly. Tasks and responsibilities were divided systematically among employees and 

the CEO. For example, the Hakea CEO took responsibility for developing external 
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relationships but delegated volunteer management to a staff member. Each venture 

identified the importance of building strong relationships and choosing appropriate 

partners to maximise financial benefits. Hakea said: ‘…one of our strengths is 

relationship development and we do draw on the volunteer base to do that.’ An ability 

to build relationships enabled each venture to establish useful contacts with influential 

institutions and individuals. Each venture leveraged their connections to capture 

benefits. Importantly, an ability to build strategic relationships enabled the ventures to 

profile their mission and thus influence the political agenda for change.  

 

Both Hakea and Grevillea ventures had human resources abilities which were activated 

to recruit staff with a suitable cultural fit. Grevillea said: ‘…our culture is getting 

stronger and stronger. You can tell immediately whether someone is going to fit in or 

not because of the way that they engage…’ Similarly, Hakea said: ‘Skill sets can be 

learned... what we did is we got people who had phenomenal attitudes…part of my skill 

is to draw a group of people together…and identifying the right people…’ 

 

Both ventures identified a marketing ability as a key element in their startup. The Hakea 

CEO had small business marketing experience and two of the Grevillea directors were 

experienced corporate marketers. Marketing assisted each venture to design effective 

communication and public relations strategies to generate public legitimacy. Marketing 

activities were implemented methodically.  

 

Both ventures planned systematically to achieve operational effectiveness. The CEOs 

displayed strong leadership in planning and implementing viable objectives and paid 

close attention to financial arrangements. Grevillea’s plan was to generate committed 

members to maximise profit: ‘We knew from experience a pipeline of activities [that] 

would work as our main income source’. The actions involved deliberate engagement 

with agencies and individuals, documenting every contact, providing some free 

information, encouraging participation in events, and inviting membership once a 

trusting relationship was established. 

 

Strategic intent was evident in both entrepreneurial ventures. Hakea said: 
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[We] put together our strategic framework in a way that’s, you know, functional, as 
well as works on paper…We’ve got a whole communications plan outlining our 
strategies…[in the next three years] we aim to generate more long term self 
sustainable revenue strategies…we have a variety of things on the boil. We’ve 
recently developed and implemented a sponsorship strategy…[we] spoke to a range 
of other charities and fundraiser and see what might be possible. And also people that 
were experts in the field of where those strategies fall. [Hakea Founder] 

 

Political acumen was evident in both entrepreneurial NSEVs. Political acumen is a 

capacity to assess and influence the external environment. It is a skill of appraising the 

likely intentions and future actions of key stakeholders and competitors. This skill is 

demonstrated as an excellent awareness of who is influential, who is important to 

include in a network, who is likely to do what, the implications of different actions, and 

how to influence decisions. Grevillea’s CEO was aware of which organisations to 

approach and which approach was likely to be successful. She said: 

I do a lot of stuff where I call up people who we want as clients, or if we’re doing 
marketing, people who we identify as potential to advertise our events for us, I’d call 
them up and ask them to do it. So I spend a lot, most of my day on the phone, talking 
to potential or existing clients, whether non profit or corporate…I’ve got to edit the 
program for three other conferences we’re running, put in suggestions for speakers 
and topics, look at it from what strategically needs to go in…I guess that affects how 
long [an alliance is] going to last, because if they’ve got the power and the passion, if 
they’ve got the power then they’ve got the passion to do the right thing. [Grevillea 
Founder] 

 

Both ventures established multiple income streams and monitored financial outcomes 

daily against specific and targeted goals. Hakea said: 

…[the] business rule is that you need, you know, at least three different streams of 
income. Um, you don’t want your income coming solely from one customer… what 
we’re looking at is all the different streams of income. [Hakea Founder] 

Developing partnerships was part of the income strategy for both ventures. Hakea 

applied a political awareness to build alliances for strategic gain and leverage benefits 

from partnerships with government and corporations. The CEO said: 

So I think that if you’re aware of your market, if you’re aware of your partners and 
you work closely with your partners to set up revenue streams, and diversified 
revenue sources, you should be able to support your cause. [Hakea Founder] 
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Both ventures used political acumen to assess and influence the external environment, 

raise awareness of their mission through public relations activities, and harvest benefits. 

Hakea used political acumen to influence government and support expansion: 

So we certainly have aligned ourselves with the Minister for [Children’s Affairs] and 
the Department of [Children’s Affairs]…So they’ve been very helpful inside, inside 
that, helping us get our risk management strategy and our exit strategy together, that 
sort of thing. When we decided we wanted to look at expanding, the Minister for 
[Children’s Affairs] provided us with the top 20 businesses for [town], of course it 
also helps that she’s the Member for [town], so she was very keen to have us up 
there. And has been really proactive about talking to people in industry about us….so 
what we are doing now is developing a strategic relationship with one Department 
rather than a lot of little ones. [Hakea Founder] 

 

Part of political acumen is anticipating the moves other organisations may take or 

possible changes in direction that may affect the venture. Changes in government policy 

were important for most of these ventures, so ventures were better positioned if they 

anticipated or influenced policy changes. Hakea said: 

…you could put your heart and soul into a strategy and the government [policy] that, 
you know, goes somewhere [else] and the strategy gets chucked out the window. 
They abandon programs when you’ve just got them up and running… but this is like 
um, running any business…you know, there’s never any…guaranteed income. 
[Hakea Founder] 

 

The Grevillea and Hakea CEOs had developed strategic abilities from their prior 

business experience. The Hakea CEO said: ‘...my background is really in business 

modelling, business development, ideas into um, into strategy, into action.’ The three 

Grevillea Directors had a mix of operational and strategic skills: 

Well, our strengths were different because I’m more strategic, she’s very operational. 
But she can bridge the strategic and the operational well, whereas I’m good as 
starting stuff, at changing stuff, getting out there and talking to people, but I so hate 
getting stuck in one routine, and she likes that…[I’m] the innovator and she’s the 
implementer. [Grevillea Founder] 

 

The entrepreneurial ventures managed their organisations as well as attending to the 

mission. They viewed establishing a functional and viable venture as an essential means 

of achieving the desired social mission. Setting clear long term goals and building core 
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competencies to achieve them enabled the ventures to operate as an effective 

entrepreneurial business. Hakea and Grevillea achieved their goal of substantial market 

penetration and reasonable financial stability within three years. At that stage each 

venture considered it was almost viable.  

 

Volunteer service approach 

Four NSEVs operated with a ‘volunteer service’ approach (Douglas, Forthcoming). 

Volunteer service describes ventures that rely heavily on volunteers to provide the 

services that are the reason for their existence as social enterprises. These ventures are 

proactive and seek opportunities to be self sufficient, but are less committed to 

commercial activities to finance the venture than entrepreneurial ventures. They engage 

in business activities, but to achieve the desired social mission is more important than 

attending to the managerial and business aspects of their operation. Public relations 

activities are designed to promote their cause rather than generate income, donations, or 

build strategic relationships. Volunteer service ventures are not overly strategic or 

systematic in planning activities to achieve the mission. For example, although clearly 

articulating the mission, Banksia and Dryandra designed no implementation plans 

during startup. Subsequently, Banksia was surprised to discover being committed to the 

cause was not sufficient to become a viable venture:  

…[facilitator] said to me for organisations to become sustainable is between the 5th- 
9th year, and we’re in our 5th year now. [So now] I can see the truth of that... 
[Banksia Founder] 

 

Some volunteer service ventures functioned reasonably effectively without being 

strongly oriented to business or managerial tasks. This was especially apparent in 

Banksia and Acacia. They blended a commitment to their mission with organisational 

learning and development. The volunteer service NSEVs organised around their 

intangible assets. These were personal skills founders contributed to the startup process. 

By and large, the founders of volunteer service ventures did not consciously identify 

their personal abilities or recognise them as important assets. The venture could gain 

advantages if it learned how to embed personal abilities as functional managerial 

abilities. Over time Acacia and Banksia converted individual founder abilities into 

organisational assets. Banksia said:  
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…you learn stuff and you’re able to implement it as you need it. I’m guessing it’s 
skill development that’s based on a whole series of things…[Banksia Founder] 

 

Embedding learning within the NSEV enabled Acacia and Banksia to develop vital 

skills that contributed to venture longevity. For example, dividing responsibilities 

among Acacia founders was an efficient use of their limited time. It also enabled the 

founder to develop skills for the benefit of the venture. Increasing skills enabled the 

venture to develop competencies which were leveraged to gain benefits. The founder 

with public relations responsibilities organised a deal with a classical music radio 

station to improve her marketing skills then shared these skills within the venture. The 

founder responsible for financial arrangements took a short course in negotiation. 

Combined with improved marketing skills, he successfully negotiated sponsorships to 

cover the cost of international tours. Banksia agreed their activities were more 

successful once marketing skills were embedding in the venture: 

I’ve learnt a lot about – I don’t know if it’s just me or the group – about being more 
realistic in my expectations. If I organise an event now, and there’s people turning 
up, I’m ecstatic, with a lot more marketing than we’ve done in the past. Those 
expectations have changed. [Banksia Founder] 

 

 

Engaging others and attracting volunteers was a priority task for all the volunteer 

service NSEVs. A deliberate approach, skill in motivating others, and commitment on 

the part of founders was required to engage others to commit to a mission in a largely 

invisible new venture. It required charm and capacity to inspire potential volunteers to 

give their time and energy to a cause that in the main was unknown and may not have 

been well organised. These are different skills from those used by business 

entrepreneurs. A business is tangible; it has a visible function and a product or service 

that can be readily understood. The mission of a new social enterprise is invisible; it 

relies on a capacity to attract and connect with others through emotion. This skill was 

especially evident in Acacia and Banksia. 

 

Strong social skills and a capacity to transfer founders’ skill into functional managerial 

abilities were evident in the two NSEVs that continued to operate for longest. For 

example, one Acacia founder was an extrovert - gregarious, sociable, cheerful, and kind. 
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His personality attracted others to the cause. Acacia then leveraged the supporters’ skills 

into functional managerial abilities. Volunteers assisted with the time consuming task of 

writing grant applications. Over time, an aptitude to negotiate grants was embedded into 

the venture to such an extent that Acacia became highly competent in attracting funding. 

In a like manner, one Banksia founder had skills in community development. Another 

Banksia founder had skills in social planning. Over time Banksia embedded social 

development as a core skill. The venture learnt to design effective community activities 

to attract and engage local young people to the venture. Acacia and Banksia founders 

did not identify a capacity to transfer skills as a core skill in the venture, but clearly this 

contributed to the venture becoming operationally effective. In turn, this influenced the 

capacity for the venture to continue.  

 

This skill to transfer individual tacit knowledge into a functional managerial ability was 

not evident in Callistemon or Dryandra. Callistemon and Dryandra founders adopted an 

attitude that they had sufficient skills already to complete their mission successfully. 

Dryandra founders sought no advice. Callistemon refused an offer to engage external 

business advisors. Neither venture became viable. 

 

Courage and resilience was especially evident in the volunteer service ventures 

throughout the startup process. All operated with resource constraints, and this was 

emotionally draining for the founders. All four NSEVs had setbacks and problems at 

various times. A capacity to support the other founders, reflect, draw the learning into 

new operational mechanisms, and move forward was especially evident in the ventures 

that continued, but all ventures demonstrated considerable courage. Courage was 

evident in their addressing unpopular issues, such as Callistemon supporting a 

recreation group that had a poor public image, and Dryandra’s attempt to improve an 

area not recognised as having problems. All showed courage in approaching high level 

people to support their venture, such as the Mayor and the State Governor. All 

demonstrated courage in continuing to promote their cause even when others doubted it 

was feasible to achieve the mission. For example, Callistemon said:  

The response wasn’t quite what we had hoped and we were short some money…we 
had a mindset of what we wanted it [the magazine] to be and we weren’t going to 
compromise. [Callistemon Founder] 
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Being oriented towards volunteer service was not the reason ventures closed. A lack of 

skill also was not the reason for closure, since all ventures had valuable functional 

managerial abilities available during the startup. All ventures displayed a strong 

commitment to the mission, and all had a strong network. The element that contributed 

significantly to Dryandra’s closure was their internal disharmony that disrupted other 

processes. Callistemon had some difficulty understanding how to manage the venture, 

but more broadly the issue was difficulty in understanding how to implement actions to 

sustain the intended mission. This was influenced by a low level of strategic intent so 

the venture failed to take advantage of opportunities.  

 

The main difference between ventures that closed and those that continued relates to 

operating strategically. Although some volunteer service ventures used their skills for 

advantage, as a general rule, they did not operate with high levels of strategic intent to 

seek future benefits for their venture. Callistemon was unaware of the potential 

advantages that they might acquire from their extended network. They did not see the 

advantage of business advice even when it was offered and failed to grasp opportunities. 

Dryandra founders used networking skill to attract volunteers to the venture, but failed 

to analyse how to convert this resource into strategic benefits for their venture. 

Dryandra founders were strongly connected politically, but surprisingly the venture 

gained little from these connections. This venture had low levels of strategic intent.  

 

Banksia and Acacia engaged some aspects of strategy. Banksia established effective 

alliances with a number of agencies to harness learning opportunities. Acacia attracted 

prestigious and influential people to its Advisory Board, and engaged the State 

Governor as patron. These individuals were approached when necessary to gain access, 

influence, or support for proposed venture developments. These two ventures employed 

some elements of strategy to gain advantage, but overall they did not operate with a set 

of deliberately designed strategies. 

 

The four volunteer service ventures implemented a series of tactical actions rather than 

devising a strategic approach. Volunteer service ventures might become charismatic and 

acknowledged as ground breaking leaders in their field, or they might simply achieve 

quiet, local recognition. The volunteer service approach to strategy did not distinguish 

between these outcomes. They assessed success as effectively achieving the intended 
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social innovation by whatever means. Over time, volunteer service ventures were able 

to progress their mission, but they were unlikely to continue to operate or become viable 

unless they developed strategic aptitude.  

 

Strategic aptitude is a combination of strategic intent and political acumen. Strategic 

aptitude has a political nature involving a capacity to assess intentions of key 

stakeholders and competitors that may affect the venture’s activities and its future, and a 

willingness to take actions deliberately once opportunities are identified to gain 

advantages for the venture. It is less a set of practices applied to gain a competitive 

position in a market, than an attitude to seek and gain vital influence that are likely to 

offer important opportunities and provide long term benefits. Strategic aptitude might be 

considered as a bottom up application of evolving strategising practices. Strategising 

practices might emerge from deliberation and planned actions, or from unexpected 

events, such as introductions, policy changes, or market modifications. Having observed 

variations or trends, ventures with strategic aptitude then may implement strategising 

practices to gain advantages. 

 

Strategic aptitude was the critical element by which ventures became viable in this 

study. Hakea and Grevillea had a much higher level of strategic aptitude than the other 

NSEVs. NSEVs with low levels of strategic intent (Callistemon and Dryandra) were 

concerned with visualising what an appropriate future might be. Banksia and Acacia 

perceived a need to transform their venture operation and purposely built skills to 

achieve the intended future. This showed some degree of strategic intent, but not to the 

same extent as Grevillea and Hakea. NSEVs with high levels of strategic aptitude 

(Hakea and Grevillea) were concerned with deliberately assessing how the venture 

might approach and manage opportunities to gain advantage and embed their social 

innovation. Once the situation was apprised, strategising practices were designed and 

implemented for long term advantage. 

 

Strategic aptitude had a political nature as a mechanism to influence the future. It 

included a capacity to analyse expectations or potential transformations in the venture’s 

environment, such as policy changes or institutional intentions, and a capacity to 

evaluate options to influence institutions. Having strategic aptitude enabled NSEVs to 

anticipate potential change and likely actions of competitors and powerful institutions, 
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then design and implement sets of actions and adjustments to achieve the venture’s long 

term objectives while negotiating a desired position in the institutional setting. 

 

Summarising the thematic analysis 

Functional managerial abilities were important influences on startup, for example 

developing effective income streams, attracting and retaining skilled staff, and 

establishing effective marketing processes. These skills were enhanced by good internal 

communication and effective relationship building skills to enable NSEVs to build 

effective links with volunteers and external agencies. The volunteer service ventures 

that continued (Acacia and Banksia) activated organisational learning more effectively 

than those that closed (Dryandra and Callistemon). These volunteer service ventures 

were able to continue for some time by engaging organisational learning to develop 

functional managerial abilities.  

 

Strategic aptitude was evident in the entrepreneurial NSEVs. It was a vital asset. The 

two main components of strategic aptitude were a capacity to envisage a realistic future, 

and a capacity to influence that future. Strategic aptitude converted potential 

opportunities into tangible outcomes. Acting strategically had two components: logical 

analysis, and a capacity to be convincing and persuasive. Strategic aptitude required 

detached evaluation of possibilities for long term benefits and also building associations 

with influential institutions to capture the potential benefits. Fundamentally, this was a 

political process that merged detached logical and systematic examination of the present 

position of competitors and important institutions, their attitudes and likely future 

actions. Founders were driven by their own interest, aware and calculating of where and 

how their actions might affect future events and how others might react. Concurrently 

the political process of strategic aptitude required emotive influencing and persuasion to 

harvest potential benefits or reduce possible risks. This was a considered, purposeful, 

and deliberate act that Grevillea and Hakea instituted, but the four volunteer service 

ventures did not apply. 

 

With strategic aptitude, ventures could design and implement plans to achieve their 

mission rapidly. It not only enabled the NSEVs to envisage a new future and to plan 

ways to implement the mission progressively, but also enabled them to read the 
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environment and assess the political landscape to understand where connections would 

offer the best future benefits for the venture. Ventures were more likely to become 

viable if they started with, or rapidly developed, a strong capacity to monitor and 

interact with developments in the wider social and institutional environment and 

embedded this as a core skill.  

 

Proposition 5.3: NSEVs will become viable rapidly with good managerial skills, 
organisational learning abilities, and strategic aptitude.  

 

 

4. Integrating the study findings 

Initial analysis of the organisational data suggested ventures were more likely to 

continue if they had a simple objective, sound internal relationships, and streamlined 

communication and decision making through one founder. Leximancer analyses 

indicated the startup process was likely to be successful if the founders had managerial 

and strategic skills. Thematic analysis identified different priorities, skills, and startup 

processes in the six NSEVs. Two approaches to startup were evident in this study. Two 

of the ventures were entrepreneurial: four ventures took a volunteer service approach. 

Table 5.8 summarises the main elements influencing the startup process and venture 

viability. 

 

Hakea and Grevillea operated as entrepreneurial businesses to achieve the intended 

social mission and achieved a rapid startup. The founders’ extensive business 

experience enabled personal skills to be embedded as effective functional management 

processes. Each venture established centralised decision making and communication 

processes. Importantly, each had a capacity for institutional analysis and an excellent 

understanding of the political environment in which the venture operated. Each 

identified where to prioritise effort to best effect. Each venture leveraged a network of 

strategic contacts to gain tangible resources, legitimacy, and prestige. This strategic 

aptitude was crucial for long term success. These entrepreneurial ventures had a 

capacity to achieve results and bring about social innovation. 
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Table 5.8 Main elements influencing the startup process  
 

 Grevillea Hakea Acacia Banksia Callistemon Dryandra 

Venture type Entrepreneurial ventures Volunteer service ventures 

Status Ventures continued more than four years Closed after four years 

Chief priority Organisation 
and mission 

Organisation 
and mission 

Mission Mission Mission  Mission  

Pace of startup Rapid Rapid  Slow  Slow  Slow  Slow  

Internal 
relationships  

Friendly  Respectful  Friendly Friendly  Friendly Divided  

Organisational 
learning 
capacity 

High  High  High High  Low  Low  

Functional 
managerial 
abilities 

High  High  Low initially, 
developed 
over time 

Low initially, 
developed 
over time 

Low High but not 
applied to 
venture 

Strategic 
aptitude 

High  High  Low initially, 
developed 
over time 

Low initially, 
developed 
over time 

Low  High but not 
applied to 
venture 

(Compiled for this study) 

 

 

 

Four ventures operated with a volunteer service approach. Although similar in approach 

the volunteer service ventures displayed significant variations. Two of these ventures 

closed, but two achieved a substantial degree of success, Acacia continued for nine 

years; Banksia operated for five years and appeared likely to become viable in time. 

Founders of these two ventures were inexperienced in managerial processes, but 

developed and embedded organisational learning capacity within their ventures. Over 

time this enabled the founders to develop effective managerial skills, diversify sources 

of income, and develop a stronger sense of direction. These more capable and more 

functional volunteer service ventures placed a high value on harmonious relationships. 

Both of these ventures had strategic intent and aimed to gain advantages for the venture, 

but neither developed a strong sense of political acumen. Without political acumen, the 
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ventures could not develop strategic aptitude. This contributed to their continued 

vulnerability. 

 

Callistemon and Dryandra always struggled to progress the mission and become viable. 

Each closed after four years. Both ventures struggled to design and implement effective 

managerial processes, and neither developed or embedded organisational learning 

capacity. Having managerial and business experience as extensive as the two most 

successful ventures in this study (Hakea and Grevillea), Dryandra had a high potential 

to become viable. Dryandra founders did not contribute their considerable skills and 

capacities to the startup. Without good communication and internal harmony, Dryandra 

was unable to establish a venture with aligned values or goals, or effective external 

relationships. The experience of Dryandra suggests that it may not be business 

experience per se that is important for startup, but establishing sound relationships, 

developing organisational capacities, implementing sound functional managerial 

processes, and gaining strategic aptitude.  

 

Table 5.9 summarises the skills and benefits to the venture and their importance at 

different times. The relative importance of each varied during the startup.  

 

This study found the main requirements for NSEVs to become viable were:  

1. Good communication and social skills, and sound relationship building skills; 
2. Sound managerial or organisational learning capacities; and 
3. Strong strategic aptitude.  

 

 

Communication and relationship building competencies were essential requirements at 

the beginning and remained an essential requirement throughout the startup. Founders 

with good communication and relationship skills negotiated goals, achieved good value 

alignment in the venture, and were able to articulate a clear public message about the 

NSEV mission. This offered a strong and positive public image that influenced others to 

support the NSEV or join as volunteers. Good communication and relationship skills 

were also vital for internal planning, organising staff and volunteers, and implementing 

actions to progress the mission. Good communication and relationships were important 

to build networks, liaise effectively with influential institutions, and attract intangible 
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benefits for the NSEV. Two volunteer service ventures, Dryandra and Callistemon did 

not build strong external relationships or a broad network of contacts. Their startup did 

not continue. The other two volunteer service ventures, Acacia and Banksia, and the two 

entrepreneurial ventures, Hakea and Grevillea, had good communication and 

relationship building skills and were able to progress the startup successfully.  

 
 

 

Table 5.9 Skills, startup stage, and benefits to venture 
 

Skills Importance at startup stage Benefits to venture 

Good communication 
and relationship skills 

Continual throughout startup Value alignment  

Agreed goals 

Clear external messages 

Influence and attract others to venture 

Effective internal organising 

Build positive public image 

Build external network 

Liaise with important institutions 

Attract intangible benefits 

 
Managerial and 
marketing skills 
  
or 
 
Organisational 
learning capacities 

Continuing after initial startup 
actions had commenced  

Effective planning  

Effective implementation of plans 

Effective managerial controls 

Effective promotion of mission 

Attract intangible institutional support 

Attract human and financial resources 
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Strategic aptitude After startup actions had 
commenced and progressed 
to implementation 

Gain intangible resources – legitimacy, 
public prestige 

Influence important institutions 

Gain tangible resources especially 
finance  

Environmental monitoring and 
adjustment to external changes 

 
(Compiled for this study) 

 

 

 

Managerial and marketing skills, or in their place a strong capacity for organisational 

learning, became vital once the startup had commenced and others were involved in the 
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venture. Managerial and marketing skills were important for a NSEV to maintain 

financial viability and to attract suitable staff and volunteers to the venture. Managerial 

abilities enabled the venture to design an appropriate startup process, plan actions, 

organise resources, implement activities, monitor internal processes, and document 

outcomes. Marketing skills enabled the venture to design effective promotion 

campaigns to influence public perception of the venture and its activities. Marketing 

skills enabled the venture to design ways to capture tangible resources such as suitable 

staff or financial benefits. This was the core of the startup process. Only the two 

entrepreneurial NSEVs had sufficient managerial and marketing skills to progress 

rapidly beyond this stage. Acacia and Banksia, two of the volunteer service ventures in 

this study, successfully engaged organisational learning to gain sufficient managerial 

and marketing knowledge to function; but both took some years to progress through the 

startup process and at the time data collection was finalised, they had not become viable 

ventures. 

 

The third essential component for the startup was a capacity for strategic aptitude, that 

is, a combination of political acumen and strategic intent to understand the institutional 

environment and assess possible future intentions, evaluate the relative importance and 

motivations of various institutions, and gain advantage for the venture. Strategic 

aptitude was not executed as manipulation or power, but rather was a systematic process 

of analysis and design. Strategic aptitude required an appreciation of relative power 

structures in the institutional environment, and a capacity to devise and implement 

actions to influence institutions assessed as having the potential to offer important 

benefits over time. Thus, strategic aptitude was a dynamic political process to apply 

venture resources to achieve long term advantages. 

 

NSEVs that applied a systematic process of strategic analysis, design, and execution of 

actions captured long term advantages. NSEVs needed to decide what benefits might be 

on offer from different institutions in their environment, and design actions to persuade 

influential institutions to offer these to the venture so it could achieve its goals. Through 

this long term strategy, NSEVs were able to gain significant intangible resources, 

especially legitimacy and public prestige, as well as substantial tangible financial 

benefits from grants and sponsorships. Strategic aptitude was rare in this study: only the 

two entrepreneurial ventures clearly demonstrated this capacity.  
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These three skills were the essential components by which NSEVs were able to become 

viable. It was not sufficient to have good communication and relationship building 

skills. NSEVs also must have, or develop through organisational learning, strong 

managerial and marketing skills. These skills enabled NSEVs to survive for some time, 

but ventures were always precarious and vulnerable to closure unless they had strategic 

aptitude. Operating with an appreciation of the dynamics in the institutional 

environment and with an appreciation of where and how to capture benefits was 

essential for NSEVs to become viable. 

 

 

5. Conclusion  

This chapter presented the research findings of the study. First, the development 

trajectory of each of the six nascent social entrepreneurship ventures was described. 

This information was drawn from founder interviews and venture documents. This 

suggested NSEVs were more likely to continue if founders agreed on the structures and 

processes of implementing the mission. Ventures were more likely to be successful if 

they started in one locality with simple goals, and communication was streamlined with 

one founder being actively involved in day to day decision making. Sensitive 

communication to establish sound internal and external relationships had a significant 

effect on the startup process. Internal relationships affected how decisions were made 

and if disagreements were managed successfully. This was particularly important for 

NSEVs as the Australian social enterprise sector expects collegiality.  

 

Analysis of the organisational and interview data supplemented by the Leximancer 

analyses identified key themes of mission and values, relationships in the venture, 

institutional links, and organisational capacities. Reputation and image affected resource 

acquisition, including the capacity to recruit suitable staff. Founders needed to 

implement effective managerial processes and strategic aptitude for the venture to 

become viable. Ventures that integrated and coordinated activities through a process of 

organising others effectively and influencing their environment were able to sustain 

their mission related activities, and become viable in time. Three skills were found to be 

particularly relevant for ventures to become viable: a capacity to develop sound 

relationships, functional managerial abilities or organisational learning, and strategic 
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aptitude. In the next chapter, the literature will be enfolded and compared with the 

findings of this chapter to review each of the research questions. Then a theoretical 

model of social entrepreneurship startup will be presented. 
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Chapter 6 

Review of Research Sub-Questions 

 

This chapter builds on the study findings and compares and contrasts each of the 

research sub-questions with the extant literature. Some aspects in the literature are 

supported but the study contests others. Section 1 briefly reviews the research questions 

and methodology. Section 2 reviews research sub-question 1 and identifies the 

importance of relationships, functional managerial abilities and strategic aptitude for 

ventures to become viable. Section 3 examines research sub-question 2. It demonstrates 

the importance of dynamic collaboration and social competence for viable startup. 

Section 4 reviews research sub-question 3 and establishes the institutional environment 

exerts significant influences on NSEVs. Covert effects were especially evident on 

volunteer service ventures. A summary concludes the chapter. 

 

 

Table 6.1 Chapter outline 

 

1 Introduction  

2 Review of research sub-question 1 

3 Review of research sub-question 2 

4 Review of research sub-question 3 

5 Conclusion 
 

  

 

1. Introduction  

This study examined the processes by which Australian nascent social entrepreneurship 

ventures became viable. The research sub-questions were: 

1. How do NSEVs develop processes to become viable?  

2. How do the social mission, environment, and venture viability interact and affect 
NSEV startup? 

3. How do interactions with economic, social and political institutions influence the 
viability of Australian NSEVs?
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The startup process was investigated in six case studies. Three continuing and three 

closed cases were selected by theoretical sampling and replication logic (see Table 4.4). 

Data were collected on founder attributes, the startup process, and interactions between 

the NSEVs and their environment. Data consisted of organisational records, two 

interviews with founders, and three industry informant interviews. Two kinds of NSEVs 

were identified: entrepreneurial and volunteer service ventures. Each displayed different 

priorities, development trajectories, processes, and functional managerial abilities.  

 

While attempting to incorporate neoinstitutional understandings, NSEV startup is found 

to be diverse and complex. To explain aspects of the findings, two additional theories 

are incorporated to explain venture organising actions. Whetten, Felin, and King (2009) 

argue organisation theory is an applied field that crosses traditional academic 

disciplinary boundaries, and it is a common practice to borrow concepts and theories 

from different traditions. Provided theories operate at the same level of analysis, 

explanation of study results is assisted by incorporating additional propositional 

theories, that is, those that use one concept to explain another (Whetten, et al., 2009). As 

explained in Chapter 4, the startup process is the unit of analysis in this study. 

Institutional theory operates at the level of individual ventures. Social interaction and 

organisational dynamic theories also operate at the level of individual ventures. Social 

capital and micro foundation aspects of dynamic capabilities can be incorporated 

successfully to illuminate aspects of this study.  

 

This chapter argues that SE startup is a complex field: it does not sit neatly into existing 

academic disciplinary fields such as marketing, entrepreneurship, or economic 

sociology. In a similar way as its older brother, entrepreneurship, SE draws theoretically 

and conceptually from multiple academic disciplines and methodological traditions 

(Douglas, 2008; Gartner, Davidsson, & Zahra, 2006). Social entrepreneurship and social 

enterprise are recently emerged fields, so there is insufficient theoretical and empirical 

literature to provide adequate discussion of concepts that emerged from this research. In 

the absence of a body of research sufficiently large to examine SE startup, structures, 

and strategising processes, this chapter incorporates concepts drawn from 

entrepreneurship and commercial business management literature, especially from 

studies of startups or small firms. It is acknowledged the relevance of this literature to 

Australian NSEV startup is somewhat uncertain.  
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The next sections examine each of the three research sub-questions while enfolding the 

empirical and theoretical literature. For each of the research sub-questions, the argument 

is introduced, each element of the argument is discussed with examples from this study, 

literatures from SE and business fields are compared, and then theoretical explanations 

are presented. The profit maximising perspective conceives of SE as a subset of 

commercial entrepreneurship (see Austin, et al., 2006; Boschee, 2006; Brinkenhoff, 

2000; Dees, 2001). In this view, concepts developed in commercial contexts are equally 

important for SE. Scholars in the social obligation perspective increasingly question the 

relevance of these concepts for ventures in the social domain (Bjerke & Hjorth, 2006; 

Dorado, 2006; Peredo & McLean, 2006; Schieffer & Lessem, 2009; Shaw & Carter, 

2007; Spear, 2006). This latter viewpoint is adopted in this thesis as more relevant to the 

Australian context. 

 

 

2. Research sub-question 1 

How do NSEVs develop processes to become viable?  

 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the argument of this thesis, that dynamic and iterative processes of 

interactions between relationships, functional organisational abilities, and strategic 

aptitude are the fundamental building blocks that enable a NSEV to develop processes 

that may result in the venture become viable.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.1 Dynamics of startup process  
(Compiled for this study) 

 

Managerial abilities 

Acquire resources, 
implement actions 

Attract others, align 
values and goals 

Gain legitimacy, 
influence institutions 

Strategic aptitude 

Viability  Initial startup  

Relationships  
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Founders needed to have, or to develop, three kinds of capacities, each of which 

supported an essential aspect of the startup process. Ventures that continued to operate 

demonstrated all three capacities, but the relative importance of each of these capacities 

varied at different times during the startup. Good social relationships and 

communication skills were necessary for NSEVs to establish common goals, present 

clear messages of the venture purpose, and attract others to assist in the startup. This 

was important throughout the startup. Sound functional managerial abilities were 

necessary to acquire resources, design and implement startup actions, and to establish 

and maintain a positive public image. This was most important once startup had begun 

and the venture was starting to deliver services. Strategic aptitude was important to 

influence prominent institutions, gain legitimacy, prestige, finance and other tangible or 

intangible benefits. This capacity became more important once the venture was 

functioning well. Having these three abilities of relationship skills, functional 

managerial abilities, and strategic aptitude in the NSEV enabled founders to organise 

effective decision making processes. With all three capacities, the venture could 

progress its startup effectively and become viable. Of these these capacities, strategic 

aptitude was essential for NSEVs to become viable. 

 

a) Relationships and communication  

This thesis argues relationships and communication are essential building blocks as the 

social foundations which enable NSEVs to develop internal organising processes. 

Consistent with Haugh (2007), Seanor and Meaton (2007), and Spear (2006), this study 

found startup in Australian social enterprise ventures was a group endeavour rather than 

an activity undertaken by an individual social entrepreneur. The social mission might be 

conceptualised initially by an individual, but the startup relied on a group of founders 

who shared responsibilities and values. This differs from the profit maximising 

perspective that assumes SE is an individual endeavour pursued for social benefit 

(Sharir & Lerner, 2006; Wei-Skillern, et al., 2007).  

 

To achieve social innovation, SE must transform from an ‘I’ focused activity to an 

interactive ‘we’ endeavour (Schultz, 2008). New people must be engaged to transform 

an individual commitment into a social innovation. Good communication allows 

ventures to build effective internal operating processes. The mission is the reason 
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NSEVs exist, and people engage with the new venture due to their emotional 

commitment to the cause (Waddock & Post, 1991). 

 

When NSEV startup is understood as the actions of a group of people, startup can be 

understood as a social process rather than a set of prescriptive business actions. As a 

group process, interactions and relationships among key players play an important part 

in the startup (Walsh, Bartunek, & Lacey, 1998). Social interactions become important 

when startup is viewed as an iterative set of social exchanges among key people. 

Groups of people acting collectively behave differently from individuals when making 

decisions (Johansson & Sell, 2004; Ostrom, 1998). Good interpersonal dynamics and 

interactions in social groups result in more effective decision making processes. 

Individuals interact and blend personal ideologies into shared belief systems that 

become visible as a group culture (Floyd & Wooldridge, 2000). Good relationships in 

groups influence what, when, how, and why actions are undertaken. Negotiating agreed 

values among those involved in founding the venture improves cohesion and trust 

(Whiteley, 1995) and reduces the need for control and dominance (Haugh & McKee, 

2004). Core organisational knowledge, thought processes, and interpretations in the 

nascent venture develop unique characteristics and skills that subsequently affect how it 

operates (Payne & Joyner, 2006). Establishing sound relationships and good 

communication early in the startup is the first step for NSEVs to become viable. 

 

The importance of founders having good relationship building and communication skills 

is demonstrated by Acacia and Banksia. Despite poor business skills initially, founders 

of these two ventures used strong social skills and flair in presenting the importance of 

the mission to attract others to the venture. The experience of Dryandra confirms that 

NSEVs face an uncertain future without good internal communication to develop 

positive relationships, common values and objectives among those involved in the 

venture. Good relationships did not guarantee success. For example, Callistemon’s 

founders had very warm and friendly interactions but the venture did not become viable.  

 

Developing and implementing a successful program of startup actions relies on good 

social skills (Baron & Markman, 2000). Actors negotiate common understandings, form 

trusting relationships, and build collective identities through social interactions and 

communication processes (Miller, 1992). Communication is the basis of positive social 
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interactions: it establishes a common bond and constructs a sense of community among 

individual actors (Friedland, 2001). Good relationships blend individuals into effective 

teams. Building common understandings enables founders to shape a cohesive set of 

actions. Social enterprise leaders have less authority than those of commercial ventures 

(Taliento & Silverman, 2005), so NSEVs need good communication and relationship 

building skills to maintain team cohesion and focus on priority activities (Vyakarnam, 

Jacobs, & Handelberg, 1999). 

 

Communication is the means by which individuals negotiate relationships, define and 

interpret events, and make sense of actions within ventures, and develop cooperative 

behaviour (Moemeka, 1998; Olsson, Folke, & Berkes, 2004). Part of the process of 

negotiating a common purpose is to establish mutual understanding and respect. Good 

interpersonal communication builds empathy and consideration for others and helps to 

reduce the impact of conflict which inevitably occurs (Lewis, Richardson, & Hamel, 

2003) even in friendly ventures such as Acacia. 

 

A capacity for good communication and a commitment to respectful relationships 

facilitated the process of negotiating value alignment. Values are beliefs about the 

‘preferable modes of conduct or end-states among a continuum of relative importance’ 

(Fayolle, Basso, & Legrain, 2008 p. 217). Aligning value systems is associated with the 

development of trust, collaborative learning, and establishing the mutual benefits of 

cooperation (Nguyen & Rose, 2009; Poettschacher, 2005). Friendly interactions tie 

ventures together into a cohesive system in which trust minimises disruptions and 

facilitates effective decision making. Edwards and Cable’s (2009) value congruence 

model establishes the importance of agreeable behaviour and trust. Communication 

processes are central to building trusting relationships, and thus are associated with 

values. Dryandra’s closure demonstrates NSEVs will struggle to operate successfully 

unless founders negotiate sound relationships and value alignment early in the life of the 

venture. In contrast, Banksia and Callistemon established clear value congruence from 

the beginning which assisted founders to maintain steady coherence in startup activities. 

These findings support Edwards and Cable’s (2009) view that value congruence and 

courtesy and considerate behaviour facilitate favourable venture outcomes.  
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The dynamics of founder relationships and the value systems they create affect NSEVs 

organising actions. Values and management practices are linked, especially in ventures 

in the social domain in which ideology influences communication and interaction 

systems, organisational structures, future plans and strategies (Macy, 2006). A 

commitment by leaders to respectful interactions, along with a willingness to adapt to 

the requirements or wishes of others is essential for a venture to achieve its desired 

social mission over the long term (Taliento & Silverman, 2005). 

 

Positive communication and respectful relationships enable NSEVs to influence 

stakeholders (Borzaga & Loss, 2006). NSEVs engage with multiple stakeholders 

including volunteers, staff, board members, community agencies and networks, the 

media, funding agencies, sponsors and donors, and others interested in the mission. 

Each stakeholder group has different requirements, so building positive relationships 

with the diverse stakeholders is a complex task (Purdue, 2001). Having started to 

implement actions, NSEVs in this study that presented a united image to the external 

community could profile their mission and attract stakeholder support. Good 

communication facilitated trust building structures that led to positive long term 

collaboration and alliances (Hahn, Olsson, Folke, & Johansson, 2006). Trustworthiness 

and a commitment to reciprocity are necessary to build sound relationships with 

stakeholders (Lee, 2009). Relationships are stronger when people interact regularly 

(Magdol & Bessel, 2003), especially in face to face relationships (Jones, Hesterly, & 

Borgatti, 1997). Long standing personal associations facilitate regular interactions, build 

trust, establish credibility and legitimacy, and raise expectations of productive 

exchanges (Shaw, et al., 2002). 

 

Consistent with other studies, this research found that access to a diverse network 

conferred significant benefits (Lechner, et al., 2006). NSEVs may gain advantages in 

the founding process through support from family (Anderson, Jack, & Dodd, 2005; 

Greve & Salaff, 2003), connections with government (Baum & Oliver, 1991, 1992), 

business networks (Miller, Besser, & Riibe, 2006), incubators (Totterman & Sten, 

2005), and community organisations (Edwards & McCarthy, 2004). Networks provide 

institutional spaces to locate and access resources such as finance. More often, networks 

generate intangible benefits such as information, improved reputation or identity 

creation (Reilly & Schweihs, 1998) through a process of institutional capital creation 
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(Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001; Roman & Moore, 2004). Most NSEVs in this study 

commented on the time required for effective networking, but agreed that it was 

necessary to build external relationships to become viable. Ventures did not continue if 

they did not prioritise networking. For example, Callistemon’s closure could be 

attributed in part to their insularity from a broad network. 

 

It is not a network per se that offered advantages, but information and access to 

influential agencies that may be gleaned through network contacts. Not all networks 

offer similar value (Levitte, 2004). It is the relational mix within the network that offers 

benefits, not its size (Jack, Dodd, & Anderson, 2008; Lechner, et al., 2006). A diverse 

set of contacts offers weak, bridging links (Granovetter, 1973, 1983) that may provide a 

range of resources and economic opportunities (Burt, 1997). Rather than having strong 

links with a single institution, Grevillea demonstrated NSEVs were advantaged by 

having an extensive network of diverse contacts extending across public, corporate, and 

nonprofit arenas. This increased the diversity of contacts, connections, and skill sets, 

and offered better opportunities to locate contacts prepared to engage in mutually 

productive exchanges.  

 

NSEVs were unable to harness benefits without relationship and communication skills. 

Dryandra’s outcome indicates an extensive network, by itself, is not sufficient to ensure 

survival. Benefits do not emerge automatically from a large network. Dryandra founders 

each had a large and disconnected set of social networks which should have offered 

considerable advantages. That it did not was due to a lack of strategic aptitude on the 

part of the founders. Likewise, Acacia had good links to the arts and academic 

communities but the venture harvested few benefits due to its lack of strategic aptitude. 

Thus, it is not simply a network, but the capacity to harness benefits via good 

relationship building skills that is essential to progress NSEV startup towards viability.  

 

b) Functional managerial abilities  

The NSEV needed to have, or develop, functional managerial abilities in order to 

become viable. Without adequate functional managerial abilities, the NSEV was unable 

to organise processes to become viable. Functional managerial abilities relate to 

managing the venture, such as planning, financial and human resource management, and 
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marketing. These were important so the NSEV could organise internal systems and 

routines to progress the mission and be viewed as credible.  

 

Once founders had established good relationships and agreed on the mission and social 

innovation objective, the next task was to implement actions to organise the venture and 

its activities. NSEVs require sufficient functional managerial abilities to develop good 

internal routines and effective operational systems. All NSEVs had a clear vision of the 

desired mission, but they varied in their capacity to design and implement a coherent set 

of actions that would realise the mission. NSEVs could organise events without 

functional managerial abilities, but a capacity to organise systematically, plan and 

implement a series of coordinated tasks required attention to routine managerial tasks. 

Practitioners recognise a need for managerial competence. For example, UK social 

enterprises had practical difficulties (Parkinson & Howorth, 2008) and struggled to 

deliver services effectively (Lemming, 2002). Financial management, planning, human 

resource, marketing, and organisational learning capacities were essential for the 

founders to organise the new venture. Each of these was necessary for the NSEV to 

design and implement actions to achieve the mission efficiently. Not all NSEVs had 

adequate managerial abilities when startup commenced. Those with insufficient 

managerial abilities struggled to become viable.  

 

Financial management capacity 

Financial management, or the lack of it, influenced venture viability. The skills and 

competencies of Hakea and Grevillea’s founders to manage the tensions between 

mission and money set future directions for their ventures. While the mission was the 

principal reason for venture, profit also was important. The CEOs allocated as much 

time and effort to plan and monitor financial matters as mission related activities. Both 

CEOs had studied business at some point, and both had previous business experience, 

so these aspects of venture operation were not unknown. Dryandra founders also had 

considerable business experience, but this venture was less concerned about money 

matters than moving the mission forward. At the beginning of startup, financial matters 

were an unknown element for the other volunteer service ventures. Acacia’s founder 

commented that he had not studied a single management course in either of his two 

degrees, including one where self employment was the norm. Over time, volunteer 
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service founders included a discussion of the bottom line in their planning, but financial 

matters were not prioritised sufficiently to benefit venture viability. 

 

Profit maximising scholars expect financial matters to be an essential aspect of NSEVs. 

For example, finance is viewed as a strong component in startup (Dees, Emerson, & 

Economy, 2001). Borschee (1998) insists board members must be aware of financially 

to establish a viable enterprise. Likewise, Anderson and Dees (in Nicholls, 2006c) urge 

ventures to move beyond a reactive nonprofit perspective towards earned income self 

sufficiency. Financial arrangements for social enterprises vary across Europe (Nyssens, 

2006). European SE scholars acknowledge resource acquisition as an issue but rarely 

discuss financial management as a core component of social enterprise. For example, 

Styjan (in Steyaert & Hjorth, 2006) discusses Swedish SE from a resource perspective, 

but does not address financial matters.  

 

In the main, Australian Third Sector scholars have approached finance in terms of 

fundraising for existing nonprofit organisations rather than as generating income (for 

example Dalton and Casey in Barraket, 2008; Scaife, 2008). As discussed previously, 

government is the major funding source for Australian social ventures (Leat, 2009). 

There is little tradition of private philanthropy in Australia (Fishel, 2002). Australian 

entrepreneurs report it is virtually impossible for new ventures to access venture capital 

(Christo & Fisher, 2010). For this reason, there has been an expectation by Australian 

ventures with a social purpose to align their financial arrangements with government 

grants and accountability systems (Butcher, 2006; Griggs, 2001; Sanders, 2008). The 

new wave of social entrepreneurs who are currently undergoing training may change 

these expectations (SSE Australia, no date). New age founders appear to be more intent 

on independence and control of their SE ventures than ventures of the last century. 

Founders need to be aware of financial management if they are to be independent. 

Approximately half of Australian professionals are likely to become volunteers at some 

time (ABS, 2000b, 2006; Lyons, 2001). Including training in basic financial 

management in professional degrees would provide valuable skills that would contribute 

to developing stronger and more viable civil society organisations.  
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Planning capacity 

It is not uncommon for small ventures not to plan methodically towards a predetermined 

goal. Instead, nascent small firms adopt informal planning and a ‘learning by doing’ 

approach when they encounter a dynamic, somewhat unpredictable environment 

(Brinckmann, Grichnik, & Kapsa, 2010). Small firms operate as adaptive relational 

systems, relying on multiple feedback loops to evaluate the requirements of influential 

actors and external institutions (Anderson & Atkins, 2001). Nascent firms are more 

likely to engage in systematic strategic planning when founders have a mix of technical 

and general managerial skills (Berry, 1998), and ventures that write business plans 

before startup are more likely to persist with startup actions (Liao & Gartner, 2006). 

Business plans are necessary if ventures seek funding; however formal business plans 

are more an institutional requirement of funding agencies than a necessity for successful 

venture formation (Honig & Karlsson, 2004; Lange, Bygrave, Mollov, Pearlmutter, & 

Singh, 2005). Some scholars suggest new ventures with business plans perform no 

better and are no more profitable than those without initial plans (Delmar & Shane, 

2004; Wheeler & Davies, 2004). 

 

Ventures require a capacity to plan and monitor outcomes to become viable. This is tacit 

knowledge of the venture formation process that can be acquired through previous 

business experience (Gartner, Starr, & Bhat, 1999; Steiner & Solem, 1988; Stuart & 

Abetti, 1990). The CEOs of Hakea and Grevillea, two of the ventures in this study that 

were most likely to become viable, both had strong functional managerial abilities 

acquired from previous business experience. Both ventures adopted systematic planning 

which assisted the streamlining of actions, and both closely monitored outcomes against 

detailed business plans. Prior industry experience is an important way founders develop 

tacit understandings and the managerial abilities that assist them to develop realistic 

plans before startup (Liao & Gartner, 2006). 

 

Planning alone does not ensure viability of a new venture. Functional managerial 

abilities are necessary for plans to be implemented successfully. Dryandra founders 

organised planning several times but they failed to activate a purposeful program of 

activities and did not monitor progress against objectives. Subsequently, founders and 
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volunteers were discouraged by the poor progress of the NSEV in achieving the desired 

mission and community support declined.  

 

Hakea and Grevillea designed detailed plans at startup, whereas Callistemon, Dryandra, 

Banksia, and Acacia, the volunteer service ventures, had no clearly defined action plans. 

The volunteer service ventures emphasised the mission. Their planning revolved around 

achieving short term goals rather than focusing on the long term viability of the venture. 

They reviewed actions and outcomes from month to month without clear directions for 

startup actions. This was advantageous in providing flexibility to modify plans and take 

advantage of unexpected opportunities. For example, Banksia adapted its website to 

capture potential Internet income streams. Callistemon modified its magazine content 

after becoming aware of sources of in kind industry funding, and Dryandra broadened 

its service offering in response to a request from local government. Being flexible and 

taking advantages of unforseen opportunities was helpful, but it could reduce openings. 

Without action plans, ventures lacked obvious coherence in their startup. They did not 

seem convincing or likely to become viable and so did not appear to be good prospects 

for potential partnerships. In contrast, Hakea and Grevillea’s systematic planning and 

streamlined actions hastened their progress towards becoming viable. 

 

Human resource capacity 

As Roper and Cheney (2005) theorised, this study found people were an important 

element for NSEV startup. A critical first task for NSEVs in this study was to attract 

human resources – paid staff or volunteers – to enable the venture to commence 

operations. All ventures engaged volunteers to assist the startup. For example, Hakea 

relied on volunteers to deliver services, and an Advisory Board improved Acacia’s 

performance. Those ventures with sufficient financial capital, such as Grevillea, could 

purchase the human resources they needed, but NSEVs also started successfully with 

only volunteers, although this resulted in a slower development trajectory.  

 

As with financial matters, volunteer service ventures did not address human resource 

issues systematically. In general, startup actions were shaped by the availability of 

people willing to take responsibility for tasks rather than designing actions then seeking 

suitable people to undertake them. As part of planning, tasks were allocated among 
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founders, but there was little review of outcomes, and virtually no monitoring of service 

quality. Banksia implemented volunteer training, but none of the volunteer service 

ventures designed a volunteer recruitment strategy or saw a need to design a 

performance management system. These deficiencies contributed to poor venture 

performance. Volunteers are the workforce for volunteer service ventures (Byron & 

Curtis, 2002). Managing volunteers, along with the actions of founders, needs to be 

acknowledged as central to venture functioning.  

 

The two entrepreneurial ventures approached staff arrangements professionally. Both 

selected board members carefully and monitored their input. Hakea had a sophisticated 

system for recruiting and managing volunteers, including an informal performance 

appraisal system and public rewards for excellent service. Grevillea designed a system 

for collaborative management that appeared to work well. Grevillea not only engaged 

and included staff in decision making, but one staff member was paid more than the 

CEO in recognition of their specialised abilities. This was well known among staff, and 

established the CEO’s credibility as someone who ‘walked the talk’ of staff inclusion, 

thus building cohesion and commitment among the staff. 

 

Few SE scholars address human resource issues, but founders do not establish NSEVs 

alone. Starting a successful new venture is not the action of a single individual (Spear, 

2006). Embedding social innovation is a social activity (Seanor & Meaton, 2007). It 

requires people to action a series of tasks and design organisational systems to sustain 

the innovation. People working together, even as volunteers, need to be managed 

(Byron & Curtis, 2002; Wilson & Pimm, 1996). Few studies examine human resource 

issues in SE ventures even though founders need to harness and direct time, energy and 

commitment in order to achieve their venture goals. Borshee (2006) considers the need 

to build the right team of people but his perspective is aimed towards revenue raising 

activities of well established nonprofit organisations, and this has less relevance to 

NSEVs. SE as a field of practice and scholarship would benefit from more attention to 

human resource issues. 
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Marketing capacity 

The two entrepreneurial ventures acknowledged marketing as providing important 

contributions to their success in rapidly becoming viable. Marketing skill improves 

awareness of the venture, highlights the value of its mission, emphasises founder 

credibility and commitment, and demonstrates venture trustworthiness and competence 

to stakeholders (Sullivan Mort, et al., 2007). It helps to stabilise the venture image and 

brand the venture (Heller, 2008), establishes trust and good customer relations, and 

enables ventures to understand stakeholder requirements (Farrelly & Quester, 2003; 

Gruber, 2006; Nguyen & Rose, 2009). A strong market presence is an invaluable aid in 

negotiating collaborations, alliances, or sponsorships with external partners (Lounsbury 

& Glynn, 2001). NSEVs need to be perceived as legitimate to acquire resources. NSEVs 

develop moral legitimacy (Dart, 2004b) as socially rational businesses to create and 

distribute social and economic value (Ridley-Duff, 2008). Stakeholders’ perception of 

NSEV value improves as legitimacy and reputation are assembled in the public domain 

(Delmar & Shane, 2004; Fowler, 2000; Wheeler & Davies, 2004). Marketing is an 

important way for NSEVs to build and sustain reputation (Bennett, et al., 2008).  

 

All ventures in this study perceived the media as an important stakeholder in the startup 

process, but Hakea and Grevillea alone viewed the media as a strategic resource. Hakea 

was able to profile their industry awards by establishing very effective media 

relationships. Local media outlets, such as newspapers or radio, profiled the mission, 

improved visibility and brand (Deephouse, 2000). By implementing a strong media plan 

the entrepreneurial NSEVs were able to shape stakeholder opinions and build a sound 

public reputation as legitimate venture which assisted ventures to gain future funding 

(Olsson, Folke, & Berkes, 2004; Shaw, et al., 2008).  

 

Organisational learning capacity  

This study confirms the importance of organisational learning in the startup of NSEVs. 

Being open to learning assisted ventures to organise the founding process and gain skills 

over time. Vulnerable ventures that embraced organisational learning (Acacia and 

Banksia) achieved their social innovation objectives more effectively than those that 

were resistant to it (Callistemon and Dryandra). As discussed above, marketing 

provided opportunities for the NSEVs in this study to build reputation. Not all ventures 
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started with marketing expertise, but this was not an irrevocable disadvantage. 

Marketing skills could be acquired if the NSEV had a capacity for organisational 

learning, but not all ventures had this attribute. Dryandra founders were skilled 

managers but did not incorporate active learning into the startup process. Callistemon 

founders resisted suggestions to engage a business mentor even though marketing issues 

of promotion, pricing, and distribution problems were always evident in the venture. 

Financial issues persisted and ultimately lead to closure.  

 

Learning and organising are iterative, constructed to arrange the unstable, chaotic social 

space where ventures come to appreciate the dynamic nature of the organisation’s 

being. Knowledge is an intangible element that offers ventures a capacity to be 

innovative (Sánchez, Chaminade, & Olea, 2000), especially when it is gained in 

situations peripheral to those in which it is subsequently applied (Cliff, Jennings, & 

Greenwood, 2006). NSEVs may acquire human capital as formal learning in structured 

educational settings (Haugh & Rubery, 2005) or informally as tacit knowledge by 

processing prior experiences (Jones, Failla, & Miller, 2007; Reuber & Fischer, 1999). It 

is not prior experience itself that offers advantage however, but absorptive capacity, that 

is, a capacity to transfer and apply knowledge gained from experience into new 

situations (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Zahra & George, 2002). Absorptive capacity 

assists nascent ventures to acquire, absorb, and apply new information. It enables 

NSEVs to appreciate the dynamic nature of the venture and its opportunities and offers 

great potential for strategic advantage (Phelps, Adams, & Bessant, 2007).  

 

Entrepreneurship is a process of creative innovation that requires novel ideas to be 

absorbed, processed, and applied (Baron & Tang, 2011; Shaw & Carter, 2007). This 

capacity resides in individuals, but it can be communicated and transferred within 

ventures (Liao, et al., 2008). Mutual understandings are the foundations on which viable 

ventures are built. Social interaction within the venture sustains organisational 

knowledge and facilitates its reproduction. A capacity for organisations to absorb 

information, learn and apply new concepts is crucial for the long term viability of 

NSEVs (Strichman, Bickel, & Marshood, 2008). Absorptive capacity enables 

knowledge to be integrated into new systems and modes of behaviour that are socially 

constructed as mutual understandings. If it is valued and utilised, absorptive capacity 

extends a venture’s problem solving skill, and facilitates the adoption and diffusion of 
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innovations. These skills assist cooperative participation in unexpected, new, or risky 

situations by reducing fear of the unknown. Absorptive capacity can generate valuable 

assets which may be traded in policy negotiations, alliance or sponsorship deals 

(Appadurai, 2001; Gerwin & Ferris, 2004). 

 

Social enterprise functioning may be improved through formal education and training, 

yet the NSEVs in this study preferred informal learning mechanisms to conventional 

education. NSEVs are short on time. Learning must come in ways that allow skills to be 

absorbed quickly and easily incorporated into venture activities. Personal experience 

offers a stream of knowledge to be harvested over time (Reuber & Fischer, 1999). Prior 

experience in founders helps to develop absorptive capacity by stimulating comparisons. 

Experience develops tacit knowledge which informs understanding which then can be 

shaped into new knowledge that extends skills in new ventures. Human capital gained 

from experience can be streamed into new ventures to assist their capacity to adapt to 

new or unexpected events. Being adaptable to changing environments improves the 

chances of NSEVs negotiating their way to viability. 

 

Summing up functional managerial abilities 

This study found that the social relationships and interactions of founders are central to 

the startup processes and venture viability, but the age and formal education of the 

founders were not highly relevant. This is contrary to the findings of research into 

commercial venture startups where founder age, education, and previous managerial 

experience have been identified as having a significant influence on venture outcomes 

(Colombo & Grilli, 2005; Lynskey, 2004; Preisendorfer & Voss, 1990). Access to 

adequate financial capital affects commercial venture startup (Eckhardt, Shane, & 

Delmar, 2006), and the propensity of ventures to continue (Liao, et al., 2008). In 

contrast, this study found that the social purpose and interactive nature of NSEVs means 

they can function with limited financial capital, although access to capital allowed a 

more rapid startup process.  

 

Consistent with Turner and Martin (2005), this study found that functional managerial 

abilities were essential for NSEVs to become viable. NSEVs with inadequate functional 

managerial abilities were always vulnerable to closure. They struggled to meet the 
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expectations of critical stakeholders. Attracting and deploying human resources (staff 

and volunteers) and effective financial planning and control were essential for NSEVs 

to become viable, thus supporting Thakur (1999) and Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort 

(2001). As discussed in Chapter 5, this study found that NSEVs could progress towards 

viability even if not strong in functional managerial abilities initially, provided they 

developed organisational learning and strategic aptitude capacities.  

 

c) Strategic aptitude  

More than any other factor, a capacity to operate strategically was the vital element by 

which NSEVs in this study could develop processes to become viable. Strategy refers to 

a plan of action to achieve goals and objectives. More specifically, strategy in social 

purpose ventures is ‘a pattern of purposes, policies, programs, actions, decisions, or 

resource allocations that define what an organization is, what it does, and why it does it’ 

(Bryson, 1996, p. 10). Strategy is a craft, an inexact science of designing actions to be 

implemented in an uncertain, but imagined environment to gain potential, but enigmatic 

returns (Johnson & Scholes, 1999). As a mix of economic, institutional, and social 

cognition processes configured as strategic aptitude guides the direction and scope of an 

organisation over the long term to achieve an advantage by configuring resources within 

a changing environment to meet market needs and fulfil stakeholder expectations 

(Johnson & Scholes, 1999). 

 

Strategy is influenced by the institutional context (Lee & Miller, 1996). In commercial 

contexts, strategy is viewed as a rational, lineal, structural approach to planning and 

organising future development for the firm. Supporting this viewpoint, Porter’s (1985) 

five forces model positions strategy as the mechanism to achieve sustainable advantage 

with profit or other economic advantage for the firm anticipated as the outcome. in 

contrast to commercial firms, strategy in SE does not strive to maximise profit. Strategy 

in SE is envisaged as a means of achieving economic and social value (Chew, 2009; 

Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003). The goal of strategy is to achieve a triple bottom line 

outcome that benefits a range of stakeholders (Dixon & Clifford, 2007; Mair & Schoen, 

2007; Weerawardena, McDonald, & Sullivan Mort, 2010). NSEVs are shaped by social 

and political influences as well as economic conditions (Chew, 2010; Novkovic, 2008). 

Strategy relates to ideology, power and agency in a political-cultural rhetoric of 
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legitimisation (Hensmans, 2003). Porter’s model is less applicable to the complex, 

pluralist multi-stakeholder environment of NSEVs than to the hostile competitive 

environment in commercial contexts (Mason, et al., 2007; Ridley-Duff, 2007). This 

view of strategy applies to ventures with a social purpose where cultural influences 

abound (Chew, 2005, 2009).  

 

Strategic aptitude involves a capacity to anticipate an ‘unknowable future’ (Anderson & 

Atkins, 2001 p. 317). It is not intuitive, but is built systematically over time as a 

deliberate approach to be well positioned to gain benefit. Strategic aptitude relies on 

clear vision, leadership, strong convictions, adaptability, and persistence to resolve 

uncertainty (Parry, 1999). Founders must convince influential players to embrace the 

proposed social innovation, establish new institutions and reconfigure power relations 

(Brown, de Jong, & Lessidrenska, 2009). Strategic access to policy networks is 

important for social enterprises to improve awareness of threats to the venture and 

opportunities for the mission (Minkoff, 1993). In this context, strategy becomes a 

process of maximising influence rather than acquiring resources competitively 

(Stevenson & Greenberg, 2000). This type of strategy, an expansion of a venture’s 

persuasive goals, was implemented by all NSEVs in this study, including the volunteer 

service ventures. By understanding the importance of political persuasion, this finding 

extends Baum and Oliver’s (1991) explanation of gaining advantage from powerful 

institutional links.  

 

The nature of strategy for the volunteer service was a realistic, but pragmatic craft. It 

was an adaptive practice of persuasion to achieve ‘event making’ social innovation 

goals though virtuous ‘heart and mind’ qualities (Sztompka, 1993 p. 272). Strategy for 

the volunteer service ventures was goal directed, but it was implemented in a somewhat 

accidental or inadvertent manner. As suggested by Bhave’s (1994) startup model, 

volunteer service ventures executed strategy incrementally with multiple feedback 

loops. Although never fully planned, sometimes it was inspired. It was flexible and 

nimble, and took opportunities when they came. Strategy for volunteer service ventures 

aimed to generate unrest with the status quo, drive an understanding of the need for 

social innovation, and persuade others to action. This logic is closely associated with 

social innovation. The strategy aimed to build citizenship structures and create a sense 

of social engagement as a service for civic renewal (Drewe, et al., 2008).  
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From a neoinstitutional perspective, nascent ventures seek advantage through 

legitimising associations with powerful actors in the institutional landscape (Hensmans, 

2003). In Baum and Oliver’s (1991) neoinstitutional view, strategy is socially 

constructed: ventures comply and adjust to expectations in order to gain legitimacy. 

Ventures that moderate their behaviour and adhere to an accepted course of action are 

more likely to achieve their objectives (Minkoff, 2002), especially those that aspire to 

moderate change goals with a mission targeted at non-political arena (Minkoff, 1993).  

 

Grevillea and Hakea took this approach as a deliberate strategy. They were successful in 

gaining legitimacy, access to influential and powerful actors, and financial benefits. 

Banksia embarked on this approach is a less systematic way. By imitating relatively 

powerless community entities and confining their attention to government, Banksia 

improved their legitimacy, but they were less successful in achieving other benefits. 

They would have been more successful if they had aspired to be conspicuous in their 

institutional field. Australian governments respond to visibly successful organisations 

(Rogers, 2007). In this situation, venture strategy becomes a process of integrating 

ideology, power, and agency into the dominant political and cultural rhetoric 

(Hensmans, 2003). NSEVs would benefit by maximising legitimacy in their 

institutional field through competitive strategies (Hensmans, 2003; Levy & Egan, 

2003). This would be a cultural change but it would fit well with the core concepts of 

SE of becoming self sustaining. Over the long term, this approach would seem likely to 

achieve the mission related actions of NSEVs. 

 

Networking  

The results of this study support the extant literature that strong social networks offer 

benefits for NSEVs (Anderson, Dodd, & Jack, 2010; Haugh, 2007; Jack, et al., 2008; 

Lechner, et al., 2006; Sobels, Curtis, & Lockie, 2001). Ventures reaped tangible and 

intangible rewards if they deliberately developed strong social networks. Networks offer 

an extensive, wide ranging and diverse set of informal contacts and opportunities to 

engage in mutually productive exchanges. Networks supply strategic institutional spaces 

to access a range of useful resources such as information, identity creation, or improved 

reputation which improves growth in commercial contexts (Reilly & Schweihs, 1998) 

through a process of institutional capital creation (Haugh, 2007; Roman & Moore, 
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2004). Social networks provide sources of personal support, act as a medium to test new 

ideas, and provide a source of tacit knowledge on likely future industry developments. 

Information from networks improves the chance for NSEVs to withstand unexpected 

shocks, such as reduced income during a downturn (Gliedt & Parker, 2007; Raz & 

Gloor, 2007). This was particularly obvious with Grevillea and Hakea. Both ventures 

implemented advanced networking as a deliberate strategy, then converted opportunities 

identified in the networks into benefits for the venture. It is valuable for founders to 

network strategically, identifying key individuals, agencies, and institutions that might 

offer useful information or other resources. 

 

Social networks are not static, but dynamic, structurally embedded organising processes 

(Dorado, Giles, & Welch, 2009; Passy & Giugni, 2001), that evolve over time, enabling 

founders to ‘perceive, navigate, enact and even co-create the environment’ (Jack, et al., 

2008 p. 151). Ventures may capture benefits provided founders have strong 

communication and interpersonal relationship skills. Good communication is the 

building block of strategic aptitude that allows a venture to develop power and influence 

in its institutional environment (Couchman & Fulop, 2007). Networks may have diverse 

membership or may be homogenous. Members of networks gain more benefits as the 

internal network connectivity increases, but a threshold limit applies since high levels of 

connectivity homogenises the network. At some point the potential advantages are 

reduced due to low diversity among network members (Marwell, Oliver, & Prahl, 

1988). Consistent with others’ findings (Bonn & Pettigrew, 2009), NSEVs in this study 

gained the most benefits for the venture through networks of board memberships. This 

was very evident in Hakea, Banksia, and Grevillea with networks that extended across 

several institutional fields. 

 

Not all network members are interested, willing, or able to indulge in exchange 

relationships. Power may be employed as an excluding mechanism. Powerful agents 

may control access to networks, as Banksia experienced, or implement excluding 

tactics, as occurred to Callistemon. Newcomers may be perceived as a threat to the 

status quo, or to the status of powerful actors. NSEVs’ reputation suffers if they are 

denied access to or excluded from influential networks, so ventures need to assess the 

political dynamics in networks. Participating in a range of networks allows NSEVs to 

capture a variety of benefits, but they need to engage strategically to maximise the 
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result. To harvest resources, NSEVs need to identify the elements required, then 

purposefully broker productive exchange relationships with influential individuals 

(Dorado, et al., 2009). Rather than relating to a single powerful institution such as 

government, NSEVs need to become embedded with key institutions in more than one 

network across different sectors (Ghezzi & Mingione, 2007; Smith-Doerr, 2005) around 

combinations of strong and weak ties (Davidsson & Honig, 2003; Elfring & Hulsink, 

2003).  

 

Of all the ventures, Hakea and Grevillea demonstrated the strongest strategic aptitude 

and awareness of the potential opportunities available in the institutional environment. 

Previous business experience of both CEOs provided insight into the culture, 

manoeuvrings, and scheming within the sector, likely political developments, or product 

changes of relevant ventures in their field. Having analysed the environment, Hakea and 

Grevillea designed and implemented strategies to gain advantage for their ventures. 

Hakea identified its unique skill as organising volunteers and used this to great effect in 

designing their business plan. They noted movements in the policy environment that 

increased opportunities to achieve their mission, profiled mission achievements to 

relevant Ministers, and leveraged their skills to achieve substantial government funding. 

Grevillea identified its main skill was leveraging relationships. They used their network 

of contacts to good effect to gain seats on boards of prominent nonprofit agencies and 

through this increased their profile and influence. The underpinning logic of Hakea and 

Grevillea’s strategy was to maximise resources and gain economic momentum in order 

to become viable and ensure the mission was achieved. In each venture, strategic 

aptitude was implemented to exploit opportunities more successfully than existing or 

potential competitors.  

 

Notably, low levels of strategic aptitude and political awareness in the volunteer service 

ventures contributed to their long struggle to become viable. These findings support 

those of several European SE studies (Bjerke & Hjorth, 2006; Parkinson & Howorth, 

2008; Seanor & Meaton, 2007). Few ventures were strategic. Founders did not identify 

themselves as social entrepreneurs. Achieving social goals was prioritised over being 

enterprising, and most did not have systematic plans. Not all ventures aspired to growth. 

Simply surviving was the ultimate goal for some ventures.  
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The findings of this study also support Diochon and Anderson’s (2009) observation that 

not all ventures pursuing social goals will be enterprising or effective despite their 

innovation intentions. As well, it supports their assumption of the environment shaping 

strategy which in turn shapes venture processes. Other aspects of Diochon and 

Anderson’s (2009) model were not supported. These six Australian NSEVs do not fit 

neatly into the typology of incremental or discontinuous strategy Diochon and Anderson 

proposed. For example, Hakea and Grevillea had an entrepreneurial approach, sought 

opportunities, were strategically focused and autonomous. These attributes fit Diochon 

and Anderson’s model, but other venture attributes do not. Hakea was not market 

oriented and did not seek to broaden its activities beyond a single goal. Grevillea’s 

board members were not actively involved in the venture. Hakea and Grevillea accepted 

accountability to multiple stakeholders, but neither venture engaged in strategic 

experimentation. These two enterprising ventures do not fit the challenging role 

Diochon and Anderson (2009) envisaged. Likewise, the four volunteer service ventures 

fit some, but not all of the proposed ‘mainstreaming’ criteria, that is, that ventures aim 

to integrate their functions into existing societal structures (Diochon & Anderson, 

2009). Overall, there are sufficient inconsistencies between the findings of this study 

and Diochon and Anderson’s model to find it unsuitable for NSEV startup in Australia. 

 

Integration and theoretical explanation of research sub–question 1  

NSEVs developed processes to become viable by implementing a mix of social, 

managerial and strategic competencies. Viable NSEV startup was an organic, dynamic 

process, implemented with due consideration of changes as they occurred within the 

venture and its environment, and with institutional expectations. NSEV founders set the 

venture direction. Interactions with the environment shaped venture processes but had 

less effect than founders’ values and intentions. This aspect this will be discussed in the 

next research question.  

 

In agreement with Slater and Narver (1995), the NSEVs in this study that were 

adaptable made the most significant progress towards viability. They acquired 

knowledge through exploration, challenged assumptions to generate learning, and 

rapidly developed new behaviours to leverage their learning. This is the process of 

NSEV startup, but what are the dynamics that enable an effective startup process to 
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develop? Why do many NSEVs close? What are the foundations that enable some, but 

not all, NSEVs to become viable? 

 

NSEV startup involves a complex set of actions that are sometimes conflicting in their 

basic concepts. Successful startup is more than founders having a passion for a cause, 

then collecting and applying skills. The process requires the combination of all the 

capacities described above, applied systematically during the startup, but this is difficult 

because founders must integrate conflicting logics of intentions and actions. Attracting 

others, aligning values, and working successfully as a group relies on a creating an 

attractive vision of an alternative future. This is an activity of involvement and 

commitment that engages affect. It relies on an emotional commitment to an inspiration 

offered by the NSEV founder. Building relationships may be undertaken for pragmatic 

or logical reasons, but it is affective work. In contrast, implementing the mission is a 

systematic and orderly process that requires detached analysis, methodical organisation 

and coordination of multiple actions, while monitoring and influencing the performance 

of others. Founders need to integrate these conflicting paradigms of affect and systems 

to progress the NSEV from an inspiration of social innovation to orderly startup actions.  

 

Inspiration and commitment are not enough for viable NSEV startup. Managerial 

actions alone are not adequate. Both must be actioned simultaneously and with 

sufficient expertise for NSEVs to achieve their social innovation purpose. NSEV startup 

has parallel affective and methodical processes. One aspect of startup is systematic, 

rational, orderly, detached analysis and organising. This is the methodical managerial 

aspect of SE that is emphasised in the profit maximising perspective. Commitment, 

vision, influence, and persuasion are affective processes.  

 

There is yet a third aspect of NSEV startup that is essential for viable startup. Strategic 

aptitude differentiated the ventures in this study that became viable from those that 

continued to struggle. Strategic aptitude enabled ventures to interact with and 

successfully influence their institutional environment. Ventures could easily establish 

credibility if they operated with strategic aptitude. They could build alliances to gain 

direct benefits such as funding, or indirect advantages, such as introductions to 

influential benefactors who could offer opportunities. Strategic aptitude is a soft 

political process of persuasion for potential future gains.  
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SE has three divergent foundations: emotive, methodical, and political. Successful 

startup involves all three simultaneously. NSEV founders need to engage affective and 

methodical actions concurrently for effective startup, and then they need to engage 

strategic political activities to enable the venture to become viable. These soft, social 

and political aspects of SE startup are not well documented in the literature. 

 

Comparing this study with other NSEV studies 

The findings of this study support some aspects of Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) findings, 

but contest others. Three of the four elements Sharir and Lerner ranked as highly 

influential to successful startup relate to affective communication and relationship work. 

This is broadly consistent with the findings of this study (see Table 6.2). Four of Sharir 

and Lerner’s ranked elements relate to systematic managerial work and market focus 

which is broadly consistent with the findings of this study.  

 

 

Table 6.2 Conceptual comparison of this study with Sharir and Lerner (2006)  

 

This study Sharir and Lerner 

Communication and 

relationships  

(1) the entrepreneur's social network  

(2) total dedication to the venture's success 

(4) acceptance of the venture idea in the public discourse  

Managerial and marketing  (3) the capital base at the establishment stage 

(5) the composition of the venturing team, including ratio of volunteers to 

salaried employees 

(7) the ability of the service to stand the market test 

(8) the entrepreneurs' previous managerial experience 

Strategic and political 

understanding 

(6) forming cooperations in public and nonprofit sectors in the long-term 

 

(Compiled for this study) 
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This study does not support all Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) findings. In particular, this 

study contests Sharir and Lerner’s assertion of societal structural arrangements being 

responsible for NSEVs ‘success’. The external environment certainly influences venture 

startup, but a capacity to engage politically to influence the environment is more 

important than structural effects. A major difference between Sharir and Lerner and this 

study was the finding that strategic aptitude was vital for NSEVs to transition from 

merely functional ventures to become viable. Sharir and Lerner (2006) pay scant 

attention to strategic aptitude or political and influencing elements. 

 

The discrepancy between the findings of this study and Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) 

might be explained by the ‘success’ criteria they used. NSEVs were deemed successful 

by Sharir and Lerner if they achieved their declared goals and had resources for further 

growth and development. These criteria relate strongly to organisational success and 

commercial managerial conventions but are less aligned with the social goals of SE. 

Only Hakea and Grevillea would be successful if judged by these criteria, yet all 

ventures in this study identified elements in which they were successful. A broader view 

of success would include effects for the target group, organisational legitimacy, and 

public involvement in the issues being addressed (Rhodes & Donnelly-Cox, 2008). Five 

of the six NSEVs in this study would be successful with these criteria. Acacia 

established a high degree of visibility and a loyal constituency. Banksia influenced 

public perception on a need for social innovation and achieved some policy changes. 

Both achieved their desired social innovations to some extent. Even Callistemon 

successfully promoted its cause and achieved considerable commitment from a 

dedicated following, and thus could be perceived as partly successful. But there appears 

to be a deeper difference between this study and Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) findings 

that relate to an appreciation of the competing social obligation and profit maximising 

paradigms in SE practice.  

 

In this study, strategic abilities rather than structural arrangements facilitated the process 

of becoming viable. Consequently, this study does not support all of Sharir and Lerner’s 

(2006) findings. Access to finance was not adequate for NSEVs to become viable. 

Ventures required a strategic aptitude to set appropriate directions and implement 

actions to achieve the desired outcomes. Dedication to the venture was not sufficient for 

a venture to become viable. Initially, all founders in this study were dedicated to their 
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venture at startup, but not all ventures continued to operate. It was not alliances with 

other agencies that were important, but the benefits acquired through good 

communication and relationships which could be deployed with relevant functional 

managerial abilities. It was not the composition of the founding team or previous 

experience that was critical, but functional managerial abilities available during the 

startup. A lack of previous managerial experience could be offset with organisational 

learning capacity through which the NSEV could acquire essential skills and aptitudes.  

 

This study extends the findings of another important NSEV study. Haugh (2007) 

provided insight into enterprising actions of ventures in the public sphere. Her study 

demonstrated the complexity involved in the startup process, and the value of emotional 

work to build network relationships early in the startup. She did not discuss 

relationships and communication as essential startup skills, but their relevance may be 

implied since both are essential to build strong networks. This Australian study adds to 

Haugh’s findings by considering the intuitive and interactive process in the interval 

between founders establishing social networks and the subsequent startup actions of the 

NSEV. It also adds to an understanding of how tangible and intangible resources 

gleaned from networks are applied in venture startup. Haugh’s (2007) and this study 

demonstrate the value of the tangible benefits and intangible advantages NSEVs gain by 

imitating values, symbols, cultural norms, and developing similar structures and 

operational processes as observed in influential institutions. 

 

Synergies between founders, their ideas, actions, and the processes used are considered 

likely and desirable in SE theory, but in practice, maintaining common values and 

effective collaboration are characteristic problems (Hahn, et al., 2006; Olsson, Folke, & 

Hahn, 2004; Smith & Lohrke, 2008). Significant tensions exist between venture 

decisions and the contexts in which they operate (Nicholls-Nixon, Cooper, & Woo, 

2000; Shukla, 1982). SE ventures operate in a state of dynamic, adaptive tension, that is, 

a ‘pressure for change that builds up in a complex adaptive system arising from the 

interaction of heterogeneous agents, the introduction of new ideas and/or the availability 

of new or reallocation of existing resources’ resources’ (Rhodes & Donnelly-Cox, 2008, 

p. 43). SE ventures manage competing managerial expectations, implementing effective 

actions to achieve their mission, while concurrently aiming to influence policy makers 
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(Lune, 2002; Rhodes & Donnelly-Cox, 2008) and the media (Douglas & Sullivan Mort, 

2009). This is a complex task.  

 

Two studies have identified the divergent logics found in this Australian research. 

Schieffer and Lessem (2009) note SE extends beyond profit and principles to 

incorporate cultural, ecological, and political activities. Parkinson and Howorth (2008) 

found practitioners publicly endorsed efficient business rationality but concurrently 

engaged in affective social morality that legitimised the venture purpose and its actions. 

Other scholars move even closer to the complexity perceived in this study by proposing 

SE as a multidimensional construct of entrepreneurially virtuous behaviour and 

judgement capacity embedded in organisational contexts with a propensity towards 

innovation, risk taking, and proactive behaviours (Sullivan Mort, et al., 2003). It could 

be argued these behaviours have an affective base applied to business activities. In later 

research, Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006) acknowledge the complexity of 

interactions and intricacy of operational dynamics in SE ventures. The authors propose 

SE as a bounded multidimensional construct, deeply rooted in the social mission and 

highly influenced by environmental dynamics and the urge to become a sustainable 

organisation. The authors acknowledge the competing tensions affective work and 

managerial imperatives create, but do not identify strategic aptitude as an essential 

component in venture operation. Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006) did not 

identify these dynamics as competing logics. This study builds additional 

understandings of the necessity to engage in strategic affective work to influence the 

institutional environment in order for SE ventures to become viable.  

 

Summing up research sub-question 1 

NSEV founders needed to have, or develop, social, managerial, and strategic skills to 

develop processes to establish a viable venture. With these attributes, NSEVs may build 

valuable relationships, organise effective internal routines and systems, and organise to 

engage in beneficial strategic exchanges. Communication and relationship building 

skills were important throughout the startup process. Functional managerial abilities and 

organisational learning became important once the startup process had commenced. 

These capacities enable NSEVs to function and progress their social mission. Strategic 

aptitude was an essential additional skill founders needed to display if they were to 
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progress beyond simply functioning NSEVs to become viable ventures. The complexity 

of underpinning foundations and logics of SE practice and competing paradigms is 

worthy of a more thorough examination in the future. The next section examines the 

second research sub-question. 

 

3. Research sub-question 2 

How do the social mission, environment, and venture viability interact and affect 

NSEV startup? 

 

This thesis argues startup actions are not linear or static, but are shaped by conflicting 

intentions that change over time as venture priorities alter. Startup may be viewed as a 

hierarchy of founders’ intentions as startup progresses from attending to the mission and 

internal organising, to attending to interactions with the NSEV environment, and then 

attending to the essential need for venture viability for the social innovation to remain. 

Social competence and dynamic collaboration are the two essential elements that enable 

the complex set of NSEV startup actions to process successfully. 

 

In their multidimensional SE model, Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006) proposed 

the social mission, environment, and need for organisational sustainability (viability) as 

constraining mechanisms (see Figure 2.3). The authors did not explain how the 

constraining forces operate, but it is now possible to offer an explanation based on the 

findings of this study. As Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort suggest, the three elements 

are linked in NSEV startup. While they constrain some aspects of NSEVs, the three 

elements also enable ventures to achieve their goals. The nature of social mission, 

environment, and viability will be examined before considering the interaction among 

these three elements. 

 

The mission is the force that compels startup actions. Founders decide to start a NSEV 

to achieve a mission and improve civil society. The mission is the central focus, the 

foundational purpose behind the commitment of founders, volunteers, public supporters, 

and funding agencies. The mission is the equivalent of the opportunity in a commercial 

context (Monllor & Attaran, 2008; Rae, 2009). In social enterprise, the mission relates 

to an unmet social need of some kind, an issue or product that is worthy of attention to 

provide benefit for some segment of society.  
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NSEV environments are dynamic. NSEV objectives are innovative and novel. The 

venture is undertaking something new – a new product or service, or new approach, but 

the venture environment is unknown and unpredictable, and the market opportunities for 

products or services are unidentified and untried (Monllor & Attaran, 2008). The new 

venture could be seen as the market leader in commercial contexts. While founders may 

find this exciting as a novel activity, environmental hazards can only be partly 

anticipated until startup is underway and the venture is functioning to some extent.  

 

Viability is somewhat like a good deed: it is seldom defined exactly. Some scholars, 

such as Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006), refer to venture sustainability rather 

than viability. Undoubtedly there are temporal and other differences between the two 

terms, but conceptually they are sufficiently similar to blend the two for this discussion. 

Viability in commercial contexts undoubtedly relates to financial measures by which it 

can be determined if the venture is covering its costs and achieving sufficient profit for 

the owners to be satisfied with their investment (Robinson, 1999).  

 

In the main, SE scholars also approach venture viability in terms of financial status. For 

example, Peredo and McLean (2006) suggest: ‘a venture is fiscally sustainable when its 

operating costs are met...’(p. 62). Sharir and Lerner (2006) assessed venture success 

which they defined as: ‘an ability of the venture to ensure program/service continuity 

and sustainability by acquiring the resources necessary to maintain current operations’ 

(p. 8). Sharir and Lerner did not describe what resources would be necessary for a 

venture to continue to operate, but viability was defined in Chapter 4 as having adequate 

human, financial, and intangible resources such as contacts, information, and reputation 

to anticipate the venture would be able to operate for at least two years. In the midst of 

startup, viability is not so much a definable status as a sense or informed judgement that 

all is well for the venture. Viability is a somewhat subjective assessment or 

consideration by those managing the venture that it will be able to proceed with its 

actions for the foreseeable future to achieve the mission. 

 

The findings of this study extend Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s (2006) proposition 

of the constraining effects of interactions among environment, social mission, and 

venture sustainability. This study agreed with Weerwardena and Sullivan Mort that the 

need for viability constrained the venture’s mission and environment interactions. 
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However, not all effects were constraining. Some interlinked elements had positive 

effects for NSEVs. This applied for mission interactions that had positive influences on 

the environment and in most situations provided positive effects. The effects varied 

according to the influencing element. For example, the mission had positive effects on 

the NSEV when it influenced the environment, but when the environment influenced 

the mission, some effects were positive and others were constraining. The next section 

examines these complex effects with examples from the study. Table 6.3 summarises 

the effects of interlinking mission, environment, and viability as a set of interactions on 

NSEV startup. The table should be read from left to right with the influencing element 

on the left. Constraining effects are underlined and in italics. 

 

 

 

Table 6.3 Effects of mission, environment, and viability on startup 
 

Mission Environment Viability 

Direction of influence e.g. mission on environment 

M
is

s
io

n
 

 

 

 

Rewards for all involved  

Recognition of new needs 

New goods / services  

Volunteering opportunities 

Alliance / CSR opportunities 

Popular cause engages public 

 

 

Unpopular cause disengages public 

 

E
n

v
ir

o
n

m
e
n

t 

Family / founder support 

 

Public may reshape mission 

Institutional influences  

Policy change disrupts mission 

 

 

 

Convert knowledge to capabilities 

Find financial / human resources  

Form venture alliances 

Technology for interactions 

Tax – benefits of charity status 

Government regulation and policy 

V
ia

b
il
it

y
 

Reduces focus on mission 

Capable staff required 

May reshape mission 

 

 

Search for resources  

Constant external monitoring 

Shapes founder actions 

Shapes relationship building 

Must focus on capabilities 

 

 

 

 

 (Compiled for this study)   Note: Enables or Constrains 
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Mission – environment  

The mission and environment connection offers opportunities for NSEVs. The mission 

offers rewards for those involved in the venture. Starting an NSEV offers an opportunity 

for volunteers to offer their services, as occurred in Dryandra. Volunteers can feel very 

satisfied by making a difference in their community (Ferrari, 2004). Founders and 

volunteers will feel rewarded for their efforts as they see the intended goal come to 

fruition. Funding agencies will be rewarded if the intended objective is achieved. While 

providing virtuous benefits for others, the mission may offer personal benefit for 

founders. For example, feelings of self confidence may increase, as Banksia founders 

discovered. Founders may obtain new skills or useful contacts, or the mission may 

benefit a family member or other person they know. Founders might be offered public 

recognition for their efforts, as happened for Hakea. These are not the primary reasons 

for the NSEV startup, but they should be acknowledged for their potential to influence 

the longevity of the NSEV.  

 

The founder might be the first to recognise the issue, but by starting a new venture the 

social need or issue may be recognised and possibly endorsed by the public. This is a 

positive benefit for the founder. The mission/environment nexus provides an 

opportunity to create useful new goods or services to meet new needs. The NSEV offers 

opportunities for corporate agencies to build alliances as a contribution to the 

community. The mission/environment nexus offers a number of advantages and benefits 

that are enabling for NSEVs.  

 

Mission – viability  

The powerful force of the mission shapes founder actions at the beginning of startup. As 

startup progresses this force to achieve virtuous value is replaced by more pragmatic 

issues of venture viability. The nexus with viability may enable or constrain the NSEV 

depending on the mission. If the mission is popular in the public domain, it is likely to 

win approval as Sharir and Lerner (2006) describe. This is likely to offer the NSEV 

benefits and tangible resources such as donations of time or money. Both enable the 

NSEV to progress the mission. Public endorsement increases legitimacy. The value and 

intangible benefits of public legitimacy are considerable. Legitimacy may offer 

endorsement, CSR, or patronage. All facilitate the possibility of venture viability.  
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Not all missions are valued by the public, however, and some are not welcome. Lune 

(2002) describes a number of NSEVs that aimed to address HIV through a needle 

exchange program. The ventures struggled to attain support. The NSEV mission was 

unacceptable to the public, they failed to support the ventures, donations and funding 

declined, and a number of the ventures closed. A similar situation is described where the 

public was not energised by Third World sanitation programs despite the public health 

value for residents (Thomas, 2004). The venture’s mission constrained its future. 

 

Environment – mission  

Links between the environment and venture mission may enable or constrain the NSEV. 

The environment may offer support to founders via family or network connections 

(Anderson, et al., 2005). Families influence startup (Anderson & Miller, 2003). Novice 

founders such as Banksia access informal advice and personal support from parents or 

family members to support their endeavours. The potential value of social networks for 

entrepreneurial firms is well established in the literature (Hoang & Antoncic, 2003; 

Riddle & Gillespie, 2003; Sullivan Mort & Weerawardena, 2006; Westlund & Bolton, 

2003). Likewise, networks may offer NSEVs valuable tangible resources such as 

finance in addition to intangible resources such as information or credibility (Haugh, 

2007; Totterman & Sten, 2005). The reverse relationship of environment/mission also 

holds true. Corporations that offer support may gain substantial social prestige by a 

supportive relationship with a NSEV (Castelo Branco & Lima Rodrigues, 2006; Husted 

& Allen, 2007; Palmer, 2008), provided the partnerships are established with care (Di 

Domenico, Tracey, & Haugh, 2009). 

 

The nexus between environment and mission is more tenuous when considering public 

support for the venture cause. The public may support the mission, in which case the 

venture will gain credibility and legitimacy (Dart, 2004b). There is a risk the NSEV 

may reshape its mission if the venture fails to gain public support (Woller, 2002). This 

could have occurred with Callistemon. Nebula City Council was extremely supportive 

without seeking overt returns, but the council could have easily reshaped Callistemon’s 

agenda to suit their institutional needs. A similar situation was imposed on Acacia by an 

unexpected policy change. Acacia was offered the choice of changing its mission, but 

instead decided to close. The influence of institutions will be discussed in more depth in 

the third research sub-question. 
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Environment – viability  

In the main, the influence on environment was positive for venture viability. The 

environment offered opportunities to acquire valuable tangible or intangible resources. 

NSEVs could acquire human resources as volunteers or staff. NSEVs such as Banksia 

obtained knowledge from association with other agencies, and converted this into 

functional managerial abilities. Building cooperative alliances with other organisations 

is a key part of the strategy for NSEVs to become viable (Dixon & Clifford, 2007). By 

building alliances with more powerful agencies, NSEVs such as Hakea can obtain 

financial assistance and opportunities for future advancement. Technological benefits 

are available to enable NSEVs to connect with existing or potential donors and 

volunteers. Grevillea made excellent use of technology to advance its connections, build 

public awareness, and increase the venture viability. Depending on their mission, tax 

benefits may be available to Australian NSEVs if they qualify as a charity (McGregor-

Lowndes & Conroy, 2002). As registered charities, ventures have a greater potential to 

generate donations and improve viability (O'Donoghue, et al., 2006; Scaife, 2008). 

 

Not all environmental effects were positive for viability. Government regulations and 

policies are likely to have a negative effect on Australian NSEVs (Flack & Ryan, 2003, 

2005). NSEVs have few resources to cope with regulations or new policies government 

may impose (Rogers, 2007). NSEVs are not powerful. Nascent social purpose ventures 

have little prestige, low visibility, and a small voice. They are exposed and somewhat 

vulnerable. This reduces opportunities for NSEVs to influence government and shape its 

expectations or policy agenda (McShane, 2006; O'Toole & Burdess, 2004). This was an 

important negative influenced of the environment for venture viability. 

 

Viability – mission  

Attending to venture viability reduced the attention of busy founders to matters related 

to the mission. Banksia founders increasingly focused on the need for the venture to 

become financially stable, and concurrently reduced actions to achieve the mission. 

Keeping the venture functioning is difficult for founders such as Dryandra’s who have 

busy lives. Issues associated with venture viability had the potential to reshape 

Callistemon’s mission to meet requirements for funding.  
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Founders in this study did not focus on venture viability at the beginning, but it became 

an intense focus as the startup progressed. All founders other than Dryandra and 

Callistemon said their focus on venture viability issues intensified as startup progressed. 

This focus was stronger for the two entrepreneurial ventures that attended to financial 

issues constantly, and viewed human resource issues as essential for venture viability. 

Capable staff who fitted well with the mission were part of the essential requirements 

for Grevillea’s startup mix. Hakea realised the importance of volunteers. Volunteers 

were selected and their performance was managed in the same was as paid staff. In 

contrast, volunteer service ventures did not recognise volunteers as an important 

element that affected startup, even though volunteers had an important influence on the 

capacity of the NSEV to develop and deliver services effectively. As well as affecting 

the mission, volunteers influenced venture viability in that reputation suffered if 

services were not delivered effectively.  

 

Human resources – staff and volunteers – are acknowledged as very important for small 

ventures (Jack, Hyman, & Osborne, 2006) such as Australian sports organisations 

(Cuskelly, 1998; Cuskelly, Auld, Harrington, & Coleman, 2004). Scholars in the profit 

maximising perspective acknowledge the importance of a human resource capacity, but 

by and large, managing staff and volunteers is not widely recognised as an essential 

aspect of NSEV startup in Australia. Without a viable venture, the mission can not be 

achieved, but there is a risk if ventures focus strongly on viability. Attention to issues 

relating to venture viability has the potential to overwhelm novice founders and become 

the focus of venture actions. As the focus on viability increases, there is more attention 

to financial and administrative matters and less on actions to progress the social 

innovation (Hyvonen & Tuominen, 2006; Manley, 2008). The need to attend to venture 

viability could overtake a focus on the mission.  

 

Viability – environment  

The need to achieve viability shapes the associations between NSEVs and their 

environment, and this is not a positive effect. Resource seeking becomes the primary 

focus to achieve venture viability. It focuses attention and shapes founder actions. 

Information and the potential to harness skills become priorities. Ventures come to see 

their environment as a pool of potential resources waiting to be harnessed. This shapes 

who NSEVs seek to get to know, and the types of relationships they build. While this 
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may achieve benefits for NSEVs, it means NSEVs reduce their availability and 

openness to contacts who may offer new ideas or new information. Ventures balance 

issues associated with viability with those associated with social innovation. It could be 

anticipated the vision for social innovation will always be the priority (Kilpatrick & 

Silverman, 2005), but the need for venture viability focuses attention on monitoring 

external issues, potential policy changes, and adjustments to funding arrangements 

(Turner & Martin, 2005). Innovation plans risk being sidelined while addressing 

managerial tasks. This has been noted for nascent (Seanor & Meaton, 2007) and 

established nonprofit organisations (Colby & Rubin, 2005; Mulroy & Tamburo, 2004). 

Overall, viability/environment connection has negative effects for NSEVs. 

 

 

Integrating mission/environment/viability  
Having established the multifaceted and interlinked nature of the mission, environment, 

and venture viability, it is now possible to consider what this means for NSEV startup 

and viability. Founder startup actions are not linear or static, but are shaped by 

conflicting intentions that change over time as venture priorities alter.  

 

Mission/environment/venture viability may be viewed as a hierarchy of founders’ 

intentions as startup progresses. An awareness of venture vulnerability and need for 

viability shapes founder intentions and actions. Founders’ priorities alter during startup 

from concentrating on the mission to influencing their environment. Reshaping 

priorities affects what actions are prioritised and what resources, information, and skills 

are required at different times, but this is not linear decision making. NSEVs need to 

achieve significant progress towards the mission, but they also need to generate money. 

These are conflicting priorities for resource allocation. NSEVs with strategic aptitude 

acknowledged the importance of building a viable venture in order to achieve the 

mission in time, but the volunteer service ventures were slow to appreciate this tension. 

Tensions arise from a need for more resources, including time, and also from a need to 

attend to evolving and conflicting requirements.  

 

Founders have multiple roles in a venture (Hoang & Gimeno, 2010) as mediators, 

moderators, and manipulators of their environments (Pellegrinelli, 2002). They act as 

innovation agents for their social context and as change agents for their organisation 
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(Chamlee-Wright, 2008). Dawson and Daniel (2008) note the importance of cohesion 

and mutual accommodation in social innovation. None of the NSEVs in this study 

engaged in aggressive behaviour, or challenged existing systems while positioning their 

purpose in the public arena. This was an intentional, proactive approach. It was not a 

confrontational, class based struggle in which the pillars of power are situated as social 

structures of organisations and economic institutions (Levy & Egan, 2003; Sklair, 

1997). The startup process was calmly collaborative, designed to accomplish the desired 

social innovation. NSEVs were advantaged by coalition building and accommodation 

with their environments. Collaboration was actioned in this study as a dynamic and 

interactive process with the community of interest. It was implemented as interactions 

between the NSEV and individuals or agencies in its environment for mutual advantage 

(Tracey, et al., 2005). Collaboration was a dynamic process that responded to changing 

circumstances, opportunities and hazards for the venture. Social perception shaped 

NSEV intentions to blend with prevailing social customs within organisations as 

mimetic behaviours (Barreto & Baden-Fuller, 2006). This was displayed as social 

competence, that is, a capacity to relate to others effectively (Baron & Markman, 2003).  

 

In the profit maximising perspective, technical competence is perceived as strongly 

affecting venture success. The literature attends to managerial elements such as fiscal 

stability, relationship marketing, improving service quality, and productivity (Kingston 

& Bolton, 2004; Mallin & Finkle, 2007; Wei-Skillern, et al., 2007). Founders are 

expected to act entrepreneurially, maximise opportunities and expand business elements 

of the social venture. Venture operation is described as ‘business-like’ built on a ‘strong 

economically viable organizational platform’ (Weerawardena, et al., 2010, p. 6). A 

strong economic focus is perceives as very relevant for established nonprofit 

organisations (Eikenberry & Kluver, 2004; Goerke, 2003), but only the two 

entrepreneurial NSEVs closely monitored business aspects of their startup. Both of 

these ventures had negotiated large loans before commencing the startup and so close 

monitoring of the financial situation was necessary. The volunteer service ventures did 

not concentrate on financial matters. 

 

In general, profit maximising authors anticipate a competitive environment for nonprofit 

organisations (Eikenberry & Kluver, 2004; Goerke, 2003) and SE ventures (Austin, et 

al., 2006; Dees, 1998). On the contrary, none of the NSEVs in this study considered the 
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social enterprise sector was highly competitive. Indeed, none viewed competition as 

significant. Hakea and Grevillea were aware of competitors. Competition was factored 

into, but did not drive their startup strategies. None of the NSEVs considered the threat 

of new entrants, power of buyers or suppliers as relevant to their actions. Only Grevillea 

considered a threat of substitute products might affect its operation and social 

innovation goal. In response, Grevillea minimised threats by successfully profiling its 

advantages to influential institutions. NSEVs will not survive to achieve the social value 

creating goal unless the bottom line is managed and the venture becomes an 

economically viable operation; but this is not the whole story.  

 

NSEV startup is an interactive social process that creates social value (Berkes & 

Davidson-Hunt, 2007). It entails constant negotiations – within the venture, with 

external agencies, with government, and with communities of interest (Cour & 

Andersen, 2007; Di Domenico, et al., 2009). Startup involves founders, staff, 

volunteers, board members, supporters, and influential institutions. It requires founders 

to attract and engage others, blend ideas and competing interests, negotiate, coerce, 

direct, guide, and harness the time, energy, skills, and commitment of supporters into a 

coherent set of actions to achieve the desired mission. It involves cooperation and 

collaboration, planning and partnerships, agreements and alliances.  

 

Startup in the social obligation perspective has a communal approach (Haugh, 2007; 

Parkinson & Howorth, 2008; Spear, 2006). All founders in this study were outward 

looking and inclined to be socially active. All expressed a commitment to collaboration 

and an intention to be responsive to their communities of interest. This is not surprising 

when the reason NSEVs start is to achieve a social objective. Startup in this study 

required technical managerial competence to plan and implement actions systematically, 

but collaborative intentions and social competence enabled technical aspects of startup 

to be implemented successfully so the venture could respond to its environment, achieve 

its mission, and become viable. NSEVs need to attend to the business aspects of their 

venture, but the social purpose of SE ventures overrides financial concerns provided 

there is sufficient income to maintain a functional venture.  

 

This study supports Spear (2006) and Dorado’s (2006) assertions: SE ventures are 

significantly different from commercial ventures. 
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Founders need to be self-interested to ensure the venture gains benefits, achieves its 

goals, and creates sufficient social value to compensate those involved in its operation 

for their time and effort. Commercial startup literature acknowledges founders are self-

interested, yet founders of ventures in the social domain are expected to be altruistic 

(Tan, Williams, & Tan, 2005). Altruism is a multifaceted construct (Khalil, 2004; 

Piliavin & Charng, 1990). Founders will aspire to an altruistic motive when starting a 

NSEV. Later they may reassess their motivation and the personal value of continuing 

the startup effort. This occurred in Callistemon. The rewards of achieving innovation 

and market penetration of their product were not sufficient to justify the physical and 

emotional resources the founders needed to expend. They became tired after four years 

of strenuous effort. NSEVs may close if the rewards for founders and volunteers are 

insufficient to justify the resources and time they expend. This is an important reason 

for NSEV closure, but it is not the only one. Other elements influence venture viability. 

 

Two functional elements integrate mission achievement, environment interactions, and 

the potential for venture viability: the social competence of founders (Baron, 2000; 

Baron & Markman, 2003), and dynamic collaboration. Dynamic collaboration is a new 

term coined to describe behavioural dynamics of self-motivated relationships or 

associations that are developed to gain benefits with consideration of organisational or 

environmental transformations. The interactive social processes of dynamic 

collaboration and social competence extended the capacity of ventures to function 

effectively. Social competence assisted NSEVs to form productive relationships and 

negotiate effectively. Dynamic collaboration assisted NSEVs to address changing 

priorities and to form productive relationships, informal alliances, or formalised 

partnerships. Social competence and dynamic collaboration integrate the concepts 

discussed previously as essential for viable startup. Social competence and dynamic 

collaboration integrate NSEVs into a cohesive montage of proactive purpose.  

 

a) Dynamic collaboration 

Dynamic collaboration, a sense of collegiality, cooperative intentions, and social 

competence were evident in the NSEVs in this study that became viable. Dynamic 

collaboration combined with social competence provided tools for NSEVs to develop a 

process to work towards viability by establishing effective networks. A capacity for 
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founders to form successful networks is suggested to assist the transition from startup to 

viability in commercial ventures (Greve & Salaff, 2003; Jack, et al., 2008). The 

collaborative perspective in Australian social organisations shifts the emphasis ‘from 

the instrumental perspective on participants, planning processes and strategies of 

organisation to the transformational perspective that engages with the essence of 

organising for community wellbeing’ (Earles & Lynn, 2005, p.77). NSEVs in this study 

intended to be collaborative and establish reciprocal relationships. They embraced an 

ideology of civic empowerment in a spirit of collaboration, involving and mobilising 

others to participate in a desired social innovation.  

 

Collaboration within and between ventures builds trust and commitment as people work 

together to achieve joint aims (Smith & Lohrke, 2008) in commercial (Arino & de la 

Torre, 1998; Snavely & Tracy, 2002) and social contexts (Hahn, et al., 2006; Purdue, 

2001). Haugh (2007) describes the interactive process in the startup of local community 

ventures in which founders mobilised stakeholders and engaged new ideas from their 

networks. Similarly, entrepreneurs demonstrate social competence and collaborative 

behaviour in dynamic networking processes (Anderson, et al., 2010; Jack, et al., 2008). 

Collaborations built on strong, personal ties were important for the business and also the 

wellbeing of the entrepreneurs. As well as assessing the potential influence of contacts 

for resources and knowledge, the entrepreneurs assessed the personal and affinity fit, 

that is, the contacts sought friendships with their business contacts. Once positive social 

interaction was established, economic interactions might follow. While not as 

deliberate, this process was similar to that used by the CEO of Grevillea who sought and 

established multiple friendships, and later converted some into business relationships.  

 

Dynamic collaboration occurs in different ways. Dynamic collaboration might come as 

internal adaptation, such as Banksia incorporating suggestions of newly recruited 

volunteers and adopting new approaches into venture operation. It may be planned, such 

as Grevillea systematically building a network of strategic contacts, and over time 

negotiating productive partnerships with influential individuals and agencies. NSEVs 

may seize dynamic collaboration opportunities if they emerge unexpectedly. A local 

election enabled Dryandra to profile its mission to a political party, and Hakea built a 

long term corporate relationship after winning a prestige industry prize. Likewise, 

Callistemon took advantage of an unexpected opportunity for collaboration with an 
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education body to improve its operation. Dynamic collaboration also may occur as a 

coercive force imposed by external agencies, such as government obligations for Acacia 

to modify its operation in order to gain a touring opportunity.  

 

Dynamic collaboration allows NSEVs to adapt to unexpected situations and craft new 

ways of operating. Situations in which NSEVs operate are rarely static or predictable. 

Being perceived as adaptable helps to build venture legitimacy (Zimmerman & Zeitz, 

2002). If NSEVs are perceived as being highly adaptive, responding to and meeting 

their constituent expectations, they are more likely to achieve their mission (Hahn, et 

al., 2006). Banksia and Grevillea constantly monitored changes. Each venture 

negotiated arrangements with influential institutions to address their mission and 

modified product offerings in response to requests from event participants. Banksia 

changed governance mechanisms as a reaction to institutional expectations. Dynamic 

collaboration provides a capacity to monitor information flowing from venture networks 

and respond to situations with collaborative learning (Berkes & Davidson-Hunt, 2007). 

It enables a NSEV to engage collectively and build resilient relationships to address 

new problems, or to action old problems in new ways (Carrera, Meneguzzo, & Messina, 

2006; Cour & Andersen, 2007). NSEVs operate as self-organising systems in a spiral of 

learning, sense making, and adapting (Olsson, Folke, & Berkes, 2004). As adaptive 

steps are taken and the NSEV gains insights into the abstractions and requirements of its 

environment, new opportunities open through iterative and dynamic interactions 

between the venture and its environment.  

 

Young (2006) notes a propensity for collaborative arrangements if these offer greater 

advantages than the social enterprise operating alone. European social enterprises 

collaborate in corporate partnerships (Di Domenico, et al., 2009), social enterprise 

incubators (Carrera, et al., 2006), and design networks (Maase & Dorst, 2007). 

Collaborations may result from the NSEV having particular attributes that are attractive 

to an external agency, or the NSEV may seek alliances to gain expertise, financial 

resources, or in kind support such as office facilities.  

 

Government offered informal alliances to Banksia and Callistemon due to their 

connections with youth. Callistemon was especially attractive due to its close links with 

marginalised young people, a group government aimed to connect with at that time. 
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Melville (in Barraket, 2008) observes tensions in the relationships between government 

and the Third Sector increased during the period of the Howard government, but notes a 

high degree of interconnection among organisations such as peak bodies (Melville, 

2001). Interest in collaboration and partnerships between Australian social enterprises 

and business has increased over the past decade, and the extent and quality of 

collaborations has changed (Zappalà and Lyons, in Barraket, 2008). Nearly 40% of 

Australian nonprofit organisations have at least one business partner. Notably, small 

ventures are three times less likely to have partners than larger organisations. This 

indicates small NSEVs could be more proactive in seeking opportunities to form 

business alliances, even though collaborations with the commercial world are complex 

(Di Domenico, et al., 2009).  

 

Alliances should be formed with caution and care to negotiate arrangements ensuring 

the venture gains real advantages. Young (2006) anticipates ventures should form 

collaborations with due diligence, seeking trustworthy partners especially when the 

alliance is likely to affect reputation or is related to the mission. Two NSEVs in this 

study formed collaborations in this manner, but the four volunteer services ventures 

formed alliances in a more opportunistic than planned manner. They took advantage of 

possibilities as they arose rather than negotiating collaborations as a deliberate strategy. 

Acacia proposed an informal alliance with a community agency to improve marketing 

skills, but only after the agency advertised an interest in forming such a partnership. 

This illustrates the myopic tendency of Australian business to see the potential of 

collaborative arrangements with NSEVs. Nicholls (2007) maintains there is little 

recognition in the UK corporate sector of the potential for collaborations in ethical 

markets to create social and economic value, despite their potential to improve social 

cohesion, build social capital, and create new financial arrangements. NSEVs are well 

placed to design collaborative mechanisms and generate new social innovation 

topographies provided they appreciate the potential of alliances, actively seek 

opportunities, and acknowledge potential risks.  

 

Selecting suitable partners and assessing the intended arrangements is critical for the 

long term stability of collaborations. Dryandra sought on a number of occasions to form 

collaborative alliances. Dryandra founders were experienced negotiators and the venture 

avoided potential problems with several partners. An attempt to establish an alliance 
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with an education facility was unsuccessful due to Dryandra’s expectation of stable 

tenure for three years which the facility was not prepared to offer. Negotiations with a 

care facility stalled when Dryandra was expected to acquire an unproductive piece of 

land for no future benefit. Dryandra attempted to raise its profile and acquire financial 

and in kind support by forming an alliance with a large corporate sporting body. The 

sporting body expected branding rights but this was unacceptable to Dryandra. The 

partnership did not progress. An alliance with local government did not eventuate since 

Dryandra could not show potential for sufficient growth in members. Collaborations 

need to build success so both partners gain advantages. Dryandra would have lost public 

reputation if these partnerships had dissolved. Less experienced NSEVs might have 

entered into relationships that would not have been durable and may have suffered loss 

of legitimacy as a consequence. 

 

Corporations seek alliances with social enterprise to improve their image of social 

responsibility, anticipating a bottom line benefit (Tracey, et al., 2005); but cross sector 

collaborations entail risks for social enterprises. Cross sector collaborations are shaped 

by the perceived value of the partner’s input, the benefits anticipated from the alliance, 

and tensions that result from different expectations (Di Domenico, et al., 2009). Profit 

maximising or social obligation perspectives result in considerable tensions. In the 

corporate world, exchange value is related to access to financial capital, commercial 

expertise, and market legitimacy. Social enterprises offer reputation, legitimacy in 

purpose, understanding of stakeholder issues, and access to grassroots customers. Both 

are valuable, but there are differences in expectations. Potential tensions arise from 

different primary goals, resulting in conflict over the priority of profit or mission. 

Tensions may arise from conflict over investments, or how to harvest returns. Social 

enterprises and corporations have different operational expectations. Social enterprises 

anticipate a high level of community accessibility and accountability, whereas 

corporations maintain closed systems with limited public reporting. In addition, 

relationships between partners change over time as: 

… the mutual benefits of exchange, the voluntary nature of exchange engagement 
and decision making, and the awareness by both parties of the potential costs and 
payoffs of the exchange, may be pertinent to partnerships during the formative stages 
of relationships, but the applicability of such assumptions is likely to deteriorate over 
time as inequalities emerge and the interaction increases or decreases in its appeal to 
either party (Di Domenico, et al., 2009). 
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Dynamic collaboration offers NSEVs advantages, but it takes time, effort and resources 

to nurture relationships and to convert potential benefits into outcomes. Bryson (2004 p. 

391) warns: 

Attention to relationships and the collaborative effort as a whole is absolutely crucial 
to effective collaboration. Gaining the understanding, trust, and commitment of key 
collaborators and other stakeholders; building and maintaining a constituency for 
collaboration; and responding to the inevitable ebbs and flows of participation, 
changes in key personnel, and unexpected events all require strong relationships. 
Almost anything can be accomplished with the right people, good relationships, and 
adequate resources, but these necessities do not show up automatically. 

 

 

b) Social competence 

In addition to dynamic collaboration, social competence allows a NSEV to interact with 

its environment successfully to achieve the mission. NSEVs need high levels of social 

competence to understand social situations, gain trust, and influence others. Social 

competence is moulded by deeply processed understandings of an actor’s social world. 

It is a set of socially constructed shared understandings that assist an actor to recognise 

practices and shape an awareness of social ‘rules’ (Anderson, et al., 2010). Over time, 

strong social relationships offer benefits. By embedding common understandings of 

social conventions for engagement, social interactions can become productive 

exchanges allowing a rich construction of dynamic and adaptive collective learning (De 

Propris, 2000). Social exchanges create mutual understandings, shared values, 

perspectives, and aspirations that liberate entrepreneurs and inspire vision and action 

(Anderson, et al., 2010). 

 

With social competence, NSEVs can transform the potential benefits of dynamic 

collaboration into tangible results. A capacity to form warm personal relationships and 

generate positive responses improves trust. It inspires confidence and facilitates 

cooperation. New ideas can be raised without fear. Social competence enables actors to 

make positive impressions, interact well in face to face situations, persuade others, and 

adapt to new situations (Baron & Markman, 2003). A capacity to build harmonious 

relationships combined with strong communication skills enables actors to understand 

accepted customs and engage with others successfully (Baron & Markman, 2000). An 

extensive social network assists founders to access valuable information, contacts, and 
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opportunities, but social competence enables these opportunities to be leveraged and 

thus improves financial success (Baron & Markman, 2003).  

 

Founders with high levels of social competence are more sociable, but not all ventures 

in this study were inclined to be highly sociable despite their social goal. Callistemon 

had close interactions with some skaters and government, but it did not build a wide 

range of relationships with social enterprises, business, or the broad skating community. 

In contrast, Acacia, Banksia, Grevillea, and Hakea founders were very friendly, good-

natured, hospitable, and displayed high levels of social competence. They had a strong 

commitment to be sociable, work cooperatively with others, acknowledge skills and 

inputs of volunteers, and build alliances with relevant agencies. These four ventures 

interacted well with their constituency, survived the longest and so were most 

successful in achieving the mission. They were more successful as they liked people, 

and were liked by others. Effective social interactions are strategic, but they emerge 

from positive personal relationships developed over time. 

 

Successful entrepreneurs recognise the instrumental importance of social relations and 

spend considerable time developing and maintaining relationships during startup. 

Personal contacts offered Scottish entrepreneurs valuable information, and in addition 

they ‘learned’ about and understood their environment through personal interactions 

(Jack, et al., 2008). Entrepreneurship is a social practice in which networking acts as an 

organising mechanism to provide meaning as well as resources (Anderson, et al., 2010). 

Hakea and Grevillea used the same process. Interactions with contacts in their networks 

assisted both ventures to design activities more effectively to achieve the mission. Both 

NSEVs developed a broad range of contacts that offered a valuable understanding of 

emerging trends. Having developed contacts, they formed close personal relationships 

with some, then deliberately extended a few relationships for their potential to yield 

future benefits. These were personal friendships, developed as much for their strategic 

potential as for personal gain. This is a dynamic process of collaboration which is 

underpinned by social competence. 

 

Hakea established its mission and the long term venture viability by applying social 

competence in its startup strategy. The long term grants that were important for Hakea 

to become viable would not have been possible without excellent relationships formed 
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with government departments. These were leveraged to gain access to Government 

Ministers. High levels of social reputation helps open Ministers’ doors, but they are not 

easy to impress. Good communication and self confidence may claim the attention of 

busy Ministers, but founders need social competence to persuade them to endorse the 

venture and its cause. Hakea could not have built successful relationships with 

influential individuals and agencies without high levels of social competence.  

 

In contrast, Dryandra did not utilise social competence to build successful alliances. 

Despite high levels of interest from community members, Dryandra provided few 

opportunities for personal interactions between founders and local residents. Rather than 

personal exchanges, Dryandra relied on newsletters and press coverage to interact with 

the community and create excitement about the potential of innovations. Many local 

agencies were highly interested in the venture initially. Dryandra established 

instrumental interagency links but restricted its interactions to formal interagency 

negotiations. Despite an extensive network among the founders, Dryandra failed to 

convert contacts into strong personal relationships. Local influence diminished and 

community support waned. Consequently, Dryandra struggled to achieve its mission 

and did not become viable. Jack, Dodd and Anderson (2008) describe a similar situation 

with a Scottish entrepreneur who did not display social competence. Despite a wide 

social network the entrepreneur relied on instrumental exchanges rather than engaging 

others in personal relationships. Like Dryandra, the venture did not prosper.  

 

In addition to influencing external interactions and venture viability, social competence 

establishes effective relationships within a venture. Relationships influence how a 

venture forms internal systems, and in turn this affects how it progresses the mission 

and how the NSEV might become viable. NSEVs need an effective internal culture to 

function well. There are many examples in the literature where unsuccessful 

relationships cause difficulties. For example, Romo and Anheier (1996) examined 

internal network relationships that resulted on one organisation gaining long term 

advantages. Chell and Tracey (2005) offer insights in a study of relationships between 

founders and first line managers in small firms. They found successful relationships 

were ‘organic’ with emotional bonds acting as an intangible nexus linking participants 

in the present and prospectively into the future (Chell & Tracey, 2005). Relationships 

became increasingly personal as they transformed from formal task oriented interactions 
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to social partnerships in which mutual understanding and personal bonds were 

established. Building effective internal relationships establishes a climate of trust and 

respect. Shared comprehension, synergy of goals and values, and clarity of expectations 

and role definitions assist internal problem solving. This study did not specifically 

examine social competence, but it is reasonable to infer social competence would 

improve the capacity of actors to collaborate and be persuasive and thus would facilitate 

a suitable internal climate for a NSEV to progress its mission successfully.  

 

Integration and theoretical explanation of research sub-question 2 

NSEVs are emergent social systems (Johannessen, 1998) forming a bounded normative 

process to create new social structures (Kincaid, 2004). Paramount in these dynamic 

organic structures is a social integration process to capture the imagination of supporters 

and intentionally mould actions as a force for social innovation. NSEVs follow an 

‘expressive’ logic; strive to affirm identity to gain acceptance of their values…’ 

(Sztompka, 1993 p. 283). Social innovation is a social activity. Dawson and Daniel 

(2008) invoke social innovation as a complex system of people, the challenge (which 

may be a problem or an opportunity), the process by which the challenge is negotiated 

and understood, and the goal for resolution of the challenge to create wellbeing. This 

may be conceived as: 

Social Innovation = People + Problem + Purpose + Process 

or  

SI=4P 

 

People are the pivotal element in social innovation. Social innovation occurs because of 

people. Social innovation addresses an issue relating to people. People define the 

problem to be addressed, interact with others and organise the process to achieve the 

purpose. Without people, social innovation can not progress, yet people are either 

missing or not positioned centrally in the SE theoretical models discussed in Chapter 2 

(see Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3). Social value proposition is the central element in 

Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillen’s (2006) framework. People are positioned as a 

secondary part of a triple cluster along with capital and opportunity. In Weerawardena 

and Sullivan Mort’s (2006) multidimensional model, behavioural elements 

(innovativeness, risk management and proactiveness) are positioned as the central 
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elements surrounded by the environment, social mission, and sustainability. Social 

mission in Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s theoretical model relates to purpose and 

problem in Dawson and Daniel’s (2008) SE model. Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s 

behavioural elements relate somewhat to process in Dawson and Daniel’s model. 

Significantly, people are missing in both of these SE models. 

 

NSEV startup is an interactive, organic, open system of social collaboration. It is a 

process relating to people. Technical competence is important, but sociability creates an 

embedded realm of understood logic. Socially competent people build trust and 

commitment, establish positive relationships, and create reciprocal alliances. Viable 

NSEVs in this study were ‘other focused’ that is, they were highly interactive with 

others. Soft, intangible, human elements were fundamental for NSEVs to construct an 

alternative future, acquire knowledge, influence and mobilise others, organise 

internally, and attract supportive individuals, corporate partners, or influential 

institutions to the cause. As an adaptive social structure, personal relationships enable 

the NSEV to communicate with its environment and absorb elements that enhance its 

operation. NSEVs achieve the mission and become viable with tacit knowledge applied 

flexibly as the venture progresses through startup. 

 

People are pivotal to the purpose and process. Social interactions, contacts and 

networks, communication, relationships, negotiation, influence and persuasion, conflict, 

and interpersonal exchanges of all kinds, all are central aspects of SE. People design a 

process and create civic structures to address a problem and achieve a purpose. The 

organisations they create are social sites for shared action, dynamic social structures that 

mobilise and direct human energy towards agreed goals. People design structures in 

which action will occur, then the venture acts as ‘…a dynamic conditioning field that 

shapes the behaviour of those at its helm (and implicitly other members)…it mobilizes 

units that must come to terms with the environment’ (Tosi, 2009 p. 195). NSEVs are not 

rigid and bureaucratic, but dynamic organisations taking account of inputs from loose 

networks of social connections. NSEVs are about social relationships (Seanor & 

Meaton, 2007; Van Til, 2009).  

 

To sum up, the social mission, venture environment, and need to establish venture 

viability have positive and constraining effects on NSEV startup. Startup is an 
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interactive social process in which the social competence of founders and dynamic 

collaboration intentions enable NSEVs to shape conflicting objectives that change over 

time as priorities alter. 

 

The nature of NSEVs now can be refined.  

 

NSEVs are organic sites of social innovation that are formed into an organised system 

of collective action in the public domain. NSEVs operate with a virtuous economic 

conscience aiming to be financially independent through entrepreneurial actions. As 

dynamic civic institutions, NSEVs are sites for interaction and dialogue to create 

understanding and meaning with others identified from personal networks. Key 

individuals (founders) offer significant contributions to the emergent vision and adopt a 

facilitative and integrative role to mobilise action. Group identity and organising action 

converges around key internal relationships while external relationships offer 

opportunities for venture viability. 

 

 

4. Research sub-question 3 

How do interactions with economic, social, and political institutions influence the 

viability of Australian NSEVs? 

 
As discussed in the previous sub-question, environmental forces produce an impetus for 

social innovation. As adaptive mechanisms, NSEVs are moulded by, and adapt to 

influences tangential to rational, ordered structures in their dynamic environment. They 

are shaped by invisible but powerful cultural forces and respond to overt institutional 

mechanisms.  

 

As expected, regulatory, economic, and social influences affected all ventures in this 

study (Scott, 2001). Overt pressure came from powerful institutions such as government 

and potential partners. Other important, but covert, influences came from social and 

political forces embedded in cultural and economic systems, network regimes, and 

charity structures (see Table 6.4).  
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Table 6.4 Examples of institutional influences 
 

Sector Examples  Overt influences Covert influences   

Tax  Tax concessions  Compliance costs 

Insurance 

 

Compulsory insurance Cost of insurance premiums  

Restricted risky venture activities 

R
e
g

u
la

to
ry

 

Legal  

 

Organisational forms and 
constitutions 

Structural assumptions restricted ABS 
documentation to agencies with paid staff 

Government  

 

Government policy 

Funding provision 

Program incentives 

 

Accountability requirements 

Assumptions of need 

Advocacy restricted 

Influenced product development  

Corporate  

 

Alliances 

Endorsement 

 

Return on investment 

Assumptions of incompetence 

Alliances influenced venture operations 

E
c
o

n
o

m
ic

 

Banks  

 

Business strategies 

Operation and reporting 

Assumptions of risk 

 

Local 
agencies 

Conditional involvement Recognition 

Advice for effectiveness 

Local 
networks  

 

 Recognition /legitimacy 

Support for social mission 

Advice  

Local 
residents 

 Support for social mission 

Personal support for founders 

S
o

c
ia

l 

Charities and 
churches 

Religious beliefs Control of virtuous and legitimising agenda 

Conservative agenda 

Support with strings attached 

Government  Program incentives 

 

Political ideologies 

Attention to marginal electorates 

P
o

li
ti

c
a
l 

Political 
parties 

Policy platform Political self interest, not community need 

 (Compiled for this study) 
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Neoinstitutional theory proposes institutional pressures are exerted through permeable 

organisational boundaries on organisational structures and forms (Townsend & Hart, 

2008). It is expected organisations will respond to environmental expectations and 

pressures (Oliver, 1991). A key element in startup is a capacity to appreciate the 

institutional environment, taking opportunities as they arise to craft projects fitting 

expectations in the institutional field and connecting innovation intentions with the 

interests of others (Brown, et al., 2009).  

 

Townsend and Hart (2008) note that as new values and norms strive to supplant 

traditional modes of organisation and action, institutionalising processes are not always 

predictable and orderly. In the fluid and unknown social innovation milieu, social norms 

cannot be embedded, taken for granted assumptions of correct behaviour. Legitimising 

mechanisms that act as the organising force for ventures to be perceived as successful 

are more complex than adopting social norms. 

 

The response of NSEV in this study was influenced by their degree of insight into 

institutional forces, perception of the potential advantages of compliance, the clarity of 

their goals, and their willingness to be adaptable. Ventures had some choice and not all 

responded to institutional influences. Initially, the volunteer service ventures did not 

have a high appreciation of their institutional environment. Once understood, some 

ventures incorporated the insights into their operation, built or extended capabilities, 

gained opportunities, and captured benefits. This improved legitimacy and, ultimately, 

venture viability. Actions of these ventures demonstrate that organisational learning 

links startup to neoinstitutional and dynamic capabilities viewpoints. This will be 

discussed again in the next chapter.  

 

The overt institutional influences observed in this study are not unexpected. Although 

the existing SE literature does not describe overt institutional influences to any extent, 

similar effects to those described above are reported in commercial contexts. 

Institutional influences of tax and regulatory systems, macro-economy, and socio-

cultural elements are anticipated to relate primarily to the market effects, that is, how 

NSEVs capture, mobilise, utilise, and leverage resources to achieve advantage (Austin, 

et al., 2006). 
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Rules and regulations either confer opportunities, or limit access in dependent exchange 

relationships. When resources are scarce, ventures are best placed if they conform to 

established expectations and maintain high quality institutional relationships with overt 

resource seeking behaviour (Bansal, 2005). Initially, all the NSEVs had low legitimacy. 

The two entrepreneurial ventures quickly gained policy access and resource advantages 

by deliberately implementing business like strategies and using business rhetoric 

(Yitshaki-Hagai, Lerner, & Sharir, 2008). Appearing business like as a distinguishing 

characteristic conferred legitimacy through actions deemed to be desirable, proper, or 

appropriate in the institutional field (Dacin, Oliver, & Roy, 2007; Dart, 2004a). The 

volunteer service ventures were less able to conform through their lack of strategic 

aptitude or awareness of unspoken, behavioural (Barreto & Baden-Fuller, 2006; 

Goldberg, Cohen, & Fiegenbaum, 2003), or charismatic dimensions of institutional 

expectations (Brown, et al., 2009; Gardner & Avolio, 1998). Opportunities for alliances 

were reduced and as a result resources were not as abundant. Low prestige ventures may 

gain little even if aligned with institutional expectations (Lune, 2002; Twombly, 2003). 

Acacia is an example: despite adapting their product to align with government 

expectations for several years, when policy changed unexpectedly, Acacia’s mission no 

longer fitted government priorities so their funding ceased. Alternative funding sources 

were not sufficient for continued operation. 

 

Four examples from this study illustrate overt influence exerted by government and the 

regulatory system. The tax system grants advantages to charities if they meet particular 

requirements. Hakea adopted governance arrangements specifically to meet these 

criteria. Callistemon modified its publication in order to retain local government 

financial support. Banksia intended its membership to be open to all residents aged 15 

to 25 years which is the accepted government definition of ‘young people’. They had to 

modify this intention to comply with legal requirements that members must be 18 (the 

legal age of adulthood). Grevillea decided to operate as an independent commercial 

venture explicitly to avoid government influences; however the banking system 

similarly influenced its operation. Pressure from the bank to adhere to the agreed 

business plan influenced its business strategies and internal reporting arrangements. 

 

Numerous covert effects were noticeable in this study. Influences from the regulatory 

system affected all the volunteer service ventures. Callistemon assessed they had 
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insufficient time for complicated reporting so did not take advantage of tax 

arrangements that would have had a financial benefit. All Australian registered 

incorporated associations must have public liability insurance. In order to meet the 

mandatory requirement for public liability insurance, Dryandra limited its mission 

related activities for the first year to concentrate on producing sufficient income to pay 

the insurance premium. The insurance industry assessed youth activities as high risk, so 

Banksia was unable to arrange public liability coverage. Until a powerful institutional 

sponsor exerted pressure on the industry to cover the venture, Banksia had no option but 

to restrict interactive events.  

 

Covert political influences were subtle, but had very significant effects. In the main, 

political influences were attitudinal and the impact was on access. The conservative 

Howard Government associated a virtuous agenda with established Christian religions 

and traditional religious charities (Phillips, 2007). Political influence was evident in the 

kinds of institutions, activities, and programs the government supported (McDonald & 

Marston, 2002b; Melville, 2001). Established organisations and new ventures struggled 

to access support, advice or gain recognition unless they could be perceived as part of 

the established system (Herbert-Cheshire, 2003; O'Toole & Burdess, 2004).  

 

Organisations with an unconventional mission were ignored in contrast to those that 

were established and conformist (Phillips, 2007). Small, low profile agencies were not 

viewed as making an important contribution to the Australian landscape. In this 

situation, small groups such as Banksia had limited access to influence policy networks 

unless endorsed as legitimate by a traditional charity. Organised sport was actively 

supported, but grassroots recreational activities, such as the performing arts, were not 

offered the same degree of assistance or funding (ABS, 2003). Government assumptions 

of social needs were centred on traditional views of poverty (Saunders, 2005; Saunders, 

Hill, & Bradbury, 2008) rather than social inclusion or civic renewal (Barraket, 2008). 

Government assumed citizens in Dryandra’s middle class area would have no special 

need for attention. Dryandra struggled to get its mission heard in the policy domain 

despite being strongly connected to the political party representing the area. 

 

Covert economic influences affected NSEV actions. The potential for corporate 

involvement was central to Hakea’s decision to document all activities carefully, 
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inviting potential partners to present volunteer awards, and allocating 10% of the annual 

budget to promotional activities. As an agency operated by young people, Banksia had 

little legitimacy. Assuming Banksia would be unreliable and incompetent, business 

refused Banksia’s desire for advice, requests or assistance, or suggestions for alliances. 

Dryandra seriously considered modifying its intended purpose to be eligible to access 

valuable support programs such as national community leadership programs. Modifying 

its purpose would have been mission drift, yet it would have offered considerable 

legitimising benefits and resolved some internal debates on how to progress its mission.  

 

Covert social influences had an even greater effect on NSEVs than other pressures. 

Dryandra provides examples of the covert social rules that constrained the ventures. 

Despite the founders having extensive local networks, support from churches and 

political parties was always conditional. Political parties offered support only while 

Dryandra provided exposure of issues useful for political purposes or opportunities to 

improve power positions for ambitious individuals. Being located in an electorate that 

was safe for the then Opposition party was seen as a further drawback. Churches 

expected Dryandra would accept a high level of control over its activities. Even without 

these difficulties, there were problems in establishing the mission successfully in the 

area with a strong conservative culture. Residents wanted the services Dryandra could 

offer, but they did not want other things to change. Callistemon, Acacia, Grevillea, and 

Banksia encountered similar problems. Callistemon and Banksia lost reputation by 

being denied access to influential networks.  

 

Integration and theoretical explanation of research sub-question 3 

European authors have established that NSEVs appreciate post-material, non-economic 

values in their institutional world (Bjerke & Dalhammar, 2006; Bjerke & Hjorth, 2006; 

Schieffer & Lessem, 2009; Seanor & Meaton, 2007). NSEVs are not traditional welfare 

ventures with no appreciation of economic imperatives. Viable ventures integrate a need 

for fiscal prudence with respect for people and their environment (Weerawardena, et al., 

2010). NSEVs in this study responded to overt and covert pressures from regulation and 

economic expectations from the business arena. Institutional influences from the social 

and political domains had significant effects, especially on the volunteer service 

ventures that were relatively powerless in the institutional system. Covert institutional 
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influences shape the synthesis of opportunities for new ventures (Hu, Hart, & Cooke, 

2007), and strategies to capitalise on the opportunities (Parker, 2007). Small ventures 

with low socio-political legitimacy are vulnerable, especially if reliant on one source of 

funding (Chambré & Fatt, 2002; Fernández, 2008). They are confronted with conflicting 

demands and constraints when seeking resources from powerful, legitimising agencies. 

Dominant institutions, government advisors and funding agencies exert pressures. 

Constraining overt pressures on organisations are noted in the extant literature. This 

study found that pressures on NSEVs were more varied than is currently anticipated in 

the literature. They were overt or covert, and also enabling or constraining.  

 

NSEVs adapt to comply with expectations. They alter their organisational form 

(Townsend & Hart, 2008), governance arrangements (Low, 2006; Mason, et al., 2007), 

operational systems (van Mossel & Straub, 2007), relationships with clients and 

participatory decision making (Lune, 2002), or radically alter strategy (Chew, 2009; 

Parker, 2007; Sullivan Mort & Weerawardena, 2004). Institutional pressures may lead 

to mission drift where the venture slides away from its original purpose (Woller, 2002). 

The risk of mission drift is a real concern for small ventures locked into associations 

with influential, powerful, well organised institutions for example major charities 

(Baum & Oliver, 1991), government (Lune, 2002; Twombly, 2003), prestigious 

enterprises (Young, 2006), or large, multinational firms (Di Domenico, et al., 2009).  

 

The two entrepreneurial ventures in this study indicate NSEVs with clear goals and 

insight into the nature of expectations can adjust their activities, achieve control in the 

institutional field, and rapidly gain advantages. Their perceived similarity to established 

institutional practices and attitudes combined with frequent positive contact among 

actors improved the entrepreneurial ventures’ power to control events. Good social 

relationships, combined with a willingness to be adaptable, established mechanisms to 

influence their constituency (Bala & Venkatesh, 2007). This enhanced reputation but 

did not necessarily flow rapidly to legitimacy with powerful institutional elites.  

Overt regulatory and economic forces exerted considerable influence on NSEV startup 

actions in this study, especially on the organisational and financial arrangements. 

Multiple covert economic, social, and political forces were even more powerful drivers 

of how NSEVs implemented startup actions. Through close relationships with 

government, organisations in the social domain sought to attain advantages such as 
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funding, policy influence, improved status and public profile. Under the dominant 

neoliberal economic paradigm of the mid 1990s however, potential opportunities for 

small ventures were diluted (Maddison and Edgar in Barraket, 2008). Small agencies in 

fields outside mainstream economic activity, such as arts or youth initiatives, had 

limited access to policy networks (Phillips, 2007). Social policy was steered into 

mainstream market activity (Maddison and Edgar in Barraket, 2008). As a consequence 

of new funding arrangements with more emphasis on accountability than innovation, 

NSEVs in this study stressed their compliance with expectations while minimising 

innovative aspects of their venture operation in order to gain public legitimacy. 

 

In particular, overt and covert influences affected the volunteer service ventures. In their 

struggle for survival, NSEVs could be expected to follow prescribed institutionalised 

rules of action and co-evolve in a predictable fashion (Haveman & Rao, 1997). 

Volunteer service ventures were not knowledgeable or well equipped to move rapidly to 

adopt accepted actions and expected attitudes. With limited compliance with 

institutional expectations, they tended to progress as independent entities until 

confronted by system challenges. This could account for the arrangements of most 

volunteer service ventures, but not Dryandra, whose founders were all highly 

experienced and previously had started similar ventures successfully. Certainly the 

startup approach and goals of the volunteer service ventures were less traditional than 

entrepreneurial ventures, but other than Callistemon, all ultimately made a concerted 

effort to assimilate institutional expectations and accommodate their activities to blend 

in. Yet despite their efforts, volunteer service ventures struggled to attain institutional 

legitimacy. As a consequence, their progress towards viability was hampered. This 

process was described by Singh, House, and Tucker (1986). 

 

Oliver (1997a) maintains legitimacy is a key determinant for resource acquisition in 

competitive environments such as when seeking government funding. Working to 

innovate in the social domain, NSEVs needed to be acknowledged as having socio-

political (Aldrich & Fiol, 1994) and moral legitimacy (Dart, 2004b). The volunteer 

service ventures established high levels of moral legitimacy with their constituency, but 

they established limited formal legitimacy by not being acknowledged by powerful 

institutional stakeholders (Suchman, 1995). Attempts to gain legitimacy via stakeholder 

alignment affected the venture activities (Baum & Oliver, 1991; Cooney, 2006). The 
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entrepreneurial ventures gained legitimacy by mimicking established practices (Barreto 

& Baden-Fuller, 2006). Rather than mimicking established practices, the volunteer 

service ventures desired to change the existing systems and introduce new functional 

arrangements. Founders were highly motivated to create new, or transform existing 

institutions, so they had no clear action pathway.  

 

Conflicting institutional norms increased the perceived ambiguity of what was 

appropriate (Townsend & Hart, 2008). Novice founders of NSEVs require self 

confidence and resilience to adapt to economic and social pressures and activate 

appropriate actions so the venture may become viable (Hayward, Forster, Sarasvathy, & 

Fredrickson). Adaptation is a delicate balancing act of gaining traction for the intended 

innovation without challenging existing, powerful institutional structures (Brown, et al., 

2009).  

 

The influence of institutional pressures depends in part on the relative power of the 

venture to frame its relationship in the institutional field (Rothenberg, 2007; Yazdifar, 

Zaman, Tsamenyi, & Askarany, 2008). Power is the probability of one actor imposing 

their will in a relationship despite resistance (Jary & Jary, 2000). Power has a 

transformational capacity. It is a coercive force that alters events. Power may be 

actioned as a strategic influence (Hensmans, 2003) mobilised to control access (Schnell 

& Sofer, 2003), or activated as an excluding mechanism (Alagiah, 1996). Power may 

present as a covert and invisible influence, such as government economic ideologies 

(Levy & Egan, 2003). Anderson and Atkins (2001) observe small firms have difficulty 

influencing their environment due to their limited power. The extant SE literature does 

not explicitly examine power dynamics, yet structural power seems to be a likely 

explanation of the vulnerability of volunteer service ventures to institutional influences.  

 

Some institutions were challenged by the innovative mission of the volunteer service 

ventures in a similar way to rural development challenging political or cultural 

assumptions (Biggs, 2008). The entrepreneurial ventures had a strong propensity to 

conform to established institutional arrangements and their missions were more 

conventional in their nature. The volunteer service ventures in this study offered an 

alternative vision. They stressed democratic structures and processes while questioning 

economic efficiencies, growth and concentration of power (Gundelach, 1982). This is an 
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alternative entrepreneurial vision of innovation (Bjerke & Hjorth, 2006; Schieffer & 

Lessem, 2009) without economic assumptions (Bjerke & Dalhammar, 2006; Seanor & 

Meaton, 2007). Participation, autonomy and commitment need to be considered in 

relation to power differentials and the dynamics and relationship expectations of actors. 

Volunteer service ventures endorsed novelty, social obligation, and collectivism, more 

than materialism, rationality, and power (Ling, Zhao, & Baron, 2007). This alternative 

approach to innovation and greater commitment to democratic structures and processes 

set the volunteer service ventures apart. They were well meaning and collaborative, but 

different. They addressed the government rhetoric of social innovation, but varied 

attitudinally from established social institutions and also from mainstream economic 

dynamics.  

 

It is not difficult to understand why established actors should refuse to endorse 

unconventional goals and actions such as those by volunteer service ventures. 

Partnering or endorsement entails risks for powerful institutions (Cullen, 2000). 

Volunteer service ventures had little reputational resources to offer, and limited 

bargaining power to persuade institutional actors to support them. Powerful agencies 

had no need to take on the potential risk posed by volunteer service ventures. It was 

easier to partner with the entrepreneurial ventures as more certain to offer future 

benefits. Powerful institutions would gain little by allowing volunteer service ventures 

access to their brand. Volunteer service ventures remained unaccredited, vulnerable, and 

relatively powerless. Without institutional endorsement, and with few resources to 

leverage, volunteer service founders substitute determination, creativity and 

resourcefulness to achieve their goals as described by Chell (2007). 

 

It seems probable that formal recognition by powerful institutional actors was related to 

rapid attainment of technical proficiency and task progression. The entrepreneurial 

ventures were endorsed as conforming to institutional expectations. They established 

technical competence with detailed plans and swiftly progressed startup with 

demonstrable movement towards achieving the mission. In contrast, none of the 

volunteer service ventures progressed startup rapidly. Mover ventures gained some 

degree of government endorsement which led to partial advantages, but only Dryandra 

was in a position to demonstrate technical proficiency and experience.  
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Power dynamics shape NSEVs. NSEVs must mould the institutional field but not 

contest it, build a new institution without overtly challenging existing and often 

powerful institutions. In addition, NSEVs must manage conflicting and loosely coupled 

institutional logics between a tightly monitored business technology and a flexible 

approach to providing services to their client population (Hudson, 2009). They need to 

hold a vision of social innovation but set attainable instrumental goals; work 

collaboratively while maintaining self interest; manage organisational efficiency and 

accountability and also inclusion and social responsibility; pursue economic imperatives 

and efficiency objectives along with societal, collective, and individual interests. This is 

a noble set of objectives: to achieve them NSEVs employ a complex and 

multidimensional set of actions.  

 

By its nature, social innovation challenges established systems. NSEVs operate in the 

domain of civil society and also in the market. In examining the tensions between social 

and economic imperatives, SE ventures may ‘prise open the possibilities of a post-

capitalist future’ through disruptive transformational qualities (Hudson, 2009, p. 508). 

To do this successfully requires NSEV founders to appreciate the complex institutional 

system in which they operate. 

 

Proposition 6.1: NSEVs that strategically assess power dynamics in their institutional 
environment, gain access, and influence key stakeholders will gain legitimacy and 
become viable.  

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 
This chapter presents observations not established elsewhere in the SE literature. In 

examining the three research sub-questions, startup is found to be a collective practice 

of social innovation that requires technical managerial capabilities as well as a 

commitment to the social mission. As an interactive, social process, startup is achieved 

by founders attending to people, problem, purpose, and process. NSEVs developed a 

process to become viable by means of good communication, managerial capabilities, 

and in particular, strategic aptitude. Strategic aptitude allowed founders to gain 
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legitimacy and influence prominent institutions to reap benefits. Each capability had a 

competing logic, thus making startup a complex process. NSEVs integrated the venture 

mission, environment, and viability through dynamic collaboration and social 

competence. Both elements assisted the ventures to activate the technical aspects of 

startup and negotiate assistance from external sources. NSEVs are adaptive mechanisms 

moulded by overt and covert institutional forces. Volunteer service ventures were 

influenced extensively due to their low bargaining power in the institutional system. 

Some aspects of the literature support these views, but in general, the social aspects of 

NSEV founding are not well explored. The next chapter reviews the theoretical 

literature, and addresses the overall research question by presenting a new model of 

NSEV startup. 
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Chapter 7  

New Directions 

 

This chapter builds on the review of the research sub-questions, enfolds theoretical 

literature, and presents a new model of social entrepreneurship startup to explain the 

research question. Following the introduction in section one, section two examines 

neoinstitutional literature in relation to this study. Neoinstitutional theory is found to be 

insufficient to explain fully the processes observed in this study. Section three 

incorporates social capital and micro-foundations of dynamic capabilities perspectives. 

Section four presents a theoretical model of social entrepreneurship startup, and a 

summary concludes the chapter. 

 
 
Table 7.1 Chapter outline 

 

1 Introduction  

2  Integrating neoinstitutional theory 

3 Social capital and dynamic capabilities perspectives 

4 Theoretical social entrepreneurship startup model 

5 Conclusion 

 
 
 
 

1. Introduction 

Starting a NSEV is an aspiration for a new beginning when existing societal structures 

or systems are seen to be deficient in some way. Innovations are planned to reshape 

structural arrangements or organise new enterprises to improve human well being. In 

this process, founders, their actions, and the ventures they create are closely coupled 

with institutions in the environment in which they exist. In addition to market logics, SE 

ventures are shaped by societal conventions and expectations (Oliver, 1991). New 

ventures and the institutions they create are not static, but change over time as actors 

deviate from established norms and customs, allowing change and innovation to occur 

(Kondra & Hinings, 1998). Institutional arrangements exert influences on NSEVs, and 
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concurrently NSEVs aim to influence and reshape societal systems. The findings of this 

study revealed that successful startup required more than enthusiasm for a social 

innovation; it required founders to identify a simple, achievable mission and to develop 

functional managerial skills to become viable. Startup was actioned with different 

approaches with variations evident across a number of domains (Table 5.8). To become 

viable, founders integrated divergent logics of collaboration, persuasion, and managerial 

organising to progress the desired social innovation. Social competence enabled NSEVs 

to form sound internal relationships and interact with the institutional setting. Ventures 

used functional managerial abilities to organise effective internal systems to progress 

the mission. Strategic aptitude was crucial for ventures to capture potential benefits and 

become viable.  

 

To simplify the following discussion, the venture types identified during this study will 

be classified as Achievers, Movers, Toilers, and Intenders (see Table 7.2).  

 

 

Table 7.2 Classification of the six ventures  

 

 Grevillea Hakea Acacia Banksia Callistemon Dryandra 

Descriptor  Achievers Movers Toiler Intender 

Entrepreneurial 
ventures 

Volunteer service ventures Venture type 

More functional and capable Less functional and capable 

(Compiled for this study) 

 

 

The two entrepreneurial ventures (Achievers) in this study displayed high levels of 

social and managerial competence and strong strategic aptitude. None of the four 

volunteer service ventures demonstrated strategic aptitude, and all were vulnerable to 

external influences due to their minimal bargaining power.  

 

Two of the four volunteer service ventures (Movers) were functional, open to learning, 

and prepared to be adaptable. They purposefully constructed understandings of their 

environment, reviewed their intended mission, reoriented plans, developed skills, and 
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adjusted actions to accommodate isomorphic expectations and improve institutional 

legitimacy. Mover startup was slower than Achievers, but the outcome was more 

durable than the two less capable volunteer service ventures that showed little 

willingness to adapt to institutional expectations.  

 

Callistemon, a Toiler venture, had a great determination to operate successfully and 

strenuously attended to startup, but had insufficient functional managerial abilities and 

strategic aptitude for the venture to become viable. This venture style is well described 

in the community enterprise literature (Caraher & Dowler, 2007; Turner & Martin, 

2005). Toiler ventures may either close, or they may acquire sufficient skills to 

accommodate institutional requirements and become a Mover venture (Johnstone & 

Lionais, 2004; Wallace, 1999).  

 

Dryandra is classified as an Intender venture. It is representative of many new ventures 

with good intentions that acquire support from their community of interest, but which 

fail to harness the energy or skills necessary to progress beyond the initial startup stage 

to achieve a functional venture.  

 

2. Integrating neoinstitutional theory  

The normative logic of neoinstitutional theory robustly links the relational aspects of 

organisations, the ecology surrounding the venture, and societal structural arrangements 

(Heiskanen, 2002; Oliver, 1997b). In a neoinstitutional viewpoint, institutions, such as 

the state and professional bodies, apply pressure and create moral incentives that 

endorse or coerce organisations to define acceptable structures and actions. Complying 

with institutional expectations increases legitimacy, stability, and prestige, and reduces 

vulnerability to external questioning (Oliver, 1991). In general, ventures consider the 

advantages gained from embracing societal expectations are more beneficial than any 

loss of autonomy or independence. Institutionalisation embeds actions and routines in 

new organisations. Activities and behaviours found to be successful tend to persist 

without the need for public rewards or close monitoring (Oliver, 1992). Imitating 

successful firms is expected improve performance, so replicating culturally acceptable 

behaviours is more likely to lead to venture survival (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). For 

this reason, imitating arrangements considered to be successful in the institutional 
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landscape acts as a strong pressure to maintain established organisational structures and 

processes.  

 

The neoinstitutional perspective explains much about the startup processes observed in 

this study. Startup had a social dimension and progressed as an interactive, organic, and 

open process (Scott, 1981, 1992). Institutional pressure was applied to NSEVs within a 

local cultural framework where expectations and customs differed according to 

traditions and accepted practice in the fields with which ventures were associated. As 

other researchers have found, staunch institutional support offered significant 

advantages for venture survival and viability (Dart, 2004b; Oliver, 1991; Shane & Foo, 

1999). Achievers and Movers readily absorbed ideas from their environment. They 

responded to overt and covert pressures and adapted to institutional norms and the 

expectations of important stakeholders, especially government and potential partners 

(Davidsson, et al., 2006). They adopted acceptable organisational forms and practices to 

establish reputation and gain external recognition, then negotiated roles in the 

institutional system to attract resources (Baum & Oliver, 1991, 1996; Oliver, 1997b). 

Internal organising systems were designed and implemented as a ‘gradual and 

cumulative sequence of adjustments’ (Demers, 2007 p. 117). They experimented in the 

economic domain, sought relationships in the social domain, and embedded public 

action in the political domain to entrench culturally appropriate new operational modes.  

 

Institutional pressures affected the volunteer service ventures, but their attention to these 

influences differed. Institutional expectations did not affect the intended mission of 

Movers, but these NSEVs were affected in other ways. They sought to understand 

attitudes and events that disturbed the future of the social innovation, incorporated new 

insights and modified organisational actions. This was not a deliberately analytical 

process, but an absorptive process of sense-making and integration (Downing, 2005). 

Institutions and dominant relationships also influenced Callistemon and Dryandra, but 

unlike Movers, their operational practice was not highly influenced by institutional 

expectations. Callistemon and Dryandra adopted an individualistic approach. They were 

less aware, less concerned, and less inclined to adapt. Dryandra privileged social 

aspirations over understanding or adjusting to the unstated, but real, institutional 

expectations. Failure to respond to their institutional environment was a major factor in 

the eventual closure of these two ventures.  
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Neoinstitutional theory assists to understand the political dimensions of viable startup. 

Membretti (2007) describes social innovation as constructing active citizenship through 

continual, flexible reintegration of organising and sense making, while balancing 

conflicting social, economic and political forces. As a rule, scholars view SE as two 

dimensional: social issues and resource management (Dees, 2001; Peredo & McLean, 

2006; Tan, et al., 2005). This viewpoint neglects the imperative to influence and 

respond to institutional forces. In this study, viable startup required critical analysis, 

strategic judgement and political acumen to position the venture effectively in its social, 

economic, and political environment. To become viable, NSEVs engaged across three 

dimensions: affective work in the social domain; technical managerial work in the 

economic domain; and crucially, political work to influence the institutional system.  

 

Ventures decline and close when they fail to ‘anticipate, recognize, avoid, neutralize, or 

adapt to external or internal pressures that threaten the organization’s long-term 

survival’ (Weitzel and Jonsson 1989 cited in Dark, 2007). Ventures whose missions 

challenge moral legitimacy, for example, may elect not to confront political sensitivities 

but instead develop institutional invisibility as a survival strategy (Lune, 2002). NSEVs 

close for different reasons including low legitimacy (Hager, Galaskiewicz, & Larson, 

2004), and ineffective administrative systems (Singh, Tucker, et al., 1986). Managerial 

systems are likely to deteriorate in vulnerable ventures that fail to secure public funding 

(Chambré & Fatt, 2002). Funding is less likely if ventures do not conform to 

institutional expectations, and nascent ventures are more likely to fail if reliant on a 

single source of income, especially government funding (Hager, et al., 1996; Hager, et 

al., 2004). Being a young, small venture with low socio-political legitimacy poses risks 

for nascent ventures (Fernández, 2008). Diversifying income, for example with 

commercial activities and private donations, reduces the risk of closure. Becoming 

larger, developing a strong public image and a sound volunteer base lessens the 

likelihood of closure. These are more likely to occur if ventures adopt accepted 

institutional practices. 

 

The value of attending to institutional expectations explains many aspects of NSEV 

startup, but neoinstitutional theory does not account for all elements observed in this 

study. Startup was not so much passive conformity, as consciously negotiating positions 

and suitable arrangements. In the main, startup was an active process of connecting with 
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others to invite engagement with the venture mission and its activities. Founders sought 

to link others to the venture by establishing collaborative interactions and negotiating 

with local citizens, potential volunteers and partners, community agencies, government, 

and powerful institutions. The NSEVs in this study displayed sensitivity to and 

understanding of expectations while attempting to engage commitment to an agreed 

course of action. The act of producing social innovation was a shared, pro-social 

process, driven by a commitment to community spirit (Chell, 2007; Dorado, 2006; 

Haugh, 2007; Spear, 2006). This was more akin to purposeful, collective action 

coordinated by a few individuals (Dorado, 2005; Wijen & Ansari, 2007) than the 

diffident detachment and aloof inaccessibility anticipated in neoinstitutional theory.  

 

Neoinstitutional theory does not attend to the necessity of developing good 

communication skills for actors to establish collegiality and build harmonious 

relationships. Nor does it account for to the consequences of poor relationships among 

founders. Effective external social relationships enabled ventures to gain access to 

networks, attract and influence others, but sound internal relationships were the vital 

first step in the startup process. Khalil (1995) asserts organisations are coalitions of 

divergent views, groups of actors with a common goal that unites them, but which 

disrupts the organisation until a consensus is reached. Ventures do not have a single, 

consistent internal orientation, but rather operate as illogical, negotiated systems within 

a framework of common interests. Ventures with sound internal relationships are able to 

construct agreement on structures and processes to implement the mission. The process 

of internal socialising is the mechanism of constructing and diffusing agreed common 

understandings that become embedded within an organisation’s cultural systems 

(Fligstein, 1997; Fogarty & Dirsmith, 2001). Oliver (1991) offers useful insights into 

how organisations construct strategies to respond to external influences, but achieving 

mutual insight, agreement and commitment on actions among actors relies more on 

building constructive relationships than institutionalisation.  

 

While not deterministic, neoinstitutional theory anticipates organisations will respond in 

customary ways. It assumes compliance with established institutional systems and 

societal arrangements, yet responses by the ventures in this study varied. Some NSEV 

actions conformed to neoinstitutional perspectives, but other responses did not. Some 

coercive regulatory requirements were imposed on ventures, but startup was not simply 
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compliance with external systems. Not all NSEVs’ reactions were determined by 

institutional influences. NSEVs had some choice whether to react, and if so, how they 

would respond. Achievers were highly aware of institutional signals and responded as 

anticipated, but the volunteer service ventures were less alert to institutional 

expectations. They were less able to reduce uncertainty or address established social, 

economic, and political assumptions and practices. Movers took time to understand the 

benefits of responding to institutional expectations. Even though affected by 

institutional expectations, Dryandra and Callistemon did not to attend to institutional 

signals. Callistemon had several opportunities to arrange business advice to improve 

their functional arrangements, but chose not to do this. Acacia decided not to respond to 

government expectations. Grevillea decided not to engage with government whereas 

Hakea embraced government expectations and responded enthusiastically to their 

requirements. This is not the consistent pattern of responses Scott (2001) anticipates. 

Neoinstitutional theory does not anticipate that organisations would elect not to respond 

to institutionalising pressures (Oliver, 1991).  

 

Neoinstitutional theory does not anticipate a temporal element. Institutions are assumed 

to be stable and organisational responses are assumed to be consistent over time. The 

ventures in this study were not static, but changed during the startup process. This was 

particularly marked in the Mover ventures, which demonstrated considerable change 

over time in their approach and actions. The effects of institutional influences and how 

NSEVs responded varied at different times during startup. The temporal effect is not 

explained by founder intentions since all hoped to start a viable venture. It is not 

explained by a lack of institutional engagement as all NSEVs other than Dryandra made 

valiant attempts to connect with their external environment. It is not explained by 

resource seeking behaviour as some NSEVs did not prioritise acquiring resources. 

Neoinstitutional theory offers important insights to explain some of the behaviour of 

NSEVs observed in this study, but it is insufficient to explain the startup process fully.  

 

Langley (1999) emphasises that unexplained elements of complex organisational 

processes benefit from review in new frameworks. Multi-paradigm inquiry enables 

researchers to bridge concepts, reinterpret beyond predictable critiques in transitional 

epistemological zones to build new theory (Lewis & Grimes, 1999). Additional 

theoretical perspectives will illuminate the startup process of these nascent ventures and 
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contribute new understandings for this study. Of the manifold theories in organisation 

sociology, those relating to dynamic, organic, open systems, for adaptive, purposeful 

action are most appropriate to explain the diversity observed in this study (Demers, 

2007). The findings discussed above contain many elements from social capital that 

illuminate the importance of relationships in the startup process. An additional 

explanatory framework is necessary as neither neoinstitutional theory nor social capital 

adequately explains the importance of technical managerial proficiencies or the 

deliberate and calculated actions of Achievers to acquire and organise resources. These 

can be understood more clearly from the micro-foundation perspective of dynamic 

capabilities. To develop a better understanding of the NSEV startup process, the next 

section integrates social capital, dynamic capabilities, and neoinstitutional perspectives.  

 

 

3. Social capital and dynamic capabilities perspectives 

 

a) Social capital 

Social capital has multiple formulations (Fulkerson & Thompson, 2008) in four main 

disciplinary approaches (Batt, 2008). A sociological approach to social capital analyses 

human interactions such as trust, reciprocity, and networks of civic engagement. A 

political construct considers the political nature of interactions and the influence of 

institutions in shaping norms and behaviour. Anthropology suggests humans have a 

biological need for social interaction; and an economic approach considers incentives to 

invest in social capital due to self interest or benefits likely to accrue to individuals 

(Batt, 2008). This thesis takes a sociological perspective.  

 

Social capital is the lubricant that facilitates social processes and the glue that binds 

relationships together (Anderson & Jack, 2002). It can be viewed as a resource 

(Bourdieu, 1983) or a process (Putnam, 2000) connecting citizens with social structures 

(Coleman, 1988) to facilitate action (Lin, 2002) by building trust (Fukuyama, 1995) and 

social cohesion (Flora & Flora, 1993) through networks of interpersonal connections 

(Granovetter, 1973; Walker, Kogut, & Shan, 1997). Social capital is a dynamic resource 

embedded in trusting relationships by which founders attract others, develop positive 

internal relations, establish useful external exchanges, and generate a positive public 
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image. It develops norms of civic behaviour and associational activity as a means of 

achieving public engagement in social innovation (Edwards, Cheers, & Graham, 2003) 

where the process is positioned in the public domain (Cox, 1996). NSEVs engage in 

public interactions to achieve the mission, and social capital facilitates the process of 

public engagement. Social interactions in social networks produce a pool of goodwill 

(Anderson, Park, & Jack, 2007). They provide access to reliable information and open 

opportunities for successful startup activity (Davidsson & Honig, 2003), innovation 

(Landry, Amara, & Lamari, 2002), or entrepreneurship (Brüderl & Preisendörfer, 1998).  

 

Social capital creates affective ties and a sense of belonging between individuals who 

interact regularly (Field, 2004). It engages the hearts, minds, and interests of others, and 

is central to creating common values and sound relationships that offer actors the ability 

to work together for a common purpose (Coleman, 1988). By gaining confidence in the 

reliability of other’s actions, relational trust is created as a mutual learning process 

(Nguyen & Rose, 2009) that enables successful social and economic exchanges to occur 

(Fukuyama, 1995). 

 

Social capital has structural and relational dimensions (Granovetter, 1992). At a 

structural level social capital is a set of actor relationships. The relational aspect refers 

to assets embedded within relationships that may be mobilised as a resource for 

collective action (Anderson & Jack, 2002). In addition to network and structural 

elements, social capital has bridging and bonding dimensions (Woolcock & Narayan, 

2000). Bonding and bridging capital are vital components in the process of starting 

social ventures. Bonding capital unites closely connected actors such as families or 

closed groups. Bridging capital provides links across networks of loosely connected 

actors. Loose links are the mechanism by which actors acquire resources or new 

knowledge (Granovetter, 1973, 1983). Organisational participation is linked 

conceptually to improving connections between people (bonding capital) and to 

empowerment (bridging capital). As such, social capital is associated with 

communitarian concepts such as participative decision making and self determination.  

 

An individual may initiate actions, but in the startup process founders activate 

collegiality and social capital to develop a capacity to influence and inspire others in 

voluntary action (Doney & Cannon, 1997). Successful entrepreneurs invest in social 
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relationships for potential future advantages (Anderson, et al., 2010). Relationships are 

mutually constructed with behavioural etiquettes guiding and constraining the iterative 

process (Anderson & Jack, 2002). New ventures need to build strong bonds before 

embarking on bridging social capital to engage others (Weisinger & Salipante, 2005).  

 

Strong effects from social capital were evident throughout NSEV startup. They were 

particularly noticeable when the venture was immature and vulnerable. Social capital 

was essential for the acquisition, integration, and application of resources (Blyler & 

Coff, 2003). In the process suggested by De Carolis & Saparito (2006), Achievers and 

Movers employed social capital to recognise potential opportunities gained through 

their networks. This was especially important at the start for Movers to gain sufficient 

capacity to implement the social mission and build public credibility. Without access to 

other forms of capital, social capital was particularly important for Movers to build 

harmonious relationships and engage others to progress the mission. In the process 

described by Anderson and Jack (2002), a strong sense of collegiality assisted Movers 

to build strong relationships, establish common goals among supporters, and attract 

assistance to the venture. Movers applied high levels of social capital to overcome their 

lack of managerial experience, acquire knowledge from network connections, and build 

functional managerial abilities. Movers activated social capital as an intuitive process to 

engage others in social interactions and build strong, trusting, and productive alliances.  

 

In general, social capital is presented in the literature as an element that offers positive 

advantages. This study, however, found some negative effects from high levels of social 

capital. Social capital offered opportunities by acting as a mechanism to enhance 

collective goals. Concurrently, strong bonding social capital had the potential to 

constrain NSEVs by acting as a tool for social stratification (Edwards, et al., 2003). 

High bonding capital in established networks was a mechanism for excluding new 

ventures that were perceived as challenging. Dryandra was perceived as a newcomer 

was not welcomed into established networks. As unfunded new ventures, Banksia and 

Callistemon were excluded from networks of government funded youth agencies. The 

decision by Callistemon’s founders to close the venture rather than risk their personal 

friendship can be explained in part as an extreme example of the potential negative 

impact of the strength of bonding capital in founder relationships.  
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Social and human capital are both influential in entrepreneurship. Human capital is a 

quality of individuals, their formal education and tacit knowledge gained from 

experience (Burt, 1997). Social capital is a quality created between people that enables 

human capital to be captured and engaged successfully (Benson Honig & Davidsson, 

2000). A high level of human resources is insufficient for successful startup as 

Dryandra demonstrates. Social capital and human capital together offer a durable 

startup. Burt (1997) asserts high levels of social capital activate human capital which 

offers benefits: 

…[social capital influences the] ability to coordinate other people: identifying 
opportunities to add value within an organization and getting the right people 
together to develop the opportunities. Knowing who, when, and how to coordinate is 
a function of the manager's network of contacts within and beyond the firm. Certain 
network forms deemed social capital can enhance the manager's ability to identify 
and develop opportunities. Managers with more social capital get higher returns to 
their human capital because they are positioned to identify and develop more 
rewarding opportunities (Burt, 1997). 

 

Burt’s (1997) view of social capital does not tell the full story. The cohesion and 

connections that create social capital facilitate startup, but only if access to resources is 

equitable. Social capital can be seen as the self-activation potential of different 

communities, yet it is a mechanism activated by well-endowed volunteers rather than 

those from depleted communities (Mayer, 2003). Acacia, Callistemon and Banksia had 

high levels of bonding social capital, but their founders were not well endowed with 

human capital in the form of explicit or tacit managerial resources. These founders had 

little work experience, but Banksia founders in particular had a breadth of life 

experience. Two Banksia founders were from non Anglo cultures: these founders were 

relatively self reliant and had developed strong skills in building positive relationships.  

 

Achiever ventures were better endowed with human resources. With greater access to 

tangible financial capital and tacit human capital, Achievers were more able to mobilise 

bridging and bonding capital to capture advantages more rapidly than the NSEVs with 

fewer resources. Positive social connections would appear to depend on, and be 

structured by access to material resources and influence. Anderson and Miller (2003) 

explain this as an effect of class. In the Australian context, class is less important than a 

deeply embedded understanding of how to acquire knowledge and develop influence. 
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This may come with family wealth and high social status. Alternatively, founders who 

are highly sociable and have a capacity to build strategic relationships may acquire 

these understandings to benefit the venture.  

 

Proposition 7.1: NSEVs may acquire resources if founders understand how to build 
positive and strategic social relationships. 

 

Proposition 7.2: NSEVs acquire social capital from the breadth of founders’ previous 
work and life experience. 

 

Social capital alone is not sufficient to ensure a durable startup. Other aspects of this 

study are explained more fully through an additional theoretical lens of the micro-

foundations of dynamic capabilities. 

 

b) Dynamic capabilities 

Given the dynamic nature of nascent entrepreneurial ventures (Lichtenstein, Carter, 

Dooley, & Gartner, 2007), especially those operating in the social sphere, a dynamic 

theoretical framework provides useful insights in which to examine internal venture 

capabilities and resource capture. Dynamic capability theory examines the processes 

organisations implement to adapt to rapid change or uncertain situations. Early theorists 

envisioned dynamic capabilities in rapidly changing (Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997), 

highly volatile (Eisenhardt, 1989b), or hypercompetitive markets (Rindova & Kotha, 

2001). Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) expanded this concept by proposing organisations 

operating in conditions of moderate environmental change reconfigure or reallocate 

resources to maintain performance. These studies examine commercial firms. Dynamic 

capability applies as well to nonprofit and public sectors (Helfat, et al., 2007), which 

face an unpredictable, unstable, and uncertain environment (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003) due 

to complex, rapidly changing conditions from recurrent policy changes and electoral 

cycles (Boyne, 2002).  

 

Dynamic capabilities are ‘the capacity of an organization to purposefully create, extend, 

or modify its resource base’ to perform a task or activity (Helfat, et al., 2007 p. 4). In 
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unstable or unpredictable environments, dynamic capabilities unlock opportunities by 

altering an organisation’s resource base and leveraging internal aptitudes to gain 

competitive advantage (Teece & Pisano, 1994). Dynamic capabilities are routines and 

tacit knowledge embedded in organisational processes (Wang & Ahmed, 2007) as 

emergent and evolving resources and functional competencies (Rindova & Kotha, 2001) 

that are difficult for other organisations to assemble by being valuable, rare, difficult to 

imitate, and hard to substitute (Zander & Kogut, 1995). Examples include an aptitude 

for innovation, organisational learning, effective decision making, managing diverse 

stakeholders, an ability for rapid response to external challenges or to adapt services to 

meet changing customer expectations. Dynamic capabilities are guided by well 

understood internal learning mechanisms as simple (not complicated), experiential (not 

analytic), and experiential (not linear) processes (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). In brief, 

dynamic capabilities are mechanisms for manipulating existing resources to gain 

advantages. A dynamic capabilities viewpoint anticipates a venture will respond to 

unpredictable situations by identifying a need or opportunity for change, and applying 

analysis and skill to implement appropriate managerial actions that create new 

processes, products, or practices and produce benefits. Benefits are anticipated to be 

financial in commercial contexts, but ventures with a social purpose may accrue other 

benefits, such as improved reputation. 

 

Capabilities can not be bought, but must be built and nurtured by individuals and 

organisations (Teece, et al., 1997). Dynamic capabilities affect a venture’s performance 

by reconfiguring resource bundling, operational routines, and internal competencies 

(Helfat & Raubitschek, 2000). This in itself is a dynamic process of combining 

adaptive, absorptive, and innovation capacities to create new knowledge for specific 

purposes (Wang & Ahmed, 2007). Capabilities become intangible assets if an 

organisation deploys them sooner, more astutely, or more effectively than others in its 

field (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). Ventures can glean knowledge and information from 

external sources to reconfigure venture routines (Kogut, 1996; Zollo & Winter, 2002). 

Broad learning from multiple domains extends a venture’s capabilities and becomes an 

important venture resource for innovation (Leiponen & Helfat, 2010; Verona & Ravasi, 

2003), provided organisations apply social mechanisms to share, integrate, and exploit 

knowledge (Zahra & George, 2002). Rather than securing advantages from the 

capabilities alone, organisations benefit by an improved capacity to respond to 
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situations and build new capabilities, or applying existing capabilities to create new 

resource configurations (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000). This is the ‘dynamic’ process of 

organisations identifying, adapting, and renewing internal capabilities to achieve 

congruence with their external environment (Teece, et al., 1997).  

 

Developing a capacity to understand the environment is a strategic asset that offers long 

term value for NSEVs. External or ‘evolutionary’ fitness determines how well a 

capability enables a venture to survive and perhaps prosper (Helfat, et al., 2007 p. 7). 

Capabilities may assist a venture to achieve sustainable performance, discover 

opportunities, upgrade skills, generate innovative practices or business models, and 

shape new ‘rules of the game’ (Teece, 2009 p. 6). To do so requires a capacity for 

ventures to perceive and adapt to dynamic environments, such as changes in 

government policy, or shifts in corporate appreciation. Dynamic capabilities assist 

ventures to be entrepreneurial, sense threats and shape opportunities, not just adapt to 

their environments (Teece, 2009). As the environment changes, the value of venture 

capabilities may alter to improve or constrain performance (Roper & Scott, 2009). 

Gaining managerial capabilities increased the environmental alignment of Movers and 

improved the chance of the ventures becoming viable. Callistemon’s capacity to operate 

independently and set future directions was moulded by a shift in government control. 

Its considerable capability in understanding the potential market for its product was no 

longer sufficient to maintain a functional venture. Constrained by the new 

arrangements, the venture could have evolved new capabilities; not doing so contributed 

to its demise.  

 

Dynamic capabilities relates to a venture progressing a strategic direction in a 

competitive environment to gain advantage (Teece, 2009). The value of a capability 

depends on its alignment with the venture’s intended direction and its environment. 

NSEVs need to be aware of their environment and to select a strategic approach that fits 

their context and conditions (Anderson & Atkins, 2001). Simply having capabilities is 

not sufficient to ensure a NSEV will become viable. NSEVs need different kinds of 

capabilities to progress the mission and manage stakeholder expectations while 

concurrently organising a functional and viable venture.  
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In general, dynamic capabilities theory is perceived as a means for a venture to improve 

revenue streams or acquire valuable material resources, especially financial capital 

(Arthurs & Busenitz, 2006). In commercial contexts, access to adequate finance 

improves opportunities for small ventures to enhance their fitness with the dynamic 

environment and be innovative (Rothaermel & Hess, 2007). Dynamic capabilities may 

offer additional advantages for NSEVs by facilitating their capacity to span 

organisational boundaries and occupy a space where external resources of all types may 

be integrated into the venture (Verona & Ravasi, 2003). Social capital facilitates this 

process. 

 

Micro-foundation view of dynamic capabilities 

Dynamic capabilities theory anticipates a total view of an organisation and its routines. 

In an alternative viewpoint, Felin and Foss (2009) argue a theoretical drift has occurred 

in organisation studies with its current focus on collective, unintentional, and covert 

aspects of organisational routines. They suggest organisations are communities of 

individual knowledge, decisions, and actions. This is a micro-foundations view in which 

organisations are suggested as the social actors (King, Felin, & Whetten, 2010). In the 

micro-foundation view, the time, skills, and commitment of humans involved in an 

organisation are its primary resource. Individual, intentional and overt behaviours 

coalesce into an organised coherent framework that can be recognised as an 

organisation (Felin & Foss, 2006). Organising in ventures is a set of small, discrete, 

individual efforts, disaggregated decisions, and unconnected actions that can achieve a 

coordinated structure if intentionally aligned to a common purpose. Value is not created 

by the venture as a whole, but rather individuals create value (Felin & Hesterly, 2007). 

Dynamic capabilities are embedded in a venture as individual actions and interactions 

which are the micro-foundations of routines (Abell, Felin, & Foss, 2008). Communal 

social interactions in a trusting environment form the micro-foundations of 

organisational routines (Felin, Zenger, & Tomsik, 2009). In a trusting environment 

where knowledge is freely shared, a capacity to build connections among apparently 

dissociated elements creates new knowledge that can generate value and create long 

term advantages for the venture.  
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This micro-foundations view of dynamic capabilities perspective helps to explain the 

social process of creating advantage that was observed in this study. NSEVs developed 

their new venture as a shared activity based on a high degree of mutual trust and a 

strong appreciation of the value of a communal approach to achieving their mission. It 

did not rely on a strong leader to design and direct the venture, but drew strength by 

acting as a collective. NSEVs converted functional managerial abilities into strategic 

advantages by combining the efforts of individuals into a consistent and coherent set of 

actions. Founders had individual discretion to make decisions, provided these linked to 

achieving the mission. In part, this explains the advantage for NSEVs of heterogeneity 

among the founders. Provided NSEVs have a common goal and high levels of trust, 

NSEVs gained strength from the diversity of founders’ skills and contacts. NSEVs 

could recombine these diverse resources to build valuable assets and achieve benefits 

for the venture. To take advantage of their micro-foundational assets, NSEVs need to 

progress the startup to a stage where they are functioning well and producing visible 

achievements. By then they can organise processes to capture the potential value offered 

by the individuals who occupy central positions in the organisational process. 

 

The micro-foundation view of dynamic capabilities helps explain how some, but not all 

NSEVs in this study gained benefits during the startup to become viable. Achievers 

rapidly acquired advantages once startup had progressed. Both Achiever ventures 

quickly capitalised on prior learning and industry experience to evolve functional 

managerial abilities. They gained benefits from embedding competent managerial 

routines and a capacity to adapt rapidly and seize advantages from unexpected 

opportunities or connections. Teamwork and a collaborative culture were critical as 

catalytic enablers of this process (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000) linking the unstable and 

unpredictable external environment with the internal adaptability of the venture’s 

capacity to respond to the dynamic conditions in the environment. Visionary leadership, 

teamwork, and a collaborative culture enabled Achievers to manage the rapid transition 

from startup to functional ventures. Achievers recognised and developed new processes 

as dynamic capabilities that could be exploited to advantage (Adner & Helfat, 2003).  

 

Similarly, Mover ventures experimented and monitored results of various approaches to 

their organisational arrangements. They adapted functional managerial abilities and 

formed or altered routines to meet new challenges. Learning had an important and direct 
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effect on venture performance. Banksia understood a need to have more functional 

financial and marketing capacity. As an adaptive and socially skilled venture, it was 

natural to gain the required knowledge through social contacts. The venture did not set 

out to acquire these skills as a deliberate strategy. Banksia developed a dynamic 

capability to integrate new understandings into their operation. The capacity to learn 

and adopt new skills differentiated the venture sufficiently from others in their field to 

gain a supportive alliance with government. 

 

NSEVs had a similar potential to develop micro-foundation dynamic capabilities, but 

the outcome differed among the ventures. Dryandra and Callistemon resolved not to 

seek new learning, adapt their activities, or acquire new resource configurations. These 

decisions affected the performance of both ventures. It supports Zott’s (2003) findings 

that performance differences may arise from cognitive biases of managers even when 

potential dynamic capabilities are similar across ventures. Zott asserts venture outcomes 

may be affected by the cost of acquiring capabilities, the timing of resource allocation, 

and when resource positions are modified throughout the startup process. For example, 

Movers commenced with no finance and allocated resources during the startup as they 

became available, whereas Achievers allocated human resources and considerable 

financial capital early in the startup. Conventional wisdom suggests a highly financed 

venture is likely to achieve a rapid and financially successful startup (Eckhardt, et al., 

2006; Heirman & Clarysse, 2007; Roper & Scott, 2009). Allocating resources early 

appears to facilitate a more rapid startup than assigning similar resources later. This 

could not be tested in this study of NSEVs due to its size and the differences in the 

resources available to Achievers and Movers, but it is worthy of future attention.  

 

There is a temporal dimension for NSEV capabilities. NSEVs rely on credibility to 

engage support from their community of interest. Legitimacy diminishes unless 

ventures are assessed by outsiders as functioning well on three dimensions:  

• Is the venture aspiring to a credible mission?  

• Is the mission being achieved sufficiently?  

• Is the venture functioning as an organisation to an acceptable standard? 
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Community interest in the NSEV will wane unless all of these expectations are met. 

Communities will not wait long for organising capabilities to be demonstrated since 

there are many worthy causes vying for attention. Callistemon had difficulty 

establishing alliances with business in part due to poor organisational credibility. 

Dryandra’s community of interest was actively engaged for the first year after which 

engagement declined as the venture did not demonstrate it could progress the mission. 

NSEVs must move the mission forward swiftly, demonstrate achievements, and show 

the venture is functioning well to convince the public it has the capacity to manage its 

affairs. The venture can move forward to become viable once it gains public legitimacy. 

 

7.3: To become viable, NSEVs need to have, or develop, the capacity to engage 
appropriate functional managerial skills within one year of startup. 

 

Proposition 7.4: NSEVs may acquire and embed functional managerial skills through 
a dynamic process of organisational learning. 

 

Proposition 7.5: Organisational learning links relational aspects of social capital, the 
micro-foundations view of dynamic capabilities and legitimising actions embedded 
in neoinstitutional theory to achieve viability in NSEV startup. 

 

 

4. Theoretical social entrepreneurship startup model 

The discussion above highlighted variation among NSEVs. Social capital, dynamic 

capabilities, and neoinstitutional theory illuminated different stages of the startup 

process, but the actions of ventures in this study varied from emergent and iterative to 

methodical and deliberately planned. Not all ventures are the same. Nevertheless, the 

startup process had a sequence of intentions, processes, and activities that clearly 

changed over time. This section presents a model of social entrepreneurship startup in 

response to the primary research question of this study. The model explains the process 

by which Australian NSEVs start and become viable. 

 

As an interactive and uncertain activity embedded within a variable stakeholder 

community, NSEVs operate in complex systems. Models assist readers to understand 
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important elements that influence the startup of ventures in the social domain (Haugh, 

2007). A model provides a guide to stages likely to occur. It offers some predictability 

by describing regular patterns of activities, interactions within the venture and with 

outsiders, and listing processes likely to be undertaken at different times. A startup 

model helps identify potential risks, implications, or results of different actions.  

 

Social entrepreneurship startup model 

A proposed model of NSEV startup emerges from the findings of this study and the 

theoretical literature. The model identifies necessary requirements, capacities, and 

influences at each stage. It identifies actions of NSEVs to achieve the mission and 

interact with their environment in order to become viable. Finally, the model offers 

theoretical perspectives that provide useful insights for each stage. In this way, the 

startup model organises information relevant to each research sub-question.  

 

 

 

Three stage startup process

MANAGING THE MISSION

Attract others to the venture 
Negotiate common goals and values
Establish mission in public domain

ORGANISING THE ORGANISATION

Acquire and organise resources 
Implement program of actions 

to achieve mission

CRAFTING COLLABORATIONS

Gain legitimacy and influence 
Negotiate alliances
for venture viability 

Relationships and
communication

Managerial skills and 
organisational 

learning

Strategic aptitude

Organisational 
Capabilities Stages and Venture Actions

Explanatory
Theories

Social 
capital

Dynamic 
capabilities

Neoinstitutional 
theory

Venture viability

 

Figure 7.1 Social entrepreneurship startup model 
(Compiled for this study) 
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Starting a NSEV involves three stages. Some overlap occurs between stages and some 

activities take place concurrently, however the model proposes NSEVs must achieve all 

outcomes associated with each stage before the venture can move to the next stage. 

Stages in this model are presented as distinct sets of goals and activities. Figure 7.1 

presents the model as a simplified, diagrammatic summary. A more extensive 

description of the model that defines the objectives, focus, goals, processes and actions, 

skills required, and outcomes likely to result is in Appendix 4. The model explains 

theories that illuminate each stage and provides examples of effective and ineffective 

practices drawn from the six NSEVs in this study.  

 

The next section describes objectives, focus, goals, actions, and skills associated with 

each of the three stages of this model. Haugh’s (2007) six pre-venture stages of startup 

are indicated by italics in the discussion. 

 

 

Stage 1: Managing the Mission  

At the very beginning of the process, founders focus on defining the desired mission 

(opportunity recognition). The objective in this very early stage is to organise 

understandings of the proposed social innovation and to chart the future direction of 

actions to be taken to achieve the mission. To do this successfully founders articulate a 

clear vision of the innovation (idea articulation). Founders then establish value 

alignment and goal congruence on the venture purpose among those involved in the 

startup (idea ownership).  

 

Once values and purpose are agreed, founders launch public appeals to achieve 

recognition of the societal issue, problem, or services required. Marketing the mission 

aims to attract supporters to the cause and engage interested volunteers to assist in the 

startup actions (stakeholder mobilisation). Early actions occur to establish the venture. 

Meetings of founders and volunteers are called, office bearers are elected, decisions are 

minuted, a website and other means of communication are established. The NSEV is 

located in a home office or rented commercial premises, organisational records are 

established such as a membership register, financial plan, and bank account. A process 

is set in motion to decide the organisational form, write a constitution, and register the 
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venture as a partnership, incorporated association, or company. Concurrently, first 

actions to progress the mission commence.  

 

The outcomes of successfully completing this first stage are: 

1. the venture attracts others, especially volunteers, to assist in startup actions and 

deliver services; 

2. those involved in the startup agree on the venture’s purpose and core values;  

3. founders and others start to plan actions to achieve the mission; and  

4. the venture becomes visible as a fledgling public entity.  

 

Social capital provides a theoretical framework through which to view activities of this 

earliest period and the transition through to the next stage. Friendly founders with high 

levels of social competence, good communication skills, a capacity to network 

effectively and to articulate the vision clearly assist NSEVs to progress speedily 

towards achieving the initial startup goals. Typically, founders are working full time 

during this early stage and relying on volunteers as the workforce. NSEVs in this 

situation may take several months to complete this stage depending on the capacity of 

founders to engage public support.  

 

Some ventures may have a founder working full time as the CEO. Frequently, these 

ventures will progress through this stage rapidly. Ventures that rely on volunteers will 

progress more slowly. They need to make visible progress and move to the next stage 

within a year or so, otherwise volunteers may become tired and discouraged and give 

up. In this case the venture will close before becoming fully functional. This was 

discussed by the Hakea founder in this study but has not been documented in the 

volunteer management literature. No known study of social entrepreneurship or social 

purpose ventures has documented ventures that did not progress beyond early startup 

actions, but nonprofit organisations (Chambré & Fatt, 2002), small firms (Stubbart & 

Knight, 2006), and Australian small business startups (Davidsson, et al., 2005) are 

known to fail at this first stage.  

 

Stage 2: Organising the Organisation  

The second stage is concerned primarily with designing systems and implementing 

actions to achieve the mission (opportunity exploitation). Founders concentrate on the 
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internal operation of the venture, negotiate decision making processes, organise systems 

such as meeting procedures, records and accounting processes.  

 

Concurrently, founders identify, attract, and organise intangible and tangible resources 

required to commence delivering mission related services. Ventures aim to acquire and 

manage a stable and assured supply of human resources – volunteers and/or staff – to 

provide and maintain venture activities. Financial resources become crucial so the 

venture can acquire organisational capital and appropriate technology, engage staff, and 

establish public premises. Some trade off is necessary to balance organisational and 

mission related activities. Ventures prioritise goals, design and assign activities. A 

calendar of activities is planned, and tasks allocated among volunteers and staff to 

achieve the prioritised goals. Monitoring procedures are put in place. The NSEV joins 

appropriate networks and establishes a presence in its field. Actions to profile the 

mission are implemented, such as lobbying, public meetings, or marketing campaigns. 

As ventures start to operate they become more visible to the public. They monitor and 

document activities and outcomes to demonstrate skills and success in achieving the 

mission, concurrently building reputation and establishing legitimacy (stakeholder 

reflection).  

 

The outcomes of successfully completing this second stage are: 

1. a fully functional organisation; 

2. effective delivery of services related to the mission; 

3. visibility in the public domain; and 

4. a stream of tangible and intangible resources. 

 

 

This is a critical stage frequently undertaken at a time of scarce resourcing. Ventures 

have too much to do with too few resources in a climate that is uncertain and constantly 

changing. Managerial abilities, financial planning, and organising skills are essential for 

ventures to build internal skills and progress beyond this stage. The capacity to design, 

prioritise, implement, and monitor actions is critical. Rationality and logic are required 

to organise internal systems, manage financial arrangements, and deliver services.  
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As a dynamic, organic and uncertain set of activities, this stage is underpinned by a 

micro-foundation perspective of dynamic capabilities. In general, commercial 

entrepreneurship studies view this stage as the initial formation phase. Financial capital 

is proposed as crucial for venture startup and growth is anticipated to provide stability 

and success for the venture. In contrast, this study finds resources and growth will not 

ensure a venture will become viable. Micro-foundations of dynamic capabilities as 

routines are more important to establish internal systems and achieve operational 

effectiveness. It is equally important for ventures to attract, acquire, organise, deploy, 

manage and inspire scarce human resources to best effect. Thus, to achieve this stage 

successfully, NSEVs need managerial and social capabilities. As this study 

demonstrates, it is not uncommon for ventures to remain in this stage for a long period. 

Some NSEVs will take several years to organise the venture and implement mission 

related activities. Some will not progress to the next stage of viability.  

 

Stage 3: Crafting Collaborations  

To achieve the mission and become viable, ventures move beyond focusing on internal 

organising, become strategic to influence others, and establish legitimacy. Ventures 

need to have gained a sound reputation to reach this stage. Managing the external 

environment strategically is vital if ventures are to become viable. Gaining financial 

viability through a sound resource base is the key objective. This is achieved by 

influencing important institutions through an active and strategic marketing process. 

Ventures seek to profile the mission and its success. Mission related activities continue 

to be important, but opportunities are sought to increase venture visibility and influence. 

Ventures expand into the public arena and differentiate their purpose and activities from 

similar organisations. They build broad networks, identify important contacts, actively 

engage in marketing to build public trust, influence important institutions, and leverage 

legitimacy for strategic gain. Influential benefactors, public awards, invitations to serve 

on advisory committees, and similar legitimising actions are beneficial to provide public 

certainty and open doors for long term benefit.  

 

The outcomes of successfully completing this third stage are: 

1. a sound financial and human resource base; and 

2. strategic influence within the institutional environment. 
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Ventures benefit from staff who are politically astute with good insight into institutional 

systems and capable of establishing strategic contacts. Social competence in staff, 

volunteers, and founders is important for ventures to be viewed positively by influential 

individuals and high prestige institutions. Ventures gain access to influential partners or 

establish productive alliances through strategic engagement in their environment. This 

requires a culturally appropriate approach. Lockie (2004) argues it is important for 

Australian ventures to be viewed as friendly and competent; they must not perceived as 

aggressive, overly competitive, ambitious, or seeking personal gain.  

 

Ventures that reach this stage are likely to progress rapidly towards viability. By 

moving beyond the second stage of organising and service delivery, ventures will have 

attained adequate and appropriate resources and developed good operational systems. 

This stage organises strategic and analytical capacity. An institutional perspective is 

most relevant for this stage when the venture is progressing towards becoming a viable 

organisation with expectations of continuing to operate in the future. Ventures must 

meet institutional norms and adopt acceptable practices of organisational efficiency, 

functional effectiveness, and social competence. To do this, ventures need to continue to 

be adaptable. They may need to adapt operational processes to meet expectations, or 

modify their mission so as to fit better with, or not challenge, institutional norms. They 

may need to change staff to ensure the visible face and public profile of the venture is 

culturally appropriate for environmental expectations.  

 

Integrating the startup model and theory 

The startup process of NSEVs is a complex, socially based set of managerial actions 

grounded in aspirations for social innovation. In this model, NSEVs manage the 

mission, organise the organisation, and craft collaborations. Internal social interactions 

and external exchanges are important, so social competence is an essential skill to 

enable the venture to organise its activities successfully. The model demonstrates 

strategic political management is paramount for NSEVs to become viable. This 

overrides the importance of founders having previous industry experience, access to 

financial resources, or strong social networks. Strategy in social domains is facilitated 

by cultural awareness and political judgement. Integrating power, agency, legitimising 
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processes and strategy in a political framework is a crucial skill for NSEVs to disrupt 

current arrangements and create social innovation.  

 

Startup requires integration of invisible structuring institutional frameworks that 

influence visible venture actions. It requires constant reconfiguring of conflicting 

requirements to attend to unmet needs for social innovation with pragmatic imperatives 

to advance managerial functions for long term venture viability. Founders need to 

acquire new skills and abilities to adapt and meet new challenges as the venture 

progresses towards viability. Transitions between stages are precarious points in the 

startup process. As ventures move into uncharted territory, organisational needs change, 

and goals and priorities need to be reviewed. Organisational structures are not vital for 

venture viability, but capabilities are. The model demonstrates the importance of 

organisational learning and managerial skills if a venture is to progress and achieve its 

goals. Becoming viable also requires a capacity to engage successfully with the external 

environment in different ways at different stages of the startup. Social competence is 

required throughout the startup to achieve a functional organisation.  

 

These elements can be integrated into a framework of societal, economic, and strategic 

influencing dimensions that affect the approach of founders to engage with external and 

internal stakeholders, the actions they take to achieve the social mission, and the 

outcome they may achieve. 

 

This theoretical model highlights processes not described previously. The model 

extends Haugh’s (2007) startup framework to illustrate elements required for NSEVs to 

become viable. It extends Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s (2006) social 

entrepreneurship framework to show the dynamics of NSEV interactions with their 

environment. The model highlights the importance of influencing capacities neglected 

by Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) analysis of NSEV startup, and Austin, Stevenson and 

Wei-Skillern’s (2006) model. Startup is more complex than simply managing mission 

and money. If SE is viewed as a two dimensional concept – social and entrepreneurial –

one third of the process is missed. It is more than social and economic considerations: it 

requires good judgement to develop appropriate strategies and actions to achieve a 

successful outcome of a viable new venture. Unless the political and influencing 

dimensions are analysed, the organising actions of NSEVs can only ever be wishful 
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aspirations for social innovation, or alternatively, mechanical managerial and marketing 

mechanisms. Considering the multidimensional nature of social entrepreneurship helps 

explain the multiplicity of viewpoints and divergence in research findings evident in the 

SE literature. 

 

The model illustrates the complexity of NSEV startup. It demonstrates that three 

theoretical perspectives may be required to illuminate goals, activities, and actions at 

different stages of the NSEV startup process. The model assists researchers and 

practitioners to understand the complexity of startup. Appreciating the foundations 

underpinning each of the three stages can assist founders to understand how they can 

formulate suitable actions to achieve their goal. Startup is more than a series of social 

networks, dedicated actions, financial resources, and human capital. These are all 

important, but they sit within the broader, multilayered framework of societal, economic 

and strategic imperatives, each of which affects the nascent venture in its underlying 

assumptions and visible actions to achieve its goals and become a viable entity.  

 

 

5. Conclusion 

This chapter illuminated the process of social entrepreneurial startup. Founder actions 

are explained by incorporating three theoretical perspectives: social capital, a micro-

foundations view of dynamic capabilities, and neoinstitutional theory. Social 

competence of founders and functional managerial abilities are important for the 

venture to progress its mission, but to become viable ventures need to analyse power 

dynamics in their environment and engage in strategic political management. A capacity 

to be strategic and evaluate the institutional landscape overrode the importance of 

ventures having access to financial resources. It was more important than founders 

having previous industry experience or strong social networks. The importance of social 

dynamics, managerial abilities and strategic political management are important 

contributions of this study. The next chapter will summarise the thesis, address the 

theoretical and practical contributions, and explain areas where future research would be 

beneficial. 
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Chapter 8  

Contribution 

 

The previous chapter discussed the findings of this research in relation to the extant 

theoretical literature and presented a new model of social entrepreneurship startup. This 

chapter summarises the study and presents the contributions to methodology, theory, 

and practice. The chapter is divided into five sections as shown in Table 8.1. Section 

one briefly summarises the previous seven chapters of this thesis. Section two outlines 

the contributions of this thesis to theory and methodology, and considers the 

implications for policy and practice. The limitations of this study are presented in 

section three. Section four suggests future research directions, and section five 

concludes the thesis. 

 
 

Table 8.1 Chapter outline 

 

1 Summary of chapters 

2  Contributions of this thesis  

3 Limitations 

4 Future research directions 

5 Conclusion 
 

 
 

1. Summary of chapters 

This first section briefly summarises the thesis without author references. Authors are 

acknowledged at all relevant points in the previous thesis chapters.  
 

Chapter 1 outlined the reasons for and context of this study. New social 

entrepreneurship ventures emerge to address changing societal needs as a part of the 

social innovation process. NSEVs act as a conduit to legitimise and give a new idea a 

public voice and engage the world in their social mission. They offer a site to gather 

resources, harness the contributions of others, and arrange a coordinated set of actions 
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to achieve the intended purpose. The development of NSEVs has important public 

policy implications, but nascent ventures are precarious and vulnerable to closure. Little 

is known about the process of starting NSEVs to the stage where they are viable and 

reasonably assured of continuing for at least two years. This study investigated the 

process of starting NSEVs in Australia and elements that influenced the ventures 

becoming viable. 

 

Chapter 2 reviewed organisation theory in relation to NSEVs in management, marketing 

and sociology literature. Social entrepreneurship (SE) offered an appropriate body of 

knowledge relevant to the startup of NSEVs. SE is a dynamic process of virtuous 

entrepreneurial behaviour by individuals or groups that has the capacity to create 

significant social value for a target or client group. SE is a multidimensional construct 

of moral intentions constrained by a need to interact with the environment while 

achieving the social mission and organisational sustainability. Two main perspectives of 

SE were evident in the literature. The profit maximising perspective, which is the 

dominant viewpoint in the US, envisages SE as an extension of commercial 

entrepreneurship. The social obligation perspective is found predominantly in Europe 

and the third world. This perspective places greater emphasis on social contexts and is 

considered a part of civil society rather than a business process.  

 

Significant differences are evident between SE and business startup such as creativity 

and innovation, collaborative approach, opportunity identification, finance and risks, 

and network embeddedness. Despite agreement on the dynamic nature of SE to produce 

social innovation, the literature review identified important knowledge gaps. SE as a 

field was under theorised. Few empirical studies had examined the startup process of 

NSEVs or how they became viable. No studies had examined the NSEV startup process 

in Australia. Indeed, Australia lacked a body of SE research. It could not be assumed 

studies from other countries would be transferable to Australian contexts considering 

the particular cultural and legal context, and social and political traditions. This study 

was framed to build theory on the process by which Australian NSEVs became viable. 

 

Chapter 3 outlined the theoretical foundations of this study. Neoinstitutional theory was 

selected as a suitable perspective in which to consider the process of social structures 

shaping new ventures through an organic, open system. Institutions address issues of 
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social order and shared meaning that are the main structures of ordering society. The 

normative rationality of neoinstitutional theory is robustly linked with the organisational 

environment. It was suitable for investigating the relational aspects of organisations that 

are an essential element of NSEV startups. Neoinstitutional theory examines 

interactions between societal systems (institutions), and the actions and arrangements of 

individuals and organisations as negotiated roles. It considers internal and external 

relationships, arrangements of interactions between organisations and their interests and 

identities, environment, patterns of power, and conflicting values. The theory assumes 

the behaviour of individuals and organisations are socially constructed within their 

institutional environments.  

 

Based on the review of the entrepreneurship and neoinstitutional theory literature, the 

research question for this study was established as: By what processes do Australian 

nascent social entrepreneurship ventures become viable? The three research sub-

questions considered how NSEVs developed processes to become viable, how the social 

mission, environment, and venture viability interacted and affected startup, and how 

interactions with economic, social and political institutions influenced viability. 

 
Chapter 4 described the methodology in detail. This study adopted an abductive 

research strategy based on an interpretivist logic within a social constructivist paradigm. 

Abductive research strategies seek knowledge and understanding from language to 

uncover belief systems, tacit knowledge, rules and symbolic meanings which influence 

people’s actions. A comparative case study design was implemented to examine the 

research questions, develop an explanatory model and generate theoretical propositions. 

The startup and subsequent viability of NSEVs was investigated in an Australian city to 

examine the startup conditions, actions of founders, and interactions between NSEVs 

and their local institutional environments. 

 

Cases were recruited sequentially by theoretical sampling and replication logic. Cases 

continued to be recruited until theoretical saturation was achieved and new cases 

contributed only marginally to the emerging theory. Six cases were selected, and three 

industry informants provided supporting or disconfirming evidence. Systematic 

strategies were implemented for data collection and analysis of organisational records 

and interview data. Systematic data analysis took place as an iterative process in three 
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waves. The first examined organisational records and interviews for factual data. The 

second examined interview data in Leximancer, then the Leximancer concept maps 

were considered for similarities and differences, and for convergence or divergence with 

issues identified in the first round of data analysis. The third round was a thematic 

analysis of all data. Themes were compared and contrasted with previous analyses to 

answer the research questions and to develop a detailed conceptual model of the startup 

process. Then, in a metatriangulation approach, the findings were compared with the 

extant literature to build theory.  

 

Chapter 5 presented the findings of this study. Startup was more successful if only one 

founder was active, the venture had a single product or service, organised effective 

decision making process, and operated in one locality. Leximancer analysis identified 

significant differences between ventures that closed and those that continued to operate. 

Themes identified from the Leximancer analyses were the centrality of the mission and 

values, organisational relationships, skills and interactions with the institutional 

environment, especially government. Continuing ventures were more concerned with 

functional and strategic aspects of startup. Industry informants focused on the venture 

operation as a whole. Thematic analysis found NSEV startup required good 

communication and relationship building skills. These combined with sound managerial 

or organisational learning enabled NSEVs to function effectively. Strategic aptitude was 

identified as the essential element for NSEVs to progress from functional to become 

viable.  

 

Chapter 6 considered the findings in relation to the research sub-questions while 

enfolding the extant literature in an approach consistent with an abductive research 

strategy. Some concepts established as important for startup were evident in the 

literature, but they had not previously been organised into a cohesive startup framework. 

The startup of NSEVs was a complex set of actions that were underpinned by divergent 

logics. Startup was embedded as an interactive set of social exchanges within a diverse 

stakeholder community. Absorptive capacity enabled the NSEV to appreciate the 

dynamic and unstable institutional environment, provided it functioned as an open 

system. The NSEV could activate or acquire sufficient functional managerial abilities to 

organise the chaos of the founding process and meet the expectations of critical 

stakeholders.  
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Founders needed a capacity to build relationships to start the venture successfully. They 

required functional managerial abilities to organise the venture to the stage where it was 

beginning to function effectively and was able to progress mission related activities. 

Marketing was important to present positive images of the venture and its mission, 

allowing the NSEV to be viewed as legitimate and attract stakeholder support. Strategic 

aptitude enabled NSEVs to envisage a realistic future and to influence that future, and 

this enabled ventures to achieve viability. The institutional landscape affected the 

startup by influencing the interaction of the environment, the social mission, the venture 

viability. Some influences were enabling but others constrained venture startup. 

 

Chapter 7 reviewed theory. Neoinstitutional theory explained institutionalising 

processes but was found to be insufficient to explain fully how NSEVs became viable.  

Two additional perspectives offered theoretical insights to illuminate the startup 

process. Social capital helped explain the importance of relationships across the startup 

process, and micro foundation theory as a subset of dynamic capabilities, helped clarify 

the importance of organisational learning and functional management abilities in the 

dynamic environment in which NSEVs operate.  

 

The findings from this research were synthesised into a theoretical startup model (see 

Figure 7.1). The startup process is multilayered and multidirectional with conflicting 

and diverging pressures that disturb steady progression to the desired end of a viable 

venture achieving its social mission. Founder actions need to adjust to changing 

circumstances during the startup process. Startup actions are positioned within 

paradigms of managing the mission, organising the organisation, and crafting 

collaborations. The first stage involves founders establishing an agreed purpose for the 

venture and common goals among the founders. Good relationships and communication 

are essential at this time. During the second stage the venture organises its internal 

systems and progresses the mission. Functional managerial abilities are crucial to 

organise a functional venture. In the third stage, the venture adapts to institutional 

expectations, establishes legitimacy, and develops strategic processes to influence the 

external environment so it might acquire sufficient resources to become viable. No stage 

is discrete. Some overlap occurs between stages, but each stage needs to be completed 

before the next can be achieved fully. Table 8.2 on the next page summarises the 

significant contributions of this study which will be discussed in the next section. 
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2. Contributions of this thesis 

 

Table 8.2 Summary of contributions  

 

a) Contributions to theory 

Social entrepreneurship 

• Two perspectives (profit maximising and social obligation) help explain variability in SE 
assumptions. 

• Typology of NSEVs improves understanding of variability in functions and approaches. 

• Adds new dimension of NSEVs to Weerawardena & Sullivan Mort’s multidimensional SE theory. 

• Extends Haugh’s NSEV model to incorporate additional stage of venture viability. 

• Offers theoretical view of NSEV startup to complement Sharir and Lerner’s study, but contests 
some of their findings. 

• Positions NSEV startup as a social function, and contests Austin et al.’s viewpoint of startup as 
primarily a business process. 

Neoinstitutional theory 

• Neoinstitutional theory useful to clarify later startup process. 

• Political nature of neoinstitutional theory not described previously in the context of SE ventures. 

• Power elements embedded in NSEV associations not described previously. 

b) Contributions to methodology  

• Value of abductive research strategy 

• Importance of recency when capturing qualitative data 

• Value of negative cases to illuminate divergence and build theory. 

• Novel method to locate hidden cases via key informants. 

• Selecting multiple theories from different perspectives improves explanations. 

• Leximancer analyses added value to examine interview data. 

c) Implications for practice 

• Process model improves understanding of the processes that lead to viable NSEV startup. 

• Important knowledge of political dimension for NSEV viability. 

• Model may help government to support NSEV startups. 

• Need for research and education specific to SE; not rely on commercial or nonprofit concepts. 

(Compiled for this study) 
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This study offers a number of original and significant theoretical contributions. The 

findings are empirically grounded, authentic, trustworthy, and sound. The research 

draws directly from the language of study participants in an abductive, interpretivist 

approach. The study contributes to research methodology by demonstrating advantages 

of examining negative cases and applying a novel sampling method. It makes rich 

contributions to the emerging theory of social entrepreneurship, especially in the social 

and political aspects of strategic aptitude. It adds to neoinstitutional theory, applies 

dynamic capabilities theory in a new context, and provides valuable knowledge for 

policy and practice. Each contribution will be discussed in turn. 

 

a. Contributions to theory 

Contributions to social entrepreneurship theory 

Social entrepreneurship is recognised as an under theorised field of research (Berkes & 

Davidson-Hunt, 2007; Goldstein & Hazy, 2008). Theorising how ventures are organised 

during startup is at an early stage of development. Current SE terminology has not been 

determined by empirical investigation. These are important deficiencies. Research will 

continue to present a limited picture of the attributes of SE practice unless a strong 

theoretical basis is developed. This study makes substantial conceptual contributions 

that helped move SE beyond a practice in need of a theory.  

 

Dual perspectives  

An important contribution of this study was to explain the underpinning logic of 

NSEVs. The extant SE literature acknowledges SE as a set of functions, but there is 

inconsistent terminology and a lack of a theoretical and empirical categorisation of SE 

venture practices. Although acknowledged as a field with diverse perspectives 

(Nicholls, 2006b), few scholars have integrated disparate viewpoints. Kerlin (2006) 

explained two perspectives evident in the US and European literatures, but she offered 

no theoretical explanation of why these differences might occur. This study extended 

Kerlin’s geographic analysis by proposing SE as having dual foundations of profit 

maximising or social obligation perspectives. This dual perspective of SE explained the 

dichotomous standpoints of the literature. The language used by those involved in social 

enterprises distinguishes the two perspectives (Parkinson & Howorth, 2008). While the 

two perspectives were found to be positioned largely along geographic dimensions, the 
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underpinning assumptions were identified as largely cultural. SE has a deep divergence 

based on history that results in implicit assumptions about why SE exists and how 

ventures operate. SE may be perceived as government failure which offers market 

opportunities (Dees, et al., 2002; Zietow, 2001), or it may be viewed as a collective 

approach to address social issues (Membretti, 2007; Spear, 2006).  

 

Typology  

This study found that Australian NSEVs are two basic types. One category comprised 

highly entrepreneurial, capable, engaged, and strategically oriented ventures. They were 

classified as Achievers in this study. The second type was volunteer service ventures in 

which additional subcategories were evident. Some volunteer service ventures 

acknowledged the influence of their institutional environment, were interactive with 

their constituencies and interested to absorb new information from the environment. 

Over time, these became more capable ventures and embedded novel ideas into new 

skills. These ventures were classified as Movers. Some ventures had a great 

determination to achieve their mission and strenuously attended to startup actions, but 

had insufficient functional managerial ability and strategic aptitude for the venture to 

become viable. These were classified as Toilers. Intenders were the last venture type 

found in this study. Intender founders had good intentions and initially they actively 

engaged in startup actions, but they failed to maintain momentum. Understanding the 

different types of ventures may assist researchers and practitioners to attend to 

variations in actions and outcomes. We should not assume all ventures are the same. 

Ultimately, this typology offers an opportunity to develop better SE theory.  

 

Model  

In recognition of the need for parsimonious theory that offers simplicity, accuracy, and 

generalisability, the thesis offered a simple diagrammatic explanation of the NSEV 

startup process. Haugh’s (2007) model described the early pre-venture stages of startup, 

but no other study has reported the process from startup to viability. The three stage 

model is theoretically embedded and empirically grounded. The model expanded the 

well known dichotomy for social ventures of managing mission and money into a more 

complex system of initiating internal interactions, organising the organisation, 

establishing external exchanges, and crafting strategic collaborations. The model 

demonstrated that founder activities vary at different stages. No stage is discrete, and 
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the actions of founders adjust to changing circumstances as the venture progresses 

towards achieving its mission. It explained important skills that ventures require and 

highlighted the relative importance of actions at different startup stages. Social 

competence, organisational learning, functional managerial abilities, and a capacity to 

influence the external environment profoundly affected venture viability and overall 

outcomes.  

 

This startup model demonstrated the complexity of the startup process for NSEVs. 

Several theoretical perspectives were found to be useful to inform different aspects of 

the startup process. Influencing elements could be integrated into a framework of 

societal, economic, and strategic dimensions. These shaped how founders positioned the 

venture in the institutional field, the approach founders took with external and internal 

stakeholders, their actions to achieve the social mission, and the outcomes they might 

achieve to gain both tangible and intangible benefits. The model was developed with 

reference to ventures in an urban environment in Australia. It may be relevant in similar 

contexts with a developed economy and a Westminster political system. 

 

The model recognised transitions as crucial phases in the startup process. Ventures were 

precarious during transitions between stages. Transitions required founders to move into 

an unknown zone and adapt to changing circumstances and organisational needs. As the 

venture progressed towards viability, it changed direction, engaged new skills, and 

moved across boundaries of internal or external focus. The process and important 

elements involved in transitions could not be explained fully in this study. Transition 

from one stage to the next has not been described in the social innovation or 

entrepreneurship literature. Until it can be understood how ventures move from one 

stage of venture functioning to another, the model is incomplete. 

 

Distinct field  

In addition to highlighting the complexity of NSEV startup, this study confirmed SE as 

a field that is distinctly different from commercial entrepreneurship and nonprofit 

management. NSEV startup is a social, not a business function. It is not a variation of 

business entrepreneurship as Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillern (2006) assume. SE 

ventures have dual goals to create economic and social value. The social mission is 

explicit and central. Compared with commercial entrepreneurship, NSEV startup has a 
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longer timeframe from conception to viability, a more complex stakeholder 

environment, fewer resources, and relies substantially on unpaid labour (Dorado, 2006; 

Haugh, 2007).  

 

Less well established is the difference between SE ventures and nonprofit organisations. 

NSEVs are not simply younger versions of established nonprofits. They do not operate 

the same way. NSEVs have a different orientation, a more entrepreneurial intention to 

shape the future than nonprofit organisations. The desire for social innovation leads 

NSEV founders to launch a new enterprise and create economic value to achieve the 

social mission. SE ventures aim for independence by generating operational income 

where as Australian nonprofits anticipate public funding. Established nonprofits are 

more pragmatic in their approach to issues and managerial functioning (Alexander, 

2000; Sullivan Mort, et al., 2007). Unlike established and larger nonprofits, NSEVs are 

virtually invisible, have few human or tangible resources, and have no public legitimacy 

at startup. Importantly, not all NSEVs are nonprofit organisations: some are commercial 

firms, others are hybrids. While some scholars hint at these differences (Chell, 2007; 

Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010; Nicholls & Cho, 2006), future SE studies should 

explicitly acknowledge that SE ventures are not synonymous with nonprofit 

organisations. 

 

Contributions to existing knowledge  

This thesis extended Haugh’s (2007) early stage model, added a theoretical framework 

to explain Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) study, and contributed to the theoretical 

multidimensional model of SE proposed by Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006).  

 

Haugh’s (2007) study positioned NSEV actions as networking. Her study provided 

valuable details of the early pre-venture activities. The actions she described operate in 

the first and second stages of the model presented in this thesis. None of the actions 

described by Haugh extend into the realm where ventures might become viable. She 

does not consider the political nature of NSEV actions, nor how they influence their 

networks to acquire advantages. This study extended Haugh’s by explaining the process 

of ventures embedding their mission into a functioning organisation, then designing 

deliberate actions to gain advantages. 
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Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) study ranked eight elements that contribute to the success of 

NSEVs. They offered no explanation of why the particular variables were selected as 

the most appropriate for their questionnaire. The findings are valuable as a guide to 

NSEV actions that may result in a venture surviving to become viable, but their study 

suffered from the lack of a theoretical framework. Without theoretical explanations 

other researchers are unable to consider its generalisability. This thesis offered a 

suitable framework, and also a model of startup activities. The model extended Sharir 

and Lerner’s study by explaining why certain actions were more appropriate for 

ventures at different stages of the startup, what actions were more likely to lead to 

viable ventures, and especially, what competencies were necessary. The findings of this 

study do not entirely support those of Sharir and Lerner. It was not the social network 

that was important, but the social competence of founders to engage with others. This 

also enabled ventures to influence their environment, and capture individual supporters 

to the cause, and later engage with their institutional environment to gain both tangible 

and intangible benefits. The theoretical framework of this thesis grounded NSEV startup 

as a model, and offered new perspectives on Sharir and Lerner’s study.  

 

Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006) proposed a theoretical multidimensional 

model of social entrepreneurship comprised of internal entrepreneurial behaviours that 

were constrained by the need for the venture to achieve its mission, become sustainable 

(viable), and to interact with its dynamic and turbulent environment (see Figure 2.3). 

This thesis extended their study in three ways. First, Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort 

did not delve into dynamic capabilities as a logical lens through which to investigate 

SE, but this study found this perspective was appropriate. Second, this study explains 

one particular element of Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort’s theoretical model, the 

interaction of the mission, the environment and venture sustainability. Ventures were 

enabled or constrained by the influences of the environment, the social mission, and the 

need for venture viability. The mission influences were mainly positive, but the need for 

venture viability had deleterious effects on nascent ventures. Third, this study extended 

the multidimensional model of SE by linking venture actions to social processes, an 

aspect that has not been explored previously in the literature. Viable NSEV startup 

required social processes, managerial abilities, and a capacity to influence the 

environment. These are substantial contributions to SE theory that offer new 

foundations for future theoretical development. 
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Contribution to neoinstitutional theory 

This thesis clarifies and extends neoinstitutional theory and contributes new 

understandings of the startup process of Australian organisations. Australian studies 

have not employed neoinstitutional theory in fields other than accounting.  

 

The temporal nature of benefits that may be gained from institutional linkages has not 

been documented previously. Applying neoinstitutional theory in this study confirms 

the benefits to NSEVs. Neoinstitutional theory clarified how commercial ventures 

change during startup in response to external expectations (Davidsson, et al., 2006). 

Commercial firms may develop legitimacy by developing strategic alliances with 

influential partners (Dacin, et al., 2007). Baum and Oliver (1991) illuminated the 

legitimising benefits of institutional connections for new social purpose ventures. Dart 

(2004b) clarified the importance of institutional legitimacy for social enterprises, but did 

not explain when NSEVs would gain most benefit. This study expands previous 

findings. It clarifies that new ventures are most advantaged later in the startup when 

they have developed sound relationships, functional internal managerial systems and are 

performing well. NSEVs may gain cultural legitimatisation by expounding their success 

in the public domain (Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001), but they need achievements to 

promote and establish their credibility. NSEVs would struggle to appear sufficiently 

legitimate to achieve benefits from institutional connections before the third stage of 

start up when they have a established a track record of achievement. Alliances would 

offer few advantages for powerful agencies until the NSEV is perceived as legitimate. 

NSEVs that adjust and conform to institutional expectations may be conferred with 

credibility and gain opportunities, but this is unlikely to occur until the NSEV is well 

established in its startup activities. 

 

Neoinstitutional theory in organisational contexts makes little mention of political 

influence. Studies that do include political analysis tend to frame influences as 

government regulation on institutional fields, for example on accounting practice 

(Smark & Deo, 2006), or on services in Australia (Dasborough & Sue-Chan, 2002). 

This is overt political power of the government domain. In contrast, NSEVs in this 

study that became viable realised the need to influence their environment as a process of 

strategic aptitude. NSEVs engaged in strategic actions that were softly political in 

nature as persuasion with a planned intention to influence for strategic gain. This type of 
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soft political influence is not confined to government or political parties, it is applied 

successfully by entrepreneurial ventures to influence their environment and gain 

information, reputation, funding, and other benefits. This thesis offered a coherent 

analysis of managing the organisational environment by devising effective soft political 

strategies to enhance the future of the NSEV. The soft political perspective helps to 

explain the actions observed by NSEVs in this study which were deliberately political in 

nature and designed to shape advantages for the venture. Actions were planned 

deliberately to embed new attitudes in influential institutions that ultimately would lead 

to advantages for the NSEV. This was a constructive use of power to achieve viability 

over time. 

 

This thesis offers a reverse institutional perspective of NSEVs shaping their 

environment rather than the more usual expectation that institutions influence NSEVs. 

NSEVs have the capacity to mould their institutional environment. They are not passive 

pools waiting for powerful institutions to pour influence into them. Contemporary 

literature has neglected this persuasive aspect of institutionalisation even though early 

neoinstitutional theory literature anticipated this dimension, for example in the seminal 

paper by DiMaggio and Powell (1983). Rather than considering viable NSEV startup as 

primarily a rational business procedure (as some authors assert), it may instead be 

viewed as a social process that has a soft political nature. 

 

Similar political actions to those observed in this study can be found beyond the 

organisational literature, for example, as actions to restructure urban environments 

(Beard & Dasgupta, 2006). In studies of this kind, the necessity of strategic influence is 

acknowledged as an essential aspect of social innovation. Political analysis and 

persuasion are recognised as necessary parts of influencing actions, without which 

ventures would be powerless to attain their objective. Political influence may be 

actioned directly through discussions, or indirectly by establishing credibility and 

legitimacy, for example, through media coverage or public awards. NSEVs need to 

inspire others, especially their community of interest. Founders need ambition to drive 

their dream, arousing others to action. This is a political process of strategic influence. It 

is part of the institutionalisation process of NSEVs acquiring soft power and shaping 

their environment.  
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The process of soft political persuasion is important throughout the startup, but it was 

found to be vital for the long term viability of the venture. Thus, neoinstitutional theory 

offers an explanation for the end stage of NSEV startup process. The act of embedding 

soft political influence is not described in the current neoinstitutional theory literature.  

 

Organisations and their institutional environments are partners. They co-construct their 

field to form the future. Acknowledging political influence as a part of the 

entrepreneurial startup process has advantages for organisational research. 

Organisations may be viewed as active contributors to their future. Rather than passive 

observers who respond to external pressures, ventures can be envisaged as participants, 

negotiators, even contestants within their institutional landscape to achieve their goals. 

This does not position neoinstitutional theory as aggressively competitive within an 

economic paradigm. Rather, the theory may be broadened to incorporate elements of 

deliberate actions to improve social standing and political status without intending to 

gain competitive advantage over others.  

 
 

b. Contributions to methodology 

The abductive nature of this study and its findings offer contributions to research 

methodology as outlined in Table 8.2.  

 

Multiple theoretical perspectives 

Applying multiple theories is not a new process, but multiple theoretical perspectives 

have not been applied previously in social entrepreneurship. Applying multiple 

theoretical perspectives in this study provided a strong analytical framework which 

aided the development of robust new theory. A single theoretical perspective is a 

traditional research design, but increasingly multiple perspectives are found to improve 

organisation studies (Gioia & Pitre, 1990). Lewis and Grimes (1999) assert: 

‘[m]ultiparadigm approaches aid exploration of particularly complex or paradoxical 

phenomena by helping theorists employ disparate theoretical perspectives’ (Lewis & 

Grimes, 1999 p. 672).  

 

Some researchers suggest accessing up to ten theoretical frameworks (Shook, Adams, 

Ketchen, & Craighead, 2009), but this is likely to lead to confusion in framing the study 
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design and analysis. The three perspectives used in this study added value by informing 

different aspects of the data. The initial selection of neoinstitutional theory was justified 

by its capacity to explain the end point of the NSEV viability process. The addition of 

two new theoretical perspectives was critical: the new insights enabled the construction 

of the theoretical startup model. Social capital offered valuable explanations of the 

relational features of NSEV startup; aspects not well addressed in the extant literature. 

Micro foundations as part of dynamic capabilities offered a coherent perspective to 

clarify the managerial aspects of startup. It was a logical addition to the existing suite of 

theories for SE research. Somewhat surprisingly, neither neoinstitutional nor dynamic 

capabilities perspectives have been used previously in SE literature. This study 

demonstrated that SE draws from economic, social and political domains. As a complex 

field of study, SE benefits from multiple theories to interpret analyses. Future SE 

research would benefit from the application of multiple theoretical perspectives. 

 

Leximancer 

The study successfully implemented a Leximancer analysis of respondent interviews. 

Analysing narrative data in the Leximancer system provided useful insights in this study 

that would have been slower to locate, or may not have been as clear if other techniques 

had been used. These analyses were valuable in clarifying the actual issues respondents 

raised in their own language. Leximancer analysis provided a considerable benefit for 

this study. It increased the quality of the analysis, added understandings that could be 

verified through thematic analysis, improved the dependability of the findings, and 

provided valuable visual output for reporting. The visual output of the data analyses 

assisted the researcher to undertake cross case comparison. As a data analysis tool, 

Leximancer improved the richness of understandings that emerged from this study. It 

contributed to the capacity for the researcher to generate concepts rapidly or confirm 

grounded thematic analyses. In addition to providing a valuable means of data analysis, 

Leximancer offered an important communication tool. The Leximancer concept maps 

were especially valuable as a means of presenting easily accessible research results that 

improved the potential for researcher to reach their audience.  

 

An advantage of Leximancer is its capacity to combine data for successive analyses. 

These combined analyses provided an excellent means of examining and comparing a 

large amount of data. The combined analyses were helpful as a means of comparing and 
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contrasting with the more traditional thematic analyses to clarify the emerging theory. 

Finally, the importance of visual output needs to be stressed as a constructive aid for 

presenting data analyses in research reports. Reporting research findings is an important 

part of the research task; visual output helps clarify complex data in a mode that is 

easily accessible for most readers or seminar attendees. 

 

An important aspect of Leximancer as a qualitative research tool is its ease of use. 

Leximancer analyses are generated rapidly. The same can not be said for NVivo as a 

research tool. Despite its many advantages, NVivo is not an intuitive tool to use and 

researchers must learn how to use it which takes valuable time for a PhD thesis. In 

addition, it takes more time to conduct analyses in NVivo than Leximancer.  

 

Qualitative research was enhanced by accessing the Leximancer concept maps at 

different stages of the research analysis process. Leximancer allowed a rapid review of 

concepts early in the analysis. During cross case analysis Leximancer provided a 

triangulation capacity as an additional review mechanism to review concepts against 

other forms of analysis and confirm themes emerging from the data. Later in the 

research process Leximancer offered confirmation of the tentative startup model, thus 

enriching the interpretation of findings. This study confirms Leximancer as an easy to 

use content analysis tool that could be used widely to great benefit in qualitative studies. 

 

Negative cases 

This study endorsed the value of examining negative cases (Emigh, 1997). Locating 

negative cases is a difficult, but vital, aspect of investigating social phenomena 

successfully (Mahoney & Goertz, 2004). An extensive review of the literature found 

few studies that had systematically considered closed ventures. Studies that only 

consider successful cases could easily miss issues that contribute to negative outcomes. 

Selecting negative cases by replication logic improved opportunities to develop theory. 

Comparing negative cases with continuing cases improved understanding of the issues 

involved in startup. Comparing equal numbers of closed and continuing cases increased 

the rigour and dependability of the findings, and offered valuable contributions to the 

emerging theory. 
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Recency 

Criteria for cases to be included in this study included a temporal element. Cases were 

to be actively involved in startup, or to have closed, recently. This offered a 

considerable advantage in gaining current data. Recency is valuable to gain accurate 

accounts of events. Although not reported widely in case methodology literature, 

authentic research data are more likely if information is captured as it happens, or if it 

has happened recently. Research participants do not normally deny or deliberately 

misrepresent intentions, events, or actions, but over time participants reinterpret 

information to fit into new life narratives. Understandings are unravelled, decoded, and 

clarified into new explanations that fit with an actor’s current world view. Capturing 

recent data improved the dependability and trustworthiness of the study findings. To 

capture recent data successfully required a novel method to locate cases. 

 

Hidden cases 

To select suitable cases that met the study criteria, a sizeable number of ventures needed 

to be found that were at an early stage of development, or had closed within the past two 

years. Before seeking ventures, rigorous inclusion criteria were devised with 

consideration of the “possibility principle” (Mahoney & Goertz, 2004); that is, it was 

possible for the all the ventures to be viable. Locating a large number of suitable 

ventures then allowed the most appropriate to be selected by theoretical sampling and 

replication logic. Populations of negative cases are hidden. By their nature, hidden 

populations have no sampling frame (Heckathorn, 1997). Finding suitable continuing 

cases would not be easy; finding closed ventures would be difficult.  

 

A novel method was devised to find closed and continuing ventures. Rather than 

seeking ventures, the process was to seek founders via key linking agents (Douglas, 

2007c). This was based on an assumption that agents would be more likely to recall the 

names of people involved in startup than the nascent ventures. The key linking agent 

would not be involved in the ventures, but would know they existed through their public 

responsibilities or from being associated with a community or business network. This 

assumption proved to be correct. The researcher sought key linking agents who would 

know of a number of founders in their locality that might meet the study criteria. 

Numerous potentially suitable nascent ventures were located via a personal approach to 

these linking individuals, including some ventures that had closed. Occasionally, the 
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linking agent was able to offer specific contact details, such as addresses or phone 

numbers, which saved the researcher considerable time subsequently. This process of 

using key linking agents offers a valuable new method for locating hidden NSEVs. 

 

Approaching connecting people in this way differed from the method reported by 

Heckathorn (1997) to locate marginalised study participants. Heckathorn used a 

modified form of snowballing sampling. This method may have resulted in finding 

suitable cases for this study, but it was less likely to do so than by locating 

knowledgeable individuals who had personal contact with the founders or responsibility 

for supporting vulnerable NSEVs. The linking method also differed from that used in 

studies investigating the closure of nascent social ventures. Hager, Glaskiewicz, 

Bielefeld and Pins (1996) found closed ventures via a publicly available list of nonprofit 

organisations. The list was examined for ventures that were no longer functioning, then 

the founders of closed ventures were tracked down by the last known venture address, 

or by talking to former neighbours. Fernández (2008) followed a similar path of locating 

a population list, then tracking down individuals involved with ventures. Australia has 

no known listing of all social purpose ventures. There is no list of NSEVs that have 

disbanded. The alternative innovative method applied in this study of locating key 

linking agents was implemented very successfully. Using this approach a large number 

of early stage or closed NSEVs that were suitable for the study were quickly located. 

 

The innovation in locating newly emerging or closed ventures offers a valuable new 

technique for future SE and commercial entrepreneurship research. Researchers who 

use this method may locate nascent ventures at a very early stage of development, or 

those that have closed. Recency of information assists in understanding contemporary 

issues that contribute to successful startup or demise of new ventures. The method 

offers a genuine advantage to future entrepreneurship research. 

 

c. Contributions to practice 

The findings of this study offer valuable new knowledge for practitioners in the social 

enterprise arena, and to agencies that support their activities. Researchers, politicians, 

professionals or social enterprise practitioners rarely acknowledge the importance of 

organisations as sites for social innovation, yet NSEVs offer a stable foundation for 
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proactive individuals to organise innovation actions. Presently, knowledge of NSEV 

startup processes is not widely available. Understanding the startup sequence offers 

valuable guidance for NSEVs and those involved in startup.  

 

Government 

Government has a vital role to play in supporting social innovation in Australia. By 

improving understanding of the NSEV startup process, government can appreciate the 

critical nature of financial support and the crucial effects of changes in policy. Agencies 

will benefit from an improved understanding of the complexity of NSEV startup and 

how their actions might benefit or hinder the process. When using the results of this 

study, government officials will be able to offer constructive advice to new NSEVs to 

support social innovation. Philanthropic and government funding agencies will have a 

better capacity to evaluate applications for grants. Diffusion of the study findings will 

enable agencies such as Peak Bodies to offer suitable advice during periods of change.  

 

Distinguishing difference of SE 

The study emphasises that concepts from commercial entrepreneurship and nonprofit 

management are insufficient in the social enterprise domain. The importance of social 

objectives in social enterprise means that managerial approaches are not the same as 

commercial firms. Similarly, assumptions about nonprofit management can not be 

transferred readily. Not all SE ventures are nonprofit, and those that are have a strong 

intention to be financially self sustaining. This has not been the norm among Australian 

nonprofit organisations, and many still tend to rely on government and philanthropy for 

funding (Minahan & Inglis, 2009; Rogers, 2007). Conceptually, SE sits in the hybrid 

zone between the commercial and nonprofit arena. Future SE practice and research 

would benefit from this understanding and not assume concepts transfer readily from 

one domain to the other. Likewise, education systems could benefit from specifically 

addressing these differences. 

 

Founders 

The research has direct implications for founders of NSEVs and their governing bodies 

by improving their understanding of practices required to initiate startup actions and 

bring the venture to a state of viability. This may create more confidence in an 

ambiguous field of endeavour. Actors intending to found a NSEV will benefit from 
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knowing the intricacy of the startup process and the time and energy required to 

progress actions. Insight into competencies required will assist founding teams to recruit 

others with suitable social, managerial, and strategic skills to contribute to startup. 

Awareness of the importance of intangible resources and actions across societal, 

economic and political fields will enable founders to anticipate when to acquire 

additional resources or implement new activities. Understanding the stages involved in 

the startup process will empower founders to plan and implement organising actions to 

respond to the pressures and expectations that apply at different stages. It will enable 

NSEVs to anticipate possible adverse events or risks, and to plan protective or remedial 

measures. It could be anticipated that founders with the necessary knowledge and skills 

would improve the survival of NSEVs and the likelihood of ventures becoming viable. 

In itself, this offers a contribution to strengthen civil society by channelling available 

volunteer time and energy to social innovation projects that are more likely to succeed 

in achieving the desired mission. 

 

Acknowledging economic, political, and societal benefits 

Knowledge generated from this study has economic, political, and societal benefits. 

Australian NSEVs generate considerable economic outputs (ABS, 2000a). Successive 

Australian governments have relied on NSEVs to deliver support services and generate 

informal civil society activities (Adams & Hess, 2001; Boxelaar, et al., 2006; McDonald 

& Marston, 2002b). Once established, NSEVs offer useful opportunities for 

partnerships and collaborations with commercial firms. NSEVs are well recognised as 

the core of social interactions that establish wellbeing beyond family connections 

(Lyons, 2001). Founders will be rewarded for their effort and hard work if functional 

and viable new NSEVs are created. Ultimately, this is what founders want – to be 

successful in achieving the desired social mission. Supporting successful startup 

contributes to a vibrant and successful society.  

 

 

3) Limitations of this study 

This study aimed to examine the process of starting social entrepreneurship ventures in 

an Australian capital city. The study results claim to be relevant only for this context 

and only to nascent ventures, that is, from startup to when the venture becomes viable. 
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The particular political, economic and cultural environment in Australian cities means 

the startup process may, or may not, be relevant to NSEVs in other places, including 

Australian rural situations and NSEVs beyond Australia. The results do not claim to 

apply to existing, operational, nonprofit organisations in Australia, or to social 

entrepreneurship ventures that are viable. The study did not examine the startup process 

of other types of ventures such as commercial firms, or those that start in different 

contexts such as high technology ventures. The findings of this study may, or may not 

be relevant in other situations and to other types of ventures, such as small business 

ventures in the services sector. Establishing relevance would require a new study. 

 

The case study method used in this study also presents some limitations. No two cases 

are ever the same, and the research can never be replicated exactly. Since a small 

number of cases are examined in particular contexts, case studies are not necessarily 

representative of the population being examined. NSEVs may show some variation 

beyond the cases examined. The cases were selected theoretically around characteristics 

anticipated to affect startup, but cases were selected only in one Australian capital city. 

It could be anticipated NSEVs would be similar in Australian cities of a comparable 

size. The results might be applicable in those situations, but the number of cases 

examined limits the claim of the findings of this study to be representative of the total 

population of Australian urban NSEVs. For these reasons, generalising from the 

findings may be limited. 

 

 

4) Future research directions  

In keeping with most research, this study raises many new questions and identifies 

issues that invite further study. Additional research is recommended to build on the 

findings and theories presented in this thesis, to offer insights for theory and practice 

and overcome the limitations identified. Several topics deserve further attention. 

 

1. A large, multi-national, quantitative study would be beneficial to verify or contest 

the findings and test the model developed in this study. Such research would require 

a large sample in different national and social contexts to establish reliable results. It 
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would offer a valuable insight into NSEV startup processes that operate beyond 

Anglo socio-cultural situations. 

 

2. This study found that transitions between startup stages are critical points in the 

startup process. Is not known if the methods used by cases in this study are context 

specific or transferable across situations. Investigating the movement between 

startup stages would offer useful knowledge for social entrepreneurship. In addition 

to NSEV startup, the findings also could have some application and relevance for 

small commercial ventures in service sectors, especially those relying on 

relationships such as consultancies and professional services. 

 

3. This study offers insights into ‘what’ is managed and ‘how’ it is managed in NSEVs 

during the startup process. A major contribution for a future study would be to 

explore ‘why’ these processes are employed. 

 

4. Few studies have examined strategy in small SE ventures, or even those in the 

nonprofit domain, yet this study demonstrated strategic aptitude was a vital element 

for venture viability. It was beyond the scope of the study to examine how ventures 

formed strategy. Knowing how nascent ventures develop legitimacy, status, 

enterprise reputation, prestige and strategic influence would add value for the social 

enterprise domain. Examining how ventures position their products or services in 

their markets would add value. Do SE ventures view their environment as 

competitive, and if so, what is the nature of competition and competitive dynamics 

in their industry? Studies to examine the process nascent ventures use to construct 

strategies and influence their environments may also have positive implications for 

the future viability of NSEVs. 

 

5. This study emphasises the value of examining closed cases, but only a few studies 

have explored closure mechanisms. Dark (2007) proposes five stages of decline and 

exit of NSEVs. Hager et al. (1996) suggest disconnection from community is 

important, Fernández (2008) suggests mission completion or resource deficiency has 

the most impact, Romo and Anheier (1996) suggest contextual factors are 

significant. Lune (2002) and Chambré and Fatt (2002) suggest NSEVs with 

unpopular agendas (for example, needle exchange) are especially vulnerable to 
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closure. Luca, Ruef and Lounsbury (2007) examined ventures in grey and black 

market contexts. Is the startup process the same for ventures with dark, non-socially 

desirable agendas, such as exploitative groups, traffickers, and criminal gangs? Is 

social capital or neoinstitutional theory relevant in dark contexts? Can closure be 

anticipated or prevented? Are elements that influence NSEV closure the same as 

those that benefit survival? Is the startup process affected by different social 

missions, and if so, how? These are some questions that could be profitably 

explored. 

 

6. Social enterprise aims to create social and economic value, but what kinds of social 

and economic value NSEVs create, and how value is created are not well 

understood. Lepak, Smith and Taylor (2007) theorise on the creation and capture of 

value in business contexts, but their assumptions lack applicability to ventures with 

a social purpose. How do SE ventures create and capture value for their constituent 

target audience and society in general? How valuable is their societal, economic and 

political contribution overall? How can social value be evaluated, if not measured? 

An exploratory study examining social value creation would offer benefits for this 

emerging and exciting field of research.  

 

7. This study demonstrated considerable variation among SE ventures. Throughout the 

research topics listed above, there needs to be a thorough review of social 

entrepreneurship theory to explain variations among enterprises.  

 
 
 

5) Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the process by which Australian nascent 

social entrepreneurship ventures became viable. A comparative case study was an 

appropriate method to answer the research question, examine organisational startup 

processes, and build new theory. Three theoretical perspectives provided insight into 

goals, activities and actions at different stages of NSEV startup process. This study 

offered two perspectives of SE to explain the divergence of viewpoints evident in the 

literature. It proposed a social obligation perspective was more appropriate than the 

profit maximising perspective embedded in Austin, Stevenson and Wei-Skillern’s 
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(2006) theoretical framework. It offered a typology of NSEVs to explain variability in 

approaches and outcomes. The study extended existing SE theory proposed by Haugh 

(2007) and Weerawardena and Sullivan Mort (2006), and added theoretical insights for 

Sharir and Lerner’s (2006) NSEV study while contesting some of their findings. 

 

The study makes significant contributions to knowledge of the startup process of 

nascent social entrepreneurship ventures. The thesis presents a more complete view of 

the nature and operation of social entrepreneurship ventures in their early stages. It 

provides a thorough understanding of each situation in time and place, illuminated 

founder actions, why and how they were taken, how they were implemented, and with 

what result. The process involved actions to achieve venture visibility and engage 

others, build a functional organisation, and gain strategic influence. A sociable and 

congenial attitude of founders, embedded organisational abilities, and strategic aptitude 

were essential for NSEVs to become viable. These enabled the venture to understand 

the institutional environment, establish legitimacy, and acquire valuable tangible and 

especially intangible resources. 

 

Diffusion of knowledge generated from this study is likely to facilitate the founding of 

functional and viable NSEVs. Knowledge of the startup model is likely to reduce the 

number of NSEVs that close through lack of understanding of the process. I offer this 

knowledge as a contribution to SE researchers, and current or future practitioners. 
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GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 
                                                             27-Jun-2006 
 
Dear Ms Douglas 
 
I write further to your application for ethical clearance for your project "Achieving 
sustainability in emerging nonprofit organisations in the social entrepreneurship 
context" (GU Ref No: MKT/07/06/HREC). This project has been considered by 
Human expedited review 1. 
 
The Deputy chair resolved to grant this project provisional ethical clearance, subject 
to your response to the following matters: 
 
The informed consent material listing the supervisor as the senior investigator and the 
student as the student investigator. 
 
As per section 14.2 of Booklet 22 of the Griffith University Research Ethics Manual, 
the informed consent materials listing all the members of the research team and their 
contact details. 
 
Change 'School of Marketing' to 'Department of Marketing' on consent materials. 
The contact person signing section F1 of the Checklist. 
The supervisor signing section F1A of the Checklist. 
The authorising officer completing and signing section F2 of the Checklist.  
 
This decision was made on 27-Jun-06. Your response to these matters will be 
considered by Office for Research. 
 
The ethical clearance for this protocol runs from 27-Jun-06 to 08-May-08. 
 
Please forward your response to Gary Allen, Manager, Research Ethics, Office for 
Research as per the details below. 
 
Please refer to the attached sheet for the standard conditions of ethical clearance at 
Griffith University, as well as responses to questions commonly posed by researchers. 
 
It would be appreciated if you could give your urgent attention to the issues raised by 
the Committee so that we can finalise the ethical clearance for your protocol 
promptly. 
 
Regards 
 
 
Gary Allen 
Manager, Research Ethics 
Office for Research 
Bray Centre, Nathan Campus 
Griffith University 
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Information Sheet- Case Study 
Achieving sustainability in emerging nonprofit organisations 

 
Researchers  Department of Marketing, Nathan 

Senior Investigator Associate Professor Gillian Sullivan Mort 
Email gillian.mort@griffith.edu.au 

Student Investigator Ms Heather Douglas 
heather.douglas@griffith.edu.au 
Phone message: 07 373 57443 

 
This PhD study looks at how new nonprofit organisations become sustainable. The 
project will provide useful and practical information for people starting new groups. 
Your information will help understand the issues and processes new groups use to 
enable a new venture to become viable. Thank you for your input. 
 
A small number of grassroots groups similar to yours will be included in this study. You 
will not be named or described in way that would identify you in any of the written 
material. The researcher will collect a range of information from each organisation. All 
information collected will be kept securely until the end of the study, when it will be 
destroyed. A number of people who are involved in your organising group, or who have 
been involved in the past, may be interviewed at a time and place that is convenient. The 
conversation will be tape recorded, transcribed word for word, and then the tapes will be 
destroyed. The transcripts will be kept locked securely at the university until the 
identifying information on the transcripts has been deleted. The researcher might observe 
meetings or conversations with other agencies, and she might take notes, photos of your 
group’s activities, or perhaps video meetings. She may wish to access records to 
understand the decisions you have made and the development of your organisation.  
 
At the end of the project you could get a brief summary of the information collected 
during the study. If you wish to receive this information, please include an address on the 
consent form.  
 
The conduct of this research involves the collection, access and/or use of your identified 
personal information. The information collected is confidential and will not be disclosed 
to third parties without your consent, except to meet government, legal or other 
regulatory authority requirements. A de-identified copy of this data may be used for 
other research purposes. However, your anonymity will be safeguarded at all times. For 
further information please consult the Griffith University’s Privacy Plan at 
www.gu.edu.au/ua/aa/vc/pp or telephone (07) 3875 5585. 
 
Your participation in this research is voluntary and you may withdraw from the project at 
any time until identifying information has been deleted from the transcripts. If you have 
any concerns about the ethical conduct of the project you may can contact the Manager, 
Griffith University Human Research Ethics Committee on 3875 5585 or by e-mail 
research-ethics@griffith.edu.au 
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Achieving sustainability in emerging nonprofit organisations  

 

CONSENT FORM 
 

Researchers 

Senior Investigator 

 

 

Student Investigator 

Department of Marketing, Nathan 

Associate Professor Gillian Sullivan Mort  
Email gillian.mort@griffith.edu.au  
 
Ms Heather Douglas 
Email heather.douglas@griffith.edu.au  
Phone message: 07 373 57244 

 

By signing below I confirm I have read and understood information about the 
study and in particular have noted that I understand: 

 

1. My involvement in this research may include an interview lasting 
approximately 40 minutes, the researcher observing meetings or 
conversations, and reading past records of the organisation; 

 

2. There will be no direct benefit to me from my participation in this 
research; 

 

3. My participation in this research is voluntary; 
 

 

4. If I have any additional questions I can contact the researcher; 
 

5. I am free to withdraw at any time, without comment or penalty; 
 

6. Any risks have been explained; 
 

 

7. I have had any questions answered to my satisfaction; 
 

8. If I have any concerns about the ethical conduct of the project I 
can contact the Manager, Research Ethics, at Griffith University 
Human Research Ethics Committee on 3875 5585 (or research-
ethics@griffith.edu.au) and 

 

9. I agree to participate in the project. 
 
 
Name of organisation  
 
Signature 
 
Date 
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RESEARCH QUESTION  

How do nascent social entrepreneurship organisations become viable? 

1. How do processes and skills within the founding group contribute to viability?  

� How does leadership and entrepreneurship contribute to viability? 
� How do internal decision making processes affect viability? 
� How are analytical and strategic skills developed and used? 

2. How do interactions with the political, social and economic environment affect viability? 

� How is the environment influenced to provide access to resources? 
� How do nascent social entrepreneurship organisations adapt to changes in the 

environment? 
� How does local context affect viability? 

3. How applicable are the identified strategies for survival of new business ventures to the 
nonprofit environment? 

 

PROCESS FOR CONDUCTING EACH CASE STUDY 

• Access, assess eligibility, assure confidentiality, gain permission, complete consent 

• Contact and arrange to interview key person, preferably a founder, or someone 
involved in the founding of the group from an early state and who has been involved in 
organisation for a long time 

• Key person will be identified within the organisation as someone who was involved for 
some time during the early establishment. The person will have been a key part of the 
founding team who contributed significantly to the direction of the organisation, 
decision making processes, and to designing the strategy for the organisation  

• Get history and overall picture of state of development, key issues/problems/successes 
etc. If the person is not a founder, identify other potential participants for interviews, 
particularly any early employees and early past presidents/secretaries/treasurers 

• Assess processes for communication, organisational learning, information gathering, 
decision making, internal/external conflict (amount/ resolution) political interactions, 
analytical thinking, negotiations, strategy formation etc 

• Ensure all informants are documented: name, role, and personal background if possible 

• Record brief notes of my impressions/thoughts/key information from each contact into 
case journal 

• Ask to view records, minutes, public documentation, grant applications, sponsorship 
proposals, annual reports, strategic plans etc to provide hard evidence of the process of 
organisational formation, maybe visit a meeting of the org committee to view 
interactions and decision making processes, ask how they locate useful information, 
assess the local social/ political environment, how their organisation fits into the local 
economic environment (see questions), ask to observe current negations/discussions 
with other agencies if this appears likely to offer productive information  

• Collate info and go back to fill gaps via more informal interviews. 

• Send thank you letter when study has moved onto next case 

• Post overview of results at end of study 
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CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION/EXCLUSION OF STUDY PARTICIPANTS  

• The field is not important eg can be recreation, human service, environment, arts etc 

• Participants must have recent experience in developing a vulnerable grassroots 
organisation, i.e. one without initial access to substantial financial resources 

• Recency is defined as approx three to five years so organisational memory still exists  

• Viability may be at different stages:  
o may be not yet viable, or  
o only recently become viable, or  
o recently failed  

• Must not be a well established organisation (self defined as viable for more than five 
years) 

 
 

All cases must be 

• nonprofit i.e. no shareholders or principal, i.e. not operating only as an individual or 
partnership 

• an organisation i.e. with a common purpose and with some form of group process for 
making decisions  

• a stand alone organisation without a ‘parent’ i.e. not an offshoot of an existing 
organisation (a ‘child’) or a duplicate copy (a franchise) 

• have an expressed social mission and purpose for the organisation that applies to 
Australia  

• have a local change goal – eg for recreation perhaps wanting to grow participation, or 
for arts to provide a social commentary etc. Must not be an international NGO 

• be entrepreneurial i.e. organising to produce a substantial part of their operating income 
from their own efforts (eg commercial based activities) i.e. not relying only on 
government grants or regular philanthropic funding; but may be funded by government 
to provide a service as long as they remain independent and not co-dependent 

 
 
 

Cases must be: 

1. vulnerable and emerging, recently become viable, or recently failed 

2. based in or near the city of this study 

3. selected against theoretical sampling matrix 
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Screening questions to assess eligibility for participants. These will be completed by a 

friendly discussion after the initial expression of interest 

 

1. What is the name of your organisation? 
 
2. Is your organisation nonprofit?  

• Clarify if necessary 
 

3. Does it have a parent organisation or a sponsor, is it a ‘franchise’?  
If necessary clarify the function of the sponsor      

 
4. where is your organisation based i.e. what is the postcode?    SC1 

 
5. what is your role/position in the organisation?     SC2 

If necessary clarify: 
• what past positions/roles have you held in the organisation? 
• How many years have you been involved with the organisation?  SC2 

 
6. what is the purpose or goal of your organisation?    SC3 

If necessary clarify: 
• does your organisation want to change something about the local area? 
 

7. in what year did your organisation first start to develop?    SC4 
 

8. Does your organisation have sufficient human and financial resources to be able to 
achieve your goal/s?        SC4 
If necessary clarify: 
• what is the scale of the operation for your organisation? 
• is your organisation now fully viable and well established? 
• how did your organisation go about achieving that? 

 
 
If meet all 4 criteria researcher will provide information on the study and gain consent 
 

• Gather demographics about the participant: 
o Age 
o Gender  
o Education level 
o Business background 
o Organisational demographics  

• Size and scale of operation 
• Field 
• Number of staff/volunteers 
• Location 

• Postal address for the organisation if wish to have copy of final report 
 

• Post overview of results at end and thank all participants 
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INTERVIEW GUIDE 

 

INITIAL QUESTIONS TO BE POSED TO EACH CASE 

1. what is the goal/purpose/aim of your organisation  

• probe- why are/did you start?  
• what do you hope to achieve with the organisation? 
 

2. What do you consider viability to be for your organisation? (definition, concept) 

3. How would you know when your organisation is viable? (outcome and measures)  

• Probe for outcome and measures 
 

4. Is your organisation viable? How do you know? (measures) 

• Probe to clarify outcome and measures: 
• Where does your organisation get income to cover the operational expenses? 
• Last year did your organisation make a loss/break even/make a profit? (invite how 

much) 
 

 

 

 

EXTRA QUESTIONS FOR CASES THAT HAVE CLOSED 

 

2. Tell me about what happened with your organisation 

• Tell me more about what happened (Probe what actually happened) 
• What was the situation in your organisation?  
• What was the situation in your local area? 
 

3. What were the problems for your organisation to become viable? 

• What kinds of strategies did you use? 
• Were there internal difficulties or deficits? 
•  Where there external difficulties or deficits? 
 

4. Did the processes you use changed over time?  

• Tell me more? (development)  
 

5. What would have helped your organisation become viable)? (enablers, strategies) 

• Tell me more about what happened 
• Were there particular skills/contacts/analyses that were helpful? 
 

6. How did you know when your organisation was not viable? (outcome and measures)  

• Probe to clarify outcome and measures 
 

7. What would you recommend to other similar organisations about how to become 

viable? (consolidation) 
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EXTRA QUESTIONS FOR CASES THAT ARE NOT YET VIABLE 

 

1. What prevents your organisation being viable? (issues) 

• Are financial arrangements an issue for your viability? 
• Are people an issue for your viability? 
• What other issues prevents/assist your being viable?   
 

2.  What problems has your organisation had to become viable)? (constraints)  

• Tell me more 
 

3. What has your organisation done to become viable? (organisational process)  

• What have you done about the problems to become viable? (strategies)  
• Probe: what specifically did you do? 
 

4. What worked? What didn’t? (analysis and learning)  

• Tell me more about what happened  
 

5. Have the processes you used changed over time?  

• Tell me how? (development)  
 

6. What would you recommend to other emerging social ventures? (consolidation) 

 

 

EXTRA QUESTIONS FOR CASES THAT ARE VIABLE 

1. How do you know when your organisation was viable? (outcome and measures)  

• Probe to clarify outcome and measures 
 

2. What did your organisation do to become viable? 

• Tell me more about what happened 
• What kinds of strategies did you use? 
 

3. What helped your organisation become viable)? (enablers, strategies) 

• Tell me more about what happened 
• Were there particular skills/contacts/analyses that were helpful? 
 

4. What were the problems for your organisation to become viable? 

• Were there internal/ external difficulties or deficits? 
 

5. Have the processes you used changed over time?  

• Tell me more? (development)  
 

6. What would you recommend to other nascent social entrepreneurship organisations 
about how to become viable? (consolidation) 
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DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

 
Data storage  

• Sort organisational records and other documents by date and organisation 

• Log and date each piece of data into Excel spreadsheet 

• Add a logical code for the type of data (eg interview/observation/web forum)  

• Assign a logical pseudonym for the organisation and individual informant that will 
quickly identify the source 

• Store in locked filing cabinet or other secure location 

• Make a back up copy of all data and store in a different location  

• Keep a list of all codes and pseudonyms assigned to organisations and participants for 
each case and each web forum participant 

 

Analysis – Organisation, description and initial analysis 
(procedure followed for each case study until theoretical saturation reached) 

• Transcribe interviews and observations, print transcripts, load into NVivo 

• Sort into files for each case and do visual inspection of all documents and transcripts 

• Make a preliminary free analysis by noting ideas in the margin of transcripts and 
documents, colour code data with highlighters, identify key themes/interesting aspects 

• Add personal notes, ideas, questions  

• Ensure relevance, read interviews, observations and documents again, noting new themes 
and sub themes while continually referring back to the research questions, sub questions, 
literature, and theory 

• Assign a preliminary name to each theme and record themes as they emerge onto a 
running sheet while noting source/s  

• Look to see if the following have an effect: 

� Field, environment, health, education, arts, philanthropy, recreation etc 
� Organising team make up, background, experience etc 
� Internal cohesion/common values/conflict 
� Developmental stage at start up  
� Resource base/scale at start up 
� Resources accessed in local area through networks 
� Communication, organisational learning, and decision making issues 
� Analysis and strategy development skills 

• Document understandings as they emerge from the data into a dated word file 

• Construct an association map to show potential association between themes 

• Track thoughts on themes and associations as dated entries in case study journal 

• Review the implications/associations of the terms used as possible themes based on 
research question and literature 

• Arrange interview with second informant if seems necessary – i.e. incomplete data 
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• For accuracy check the themes as they emerge with informants from the case 

• Construct nodes and preliminary theme maps in Nvivo as patterns develop and assign 
data to the nodes 

• Once the case appears to have yielded all the relevant information it is reasonable to 
request or access, compile the case into a finished analysis and write up 

 

Subsequent cases 

• Select a case to fill a gap in theoretical sampling frame or provide other contrast 

• Comparing notes and themes that emerge from subsequent data will those from the first 
cases and constant comparison with literature  

• Clearly identify issues and findings from this case, write up the case 

• Identify gaps in knowledge not yet filled by the case 

• Continue as above until theoretical saturation 

Theoretical saturation is reached when 

• Little new knowledge is obtained by adding new cases 

• Sufficient understanding has been established to be able to construct a theoretical model 
 

Second stage analysis 

• Collate case study information into NVivo7 as separate files for each case and each type 
of organisational participant 

• Systematically compare across the case studies to establish patterns and themes, log data 
into NVivo7 nodes for themes as patterns emerge, noting source  

• Compare against theoretical perspectives, seek confirming/disconfirming data 

• Continue moving back and forth between data and literature until there is some clarity 

• Draw a mind map/model of associations between patterns and themes Reduce the number 
of themes to group and merge ideas while highlighting potential associations 

• Discuss understandings with key informants for clarification 

• Collate the themes into a dated diagrammatic mind map (log as data), name themes using 
descriptive words 

 

Interpretation 

• reorient, check for congruency, review assumptions, aims and objectives, methods and 
processes  

• record reasons if the project did not progress as anticipated 

• write up interpretations 
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Process diagram for data analysis 

 

Case study 1 
Collect data, 

transcribe 
and organise 

compare data with 
research question collate data, look for 

emerging patterns based on 
theoretical perspectives 

Case study 2 
compare with first 
study and research 

question 

compare with 
previous studies and 

literature 

Case study 3 

collate data, look for 
emerging patterns based on 

theoretical perspectives 

systematic review & 
analysis of data, develop 

themes, merge data, enfold 
literature, construct 
preliminary model 

 

Interpretation, compile 
theoretical model, write up 

continue until 
theoretical saturation 

is reached 

Case study 4 

continue to 
theoretical 
saturation 
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Entities Listing for Acacia  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 group  31  100%    
 people  29  93.5%    
 funding  28  90.3%    
 think  26  83.8%    
 business  22  70.9%    
 year  22  70.9%    
 time  18  58%    
 arts  17  54.8%    
 government  17  54.8%    
 work  16  51.6%    
 started  14  45.1%    
 money  14  45.1%    
 support  13  41.9%    
 music  13  41.9%    
  State_Government  12  38.7%    
 Acacia  11  35.4%    
 week  10  32.2%    
 thought  10  32.2%    
 set  10  32.2%    
 hours  10  32.2%    
 singers  9  29%    
 guess  8  25.8%    
 board  8  25.8%    
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Entities Listing for Banksia 

 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 people  84  100%    
 business  50  59.5%    
 group  50  59.5%    
 think  47  55.9%    
 work  47  55.9%    
  organisation  46  54.7%    
 project  40  47.6%    
 year  39  46.4%    
 board  38  45.2%    
 Banksia  36  42.8%    
 time  34  40.4%    
 role  30  35.7%    
 structure  29  34.5%    
 strategic  28  33.3%    
 involved  27  32.1%    
 skills  26  30.9%    
 back  25  29.7%    
  organisational 22  26.1%    
 worker  21  25%    
 Dou  19  22.6%    
 working  19  22.6%    
 person  18  21.4%    
 months  16  19%    
 development  15  17.8%    
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Entities listing for Callistemon  

 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 think  102  100%    
 people  76  74.5%    
 magazine  65  63.7%    
 business  58  56.8%    
 issue  36  35.2%    
 money  36  35.2%    
 time  33  32.3%    
 industry  32  31.3%    
 big  32  31.3%    
 group  30  29.4%    
 council  28  27.4%    
 wanted  28  27.4%    
 product  27  26.4%    
 back  25  24.5%    
 market  25  24.5%    
 skate  24  23.5%    
 started  23  22.5%    
 advertising  22  21.5%    
 guess  22  21.5%    
 David  21  20.5%    
  skateboarding 20  19.6%    
 Callistemon 18  17.6%    
 needed  18  17.6%    
 years  18  17.6%    
 knew  18  17.6%    
 talk  18  17.6%    
 run  16  15.6%    
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Entities listing for Dryandra  

 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 group  86  100%    
 think  85  98.8%    
 people  76  88.3%    
 time  63  73.2%    
 community  44  51.1%    
 needed  39  45.3%    
 lots  37  43%    
  Community_Centre  31  36%    
 committee  29  33.7%    
 started  27  31.3%    
 important  27  31.3%    
 groups  26  30.2%    
 work  26  30.2%    
  organisation  25  29%    
 suppose  24  27.9%    
 local  23  26.7%    
 meeting  23  26.7%    
 area  23  26.7%    
 Lisa  21  24.4%    
 should  20  23.2%    
 help  20  23.2%    
 public  17  19.7%    
 job  16  18.6%    
 government  15  17.4%    
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Entities listing for Grevillia 

 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 people  130  100%    
 think  109  83.8%    
 sector  69  53%    
 business  63  48.4%    
 work  61  46.9%    
  organisation  47  36.1%    
 profit  43  33%    
 back  40  30.7%    
  organisations  37  28.4%    
 years  35  26.9%    
 year  34  26.1%    
 time  31  23.8%    
 should  29  22.3%    
 nonprofit  25  19.2%    
 started  23  17.6%    
 person  23  17.6%    
 money  22  16.9%    
 income  21  16.1%    
 find  20  15.3%    
  interesting  20  15.3%    
 profits  19  14.6%    
 set  19  14.6%    
 wanted  19  14.6%    
 stage  18  13.8%    
 events  17  13%    
 few  17  13%    
  information  17  13%    
 worked  17  13%    
 benefit  17  13%    
 working  16  12.3%    
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Entities listing for Hakea  

 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 think  52  100%    
 people  38  73%    
  organisation  31  59.6%    
 Narelle  23  44.2%    
 business  21  40.3%    
 time  21  40.3%    
 work  19  36.5%    
 kind  18  34.6%    
 started  18  34.6%    
 skills  17  32.6%    
 group  17  32.6%    
 running  16  30.7%    
 person  16  30.7%    
 government  16  30.7%    
 development  15  28.8%    
 year  15  28.8%    
 management  14  26.9%    
 children  14  26.9%    
 big  14  26.9%    
 money  14  26.9%    
 level  14  26.9%    
 talk  13  25%    
 set  11  21.1%    
 grant  10  19.2%    
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Entities listing for combined closed cases 

 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 think  286  100%    
 people  235  82.1%    
 group  224  78.3%    
 time  152  53.1%    
 business  150  52.4%    
 money  96  33.5%    
 wanted  81  28.3%    
 needed  77  26.9%    
 work  76  26.5%    
 started  73  25.5%    
 year  68  23.7%    
 magazine  68  23.7%    
 years  67  23.4%    
 community  66  23%    
 government  62  21.6%    
 thought  62  21.6%    
 groups  58  20.2%    
  organisation  56  19.5%    
 back  53  18.5%    
 guess  52  18.1%    
 knew  51  17.8%    
 funding  49  17.1%    
 big  49  17.1%    
 pretty  47  16.4%    
 support  46  16%    
 should  45  15.7%    
 lots  45  15.7%    
 talking  44  15.3%    
 product  44  15.3%    
 industry  43  15%    
 run  42  14.6%    
 help  41  14.3%    
 suppose  40  13.9%    
 meeting  38  13.2%    
 music  36  12.5%    
 conflict  7  2.4%    
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Entities listing combined continuing cases  

 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 people  250  100%    
 think  211  84.3%    
 business  134  53.6%    
 work  127  50.8%    
  organisation  124  49.6%    
 year  90  36%    
 time  89  35.6%    
 group  82  32.8%    
 back  75  30%    
 sector  74  29.6%    
 years  57  22.8%    
 person  57  22.8%    
 skills  55  22%    
 board  51  20.4%    
 money  48  19.2%    
  organisations  47  18.8%    
 talk  47  18.8%    
 strategic  46  18.4%    
 started  45  18%    
 profit  44  17.5%    
 project  43  17.2%    
 talking  42  16.8%    
 structure  41  16.4%    
 working  40  16%    
 kind  40  16%    
 involved  40  16%    
 run  39  15.6%    
 months  39  15.6%    
 running  39  15.6%    
 set  39  15.6%    
 income  38  15.2%    
 government  36  14.4%    
 worked  36  14.4%    
 few  29  11.6%    
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Entities listing for combined industry informants  

 

Concept  
Absolute 

Count  
Relative 

Count  
   

 people  144  100%    
 think  123  85.4%    
 social  66  45.8%    
 group  63  43.7%    
 business  58  40.2%    
  organisation  51  35.4%    
 work  50  34.7%    
 process  41  28.4%    
 terms  39  27%    
 person  36  25%    
 time  34  23.6%    
 talking  31  21.5%    
 stage  30  20.8%    
 thinking  30  20.8%    
 community  29  20.1%    
 purpose  27  18.7%    
 working  27  18.7%    
 talk  27  18.7%    
  organisations  26  18%    
 change  26  18%    
 skills  25  17.3%    
 involved  24  16.6%    
 start  23  15.9%    
 years  22  15.2%    
  understanding 21  14.5%    
 few  21  14.5%    
 back  21  14.5%    
 employment  16  11.1%    
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Leximancer technical notes 

 
 
Rooney, D. (2005). Knowledge, economy, technology and society: The politics of 
discourse. Telematics and Informatics, 22(4), 405–422. Reproduced with 
permission. 
  
 
Leximancer is a computer assisted text (content) analysis application that uses a machine-
learning technique. The machine-learning process learns in a grounded fashion what the main 
concepts in a corpus are and how they relate to each other. Content analysis can be done as 
either conceptual (thematic) analysis or relational (semantic) analysis. Leximancer does both, 
identifying concepts in the corpus and how they interrelate. In identifying concepts and showing 
how they interrelate, Leximancer uses word frequency and co-occurrence counts as it basic 
data. Leximancer builds its analysis by using the frequency data and data about the co-
occurrence of concepts to produce a concept co-occurrence matrix. Once a concept has been 
identified Leximancer then builds a thesaurus of words that are closely related to the concept 
thus giving the concept its semantic or definitional content.  
 
A picture of the relational (semantic context) characteristics of the concepts is created in two 
important ways. First, data is created relating to the direct co-occurrence of concepts. Direct 
links between concepts are measured establishing the strength of relations between concepts. 
The more times a concept occurs directly with another, the stronger the relationship. Second, a 
more complex picture emerges when data about what is semantically related to a concept is 
related to other  concepts and their co-occurring words. Thus Leximancer can compare a 
concepts thesaurus with other concepts_ thesauri. In this way indirect links between concepts 
are accounted for, meaning that a significant semantic relationship can exist between concepts 
even when there are only indirect relationships between them. Overall, then, Leximancer rank 
orders concepts, and tells the investigator about the strength of association and semantic 
similarity between concepts. 
 
Finally, Leximancer stochastically calculates a map of the concepts in the corpus. This 
visualisation technique enables the investigator to see, in a global representation, what are the 
important concepts in the corpus and relationships between these concepts. Hence, concepts 
that are directly related but are not necessarily strongly semantically linked and can be far apart 
on the concept map while concepts that are strongly semantically related will be close to each 
other on the concept map. Therefore, concepts that occur in very similar semantic contexts tend 
to form clusters. The map is then used by the investigator to present an overall representation of 
the corpus and to guide interpretation. 
 
The investigator can also drill down through a concept, into its thesaurus of words, and then 
directly into the chunks of text where those concepts and words are found. This allows the 
investigator to easily interrogate the text and interpret it in light of his or her own reading of the 
corpus and to apply various linguistic analytical techniques such as discourse analysis. 
 
An important feature of this kind of analysis is its reliability. Leximancer addresses reliability in 
two ways. First, it affords stability and second, reproducibility. Stability in Leximancer is 
equivalent to intercoder reliability. That is, the automated and deterministic machine-learning 
phase will be highly consistent no matter how many times a corpus is processed and 
reprocessed (coded and recoded) by the application. It can therefore be said that Leximancer 
has a high level of coding stability. Reproducibility in the context of Leximancer is seen in its 
consistency in classifying text given the same coding scheme. Consistent classifying manifests 
in a consistently constructed stochastic concept map. In other words, if the map is calculated 
and recalculated a number of times the researcher can inspect each new map for its 
consistency with previous maps. If maps are dissimilar the researcher can alter any of the 
computational criteria being applied to the corpus in an endeavour to make the map consistently 
reproducible.  
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Evaluation of unsupervised semantic mapping of natural 

language with Leximancer concept mapping 
 

Smith, A. E , & Humphreys, M. S. 2006, Behavior Research Methods. 38 (2) 262-280 

Abstract  

The Leximancer system is a relatively new method for transforming lexical co-occurrence information 
from natural language into semantic patterns in an unsupervised manner. It employs two stages of 
co-occurrence information extraction-semantic and relational-using a different algorithm for each 
stage. The algorithms used are statistical, but they employ nonlinear dynamics and machine 
learning. This article is an attempt to validate the output of Leximancer, using a set of evaluation 
criteria taken from content analysis that are appropriate for knowledge discovery tasks.  

There are several reasons why one would want an automated system for content analysis of text. It 
is known that human decision makers are potentially subject to influences that they are unable to 
report (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). Furthermore, the mitigation of subjectivity in human analysis requires 
extensive investment of time and money in the content analysis process. Code books or dictionaries 
must be validated, coders must be trained, and intercoder reliability must be tested (see, e.g., Weber, 
1990). Increasing the automation of this process should reduce the cost and allow more rapid and 
frequent analysis and reanalysis of text. It is also hoped that such a system will be applicable to 
extremely large quantities of text where there is little possibility of intense human analysis. Text 
corpora of up to 300 Mb have been analyzed with Leximancer so far, but there is no theoretical !unit, 
other than the utility of the results. When applied to larger quantities of text, this method of analysis 
can also be thought of as a form of text mining. 

The form of semantic mapping evaluated in this article has been published elsewhere (Smith, 200Oa, 
200Ob, 2003). The Leximancer system performs a style of automatic content analysis. The system 
goes beyond keyword searching by discovering and extracting thesaurus-based concepts from the 
text data, with no requirement for a prior dictionary, although one can be used if desired. These 
concepts are then coded into the text, using the thesaurus as a classifier. The resulting asymmetric 
concept co-occurrence information is then used to generate a concept map. 

The key methods and their derivation will be described briefly below, but the essential features are as 
follows. A unified body of text is examined to select a ranked list of important lexical terms on the 
basis of word frequency and co-occurrence usage. These terms then seed a bootstrapping thesaurus 
builder, which learns a set of classifiers from the text by iteratively extending the seed word 
definitions. The resulting weighted term classifiers are then referred to as concepts. Next, the text is 
classified using these concepts at a high resolution, which is normally every three sentences. This 
produces a concept index for the text and a concept co-occurrence matrix. By calculating the relative 
co-occurrence frequencies of the concepts, an asymmetric co-occurrence matrix is obtained. This 
matrix is used to produce a two-dimensional concept map via a novel emergent clustering algorithm. 
The connectedness of each concept in this semantic network is employed to generate a third 
hierarchical dimension, which displays the more general parent concepts at the higher levels. 

A major goal of the Leximancer system is to make the analyst aware of the global context and 
significance of concepts and to help avoid fixation on particular anecdotal evidence, which may be 
atypical or erroneous. We wish to evaluate the validity of this system. In particular, we will be 
examining the structure and concept names of the final concept map and, also, the nature of the 
weighted term sets that form the thesaurus. 

FOUNDATIONS OF THE TECHNIQUE 

The exploitation of information contained in the cooccurrence statistics of words within text has had a 
long history under the banner of corpus linguistics (Stubbs, 1996). In essence, a word can be defined 
by its context in usage. Beeferman and colleagues observed that words tend to correlate with other 
words over a certain range within the text stream (Beeferman, Berger, & Lafferty, 1997). 
Computational linguists have also exploited this aspect of language-for word sense disambiguation, 
as a particular example (Yarowsky, 1995). In the discipline of psychology, Burgess and Lund (1997) 
developed the hyperspace analogue to language (HAL). This system exploits lexical co-occurrence 
within a sliding window in the text to construct a matrix of representations of words in terms of other 
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co-occurring words. These representations are then compared using similarity metrics, such as the 
standard cosine metric. The similarity measurements are used to demonstrate semantic and 
grammatical clustering, frequently by means of multidimensional scaling. 

Landauer and his colleagues (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998) 
developed latent semantic analysis (LSA), which exploits the occurrence of words in text segments. 
LSA uses single value decomposition to reduce the dimensionality of the word by text-segment 
matrix. The dimensional reduction again results in vectorial representations of words (and also of text 
segments) hi terms of a kernel of vectors of reduced rank. The eigen values can be used to rank the 
contribution of each kernel vector. Again, similarity measurements between word representations 
allow the inference of indirect relationships between words that appear in similar contexts; this could 
also be described as approximating a transition from episodic to semantic linkage. Specifically, it is 
the reduction of the rank of the matrix and the corresponding information loss and abstraction of 
detail, which leads to the discovery of an indirect relationship. LSA has been shown to perform as 
well as humans in multichoice vocabulary tests, essay marking, and the acquisition of lexical 
knowledge. Specifically, Landauer and colleagues have shown that the induction of implicit 
relationships between contextually similar words can accelerate vocabulary growth from limited 
training examples to a degree similar to that observed hi children. 

The above-mentioned methods have demonstrated that there is considerable information contained 
in word cooccurrence statistics. In fact, we will normally refer to these induced word co-occurrence 
categories as concepts, since there is psychological evidence that correlates them with human 
learning and performance. However, we freely admit that they are still textual concepts, and any 
correlation with mental states is abductive. A discussion of the relationship between observable signs 
and their meanings is beyond the scope of this article, but a good discussion of the various 
taxonomies of meaning from the viewpoints of different disciplines can be found in chapter 1 of 
Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957). In addition, there is no one method that can claim to 
optimally capture this information. The choice of text segment, of co-occurrence metric, and of the 
algorithm for inferring indirect relationships are design decisions. Indeed, as will be seen with 
Leximancer, it is possible to employ different metrics and inference algorithms in series to exploit 
different aspects of the co-occurrence information. 

Leximancer employs two stages of extraction from episodic co-occurrence information, performed 
sequentially. These can be characterized as semantic extraction, followed by relational extraction. In 
each case, the data consist of actual episodic co-occurrence records. In the language of relational 
content analysis (see, e.g., Weber, 1990), a set of words that discriminate each category across the 
corpus of data is learned in the first phase; this can be considered as learning the categorical 
dictionary. These category classifiers are then used to code the text segments. Finally, the category 
frequency information and category co-occurrence information, which constitutes relational 
information, is analyzed. Equivalently, hi the language of information systems (e.g., Sowa, 2000), 
attributes of entities or concepts are learned in the first phase, and relationships between entities and 
concepts are established in the second phase.1 

This process of abstracting words for entities and primitive concepts prior to extracting the 
relationships between them is a very efficient way of controlling combinatoric explosion. For example, 
if a text collection has a vocabulary of 20,000 words, there are slightly fewer than 200 million possible 
pairwise relational combinations of words. Obviously, dimensional reduction must be employed to 
make the relational network easily comprehensible. If the vocabulary of the text can be grouped, say, 
into 100 concepts, each with 200 terms on average (neglecting repetitions), the maximum number of 
pairwise concept relationships is now 4,950, which is a reduction by a factor of 40,000. This process 
also allows retrieval of episodic text records, using semantic representations of cue words, even 
when the initial cue words are not present m the text records. 

For the semantic extraction phase, there are several aims. 

1. To construct classifiers for multiple concepts that can predict whether a small segment of text 
contains one or more of the concepts. 

2. To provide a meaningful name for each concept as a signifier; this is done to support interpretation 
and visualization. 

3. To allow the concept set to characterize the message conveyed by the text corpus. 

4. To also allow manual customization of the concept set prior to learning of the representations.  
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Even if it were possible to extract just one conceptual representation of the text that reflected its 
message, the infinite variability of the context and intent of the user means that modification of the 
conceptual view is essential to its usefulness. To support this, processes of concept seeding and 
profiling are desired. seeding is a method whereby an incomplete but characteristic set of query 
terms can be expanded and refined by a machine-learning process into an effective lexical classifier. 
Profiling is a method for taking a prior set of concepts of interest and discovering a set of related 
concepts that depend either strongly or weakly, either directly or indVectly, on the prior concepts. 

To achieve these criteria, a concept bootstrapping algorithm was developed from a word sense 
disambiguation algorithm (Yarowsky, 1995). The requirement that the resulting representation be 
capable of classifying small segments of text, with limited available evidence, led to the selection of a 
naive Bayesian co-occurrence metric (Salton, 1989), which is known to perform well as a text 
classifier (Dumais, Platt, Heckerman, & Sahami, 1998). This metric, derived from Bayesian decision 
theory, takes into consideration not only how frequently two words cooccur, but also how often they 
occur apart; this is similar to a log odds, or two-way contingency statistic. This metric gives a tighter 
binding of relevant terms to concepts that is suitable for extracting discriminating attributes of entities 
or concepts. For example, consider a document in which the occupational hazards of postal workers 
are discussed. To characterize the identity of a concept such as dog in this text, terms such as bark, 
kennel, and tail may be diagnostic, in that those terms may appear frequently alongside dog and 
infrequently elsewhere. Note that in other documents, bark could be diagnostic of trees. However, 
the term postman, although it may appear in relational encounters with dog, will occur more often 
elsewhere in other relationships. Thus, it seems appropriate to consider postman and dog as 
separate categories in this text, with the category of dog being discriminated by such words as bark, 
kennel, and tail. 

The second stage, relational extraction, begins with the classification, or coding, of text segments, 
using the learned semantic classifiers. This is an implementation of naive Bayesian accumulation of 
evidence, using the term weights. After this process, the following statistics are available: concept 
count, concept co-occurrence count and relative concept co-occurrence frequency, and word count 
within each text segment classified within a concept. In addition, the text episodes classified within 
each concept and each pair of concepts can be retrieved and inspected. 

There are many forms of statistical, data mining, and network analyses that could be performed on 
the concept statistics. It must be noted that the concepts show an approximate power law distribution 
of decreasing frequency within most data sets. As a result, co-occurrence information will lead to 
asymmetric attachment between concepts if the frequency of each concept is considered. In 
concrete terms, the relative co-occurrence frequency between two concepts will change, in general, 
depending on which concept the frequency is relative to. The resulting information can be expressed 
as an asymmetric concept co-occurrence matrix containing relative co-occurrence frequencies. 
Equivalently, this can be viewed as a concept network with directed weighted arcs. Relative co-
occurrence frequency can also be considered as a frequentist approximation to the conditional 
probability of finding a second concept, given the first. 

The choice of relative co-occurrence frequency as the measure of concept co-occurrence was 
influenced by two factors. This measure is much less tightly binding than a two-way contingency 
measure, and this is desirable because we now want to measure incidental interactions between 
concepts, such as those between dog ana postman. second, it was felt that throwing away all the 
asymmetric attachment information, which is endemic to natural language (see, e.g., Nelson, 
McEvoy, & Pointer, 2003), was not justified. In very many instances in which word or document 
similarity measures are required, including many analyses of results from HAL and LSA, the vector 
cosine measure is used. However, vector cosine is a symmetric measure. Neither is it equivalent to 
symmetrizing the matrix by pairwise averaging of link values. Finally, it is noted that Nelson and 
colleagues have used the relative frequency of word free association to calculate their free 
association norms (e.g., Nelson et al., 2003). 

As a result of this choice of a real-valued asymmetric measure, many analytical tools are not 
applicable. Multidimensional scaling (MDS), factor analysis, and the vast majority of social network 
and graph theory measures either do not incorporate both directions of an asymmetric link or do not 
deal with real-valued links. In addition, the Leximancer method seeks to discover implicit, indirect 
relationships between concepts. This facility can allow discovery of previously unknown relationships. 
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As a result of these requirements, the techniques of complex systems simulations and emergent 
behavior were examined as approaches for calculating a concept map. 

The Leximancer concept-mapping algorithm is based on a variant of the spring-force model for the 
many-body problem (e.g., Chalmers & Chitson, 1992). The method used in Leximancer simulates 
forces between the concepts. It is a highly dissipative iterative numerical model and comes under the 
definition of a complex network system. The map is an indicative visualization that presents concept 
frequency (brightness), total concept connectedness (hierarchical order of appearance), direct 
interconcept relative co-occurrence frequency (ray intensity), and total (direct and indirect) 
interconcept co-occurrence (proximity). The formation of groups of directly and indirectly related 
concepts displays emergent behavior-that is, exhibits information that was not apparent by inspection 
of the input concept co-occurrence matrix. For this reason, it is not appropriate to demand that the 
final concept map should explain as much of the initial variance as possible. If that were the case, 
concepts that were initially unrelated by the direct co-occurrence measure should be unrelated on the 
map, which in turn would not identify indirect relationships. 

The emergent concept groups are normally referred to as themes. Identification of themes by the 
observer is greatly facilitated by employing the hierarchy of concept connectedness. Each highly 
connected concept is a parent of a thematic region and can be used to characterize that region. It is 
noted that the problem of matching structure between different concept networks is made much 
harder by the variation in names of equivalent concept nodes between the networks. The 
comparative maps of the Holy Bible in French and in English, which will be presented later, provide 
an extreme example of this; none of the concept names are identical. 

It must be emphasized that as with most algorithms, there are parameters that must be set, and 
these choices will be expected to influence the results. The most critical parameter is the length of 
the text segment. This is selected by choosing the maximum number of sentences contained in each 
segment and whether or not the segment can cross a paragraph boundary. This setting will affect 
both the semantic and the relational extraction phases. The nature of this effect will be examined 
below in the Stability section.2 

FORMULATION OF EVALUATION CRITERIA 

The success or otherwise of a content-analytic method is often referred to as validity. The analysis of 
validity presented here will generally follow the typology presented by Krippendorff (2004, p. 319, 
Figure 13.1). This typology offers a promising framework for standardizing validation efforts not only 
in text content analysis, but also in knowledge discovery generally. 

For reasons discussed in the sections below, we will combine some of Krippendorff's validation 
types: (1) face validity; (2) stability (including sampling validity of members); (3) reproducibility 
(including sampling validity of representatives and predictive validity), which also covers structural 
validity in the case of concept network comparisons; (4) correlative validity (also including semantic 
validity); and (S) functional validity. These categories will now be expanded upon. 

Face Validity 

Face validity is a measure of how plausible or defensible the Leximancer algorithms are. In more 
concrete terms, are the algorithms grounded in established practice? 

The foundations of most of the Leximancer algorithms have been published elsewhere (Smith, 
200Oa, 200Ob, 2003) and have been discussed above in the Foundations of the Technique section. 
In summary, Leximancer is founded in the observations of corpus linguistics, computational 
linguistics, and psycholinguistics that word cooccurrence statistics in natural language are a rich 
source of information that correlates with certain aspects of human language learning, 
comprehension, and performance. To achieve the design goals, two stages of co-occurrence 
information extraction are employed, using different statistical relevancy measures and different 
nonlinear clustering algorithms. The relevancy measures are grounded in Bayesian decision theory 
and word free association norms. The clustering algorithms are derived from computational 
linguistics and complex network simulation. 
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Discussion of the sensitivity of the algorithms also tends to confirm expectations about how 
information is structured within a text, as will be seen in the next section. 

Stability 

Stability is a measure of whether the same data produce the same results. Coder reliability is not an 
issue for Leximancer; text segments are always coded in the same way, given the same parameter 
settings. In addition, Leximancer can normally analyze the whole data set of interest. However, 
stability of the arrangement of the final concept cluster map must be tested, since that component is 
calculated using a stochastic algorithm. In fact, we have found that this stability is a good measure of 
contextual confusion in the data. Note that any instability in the map does not affect either the 
frequency statistics or the centrality rankings of concepts. 

Of course, changing the parameter settings may change the results. There are many ways to 
formulate an analysis with Leximancer, depending on what sort of questions are being asked. The 
proportion of automatically selected concepts that are based on proper names can be controlled. The 
total number of automatically selected concepts can be increased in order to extract more specific 
concepts from the lower end of the ranking. Concepts can be hand seeded and profiled to generate 
customized views. However, these formulations are generally determined by a deliberate analysis 
strategy that can be justified. More arbitrarily, the removal of stop-words (functional words with low 
semantic content, such as and, is, or but) may have an influence on the analysis. The presence of 
very frequent stop-words in the text can result in overgeneralizing in thesaurus learning. This has the 
most effect on other high-frequency words, since their occurrence statistics can align with very 
common stop-words, and so these frequent semantic words can abstract to the stop-word. 

To demonstrate this sensitivity, we will analyze a body of text that can be obtained by other 
researchers for comparison. The text we have chosen is The Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant, by 
Ulysses S. Grant (1885). This can be obtained from the Project Gutenberg repository. The complete 
text has been processed by Leximancer, using automatic concept selection but asking for the 100 
top ranked concepts. 

Under the default Leximancer operating parameters, the map in Figure 1 was obtained. The thematic 
groups have been circled and labeled by hand. 

In many of the example map figures that follow, large bold labels and circular groupings have been 
added by hand to clarify the structure. Some interpretation is required to place the borders and 
choose the names of these groupings, but the name of the group is commonly the name of a parent 
concept within the group. Recall that the measure of concept connectedness adds a hierarchy to the 
network. In addition, every attempt has been made to make the names of the constituent concepts 
legible for inspection by the reader. It should also be noted that rotation of some concept maps has 
been imposed in order to clarify the comparison of structure. Specifically, the structure of the map is 
correlated with the semantic relational structure, whereas rotational and reflective orientation is 
correlated with the relative emphasis given in the data to parts of the semantic structure. 

After the stop-list was overridden so that the most frequent stop-word in this text, which was the, was 
preserved in the data, it was observed that several of the most frequent concepts (namely, troops, 
time, fact, large, Union, Confederate, roads, morning, people, and North) were subsumed under the 
concept the. The reason for this is that these words co-occur so often with the definite article and so 
infrequently appear apart that they are subsumed under that parent concept. 

The addition or removal of a highly connected concept, such as a frequent stop-word, can strongly 
affect the concept map structure. This is analogous to removing or adding a hub in a network. This 
sensitivity disappears rapidly as the connectivity of the concept in question drops, so that the removal 
of one of the semantically meaningful content words does not normally perturb the network structure 
excessively. Of course, this does depend on the properties of the text; a document map that is 
dominated by one very central concept would, of course, be changed by the removal of that central 
concept. Figure 2 shows the map of the Grant text with the concept the added. Since this concept is 
extremely frequent and connected to most other concepts, the map is dramatically different. 

Another setting that can affect the results of the analysis is the number of sentences per text 
segment. This can easily be varied with Leximancer to perform sensitivity analysis. The lists of words 
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in Table 1 are the top-ranked words from trained thesaurus entries for the concept city, and those 
lists in Table 2 are for the concept water. Again, these were extracted from the Grant text. A 
thesaurus was extracted for a text segment of three sentences (with no paragraph crossing) and also 
for a segment of one sentence (with no paragraph crossing). The learning threshold was the same 
for both, at 1.8, and learning converged after six iterations for three-sentence segments and five 
iterations for one-sentence segments. The number following each list term is the weighting, which 
indicates how relevant each word is to the concept. The terms in double square brackets are proper 
names, which were automatically identified by Leximancer.3 The lists have been truncated at around 
a relevancy score of 3, for brevity. 

A comparison of the lists shows that when three sentence segments are used, more words are 
learned, as might be expected. At the simplest level, if the algorithm is allowed to use a longer text 
segment around a seed word, a larger set of terms is likely to be measured. More interesting, in 
language usage, at least for English, the tendency is to avoid repeating a word in an adjacent 
sentence and to use a replacement term, such as a synonym (see, e.g., Beeferman et al., 1997). The 
relevancy scores of the words that are also seen in the one-sentence lists are, for the most part, 
higher in the three-sentence lists. Occasionally, a word will drop in relevancy when one goes from 
one- to three-sentence segments. It belongs to the character of the one-sentence lists to tend toward 
syntagmatic (within-sentence) associates of the seed word. For example, yellow is associated with 
city by means of yellow fever and also by the fact that Vicksburg was built on yellow clay. However, 
the iterative process of training certainly offers the opportunity for paradigmatic associates to be 
learned even with one-sentence segments. Most of the syntagmatic associates remain when three-
sentence segments are employed, but other paradigmatic and indirect associates are also found, 
such as plaza and house-tops. The association of city v/iüi flames is domain specific. If thesaurus 
training is performed over text segments longer than three sentences or paragraph boundaries are 
ignored, the resulting thesaurus entries contain more noise terms, and convergence of the algorithm 
is slower. 

Performing concept classification back on the text is also affected by the size of text segment. It can 
be seen that since relationships between concepts are measured by their co-occurrence within text 
segments, a shorter text segment would mean that a concept would tend to be related to fewer other 
concepts. 

For example, the top relationships for the concept water for each of the three-sentence and one-
sentence text segments are as follows. 

Top concepts related to water. 

Three-sentence segments: river, 30.7%; troops, 21.2%; enemy, 18.8%; time, 17.3%; high, 16.5%; 
plus 85 more. 

One-sentence segments: river, 23.3%; troops, 15.3%; high, 13.3%; time, 12.6%; back, 9.3%; plus 66 
more. 

 

It can be seen that for one-sentence segments, there are fewer related concepts and that the relative 
co-occurrence frequency is less for matching concepts. Also, a strong relationship with the concept 
enemy has been reduced to a very weak one, which was actually measured at 4.6% for one-
sentence segments. This results in some discourse relationships being neglected. Another effect of 
this reduction in concept co-occurrence is that the number of text segments that are indexed by only 
one concept rises. In this instance, the fraction of text segments classified with water but no other 
concept rises from 2.3% to 10.6% when one goes from three-sentence to one-sentence segments. 
This has the effect of reducing the completeness and effectiveness of the concept index into the text. 

It could be expected that this parameter change would also alter the pattern of the concept map. 
However, this is not generally true for text segment sizes of less than four sentences. For example, 
Figure 3 shows the concept map for one-sentence text segments, and it is very similar to the map for 
three sentences (Figure 1 ). This is partially due to the ability of the mapping algorithm to "fill in" 
indirect relationships. However, if the text segment size is increased beyond four sentences, the 
relational interconnectivity rises strongly, as does the relational noise, because the further apart the 
conceptual evidences in the text, the less likely they are to be related. As a result, the concept map 
tends to become less differentiated and more unstable. It is occasionally useful when analyzing 
dialogue to employ longer text segments so that they can cross interspeaker boundaries, which, in 
turn, can take some relational account of consecutive speaker interaction. In this situation and in 
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several other important situations in which short paragraphs are employed, it can be important to 
allow the text segments for the concept classification phase to cross paragraph boundaries. 
Examples of text styles where this may be appropriate are dialogue and novels that consist mainly of 
dialogue, electronic mail, press releases, and verse.4 

Reproducibility 

Reproducibility includes sampling validity of representatives and predictive validity (Krippendorff, 
2004). We conflate the two in the following sense. Consider a theoretical population of data sets with 
known similar meanings (i.e., semantics) between all the constituent sets. Parts of the data set can 
be from different times or sources, with different surface representations (i.e., vocabulary, style, and 
even language). To show that Leximancer-induced patterns are reproducible, we need to show that 
similar paneras are found from each constituent data set. As a corollary, we also need to show that 
data sets with known different meanings result in different Leximancer patterns. Note that since we 
are measuring reproducibility by looking at similarity in concept network patterns, we are 
simultaneously testing structural validity, in Krippendorff 's terminology. 

Reproducibility of the thesaurus classifiers. Once the thesaurus network has been learned, the 
classification procedure is quite simple. This process is similar in conception to manual coding, or 
sense tagging, as performed in content analysis (Weber, 1990), where trained human coders attach 
conceptual tags to groups of sentences with reference to a code book. 

The steps involved in the Leximancer classification algorithm are as follows. 

1. Process the text sequentially in blocks of n sentences. It has been found that n should be similar to 
the number of sentences per block used during training, since this is the average length of text 
constrained by one instance of a concept. 

2. Look up all the words from the text block in the thesaurus network and add their weightings in 
each concept represented. 

3. Threshold the results to select the relevant concepts, with likelihood weightings. 

 

Supervised training benchmarking. Within the supervised document classification community, a 
standard benchmark for testing the reproducibility of a classifier is to employ a set of human 
classified documents. This set is then split into a training set and a test set. 

However, the standard Leximancer thesaurus learning algorithm is not operated as a supervised 
learner. Instead, it is designed to extend an incomplete definition-that is, a set of seed words. 
Nevertheless, a single iteration of the learning algorithm is equivalent to a naive Bayes supervised 
learner, so we undertook a standard benchmark of this, using the Reuters-21578 text categorization 
test collection, with the ModApte split (Apte, Damerau, & Weiss, 1994). This is a set of human 
classified media reports, and several standard training/test splits have been defined by the 
categorization community. 

Unfortunately, the classification tags in Reuters-21578 are placed at the beginning of each article, 
because each article is generally fairly short and Reuters only had a need for whole-document 
classification. It takes much more effort and concentration for humans to tag reliably at a higher 
resolution, and the markup method would need to be changed to accommodate this. 

If the human classification tags were placed within the contextual sentences that actually triggered 
the classification, Leximancer's term co-occurrence algorithm could then extract a lexical classifier, 
using the optimal text segment size. Essentially, the relevant contexts of the tags would be learned. It 
would be satisfactory if the tags were applied to every three sentences. Alternatively, the code book 
used by the Reuters classifiers would need to be available for use as a manual seed set, using the 
normal concept bootstrapping algorithm. As it stands, this benchmark does not allow the classifier to 
perform anywhere near optimally, particularly for more general categories such as energy, housing, 
income, money-fa, instal-debt, or retail. The relevant seed words can be guessed, but this is not 
appropriate for a benchmark. Given these caveats, it is still of some interest to reproduce the whole-
document supervised classification benchmark by modifying the operation of Leximancer. 
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The Reuters-21578 ModApte standard benchmark for supervised training produced the following 
results with the Leximancer naive Bayes classifier after its operation was modified as alluded to 
above. In order to interpret the results, some definitions are required. Precision and recall are 
standard evaluation measures for supervised classification: Precision is the fraction of automatically 
classified documents that match the manual classification; recall is the fraction of manually classified 
documents that are successfully classified automatically. For evaluation with multiple classification 
categories, the results are often aggregated, using micro-averaging. This means that each 
classification category is considered in turn, and that, within each category, each document is simply 
designated as a hit (if automatic classification matches manual classification), a miss (if the manual 
classification has no matching automatic classification), or a false hit (if the automatic classification 
has no matching manual classification). The numbers of hits, misses, and false hits are added across 
all categories, and the final micro-averaged precision and recall are calculated by the following 
equations: precision = hits/(hits + false hits) and recall = hits/(hits + misses). Furthermore, there is 
almost always at least one classification threshold parameter that can be tuned, and adjusting this 
parameter almost always trades off precision against recall. Rigorously, the resulting precision 
versus recall curve can be plotted, but a simple figure of merit is the break-even point, where 
precision equals recall. Finally, some of the categories used in the Reuters21 578 set are much less 
frequent than others. This has implications for the relative effectiveness with which the different 
classifiers are learned. For this reason, precision and recall results are often calculated across the 10 
most frequent categories, as well as across all of them (see, e.g., Dumaisetal., 1998). 

For the Leximancer naive Bayes classifier and the Reuters-21578 ModApte split, the micro-averaged 
breakeven precision and recall were found to be 81.2% for the 10 most frequent classifications and 
75.5% across all classifications. These results agree well with the best results for naive Bayes 
classifiers quoted by Dumais et al. (1998). 

Thesaurus discovery benchmarking. A more appropriate cross-classification evaluation for the 
Leximancer thesaurus builder was then sought. It is of interest to know how useful a given thesaurus 
is at classifying text that is from the same domain but is different from the training set. This evaluation 
will test the limitations of reuse of the thesaurus for classifying new text. 

To examine some aspects of thesaurus reproducibility, a 13.6-Mb set of data from the Internet news 
group sei .environment was obtained and split into two. The data set was ordered by article number 
and split into two contiguous halves. In other words, the parts were not interleaved in the original, 
and the second set of articles came after the first in terms of time. It is to be expected that the 
content of news group discussions should evolve over time. 

Each half was used to learn a thesaurus entry for the concept energy, using just the seed word 
energy. The second half was then classified with its own thesaurus to produce a classification called 
self. The second half was then cross-classified, using the thesaurus learned from the first half, to 
produce a classification called cross. These two classifications of the same text, self and cross, were 
then compared. These classifications were carried out under the most standard operational settings: 
three sentences per block, a training threshold of 1.8 relevancy units with no paragraph crossing, and 
a classification threshold of 7.5 relevancy units total sum per block with no paragraph crossing. 
These are the default Leximancer parameter settings. 

When classification instances of the concept energy were considered, it was found that when one 
went from self- to cross-classification, 3.6% of the classifications by weight (6.0% by number) 
disappeared, and 4.0% new classifications by weight (8.6% by number) were created. By number, 
94% of the classifications were common to both, but their total weighting dropped by 35% when one 
went from self- to cross-classification. 

The fraction of blocks that were classified as energy but did not contain the keyword energy was 7% 
for self classification and 10% for cross-classification. 

This performance is satisfactory, but it indicates that self-classification should be used where 
possible. The fact that 94% of the text blocks were allocated to the same class with both methods is 
pleasing. It is apparent from these results that the vocabulary shifted to some extent between the two 
sets. 
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As a further comparison, the same procedure was followed again, but this time the learning process 
was allowed to cross paragraph boundaries, and the learning threshold was increased to 2.0 
relevancy units to compensate. It would be expected that allowing text segments to cross paragraph 
boundaries would add noise to the thesaurus and the relational network, since authors are more 
likely to change topic at a new paragraph. 

In this case, it was found that, when one went from self-to cross-classification, 12.0% of the 
classifications by weight (15.7% by number) disappeared, and 10.4% new classifications by weight 
(5.2% by number) were created. By number, 84% of the classifications were common to both, but 
their total weighting dropped by 30% when one went from self- to cross-classification. 

The fraction of blocks that were classified as energy but did not contain the keyword energy was 16% 
for self-classification and 12% for cross-classification. 

The total quantity of self-classifications increased by 8% weight (11% by number) when the learning 
process was changed from no paragraph crossing to paragraph crossing. 

These results indicate that allowing the learning process to use blocks of text crossing paragraph 
boundaries creates a more diverse but also a noisier thesaurus entry. In our experience, paragraph 
crossing is recommended only when the text uses short paragraphs, such as e-mail or dialogue. 

Impact of sampling during learning on classification. It is important to know what impact the use of 
sampling during learning has on the performance of the thesaurus classifier. Sampling, as employed 
here, involves a uniform process of using only every nth text segment for learning the thesaurus. The 
reason for wanting to do this is to accelerate the iterative learning algorithm. 

To examine this, the same 13.6-Mb set of data from the Internet news group sci.environment was 
used as that in the previous section. 

The full data set was used to learn a thesaurus entry for the concept energy, using just the seed 
word energy. In one case, a classification of the data was produced using no sampling. In the other 
case, a classification was produced using a thesaurus trained with a sampling of two, or every 
second text block. These two classifications of the same text,/«// and sampled, were then compared. 
These classifications were carried out under the most standard operational settings: three sentences 
per block, a training threshold of 1.8 relevancy units with no paragraph crossing, and a classification 
threshold of 7.5 relevancy units total sum per block with no paragraph crossing. 

It was found that when one went from full to sampled classification, 1.8% of the classifications by 
weight (3.0% by number) disappeared, and 1.6% new classifications by weight (2.7% by number) 
were created. By number, 97% of the classifications were common to both, and their total weighting 
dropped by 7.2% when one went from full to sampled learning. 

These results are pleasing and show that sampling is a very viable way of accelerating the learning 
process. Contrasting these results with the comparable results from the previous section shows that 
sampling is much more reliable than learning and classifying on disjoint contiguous data sets. 

Impact of learning stability on classification. It is interesting to evaluate the stability of the 
convergence point for the training algorithm and its effect on classification. The iterative concept-
learning algorithm employed essentially searches for a local attractor in the lexical cooccurrence 
space. If the starting point of the trajectory is significantly perturbed away from the attractor, one can 
establish whether the learning system returns to the attractor or diverges away. If the system is 
overly sensitive to its starting location or, worse, exhibits chaotic trajectories, this will limit the 
reproducibility of identified conceptual patterns. 

To examine this, the same 13.6-Mb set of data from the Internet news group sci.environment was 
used as that in the previous sections. 

The full data set was used to learn a thesaurus entry for the concept energy, using just the seed 
word energy. This was then used to generate a classification called full. The final training network 
was then taken from this, and the highest ranked term was removed from the concept energy. In this 
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case, the word was energy-the initial seed word, in fact-with a relevance of 8.38 relevancy units. The 
learning algorithm was then restarted using this perturbed network as the starting point. This system 
converged after eight iterations, and now the highest ranked term in the concept energy was again 
the word energy, with a relevance of 5.70. This new thesaurus was then used to produce a 
classification called shifted. These two classifications of the same text, fall and shifted, were then 
compared. These classifications were carried out under the most standard operational settings: three 
sentences per block, a training threshold of 1.8 relevancy units with no paragraph crossing, and a 
classification threshold of 7.5 relevancy units total sum per block with no paragraph crossing. 

It was found that when one went from full to shifted classification, 6.7% of the classifications by 
weight (14.5% by number) disappeared, and 0.7% new classifications by weight (0.8% by number) 
were created. By number, 85.5% of the classifications were common to both, and their total 
weighting dropped by 14.5% when one went from full to shifted learning. 

Since the initial seed word energy reappeared as the highest ranked term, it appears that the 
learning algorithm is quite stable once converged. It was noted that the word energy had a weighting 
above the classification threshold (7.5) in the first case, but below in the second. This means mat for 
the shifted classification, the word energy by itself is insufficient to trigger a classification. And yet, 
85.5% of the classification instances remained in common, and 90.8% of the shifted classification 
instances contained the word energy. 

This indicates that the concept of energy, as learned by this algorithm, is a stable maximum in the 
concept space. Also, and more importantly, this demonstrates that the cumulative support of all the 
words in the thesaurus is important to classification weighting. It is not just a keyword search engine. 

Reproducibility of the concept maps. We now wish to examine the reproducibility of the Leximancer 
concept maps over different data sets. The aim of these analyses is to establish whether text sets 
with similar semantics produce similar concept maps and, conversely, whether text sets with different 
semantics produce different concept maps. The issue of how we "know" that the text sets have 
similar or different semantics is important; this problem leads to some overlap with the measure of 
correlative validity (see below). The overlap occurs because we must have some other method for 
establishing this similarity. The best that can be said is that we choose data sets where the similarity 
or difference is fairly obvious, usually due to the circumstances of creation of the data. 

1. The first example shows maps of two translations of the Bible, the English King James version and 
the French Louis Segond version (see Figure 4). For these maps, automatic concept detection was 
used, and the top 100 concepts for each were asked for. Due to the size of these data sets and their 
high relational interconnectedness, the lower solution indexing setting was set to three text blocks 
per low-resolution bucket.5 

Because these were translations of the same source, it was felt that the semantics should be similar. 
If one allows for a reflection about a horizontal axis, these maps do indeed show a similar structure. 

2. Leximancer concept maps of the rules of baseball (Major League Baseball, 1999) and cricket 
(Marylebone Cricket Club, 2003) were compared (see Figure 5). For these maps, automatic concept 
selection was employed, and the top 80 concepts were asked for. It should be noted that for these 
maps, it was necessary to tune the thesaurus learning threshold so that this learning converged after 
around the same number of iterations for each map. The number of iterations was six or seven. 

As bat-and-ball games with players in similar roles, it was felt that the rules would show similar 
semantics. The origins of both games are uncertain; however, it is likely that both derive from late 
medieval French and English village games, with a game called stool ball being a possible common 
ancestor (Bahr & Johnston, 1992, Vol. 3, p. 660). This is not to say that the strategy and tactics are 
similar between baseball and cricket, but the rules do not normally work at that level of meaning. 
Comparison reveals similar arrangements in terms of the roles of key concepts in the structure of the 
games; alignment is seen between pitcher and bowler, batter and batsman, fielder and fielder, base 
and end, wicket and plate, wicket-keeper and catcher, match and game, ground and field, and so 
forth. 

3. It is also important to show that maps of text data sets that are known not to have similar 
semantics are, in fact, dissimilar. The rules of American football (North American Football League, 
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2003) and rugby union (International Rugby Board, 2003) were compared (see Figure 6). American 
football originated directly from rugby union but underwent significant modifications in the 20th 
century (Bahr & Johnston, 1992, Vol. 10, p. 163). We anticipated showing that maps of these sports 
are moderately similar to each other but very different from the maps of cricket and baseball. For 
these maps, automatic concept selection was employed, and the top 80 concepts were asked for. If 
one allows for reflection around vertical axis, these maps show a structure that is moderately similar 
between the two and that is quite different from the baseball-cricket structure. 

4. Leximancer concept maps (Figure 7) were created from the book On War by Carl von Clausewitz 
(1832/1873), and from the Capstone doctrinal publications of the U.S. Marine Corps ( 1997). For 
these maps, automatic concept selection was employed, and the top 80 concepts were asked for. 
Striking similarities in the thematic structure can be seen, allowing for reflection around the vertical 
axis. Subsequent to this analysis, a private communication (Bassford, personal communication, 
March 21,2004) revealed that, in fact, the author of much of the USMC Capstone doctrine is one of 
the leading authorities on On War (e.g., Bassford, 1994) and was not surprised by the similarity. 

5. Leximancer concept maps were made from newspaper articles containing some mention of Iraq, 
from 5 weeks before to 3 weeks after the U.S.-led invasion of that country in March and April 2004 
(see Figures 8 and 9). The data were obtained by using a text retrieval engine to find all articles 
containing the word Iraq printed during the relevant weeks in The Australian, the major Australian 
national daily. The technique for map construction is to hand-seed the concept Iraq with the seed 
terms (Iraq, iraq, Iraqi, Iraqi, Iraqis, Iraqis) and ask the thesaurus learner to learn this concept and 
then to discover 100 associated concepts that will profile the concept of Iraq in the data. This method 
avoids totally unrelated content in the newspaper articles. A completely separate map was 
constructed for each week of data, and the set of eight maps were compared in an attempt to see 
some predictive validity of pattern matching or change. There are similar patterns between the weeks 
leading up to the conflict. However, the maps change dramatically at the point of the invasion, as 
would be expected. 

Correlative Validity 

Correlative validity is established by showing that patterns measured by different methods that are 
considered valid correlate with patterns found by Leximancer. The corollary is that patterns known by 
other methods to be absent are not found by Leximancer. We believe that this includes semantic 
validity, for the reason that some other method must be used to establish the semantics of the 
situation. Hence, it is a type of correlative validity. 

Correlative validity is interpreted here as strict comparison of the output of Leximancer with some 
valid independent analysis of the same data. This is viewed as distinct from evaluating the success 
of an analytic process that includes Leximancer analysis of partial data as part of the system. A key 
difference here is the exploitation of background knowledge by the analyst that is not available to 
Leximancer. Validation of the realistic analytic process as a whole, where the analyst only partially 
relies on Leximancer, will be discussed in the Functional Validity section. 

There is some overlap between reproducibility and correlative validity. Whereas reproducibility 
focuses on comparisons between different Leximancer analyses and correlative validity focuses on 
comparing with other analysis methods, the overlap occurs because reproducibility still requires 
some other method to identify data sets that should be similar. This was referred to in the previous 
section. 

It has been the policy since the creation of Leximancer to seek out data sets for which a domain 
expert can be identified to conduct informal parallel trials. The experts have been authors of the 
material, experienced analysts who have analyzed the material, or researchers who are very familiar 
with the content and the domain. Very many of these informal evaluations have been performed over 
the last 3 years, and feedback from the experts has guided development of the system. Although 
most of this evidence is informal and anecdotal, the work published on maritime accident reports 
(Grech, Horberry, & Smith, 2002) includes assessment of correlative validity by two domain experts 
both on the exploratory Leximancer maps and on a set of predefined variables. 

We intend to develop a more rigorous method to enable publication of the results on correlative 
validity. However, there are methodological problems to address. 
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First, a suitable data set with known valid measurements must be found as a benchmark. The 
benchmark results must satisfy the same validity tests as those being examined here; it is not 
enough to assume that a human judgment is the "gold standard." The human is simply another text 
analysis machine for these purposes, with its own strengths, weaknesses, and biases. Such 
validated human analysis may be approximated for smaller text sets, but even then, most strict 
validation of human content analysis is conducted on confirmatory (or deductive) research, where 
there is a predefined set of concept variables. In exploratory mode, Leximancer induces the concept 
variables from the text. To compare this with human analysis, each person must also develop his or 
her own set of concept variables from the data, in the manner of grounded theory. Now, when larger 
text sets are considered, where Leximancer is believed to be of most utility, validated human 
inductive analysis is extremely hard to find. 

second, these valid measurements must be comparable with Leximancer results, without too much 
interpretation subverting the comparison. The issue here is that human analysts may possess 
background information, influences, and intentions that Leximancer does not possess. In addition, 
the human analysts may be subject to influences that they are unable to report (Nisbett & Wilson, 
1977). As was mentioned above, the aim in this section is to set up an artificial situation in which the 
human analysts consider only data that are also available to Leximancer. The more realistic situation 
is considered under functional validity. 

The use of background knowledge and accumulated experience by text analysts is endemic. For 
many real text data sets, the semantics contained within the text are partial. Successful interpretation 
relies on other semantics common to the author and the reader. This is particularly true in 
intelligence analysis, as is stated in Lefebvre (2004), who quotes from Katter, Montgomery, and 
Thompson (1979): "In other words, analysts never have a perfect information situation and 
'information from memory provides the sole basis for hypothesizing relationships among data 
available for interpretation and for classifying various data as relevant, redundant, present, absent, or 
crucial for the interpretative task"' (p. 241). Somehow, either the human experts who create the 
benchmark must be isolated from other influences, including a lifetime of experience, or Leximancer 
must be provided with sufficient background material so that the results from both methods are 
based on the same inputs. Both options are difficult, but a semantic mapping system can allow a 
much larger contextual corpus of material to be mapped, which may make explicit some of the 
implicit background semantics. Alternatively, careful psychological experiment design with subjects 
who are unfamiliar with the text data in question may reduce the effect of background knowledge. 

In summary, the rigorous evaluation of correlative validity for this system becomes one of 
bootstrapping: If all new techniques must replicate existing deficient means of exploratory text 
analysis, how can things ever improve? 

Validity by inspection of thesaurus. It is normal practice to inspect the learned thesaurus weighted 
term sets to see whether they match expectations about word usage within each concept. 
Unfortunately, expectation can be wrong, and work must often be undertaken exploring the data to 
understand why terms in a set tend to travel together. Of course, domain expertise is valuable for this 
task. 

Nevertheless, some thesaurus sets are compelling, such as the two given in the Appendix, which 
were learned from a set of maritime accident reports using the two seed words engine and fire. 
Terms in double square brackets are proper names that Leximancer has identified, those in single 
square brackets are tentative acronyms generated by Leximancer, and the numerical value indicates 
how relevant the term is to the concept in units of relevancy metric. The lists have been truncated. 

Other thesaurus concepts are not so easy to understand without detailed inspection of the text data, 
but the algorithm is the same, and so some confidence can be developed in the method. 

Functional Validity 

The functional validity measure is, of course, the subject of most of the anecdotal feedback we have 
received, and of our professional services experiences in providing consulting text analysis services. 
However, if we define a functional goal of Leximancer mapping as the enhancement of learning and 
recall of text by people, this can be objectively measured. We are currently preparing to perform a set 
of psychological experiments on human subjects wherein study material is presented either in 
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traditional paper form or as a Leximancer map. The subjects will then be tested at a later time for 
comprehension and recall. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we have addressed several forms of validity for Leximancer thesauri and concept 
maps, including face validity, stability (sampling of members), and reproducibility (including structural 
validity, sampling of representatives, and predictive validity). We have described research in 
progress for testing functional validity and have outlined some issues and progress in the area of 
correlative validity. 

It will be interesting to see how much more information can be extracted from lexical co-occurrence, 
using combinations of different measurement formulae and nonlinear learning algorithms. Of course, 
much detailed grammatical information cannot be obtained using methods that discard word ordering 
within sentences, but it is apparent that there is an abundance of rich and complex information that 
can be extracted by means such as Leximancer. For rapid human appreciation of the information 
contained within nontrivial amounts of natural language, perhaps the challenge is to choose what 
level of detail to abstract. 

NOTES 
1. The process of concept extraction starts with preliminary definitions of categories, called seed sets, 
which can be either imposed by the investigator or selected by Leximancer. 
2. The Leximancer Web site at www.leximancer.com includes the product manual, which describes the 
various parameters of the system. 
3. Automatic multiword proper name extraction is performed simply from examination of character 
capitalization, when available. Of course, this will not be possible for some languages and for some 
transcribed speech. Performance is not perfect for words at the start of a sentence, but this effect is 
usually not statistically significant. 
4. This evaluation work has been performed on at least moderately well-structured written language, partly 
since it is easier to find parallel semantic corpora in that scope. Further investigation is needed of informal 
and spoken language. 
5. Low-resolution indexing is a type of discourse filter for removing concept tags that are not strongly 
represented over a set of consecutive text segments. It resembles a windowing noise filter algorithm and 
acts to remove incidental relationships. Concept classification weights are summed over multiple 
consecutive text segments, and any that do not make a certain threshold are deleted from all the 
segments. This has the important effect of enhancing relational signal-to-noise. 
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• Detailed three stage startup model with explanatory theories and examples from 
this study 
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(Continued) 

Stage Objective Focus  Goals Process and Actions Requires  Outcomes Theory  

Stage 1 Managing the 
mission 

External Marketing the 
cause 

Attracting human resources 
Influencing volunteers to engage with 
founders 

Clearly articulated vision  
Social competence 

Volunteers  Social capital 

Example of effective practice:  

Dryandra founders attracted many volunteers in first three months by local media coverage and word of mouth discussions with residents and key public figures 

Example of ineffective practice: None from this study 

 

Transition 

Building 
capability 

Initiating internal 
interactions 

 

Internal  Setting the 
direction  

Negotiating consensus of volunteer 
motivation  

Creating effective decision making process  

Planning and implementing initial activities  

Value alignment 

Social competence  

Sound internal 
interactions 

Agreed purpose 

Social capital  

Example of effective practice:  

Banksia agreed core purpose and common values, established strong relationships by meeting regularly and sharing fun activities 

Example of ineffective practice:  

Dryandra did not establish common values or purpose, effective decision making process, minimal planning, services not implemented effectively 

Stage 2 Organising the 
organisation 

 

Internal Planning & 
implementing 
services  

Designing & implementing effective systems  

Attracting & organising intangible resources 

Organising staff and volunteers 

Monitoring tasks, documenting outcomes 

Planning and organising 
skills 

Social competence  

Effective service 
delivery 

Functional 
organisation 

Visibility  

Dynamic 
capabilities 

Social capital 

Examples of effective Stage 2 practice: 

Grevillia captured intangible resources by planning and implementing orderly managerial systems, systematically organising staff and their activities, documenting service benefits  

Hakea captured intangible resources by organising volunteers (later staff) to achieve effective service delivery, documented activities to establish reputation for effective practice 
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(Compiled for this study) 

Stage 2 (cont) Objective Focus  Goals Process and Actions Requires  Outcomes Theory  

Examples of ineffective Stage 2 practice:  

Dryandra did not organise effective internal operational systems, did not organise around intangible resources to establish services, activities were inadequate to establish visibility  

Callistemon did not plan or implement operational processes sufficiently well to establish effective service, outcomes not documented as evidence of good practice  

Banksia operating processes were not well planned, until 3rd year did not design effective management systems 

 

Transition 

Becoming 

strategic 

Establishing 
external 

exchanges 

External Marketing 
organisational 
achievements   

Differentiating organisation 
Expanding into public arena 
Building network of contacts 

Organisational 
authenticity  
Industry insight 
Social competence 

Varied network of 
weak and strong links 
Legitimacy  

Social capital 
Neoinstitutional 

Examples of effective practice: 

Hakea established organisational differentiation, leveraged industry insight to deliberately expand network of contacts 

Grevillia leveraged organisational reputation and industry networks establish sound reputation  
 

Examples of ineffective practice: 

Callistemon’s inadequate industry insight and lack of organisational capability limited potential to extend intangible reputational resources to gain tangible resources from external 
environment  

Banksia’s lack of industry insight until 4th year limited opportunities to capture tangible resources to develop desired services, extend networks to establish organisational authenticity  

 

Stage 3 Crafting 
collaborations 

 

External Negotiating 
benefits 

Establishing alliances and partnerships 
Leveraging legitimacy 
Influencing important institutions 

Strategic analysis 
Public trust 
Social competence 

Sound resource base  
Influence  

Neoinstitutional  

Example of effective practice:  

Hakea leveraged legitimacy with influential institutions, especially government and corporations, gained tangible resources and substantial intangible reputational benefits 
 

Example of ineffective practice:  

Acacia’s limited institutional insight and strategic analysis limited opportunities to leverage intangible reputational resources to gain tangible resources from environment 
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